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The Westminster Assembly is a useful starting point
for detailed discussion of the development of covenantal
thought, particularly in view of the direction taken by
recent studies which place a strong dichotomy between the
early Reformers and their seventeenth-century successors,
notably between John Calvin and those who have
traditionally been designated 'Calvinists'. The most
extreme, or virulent, of these is an unsparing attack upon
the Westminster Confession as one of the principal
reservoirs of 'a plague that had long infected the Reformed
churches'. In seeking to overthrow what he described as
'the treasured confession of my mother church', the author
made the astonishing claim, which puts this basic issue in
a curious nutshell: 'It was Calvin who rescued me from the
Calvinists'. And the deadly virus identified as the cause
of this plague was the Confession's covenantal statements,
of which it was said, 'Calvin knew nothing, for these
theological innovations were the work of his successors'.1
In order to set the scene, therefore, Part One of the
thesis has been devoted to a consideration of the
background to the Westminster Assembly and its documents,
an examination of the sources and content of the theology
of the covenant expressed in the standards, and also a
critical survey of the historiography of the covenant from
around the middle of the last century to the present time.
The historical background to the Assembly as it relates to
both the English and Scottish churches Is designed to get
the feel of the general ecclesiastical climate and
theological orientation In which the divines and their
immediate predecessors lived and moved, while the
examination of sources and content more particularly
identifies the direction from which the doctrine of the
covenant came to be embodied in the Confession and
Catechisms, and also the issues which are emphasized In,
and Immediately related to, the chapters dealing
specifically with the covenant.
The scriptural origin of the Reformed doctrine of the
covenant is Indisputable, so that serious research in this
area has never been considered necessary. The temptation
to include a section on Scripture in this study has
likewise been resisted, but its importance has been kept In
mind throughout. In order to demonstrate that the Idea of
the covenant as held by the Reformed church, even in many
of Its particular aspects, was no new thing, Part Two picks
up some of the threads offered by forerunners in the field.
These Include several of the church fathers, notably
Augustine.	 The survival and use of the Idea in both its
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political and theological applications during the medieval
period has not been overlooked. It was found that the
idea of the covenant had specific governmental,
hermeneutical and soterlological functions in medieval
thought which were by no means dspised or abandoned in the
reaction of the Reformation against medieval scholasticism.
Among the early reformers, Luther's theology held
firmly to the basic concepts underlying covenantal
theology, but it was in the Reformed camp that the
importance of the doctrine was chiefly recognized and
utilized in the controversies of the time, first by
Oecolanipadius and Zwingli and then more distinctly by
Bullinger, whose little monograph De Testamento seu foedere
Del unico et aeterno was the first to appear on the
subject. The findings of this research into Bullinger's
work interact strongly with those studies which regard
Bullinger's view of the covenant as strictly bilateral and
consequently portray him as the founder of a separate
Reformed tradition, distinct from that which emanated from
Calvin and the Genevan school.
Part Three is devoted entirely to Geneva, showing the
seminal influence of Calvin's work in the development and
transmission of covenantal thought. In demonstrating that
the covenant in both its unilateral and bilateral aspects
was an essential part of Calvin's overall theological
structure, the disputed questions as to whether Calvin was
a 'covenant theologian', and whether he taught a covenant
of works is carefully considered in its proper theological
context and not merely with respect to the use of terms.
For the first time in any study of covenantal
thought, detailed attention has been given in this research
to the work of Theodore Beza. Beza has been consistently
singled out by those who oppose the Calvinists to Calvin,
as the guilty party in initiating a rigid, theocentric,
supralapsarian, scholastic orthodoxy which diverged
manifestly from Calvin's warm, Christocentric, humanistic,
biblical theology. Tust as consistently he has been
denied any interest in the theology of the covenant, with
the result that 'covenant theology' has been interpreted as
a reaction against Bezean orthodoxy in an effort to recover
a place for responsible man in the economy of salvation.
The evidence, however, supplied by a wider consultation of
Beza's works than his merely controversial writings,
supports a contrary argument. Beza's basic fidelity to
Calvin becomes apparent in controverted areas and the warm
heart of a concerned pastor is heard to beat in his
sermonic material. More importantly f or this research,
Beza is found to have a keen Interest in the covenant both
unilaterally and bilaterally, particularly In relation to
the doctrine of the union between Christ and his church,
just as Calvin had before him and the Calvinists after him.
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In the final part of the thesis the issues and
arguments already raised are followed through in
representative writers from three main interrelated
locations of post-reformation development in Reformed
theology. One is the influence of the Heidelberg
theologians, Ursinus and Olevianus, In the Palatinate
Church of Germany. The others are the English Puritan
movement, dominated mainly by the influence of William
Perkins, and the Scottish connection In the writings of
Knox, Rollock and Howie.
It is the conclusion of this research that while
covenantal theology Inevitably underwent a process of
refining and expansion, and was given fuller definition and
varying emphases by later writers, that it nevertheless
remained true to the central idea or ideas of the covenant
as taught by the Reformers. Such a process cannot be
construed as constituting a fundamental shift or departure
from the theology of the early Reformers. Rather there Is
a general agreement, a unity and continuity in the Reformed
theology of the covenant which makes the Westminster
divines In this respect the worthy successors of Calvin and
his colleagues.
Notes
1 H. Rolston III, John Calvin versus The Westminster
Confession (Richmond, 1972), 5-6, 23.
2 J.W. Baker, Heinrich Bullinger and the Covenant: The







Historical Background to The Westminster
Assembly
The original Intention in contemplating this research
in the development of Reformed covenantal thought in the
early seventeenth century was to concentrate on the
Westminster Assembly (1643-49), with particular focus upon
the representatives of the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland, 1 and the Importance of their contribution in
the deliberations of that distinguished body, especially in
the formulation of Its documents, the Westminster
Standards.2
It soon became obvious, however, that the Confession
of Faith and the Catechisms were gathering together in a
clear, concise and comprehensive fashion the fruits of
theological debate and development with roots going deep
Into the sixteenth-century Reformation and beyond. For
example, one not otherwise uncritical of the Confession,
has commented that 'It marks the maturest and most
deliberate formulation of the scheme of Biblical revelation
as it appeared to the most cultured and the most devout
Puritan minds.	 It was the last great creed-utterance of
Calvinism, and intellectually and theologically it is a
worthy child of the Institutes'. 3 Another has remarked
that work done by the Westminster Assembly of Divines was
'the ablest and ripest product' of the Reformation of the
sixteenth century.d Again the Confession has been
described as 'an admirable summary of faith and practice',
which lacked only In originality, for the simple reason
that 'These later divines.. .availed themselves of the
labours of the Reformation... Bullinger and Calvin,
especially the latter. . . left them little to accomplish,
except In the way of arrangement and compression'.
From this perspective Westminster represented not so
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much the central focus, much less the inauguration, of a
theological era, but rather the culmination of a period of
intense theological discussion and ecclesiastical feet-
finding after the momentous upheaval of renaissance,
reformation and revolution which had gripped Europe, and
the implications of which were still being worked out in
many countries, including England and Scotland. It
represented rather 'the most complete and mature
development of Reformed theology in creedal formu.G
This is not to say that further theological
development, particularly in covenantal thought, was
stultified after the mid-seventeenth century, but the
manner in which the Confession of Faith has remained for
three centuries the subordinate standard of faith f or many
branches of the Christian church, is ample evidence that
some fairly substantial and conclusive statements had been
made. 7 From another perspective, the Westminster Assembly
can be viewed as the beginning of a remarkable period of
religious stimulation and growth in the English-speaking
world, which was not without its political significance
also, and in which the idea of the covenant was to have a
prominent place.
The pursuit of various issues in covenantal thought,
therefore, drove this research back into an earlier period
of which the Westminster Assembly is roughly the cut-off
point. In the process it inevitably widened the horizons
beyond the Scottish scene to embrace the continental,
English, and, to some extent, the New England churches in
all the complexities and variety of their controversies and
counsels.
In the course of the study some discussion will be
necessary regarding what constitutes 'covenant theology' or
a covenantal theologian. It may be helpful at this stage,
however, to indicate briefly a working definition of the
concept as used in the following pages.	 Historians have
tended to define 'covenant theology' with respect to the
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number of covenants employed, or whether or not the
covenant can be viewed as the organizing principle in the
theological system of a given writer. But it would be
much more satisfactory to keep the discussion within the
parameters legitimated by the scriptural usage of the
concept, that is, as a divinely ordained means of
portraying the nature of God's relationship with man,
particularly 'the organic unity and progressiveness' of
God's saving purpose for his people throughout the history
of mankind.s
Without exception, this was the central idea in the
Reformed use of the concept among both the sixteenth-
century reformers and their successors. It is a
restricted and superficial view which treats the covenant
as some kind of 'oversubtle device' created by the English
Puritans to ease the pressure of an overpowering
predestinarian system inherited from their reforming
predecessors in Geneva.' 0 It would be a more profitable
pursuit, and one which will be followed in this study, to
look not merely at the nomenclature of the covenant and how
and where it is used, but at the theological doctrines
which are essential to, and embodied in, the concept of the
covenant itself.
The generic development of covenantal thought as it
relates to this study lies therefore in the Reformed stream
of the sixteenth-century Reformation in Eurorpe. But
before moving back to the fountain-head of Reformed
teaching, it would be helpful for purposes of comparison
and contrast to peg down significant aspects of the history
and theology of the Westminster Assembly.
One interesting preliminary observation Is the
paucity of recent higher studies on the subject. 1 ' This
is surprising as It forms not only 'the most important
chapter in the ecclesiastical history of England during the
seventeenth century', but had far-reaching effects for the
rest of the English-speaking world as well, not least in
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Scotland. 12 The Scottish involvement means that there are
two distinct histories, English and Scottish, interrelated
at various points, leading up to the Assembly, and each
making its unique contribution to the outcome.
English Background
The story of the Reformation in England is well
documented and need not be detailed here. But it was no
sooner established when rumblings of discontent began to be
heard which became known as 'Puritanism'. 	 The task of
defining and describing this movement has excited no little
enquiry and animosity in the past. 14 Perhaps the simple
explanations of Henry Parker and Edmund Cal,2y, who were
close to it, catch sufficiently the key characteristics
which led to it being so named: Parker claimed that
'Dissent In Ecclesiasticall Policie about Ceremonies and
other smaller matters.. . first gave occasion to raise this
reproachfull word Puritan in the Church... Those whom we
ordinarily call Puritans are men of strict life and precise
opinion, which cannot be hated for anything but their
singularity in zeale and pietyl.lS Calamy also stressed
both the ecclesiastical and ethical content given to the
term when he said that 'They (ie.the Prelates) called them
tie, the Nonconformists] Puritans', but that 'In process of
time the vicious multitude called all Puritans who were
strict and serious and of holy lives, though ever so
conformable'.16
The initial issue In the rise of Puritanism was the
'vestiarian controversy'. The English Reformation, unlike
that in Switzerland or Scotland, was largely of monarchical
instigation.	 It was therefore less representative in form
and retained more of the old mode of worship and form of
church government.	 This difference was especially felt by
English scholars who had studied on the Continent. A
compromise, confining such things to the category of
adiaphora, was followed, with the blessing of Bullinger and
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a more hesitant Calvin. Protests occured. John Hooper
(of martyr fame) was among the first to object to episcopal
vestment, oaths of consecration, and swearing by the saints
as relics of Rome and the 'Inventions of Antichrist.1B
The feeling that the Church was 'but halflie.. .reformed and
established' was in evidence long before Fuller's
remonstrance with Elizabeth.19
It was the Elizabethan Church Settlement, however,
that roused properly both the Puritan ire and identity In
England. The first dissension had already taken place in
the English Church at Frankfort during the Marian exile.2°
The importance of the exiles during the reign of Mary
cannot be overestimated.	 Their association with the
Reformed churches of Switzerland, Germany and Holland had a
profound influence upon them. 	 Their experience of exile
itself Intensified their dislike of Rome and everything
associated with it. The example of the Reformed churches
demonstrated to them that the loss of ceremonies and
vestments was not to be mourned and that the church could
function successfully on more apostolic lines without them.
But there was a more Important influence on the
exiles. While they had an Augustinian heritage In their
Anglo-Saxon background, it had exerted little political
influence up to this point. 21 But on the Continent these
men were exposed more to the idea of the sovereignty of God
occupying a dominant place in their theological thinking,
and that had tremendous repercussions for every area of
life, whether practical, political or religious. 	 Tudor
absolutism,	 jure	 divino kingship,	 and prelatical
pretensions were bound to feel its impact. 	 John De Witt
correctly found in this the genius of Puritanism: 'The
idea of the absolute sovereignty of the living and ethical
God, who executes His purposes mediately or immediately as
He pleases, entered as a new power into the life of England
and of the English Church.	 Thus, English Puritanism was
born; its positive principle, the constitutive principle of
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the the theology of John Calvin; its negative principle,
opposition to all hierarchical pretensions and all
sacramentarianism in doctrine or in ceremony.	 The people
welcomed it.	 The national party wondered at it. The
crown opposed itI.22
Collinson has also pointed out that a rump of Knox's
and Goodman's congregation in London 'retained something of
Its disciplined Identity, a nucleus in the years to come
for the English Presbyterian movement'. 23
 Here too
account must be taken of the polity and influence of a
Lasco's Church of the Strangers In London.
	 He
acknowledged a debt to the models of Geneva and Strasbourg,
and insisted that this was the apostolic pattern. 2 A
Lasco also regarded the Anglican church as half-reformed
and his own congregation as an example of the pure Reformed
churches.
Elizabeth's Injunctions did instruct the clergy to
sweep away much of the superstitious paraphernalia in
church and home - 'shrines... trindals, and rolls of wax,
pictures, paintings, and all other monuments of feigned
miracles, pilgrimages, Idolatry, and superstition'. But
the hopes of the Puritans for greater reformation were
dashed by the rigid enforcement, pushed by Archbishop
Parker, of the Act of Uniformity (May/June 1559), which for
them failed In adequate revision of the Prayer Book and its
insistance on compliance with forms, ceremonies and the use
of surplices. 27' Thus began eighty years of 'mischief s',
as Puritan and Prelatist parties emerged in the division of
the Convocation at St. Paul's on 13 January, 1562, when
papers were presented against the articles.28
If these injunctions were intended to represent the
final 'goal' of the English reformation, It was clear that
many disagreed. 29
 Semi-conformity and acceptance of
preferments in the interests of 'good order' or continuing
reformation from within the establishment was manifest in
men like Grindal of London, Sandys of Worcester, Pilkington
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of Durham, Home of Winchester, Jewel of Salisbury, and
Bentham of Coventry, who maintained close contact with the
continental Reformers, especially Bullinger and Gaulther.°
Others, however, who 'scrupled the habit', suffered
deprivation and were ejected from office.31
Outright nonconformity was also the inevitable
reaction to such measures. Despite the threats of
Elizabeth and the conciliatory efforts of Grindal - the
Calvinist 'with a human face' - more extreme Puritans
seceded to set up their own congregations modelled on
Geneva and Scotland. 32 	In 1568 a number of London
ministers	 separated	 to	 form	 the	 'circumstantial
separatists', or what Collinson styled 'London's Protestant
underworld'. 39
 Those who separated sought affiliation
with the Dutch and French churches in the city, and
informed Knox, 'We desire no other order than you hold'.
There is a measure of ambiguity about the Scottish
and Genevan attitudes to developments within the English
church. For example, Beza, early on, was prepared to
tolerate episcopacy, but as he learned more about the way
episcopacy was behaving, he was no longer able to speak
favourably of it. He complained to Bullinger about the
abominable and extravagant power being assumed by the
bishops, their abuse of church discipline and benef ices,
and asked, 'Where did such a Babylon exist'?95 But at the
same time Beza, like Knox, advised the Puritans not to form
sects and to 'thole' meantime what they could not change.3
The bishops for their part were under no illusions as
to the aims of the separatists. Sandys in a letter to
Bullinger summarized it as 'the complete overthrow and
uprooting of the whole of our ecclesiastical polity', and
the introduction of a presbyterial form of church
government. A list of issues he mentioned showed clearly
that the question of church government and ecclesiastical
authority was fast becoming the primary concern in the
Puritan conflict.	 Sandys was worried because of the
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Puritan claim to 'have all the reformed churches on their
side'. And Elizabeth's complaint against the
hierarchy's inability to secure uniformity was an
indication of the growing strength of the movement.
The 'presbyterianism' advocated by these English
separatists was somewhat different from the Scottish
variety. Presbytery here was identified with each
individual church session or senatus praesbyteroruin.39
The popularly celebrated birthday of English
presbyterianism Is 20 November, 1572, at Wandsworth,
Surrey, and is associated with the names of Walter Travers
(c.1548--1643), Thomas Wilcox (c1549-1608), and John Field
(d.1588), but that has now been prove erroneous.°
Whatever the origins of the movement, the central
figure who emerged as the champion of the cause was Thomas
Cartwright (1535-1603). A Cambridge graduate, Cartwright
was appointed Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in 1569,
but when deprived of his chair because of his propositions
for the reform of the church on apostolic lines, he
proceeded to Geneva where he befriended Beza and Andrew
Melville.
With the failure of moderate appeals for reform on
the basis of Cranmer's Reformatlo Legum, the cause of
Puritanism was forcefully spelt out In the Admonitions to
Parliament in 1572, calling for reformation In accordance
with the examples of the churches in France and Scotland.42
Cartwright, In controversy with Whitgift, defended the
principles for reform in the Admonitions, but 'for his
unlawfull. . . most daingerous dealings.. . in matters touchinge
Religion and the state of this Realme' an order was Issued
for his apprehension. He returned to the Continent
associating with the Reformed churches In Geneva,
Heidelberg, Basel and the Netherlands, until his return to
England in 1585/86.
CartwrIght's experiences are Important, since through
them he came to represent 'the nexus between English
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Puritanism and the Continental Reformation' .
 This could
be claimed not only with respect to Church government
issues, but also in the area of theology, especially the
theology of the covenant. His writings will be considered
later, but his two important catechetical works could well
have served as models for the catechisnts of the Westminster
Assembly. 46
 Cartwright also shared In the composition of
the Puritan Book of Discipline, which was translated and
reprinted as A Directory of Church-Government (1644-45),
and no doubt influenced the production of the Westminster
Directory, and Form of Presbyterial Church-Government.
The Influence of Cartwright's work remained strong
enough for him to serve as a link between Elizabethan
Puritanism and the Westminster theologians. It Is not
true to say that the later Presbyterian movement can claim
no descent from the CartwrIght era. 46 Donald MacAlister
has demonstrated the strong connection through Cambridge,
pointing out that the contribution of Cambridge to the
Westminster Assembly shows 'that the tradition established
by men like Cartwright two generations before had persisted
and borne fruIt'.49
The Hampton Court Conference and the Anti-Puritan
Canons (1604) marked the dividing line between early
Elizabethan Puritanism and later Puritanism, or what some
would call Puritanism proper. 50
	The difference between
these has been widely discussed. 	 George Yule saw it as a
movement towards 'moral austerity.., and a more
Individualistic approach to salvation', whereas CartwrIght
and his associates were simply seeking the reform of church
order. This distinction is greatly overdone. Later
Puritans were as much concerned about church order as their
predecessors, and the early ones were just as concerned
about godly living and Christian obedience. Yule's quote
from Cartwright, supposedly repudiating later type
'austerity', could have been written by any one of the
later PurItans. 5
	Also his statement that the issue of
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church order had dropped Into the background to be 'revived
only by the Insistence of the Scots commissioners to the
Westminster Assembly'	 is simply inconsistent with
evidence. 52	 The church order issue was one great factor
representing continuity between Elizabethan and later
Puritanism. The hopes of immediately reforming church
order may have received a setback in 1604, but it remained
a dominant theme throughout the preaching years which
prepared the ground for Its re-emergence into the arena
when the time was considered rIpe.&3 Long before the
Scots Commissioners arrived, It became the Immediate
concern of the Long Parliament and of numerous petitions
which were moving In the direction of an Assembly quite
independent of the Scots.
In this respect credence Is due to De Witt's emphasis
on the unchanging nature of the movement from Cartwright to
the Assembly. 54 Robert Paul, however, may have some room
for taking Issue with De WItt as to where the later
Puritans stood with respect to the kind of church order
desired.	 He held that non-prelatical did not alway mean
non-episcopal,	 nor	 did	 separatist	 always	 mean
Presbyterian. 55 Nevertheless there was a strong
persistence of Presbyterian ideas in England before the
Assembly, allowing that they 'differed in some details'
front Scottish presbyterianism.
This did not mean that the English variety was any
less Presbyterian, as some writers have Implied. 57 It Is
difficult to keep track of the variety and shades of
opinion expressed on church order even within some of the
parties of the period; still more difficult to follow the
rise and wane of their respective influences. This tended
largely to a state of confusion and an attitude of scarcely
knowing where to begin. It was at this point that the
Scottish commissioners played their part, not by reviving
Interest in church order, but by issuing a clarion call as
to the kind of church order which they saw as In accordance
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with the word of God and the best Reformed churches, and
which they considered as the answer to unifying church and
kingdom, thereby making 'certain once f or all of the Kirk's
security' .
Marsden claimed that the Puritan conflict before
Hampton Court 'had been a quarrel on inferior points. It
had intermeddled only with ceremonies and forms, with the
accidents and externals of religion. Now it descended to
the doctrines'. 59
 Cragg added: 'Those who withstood
Cartwright disliked his church polity but not his doctrine.
Whitgift was no less a Calvinist than his opponent... The
leaders of the Elizabethan church were Calvinists almost to
a man'. 6° 	 This was true generally speaking.	 Whitgift
constantly appealed to Calvin in his Answers to the
Admonitions and to Cartwright's Replies. 6	 And the
Lambeth Articles (1595) were strongly Calvinistic.62
But doctrinal matters were not entirely absent from
the early period. The controversy in Cambridge which led
to the production of the Lambeth Articles, justifies
Porter's warning against indiscriminate use of the term
'Calvinist'. 63
	Cremeans, too, pointed out that Whitgift
was not a Calvinist in the way that Cartwright was.
Perhaps the difficulty here lies in the fact that the term
'Calvinist' has been used too much to designate positions
with respect only to the doctrine of predestination. New
more helpfully treated a whole range of doctrines - nature,
man, the fall, Scripture, grace, the sacraments and the
church - in his attempt to make doctrine the basis of
opposition between 'Anglican' and Puritan, claiming that
they emerged from different Protestant traditions. He
identified the difference as a more Pauline-Augustinian
emphasis in the Puritans, even though he regarded this as
'minimal' and more implicit than obvious. 65 Useful as
New's broader approach Is, his argument has a weakness in
the difficulty in making a too rigid Anglican/Puritan
dichotomy, and in the way he Isolated the writings from the
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controversies and developments of the period.
Dewey Wallace wisely warned against the twin errors
of 'running theological differences back into too early a
period and of denying theological differences at all'
Wallace was concentrating on the doctrine of grace and
identified signs of divergence in this area in men like
John Overall (1560-1619) and Lancelot Andrewes (1555-
1626).	 He did however carefully relate these to the
more significant theological dispute - the predestinarlan
one.
Signs of emerging theological polarity were more
evident in the cases of Peter Baron (or Baro) (1534-1599)
and William Barrett, who attacked the Reformed doctrine of
predestination and came to represent the 'avant-garde' of
English 'Arminianism'. 69
 Baron was a French refugee who
had studied in Geneva. He became Lady Margaret Professor
of Divinity in Cambridge (1574), where he began to
criticize Calvinistic predestination, holding that
predestination was conditioned by faith and obedience.
Barrett was a Fellow of Caius College, who opposed the
predestinarian views of Calvin, Beza, Vermigli and Zanchius
in a Condo ad Clerum on 29 AprIl, 1595.°
This proto-Arminian movement in Cambridge was
symtomatic of a reaction against Calvinism In Europe at the
turn of the century - Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609) himself
in Holland, and John Cameron (1579-1625), the Scottish
theologian in Saumur, and his successor Moise Amyraut
(1596-1664), were foremost here. 7 This growing
'Arminian' party in England was eventually personified in
William Laud (1573-1645), who became Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1633. 	 His fame as the imposer of 'Laud's
Liturgy', even If he was not its author, was a good
indication of where his interests lay. 7	He was certainly
a life-long opponent of Calvinist theology, but he was no
theologian.	 His utterances were mostly declamations of a
view of predestination which 'my very soul abominates'.
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Reform of church order on Erastian lines was his chief
aim.
Alongside this 'Arminian' development was the rise of
a new generation of more theologically articulate Puritans.
Most of these had been in exile and had drunk deeply from
the wells of the Reformed churches abroad. Cartwright and
Dudley Fenner (15587-1587) were forerunners here.74
William Perkins (1558-1602 and his pupil William Ames
(1576-1633)	 became	 known	 throughout	 Europe.
Consideration will be given later to the significance of
this stream f or covenantal thought. The generation of
'Westminster men' who succeeded them was thoroughly drilled
in theological distinctions, and when Laud attacked their
church order views they were not slow to respond and take
issue, not only with his liturgical reforms, but with what
they regarded as his Arminian theology as well.76
The central issue, however, was the old one of
authority in the church. The Reformation had overthrown
Papal authority, but in England that had been replaced by
monarchical and prelatical authority. For the Puritan,
like Calvin, the authority of the Scriptures was supreme in
all matters of faith and conduct, and that included church
order on presbyterial lines.
	
From the turn of the
century, the idea of episcopacy by divine right began to be
developed in addition to 
.Jure divino kingship. 77	This
theory also tended to align the church more with the
position of Rome.
	 To claim validity of succession, meant
acknowledging Rome as a true church. 79	A clash was
inevitable. In the Puritan mind, as at the Synod of Dort,
Arminianism was regarded as the first step on the road to
Rome. 79 And for them Laud was the living proof of it.
Scottish Development
In all the developments south of the border the Scots
were more that just casual or merely interested spectators.
Events there were always filled with portent for the
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welfare of the Scottish church, even though the more
broadly-based nature of the Reformation in the north had
ensured that it took a different direction to that of its
nearest neighbour.
Knox had had early experience of the English
church. 8° From 1549-1553 he had ministered there, taking
a keen interest in the need f or further reformation of the
'Englishe Order', as did other Reformed ministers from
outwith the country. 81 Complaint was made of Knox's
excessive 'authoritie' during the revision of the Prayer
Book. It was said: 'A runnagate Scot dyd take awaye the
adoration or worshipping of Christe in the Sacrament1.82
Knox refused the bishopric of Rochester because he foresaw
trouble, and when subsequently questioned as to 'whether no
Christian might serve in the ecclesiastical ministration
according to the rites and lawes of the realm of England',
he judiciously reminded the Privy Council that many things
were still 'worthy of reformation in the ministry of
England' 83
The Scottish vision of a Reformed Kirk was very
different from that of the official English version. When
on the Continent, Knox still regarded the English order in
need of being purged of the 'Letanye, Surplice and many
other thinges' which would be strange and unbearable in
other Reformed churches. 84	During the troubles at
Frankfort he declared that the English Service Book still
contained 'thinges bothe superstitious, impure and
imperfect', and that it was 'slacknes to ref orme Religion
(when tyme and place was graunted)' that had provoked God's
anger against England. 85
 He complained against the
obtrusion of the 'rochet and a bishop's robe', and against
the discrepancy that existed between the English-faced
rites and ceremonies and the face of Christ's church as
displayed in the Christian churches reformed.86
Calvin abhorred the Frankfort contention, but agreed
that those who allowed such rites and ceremonies indulged
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'faecisPapisticae reliquiae'. 7
 Knox took up this kind
of phrase in the years following with reference to English
ceremonies. They bore 'the mark of the Beast.. .all these
dregges of Papistrie. . . these Diabolical], inventions, viz.
Crossing in Baptisme; Kneeling at the Lord's table;
mummelling, or singing of the Letanie'.°°	 The General
Assembly adopted the same language. Writing to 'there
brethren, the Blschops and pastours of Ingland' on 27
December, 1566, they urged support for those who 'refuse
the Romish ragges.. . that fight agains that Roman
antiChrist'. Such were Identified with the works of
Belial - 'surp-claithes, cornett cap and tippet, has bein
badges of idolaters.. . the dregges of that Romish.. . and
odious beast'.89
In these matters a single voice was to be heard from
the Scottish Reformed church, English Puritanism and
Genevan or Genevan-influenced sources, and on the question
of church government and worship the similarity persisted.
It is no great wonder then that 'Cartwright regarded the
Church of Scotland as his ideal in practice', and that the
English Puritans looked north f or support and example.9°
The Puritan Petition based on these examples, and placed
before Parliament in 1584-85, included what Bancroft called
a programme for presbyterianism. 91 Bancroft also
complained of the close consultation between the Puritans
and Scots which was followed by the production of a new
edition of the Genevan Prayer Book. 92
 At the same time
Traver's Dlsciplma Ecclesiae sacra ex Del Verbo descripta
(1573), which first appeared in Geneva, was produced in
English, and in all probability was the basis of the
Puritan Book of Discip1ine. 9 	 A similar source and
pattern was to be observed In Scotland where the Service
Book adopted was 'callit the Ordour of Geneva'. 94' The
First Book of DiscIpline (1560), compIled by Knox and his
colleagues swept away so much that had been retained by the
English church. 99 	 The Second Book of DiscIpline (1578)
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was specifically aimed at attacking the Erastlan policy of
the Regent Morton, which was was 'patently modelled on
developments in England', and to break free from the
persistent pressure of forced compromises concerning
ecclesiastical benef ices which had plagued the progress of
reformation in Scotland from the beginning.
The regulation of the church courts, the order of the
ministry (superintendents notwithstanding), the exercise of
ecclesiastical discipline, and the general policy of the
church bore little or no resemblance to the pattern of
English episcopalianism. 97 In all the reforming measures
of the Kirk, the model was 'that most godlie Reformed
Churche and citie in the wand, Geneva', and behind that
'the reverent face of the primitive and apostolick
Churche'. 9° This was precisely how the English Puritans
in 1572 felt that their church ought to be reformed, 'both
by the Word of God, and the example -of the primitive
church, as ailso of Geneva, France, Scotland and all other
churches rightly reformed'.99
The relation between the English Puritans and the
developing Scottish presbyterianism is something that still
requires more careful research and analysis, even though
Scott-Pearson drew attention to it in 1925.b00 The
importance of the French church, also mentioned in the
above statement, should not be overlooked.
	 There were
strong similarities between the Scottish pattern of
reformation and the French.	 Knox maintained careful
contact with the French church. 10' It is clear that if
the Scots did not consciously imitate the organization of
the French church, 'certainly a common source, possibly
emanating from Geneva. . provided a pattern and example'.
Knox's efforts, acknowledged by Spottiswoode, 'to
conform the government of the church with that which he had
seen in Geneva' and elsewhere, were continued by Andrew
Melville. 103 Such efforts were especially spurred on by
the compromise of the Leith Convention (1572), which Knox
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and the General Assembly severely criticised In their
desire for 'a more perfyte ordour. . . for quhilk thay will
prease as occasion sail serve'. 104 Knox had no further
occasion to press for anything, but Melville returned from
Geneva in 1574 to re-emphasize the Calvinistic distinction
between the two kings and two kingdoms (or jurisdictions),
which had been explicit In the Scottish Reformation since
its inception, and even In its embroyonlc stage.
Melville supported the General Assembly's efforts to
resist the adulteration of its Reformed church order by the
old hierarchical system. Successive Assembly discussions
and resolutions found expression in The Second Book of
Discipline,	 the	 'Charter of Presbyterianism', 	 and
eventually outlawed 'the office of a Bischop, as It is now
usit. . .wlthin thip reaime'.'°6 But it was one thing to
ban bishops on paper or even from the church, quite another
to ensure their disappearance from the realm when the
political and financial benefits they brought to the crown
and nobility was calculated to ensure their continuance
even as titulars. Violent reaction under the government
of Arran led to the suppression of presbyterianism and
began a see-saw power struggle between the Genevan-
orientated church order Introduced by Knox and an English-
orientated episcopalianism, imposed by the Crown.'°
The shrewd programme of manipulation and oppression
followed by James for the 'revival of episcopacy' was
difficult enough, but at least not all his bishops were
Idle and hostile or ardent anti-Calvinists.'° 8 Charles,
overshadowed by his primate, appointed men stamped with
Laudian Arminianism, and when they sought to Impose 'Laud's
Liturgy on a long-suffering Scots populace in 1637,
patience snapped and brought about a Presbyterian revolt,
In which their covenanting outlook played a major role.109
The momentum of a 'covenanted community' surging
forward to reform was generated by the signing of the
National Covenant, drawn up chiefly by Alexander Henderson
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arid Johnston of Wariston.''° 	 It was carried through by
the famous Glasgow Assembly (Nov. 1638). Reaction by
Charles led directly to the Bishops' Wars and the eventual
humiliation of the king by the victorious Scots at
Newcastle in 164O.h1
Unifying Aims
In the meantime the king's attitude in both politics
and religion was provoking sympathy for the Scots and
reaction at home. Puritan support in Parliament had
dramatically increased, largely out of disgust for Laud's
unscrupulous work of 'harrying Puritans out of the Church
and constitutionalists out of the State', demanding that
they	 'surrender... soul	 and	 conscience,	 to	 his
direction'.
The Scottish rebellion encouraged English protest.
Petition followed petition concerning the state of religion
in the land. The most famous was the Root and Branch
Petition, signed by 15,000 Londoners demanding that the
episcopal system of church government 'with all its
dependencies, roots and branches be abolished'. 11
 No one
however was too clear about what should take its place.
It was at this time (1641) a group of Scottish
commissioners visited London, led by Henderson, and pressed
for 'unity of religion and uniformity of church-government
as one especial means to conserve peace in His Majesty's
dominions'. This unity was to accord with that of the
Reformed churches generally, and it expressed the desire
f or 'one Confession of Faith, one form of Catechism, one
Directory for all parts of public worship of God. . . and one
form of church governmentl.hld
The measure of Scottish influence on English policies
is always difficult to gMe due to ingrained prejudices,
but there was a marked movement towards the Scottish
suggestions in the Grand Remonstrance drawn up by the
Commons later that year, and reinforced by numerous
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petitions, calling for 'a general Synod of the most grave,
pious, learned and judicious divines of this island,
assisted by some from foreign parts professing the same
religion with us, to consider all things necessary for the
peace and good government of the church'.115
By June 1642 consultations with the General Assembly
had taken place and a Bill calling for an Assembly was
passed by both Houses in spite of monarchical rejection.
Finally an ordinance was passed agreeing that an Assembly
be called 'to settle a government in the Church as may be
most agreeable to God's Holy Word, and most apt to procure
and preserve the peace of the Church at home, and nearer
agreement with the Church of Scotland and other Reformed
Churches abroad. . . and for the vindicating and clearing of
the doctrine of the Church of England from all false
calumnies and aspersions'.116
The Assembly convened on 1 July, 1643, and following
the opening procedural sessions, Including the taking of
the famous protestation, It proceeded to a revision of The
Thirty Nine Articles of Religion. 117 The records of these
debates indicate the theological expertise of the divines.
It is regr , ble that their deliberations in this field
were so rudely interrupted by the political events which
gave pre-emminence again to the question of church
government. This Issue dominated the Assembly apart from
time out to draw up the Confession of Faith and the
Cat echi sms, something that was accomplished with
remarkable readiness, and an even more remarkable degree of
unanimity.' 19
	Perhaps the lengthy discussion on the
Articles helped In this respect.119
It was the arrival of the Scots and the Solemn League
and Covenant which re-directed the Assembly's doctrinal
debates. Its policy committed all Involved to 'endeavour
to bring the churches of God in the three Kingdoms to the
nearest conjunction and uniformity in religion, Confession
of faith, form of church-government, directory for worship
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and catechising l . 120 A new Confession was envisaged to
replace those already in use - namely, The Scots Confession
(1560), The Thirty-Nine Articles (1563), and The Irish
Articles (1615).. 121
According to Bail].ie 'the best heads that are here',
were appointed 'to prepare matter for a joint Confession of
Faith. 122 Work began on the Confession in July, 1644 and
nineteen chapters of 'the humble advice of the Assembly of
Divines', was presented to Parliament on 25 September,
1646, but the complete work was not ordered to be printed
until June, 1648.122 Because of Increasing division on
the question of church order Parliament never fully
authorised the Confession. It was left to the Scottish
Church and Parliament to approve and ratify it as the
'Publick and Avowed Confession of the Church of
Scotland' 124
Most accounts of the work of the Assembl y tend to
concentrate on the church government issues with little if
anything to say on the debates surrounding the drawing up
of the Confession. Works on the Confession tend to be
expositions of the doctrines with little reference to the
history.	 Perhaps this is understandable since reports of
debates on some doctrinal points were frustratingly scant
and incomplete. For example, on the covenants there was
an insertion on 6 November, 1645, 'Debate upon the
Covenants. . . make report of the whole business of the
Covenant on Monday morning'. But there was no report
mentioned on Monday, and the only further comment on the
subject was, 'Report additional concerning the covenant
about the fulness of the administration under the Old
Testament debated' 125
Work on the Catechisms was also proceeding at the
same time. Baillie Indicated something of the early speed
and unanimity of this when he wrote on 26 December, 1644:
'We have near also agreed in private on a draught of
Catechise, whereupon, when it comes In publick, we expect
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little debate*. 2G
	It was, of course, an age of
Catechisms. At least twelve or fourteen members of the
Assembly had published their own before the Assembly met.
The decision to 'prepare a draught of two Catechisms',
based on the work done on the Confession, followed a strong
Calvinistic tradition in catechical works' 27 	 So, too, did
the official title, The Grounds and Principles of
Religion...,	 given to the shorter work when printed.12e
Again reports of debates are meagre, and once more the work
was never fully ratified by Parliament. Only the Shorter
Catechism, was ordered to be printed by both Houses 129
It was again left to the Scots to adopt fully these further
standards of intended uniformity.3°
Any proper assessment of the influence of Continental
Reformed churches on the covenantal thought of English
Puritanism and Scottish Presbyteriansim must necessarily
await consideration of the content of their theology. But
the history of the development and growth of church life
and the various issues affecting the ecclesiastical
structures of the period do reveal something of the general
orientation of their thinking. 	 In crises and areas of
confusion and debate the tendency was to look f or guidance
mainly to the Swiss churches. Geneva, or churches
strongly influenced by the pattern and polity of Calvin's
kirk provided the chief inspiration for continuing reform
in both England and Scotland. 131
	It would be surprising
indeed if a similar orientation and direction was not to be
found in their theological development. It would be even
more surprising if their theology was found to depart so
rapidly and drastically from that of the early Reformers as
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CHAPTER TWO
Sources and Covenantal Doctrine of The
Westminster Standards
It Is unnecessary here to list or draw biographical
sketches of the members of the Westminster Assembly. 	 Many
have done so. 1 The derisory remarks and vituperative
comments of the Clarendons and Miltons can be dismissed in
view of the tributes of friends and foes to the greatness
of the lives, learning and literature of the divInes.	 It
is more important to know who shaped their thinking.	 But
when their works are examined that becomes a task of
monumental proportions. 	 Listing sources was not common
practice in the seventeenth century, but even where it does
occur the range is breathtaking. For example 1 a survey of
works quoted by Samuel Rutherford In his Exercitationes
Apologeticae pro divina gratia contra Jesuitas et
Arminianos (1635), is enormous in scope, especially when it
is remembered that he was the minister of a remote parish
in south-west Scotland.	 He showed himself at home with
the Fathers, the schoolmen, the medieval canonists and
conciliarists, the mystics, humanists and reformers. 	 He
was also so up-to-date that he could make detailed use of
William Twisse's	 Vindiciae gratiae potestatis et
providentiae Dei, published only three years earlier.3
Mitchell emphasized the Influence of a native
Augustinianism in English theological development in the
fifty years or so before Westminster, 'without slavish
dependence on the divines of any Continental school'. 4 He
criticised Marsden f or 'undue deference to the views of
Calvin and Bullinger' in his Interpretation, and McCrle for
finding the unmistakeable 'stamp of Dutch theology'.5
This line of thought has been taken up and clearly
overstressed by others.
One writer referred to such 'a native school' in
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Scotland and England, independent of any similar
development on the Continent, and that it was only 'much
later that Dutch and French works of theology began to flow
across the Channel,	 and that scholars such as
Cameron. . . returning from the continental universities began
to make their influence felt'. 6	Cameron returned in
1621. To suggest the third decade of the seventeenth
century as the commencement of the flow of continental
literature and scholars, even those of an infralapsarian
tendency, cannot be substantiated. 	 There had been a
constant coming and going of Scottish and English students
and scholars since the Reformation. 8	The flow of
theological literature and ideas was enormous. English
and Scottish divines were aware of the Arminian controversy
even in Its early stages.
It was clear from the debates in the Assembly and
even more so from the writings of the divines (Twisse,
Rutherford, etc.) that due consideration was given by them
to Dutch theology, notably in its anti-Arininian stance.
In this sense 'the stamp of Dutch theology' was amply in
evidence. But much earlier models with equally 'sharp
distinctions in logical forms and judicial terms' than the
Dutch can readily be detected. 	 Mitchell was right In his
criticism here.	 As for Calvin and Bullinger, it would be
difficult to give 'undue deference' to them. Calvin's
works bad gone through numerous editions in England, and
were a constant source of appeal. 1 ° Bullinger had taught
at Cambridge, and his Decades were recommended reading for
all clergy. 1 ' English clergy in exile crowded to him in
Zurich, and his correspondence with them at home was
prolific.
That there was a traditional AugustinianIsm, tracable
from Anselm and Bradwardine through the works of Tyndale
and Frith is indisputable.' 3 The surviving strength and
influence of this development by the time of the
Reformation, however, is a moot point.' 4 The Influence of
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the continental Reformers on the other hand is everywhere
present, 16, so much so that by the time of Westminster
there were such commonplace expressions of thought and
lines of argument, which, while making source-tracing
exceedingly difficult, bear the unmistakeable stamp of
Calvin and his Reformed colleagues. Warfield illustrated,
for example, how Heppe's representative continental
Reformed theologians could be regarded generally as
possible sources for any single assertion of chapter one of
the Confession of Faith. He concluded that 'the
Reformed theologians, whether on the Continent or in
Britain, did not write in ignorance or Independence of one
another'.	 He demonstrated that the Institutes of Calvin
could easily have been the basis of this section. 1 ' The
fundamental source of the Westminster doctrines must be
regarded as Reformed theology in general.
The proximate sources or framework for the
formulating of the Westminster standards is not so
difficult to ascertain. Since A.F. Mitchell detailed the
correspondence between the Irish Articles and the
Confession in 1886, this has generally been acknowledged by
all scholars to be the main source. 1 ° These Articles of
Religion, embodying the Lambeth Articles and the Articles
of the English Church, were agreed upon by the Archbishops
and Bishops and the rest of the Irish clergy In a
Convocation held at Dublin in 1615.'
	 James Ussher,
Archbishop of Armagh, was the principal compiler of the
Articles. His biographer noted, 'There is not anything
contained In the Articles, which is not in strict
conformity with the opinions he entertained at that period
of his life I . 20 Comparison with three other of his works,
which are equally Important with respect to the Westminster
documents, bears out this statement.
The first Is A Body of Divinitie, which was published
by John Downham in 1645 under tJssher's name. In a letter
to Downham dated 13 May, 1645, Ussher disclaimed the work
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as his own, but admitted to transcribing and compiling it
from the works of others, notably 'Mr. Cartwright. . .Mr.
Crooks and some other English divines'. 21 It was
consequently republished with Ussher's blessing and a
prefatory note of explanation in 1647.	 The other two
works are The Principles of Christian Religion, which was
published in 1645, and again in 1654, with the addition of
A Brief Method of the Doctrine Thereof. 22 	 His preface
explained tha&the latter was a 'more full declaration of
some chief points. . . framed to the capacity of such as had
made a further progress In the knowledge of these Heavenly
truths'. 23 It is very possible that the Westminster
decision to publish two catechisms for much the same reason
found its springs here. 24	 But a more important
observation Is the date when Ussher first compiled these
documents.
It is difficult to pin down A Body of Divinitie, but
the letter just referred to does imply that It had been
widely circulated 'In scattered sheets' for some time
before its publication. 26
 In the preface to the 1647
edition, Downham stated that It 'was written and finished
above thirty years ago'. 26 	 A note to the reader of the
1645 edition of The Principles Is more helpful. Again
Ussher indicated that many Impressions of 'rude
draughts. . . presented. . . in a very faulty manner' had been in
circulation and that he was now revising them in order to
publish them In 'more tolerable condition'. But he also
stated that he drew up these works when he 'was about the
age of two or three and twenty years'. and that he was now
giving them his full approval 'when my head is grey' 27
There are two conclusions to be drawn from these
comments: First, if The Principles represent the mature
views of Ussher, then he did not modify his Calvinism as
much as Erllngton sought to make out In his biography.26
Secondly, Ussher was born In January, 1580, 29
 which would
mean that The Principles were penned around 1602/3. There
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is also a good hint that the substance of them was used by
IJssher before that date.
	 Prior to his ordination in 1601,
Ussher had already distinguished himself as Catechist in
the Trinity College. 30
 'Every week he explained the pure
principles of the Christian religion, as professed and
maintained by the reformed Churches. . . this task he
performed with such a display of accurate knowledge on the
controverted subjects. . . that his friends anxiously pressed
him to appear in the pulpit'. In the absence of any
other catechetical material from Ussher's pen, it can only
be assumed that It was the substance of The Principles that
he used then.
If these documents then contain the essence of the
Westminster covenantal theology, and provide the framework
for the Westminster schema, then clearly the documents of
Westminster were no panicky reaction to the Arminian
controversy. These doctrines had been formulated and
taught by Ussher in Dublin, perhaps not with the same
precision, but just as clearly, at the turn of the century,
long before the Dutch controversy got off the ground. 	 And
his model apparently was what was 'professed and maintained
by the Reformed churches'. This piece of evidence adds
weight to Mitchell's conclusion that 'With respect to the
doctrine of the Covenants. . . there is nothing taught In the
Confession which had not been long before in substance
taught by Rollock and Howie in Scotland, and by Cartwright,
Preston, Perkins, Ames and Ball in his two catechisms in
England'.
Mitchell has also helpfully demonstrated the close
correspondence between the chapter headings of the Irish
Articles and the Confession of Faith, and the few not to be
found in the Articles are supplied by A Body of
Divinitie. So detailed is the likeness that even
singular cases are used In both where plural nouns might
easily have been employed, and in the order of chapter
headings these two works are set apart from most earlier
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Reformed confessions with which they have doctrinal
affinity. 34
 Mitchell and Warfield have exhibited at
length in columnar form some of the main chapters of the
Confession alongside the corresponding statements of the
Irish Articles, particularly those on Scripture and God's
eternal decree.35
Interestingly, no detailed comparison has been made
between those sections in these respective documents which
expressly state the different aspects of covenantal
theology, apart from the general statement of Mitchell
quoted above.	 This merits a fuller discussion.
Beginning with the Confession's statement on the
creation of man, there is an immediate reference to the
place and nature of law: 'God.., created man, male and
female, with reasonable and immortal souls, endued with
knowledge, righteousness and true holiness, after his own
image, having the law of God written in their hearts, and
power to fulfil it; and yet under a possibility of
transgressing, being left to the freedom of their own will,
which was subject to change. Besides this law written in
their hearts, they received a command not to eat of the
tree of knowledge of good and evil; which while kept, they
were happy in their communion with God and had dominion
over the creatures'.36
Ussher conjoined creation and providence under the
head 'Of the Creation and Government of all things'. He
emphasized also man's creation in the image of God, which
was principally seen 'In the perfection of the
understanding; and the freedom and holiness of the will'.3'
He specifically designated 'the love engraf ted in his
heart' as 'the Covenant of the lawe. . .whereby God did
promise unto him everlasting life, upon condition that he
performed entire and perfect obedience unto his
Commandments, according to that measure of strength
wherewith hee was endued in his creation, and threatened
death unto him if he did not performe the same'.35
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Both Ussher and the Confession stressed the freedom
of man's will pre lapsun and they Identified the law of
God as having a specific covenantal function in man's
relationship with God in paradise. The Body of Divinitie,
like the Confession spoke of the twofold manner in which
Adam received the law. When the question was asked how
the law could be given to Adam in his integrity, when it
was said not to have been before Moses, the reply was that
that was to be understood of the law only as Moses recorded
It and God engraved It on stone, 'otherwise the same law
(for the substance thereof) was imprinted in the beginning
In the hearts of our first parents, and therefore it is
called the Law of Nature'. 	 This law given to Adam 'was
chief ly written In his heart at creation, and partly also
uttered to his Eare in Paradise'.	 Adam was therefore able
to know good, but in addition he was 'Inclined thereunto
with the abilitie to performe This last phrase
corresponds with those above which insist that man 'by
virtue of his creation' had power or 'the measure of
strength' to fulfil the law given to him, and thereby
ensure 'the continuance' of divine favour and life.
This was God's promise In the covenant he made with Adam,
'and In him with all mankind'.41
This reference to the covenant of the law given to
Adam is as far as Ussher developed the covenant of works
idea in the Articles, but in A Body of Divinitle, in The
Principles, and particularly in The Method, before dealing
with the fall, he set forth a more developed doctrine of
the covenant of works as the first of a twofold covenant by
which God ordered the state of man. The Confession, in
chapter four, considered 'Of the Fall of Man, of Sin, and
of the Punishment thereof' before the chapter entitled 'Of
God's Covenant with Man'. Before examining this in
detail, it would be appropriate to note some similarities
with respect to the doctrine of sin and the fall.
In their sin our first parents were 'seduced by the
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subtilty and temptation of Satan', or as Ussher said
'obeying rather the persuasion of the Devil'. 42 'They
fell from their original righteousness', or were 'deprived
of originall righteousnes'. 43
 Consequently, the
Confession concluded that they 'became dead in sin, and
wholly defiled' in soul and body, and the same guilt and
death in sin was imputed and conveyed to all their
posterity. For Usher, too, 'death went over all men', and
sin infected 'all the powers of soul and body', and this
guilt and corruption was not only Adam's, but that of
'every person that naturally is ingendered and propagated
from Adam'.	 How sin was propagated from one generation to
the next was not a matter for speculation.	 It was
sufficient that there was evidence of the same sin in
posterity. 44 	The consequences of the fall in the
corruption of man's nature, his actual transgressions and
punishment show remarkable parallels. 	 Both even have
previews of this corruption as it relates to the regenerate
almost ad verbatim: 'This corruption of nature, during
this life, doth remain in those that are regenerated'.
Ussher's statement was the same, only that he omitted the
words 'during this life', and inserted the word 'even'
after 'doth remain'. 45
 Both Ussher and the Confession
were concerned to short-circuit the charge that God was the
author of sin.46
Like the Confession, Ussher defined sin as the
transgression of the law, or a swerving from the law of
God.	 Original sin consisted in man being dead in sin,
'having in him the seed of all sins'.
	
This did not mean
that the image of God was wholly destroyed in man.
	 He was
'still a reasonable creature, and capable of grace'. His
faculties remained, his understanding, conscience and will
could still be exercised to some extent towards what was
good, but fallen man had neither the power to recover his
former estate, or to please God in any respect.47
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Pre-Fall Covenant
Chapters seven, 'Of God's Covenant with Man', and
nineteen, 'Of the Law of God', in the Confession, are
central to this Investigation. Ussher and John Ball were
the main sources here, and provide a contemporary
understanding and interpretation of the more compressed
confessional statements.
The Confession opened the theme by drawing attention
to the great distance between God and man. While men owed
obedience to God as their Creator, they 'could never have
any fruition of him as their blessedness and reward',
unless God of his own volition condescended to arrange such
a relationship. This relationship God was 'pleased to
express by way of covenant'.
Ussher began A Body of Divinitie from the premise
that all men desire happiness and life. This was to be
found in the true religion which acknowledged 'the onely
God, and Jesus Christ whom he has sent'.
	 Knowledge of God
was the secret of enjoyment of God. Following Calvin,
Ussher described this knowledge as twofold: that revealed
in the works of God which was insufficient for eternal
happiness, and a saving knowledge revealed in the
Scriptures. &o
 The God whom Scripture revealed could only
be understood very imperfectly in essence, but could be
known by the properties and actions revealed in his name.
No definition of God was possible as he was infinite,
eternal and incomprehensible. No words could express what
belonged to God, but the Holy Spirit 'condescended' to the
weakness of human understanding by using terms known to men
in order 'that we may understand as much as is expedient
for us to know'. Ussher then discussed these properties
and attributes at length, declaring that the covenant was
the special order of government that God used towards man
in this world and the next.51
Ball likewise referred to the 'huge and Infinite
disparity' that existed between God and man. 52	This was
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equally true of man in the state of innocency, and in order
to acquaint man with his ways and purposes, 'God was
pleased to condescend to man's weaknesse' by way of a
covenant, with appropriate seals added. It was a covenant
of which God alone was the author, not God and man. There
was no equality of power or authority. God was sovereign.
Man was bound to accept the conditions offered by the Lord.
He could not 'indent' with God. The covenant was of God's
'free grace and favour'. The blessings and rewards in the
covenant could be promised in justice and given in Justice
for man's works, 'yet it was of grace that God was pleased
to bind himself to his creature, and above the desert of
the creature: and though the reward be of justice, it is
also of favour'.53
Ball pointed out, as did the Confession, that
obedience was already due to God. It was a debt of duty
owed In respect of the Creator/creature relationship which
obligated him to the Lord.
	 It could have been required
without any promised reward.
	 God was not obliged to give
man anything or to make him anything. 	 'It was of grace
his happinesse should have been continued'. 54
 In this
condescension God first bound himself to reward the
obedience of man, prior to binding man to himself in
obedience, in order that man might yield cheerful and free
obedience.	 Ball then added this comment: 'To will and to
nih the same things is the sure bond of amity and
friendship. Now because the communion betwixt God and us
is of infinite disparitie, therefore his will is a Law to
us, and our obedience Is true love to him'.55
It was against this background of a gracious
condescension on the part of God that all which followed
was to be understood. The arrangement made with Adam was
essentially, in Its wider context, a gracious arrangement.
A proper understanding of any covenant between God and man
was to be seen in this light. In human terms a covenant
was usually an agreement between two parties in which they
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mutually bound themselves to each other according to terms
and obligations acceptable to each. There were different
examples of such in Scripture, such as the peace treaty
Abraham made with Abimelach or the friendship pact between
David and Jonathan. There were of course other references
to covenants between conquerors and conquered where the
terms of agreement were imposed by one side, and the other
side had little option but to accept.
It was the contention of Ussher, Ball and the
Confession, however, that when God entered into covenant
with man it was not like either of these. God was simply
condescending to man's level, so that man as a reasonable
creature would have a fuller enjoyment and communication of
God's love and know what to expect of God. Man was in no
way equal to God, and even as a created being under
obligation to obey the will of his Creator and live for his
glory, he had no inherent right to any further benefit or
blessing which God could or may bestow upon him. When God
condescended to treat with Adam 'by way of covenant', he
was still not obliged to consult with Adam, but clearly the
terms imposed reflected not those of a tyrant conqueror,
but of a loving Father.	 They were, as Ball said, 'most
suited to a reasonable creature'. 56
 They were also most
acceptable to Adam's will which 'was unquestionably
cordially consenting to this divine constitution and all
the terms thereof'.5"
This arrangement was described as 'a covenant of
works, wherein life was promised to Adam, and in him to his
posterity, upon condition of perfect and personal
obedience'. 56
 The important thing to grasp is that this
arrangement, while conditional and promising a reward on
the basis of justice, was essentially a gracious
arrangement.	 It had nothing to do with inherent rights or
deserts.	 Man did not deserve the promised reward even by
perfect obedience.	 His works therefore under the covenant
only had value by virtue of the agreement. 	 They had no
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intrinsic meritorious value of their own.
The paramount importateof this opening statement of
chapter seven of the Confession, and the contemporary
understanding of it, cannot be stressed too strongly in
view of the modern 'legalistic' interpretations which have
been foisted nnjto the chapter. And Ussher's care in
defining what was meant by 'grace' in this situation also
needs to be observed.	 He showed three usages of the term
in Scripture: First, it was used of comeliness, stature,
meekness or nianliness.	 Secondly, it was used of all
kinds of gifts and graces, temporal or eternal, bestowed by
free favour.	 Thirdly, it was used of free favour in the
sense of pardoning injuries and recovering the offended
party into favour again. The third of these properly
referred to justifying grace or mercy, which was used of
God's relationship with sinful man, but in the case of Adam
pre lapsua1t was the second sense which was intended.
In The Method, Ussher described 'The Law, or the
covenant of works' as the first of the covenants by which
God ordered the estate of mankind In this life. 	 In this
covenant 'God promiseth everlasting life unto man, upon
condition that he perform entire and perfect obedience unto
his law'. In The Principles, he specifically stated that
this covenant was not only with Adam, but 'in him with all
mankind'. And in A Body of Divinitie he defined It as 'a
conditlonall covenant. . . whereby on the one side God
commandeth the perfection of godlinesse and righteousnesse,
and promiseth that he will be our God, if we keepe all his
commandments; and on the other side Man bindeth himself e to
perform intire and perfect obedience to God's Law by that
strength wherewith God hath endued him by the nature of his
first creation' GO
This law covenant was backed with the promise of
everlasting life on fulfilment, and the threat of death on
disobedience with all that that entailed for this and the
afterlife.	 The covenant/ sinIfica	 of the Edenic
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arrangement was further underlined by the writer's view of
the trees in the midst of the garden as signs and seals of
the covenant.	 They were 'sacramentall signes' to put Adam
in remembrance of the covenant agreement. 	 The tree of
life could not give him everlasting life but was to be a
means of comfort to him.	 When he sinned he lost what it
signified and was therefore debarred from It. 6' The
Confession did not specifically refer to the trees in this
way, but the Larger Catechism spoke of the tree of life as
'a pledge' of the covenant of life. 6	 The historical
significance of this will be seen in the discussion of
Calvin's theology of the covenant. He had already
regarded the tree of life as a sacramental sign or seal of
God's covenant.6
Ball acknowledged that the word 'covenant' was not
itself used in relation to Eden, but he affirmed, 'we have
in Scripture what may amount to as much'. He also
acknowledged that the provision or proposal of eternal life
and happiness as a reward for obedience was not explicitly
stated, but necessarily implied in the threat of death for
disobedience. He defined the Edenic arrangement as 'The
covenant which God made with our first parents, in that
mutual contract or agreement, wherein God promised eternall
happinesse to man upon condition of intire and perfect
obedience to be performed in his owne person'. 64
 This
covenant, like all covenants made by God was made with the
head or root and reached to all the branches and members.
Since Adam was the root of all mankind, the whole of his
posterity was liable to the consequences of his obedience
or disobedience.
Ball's continuing concern in this section on the
covenant with man in his innocency was to emphasize that
while 'the form of this covenant stood In the speclall
Promise of good to be received from justice as a reward for
his work', yet the eternal life promised was not something
earned under the covenant of works any more than under the
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covenant of grace. Even man's 'intire and perfect
obedience' could never have earned or merited it.
Nevertheless, God condescended to promise it to man on this
condition, even as he later promised it on condition of
faith. While the covenant was made in justice it was of
grace that such a free promise was made to give such great
things to man for his obedience, just as were all the
blessings, abilities and privileges he had already received
from his Creator and Sovereign. He pointed out that even
if man had continued in obedience, God would not have been
unjust if he had ceased to bestow so much on man and do so
much for him. It was entirely gracious: 'God was pleased
to manifest his goodnesse to man continuing in obedience,
no lesse than his justice, as formerly he had shewed
himselfe exceedingly gratious to man, above other visible
and corporall creatures'.66
No mediator was necessary in this covenant either to
bring man into favour and friendship with God or to procure
acceptance of man's service. Man had not offended God at
this stage.	 He bore God's image and his service was pure
and acceptable to the God who loved him. The good
promised in the covenant was like 'a perfect system of
good' to be continued so long as obedience continued.6
Ball warned at this point against speculation as to what
would have happened if Adam had survived the probation, as
there was no warrant in Scripture for supposing that he
would have been translated to a state of glory in heaven.
The reward of everlasting life and happiness was so-called
because it would have continued In the eye of the Creator
for ever.	 Continuance of life and communion with God was
what was stressed: 'The continuance both of himself and
his posteritie in that good estate'. This much could be
said with certainty, but even then 'they had not deserved
the continuance thereof: for it Is impossible the creature
should merit of the Creator, because when he hath done all
that he can, he Is an unprofitable servant, he hath done
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but his duty.Ge
Ball differentiated between the natural and symbolic
parts of the obedience Adam was to render. It was natural
in as far as the law in his heart required love of God and
his neighbour; it was symbolic in as far as the law was
given for his probation and trial. What was abstained
from was something Indifferent In itself, but it became
'man's Homage-penny', or as Calvin had previously put it,
'the tree was still a tree', but when 'inscribed by God's
Word a new form was put upon (it]t.6	 It began to be what
It was not formerly. 	 God was showing to man that In spite
of his condescension, he was still Sovereign. Man would
know that he was still inferior to and not equal with God.
Man had formerly been given to eat of every tree; now one
was reserved as a homage for God. This prohibition was a
kind of seal to God's natural covenant with Adam, whereby
Adam would be able to assess his performance and strengthen
his obedience and that of his posterity in covenant.
Ball drew attention to another distinction which It
is important to note, in view of later confusion. It
concerned the question whether man's primal condition was
natural or supernatural to Adam. 	 Ball did not see that
this posed any difficulty if the terms were rightly
understood.	 The important thing to recognize was that
such a condition In a fallen creature would certainly be
supernatural.	 This is of vital significance when later
writers speak of the covenant of works being fulfilled in
'the creatures own natural strength'.	 It is not always
clear whether they are referring to natural strength pre
lapsus or natural strength post lapsus.	 Clearly what was
'natural' to man before the fall, was far from 'natural' In
his subsequent state. 	 John MacPherson, In his notes on
the Confession Is an example of this ambiguous usage. He
even went so far as to make the speculative suggestion that
'no special aids are promised or allowed', whatever he
meant by that. 7°	 To speak of 'natural strength' In
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unfallen man clearly reflects a condition entirely and
gratuitously given and upheld by God. 	 Obedience rendered
by Adam was in complete dependence upon God. 	 He was in no
sense, or to any degree, an autonomous creature.
The question has been raised regarding this section
of the Confession as to how the covenant of works related
to the relationship referred to in paragraph one about an
obligation of obedience or obedience without any
covenant. 71 The question only has relevance if there ever
was a time when man was not in some form of covenant
relationship with God.	 There is nothing in the
Confession, or Scripture for that matter, to support such
an assertion. The Confession, It may be argued, was
merely pointing out that the nature of God was such that a
natural obligation of obedience was due to him, apart from
any other arrangement God might be pleased to make. It
was mentioned to highlight the goodness and grace of God in
condescending to make verbally an arrangement which
involved promises, conditions and a penalty. The question
is, was this covenant only made when the prohibition and
penalty were stated? Ball suggested that man had a
natural covenantal understanding with God, and that the
prohibition was a visual and verbal seal of that - 'a
special commandment to trie him'. 72
 This was very much in
keeping with the confessional identification of the moral
law with the law written in the heart of man as a covenant
of works, and 'Beside this law written in their hearts,
they received a command not to eat of the tree of knowledge
or good and evil'.73
Was the term 'covenant of works' Justified in
describing the Edenic arrangement between God and Adam?
It has been suggested that covenantal theology logically
demanded It as 'the pre-condition of the covenant of
grace'. 7	Covenantal theologians themselves have not
always agreed on the question.
	
A minority have preferred
not to use the term of the prelapsarian situation.	 For
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the others, the idea and not the term has been the
important thing. They have seen in the arrangement what
they regarded as the constituitive elements of a covenant
(ie. two parties, certain stipulations and conditions with
a penalty attached), and proceeded to use the term in what
they considered a legitimate and scriptural sense in order
to give unity and cohesion to their exposition. There was
no theological necessity for calling the transaction a
'covenant of works', but the absence of the term in Genesis
did not imply the absence of the idea. 	 All the
requirements of the idea were present.76
Covenant of Grace
The Confession introduced the covenant of grace
against the backcloth of the fall of man and the resultant
incapability of ever obtaining life by the covenant of
works.	 God was pleased to make this second covenant,
'commonly called the covenant of Grace'.
	 In this covenant
he offered life and salvation to sinners by Jesus Christ.
The requirement on man's part was faith in Christ. But
the covenant also included the promise 'to give unto all
those that are ordained unto life his Holy Spirit, to make
them willing and able to believe'. 76
 This provision was
re-emphasized in several chapters of the Confession: 'To
all those f or whom Christ hath purchased redemption, he
doth certainly and effectually apply and communicate the
same... effectually persuading them by his Spirit to believe
and obey'. And again: 'The grace of faith, whereby the
elect are enabled to believe to the saving of their souls,
is the work of the Spirit of Christ in their hearts'.77
Ussher had much the same description. After
outlining the effects of the fall, he concluded that now
'by this covenant of the Law no flesh can be saved... Yet
the Lord, being a God of mercy, hath not left us here; but
entered into a second covenant with mankind. . . The Gospel or
the covenant of grace; whereby God promiseth everlasting
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life unto man, upon condition that he be reconciled unto
him in Christ. . . the condition of the second is the
obtaining of that righteousness which is without himself;
even the righteousness of God which is by faith in the
Mediator Iesus Christ'.79
After consideration of the mediatorial work of
Christ, Ussher dealt with the effectual communication of
the grace of Christ to the elect. In receiving Christ
'there is required a lively faith bringing forth the fruit
of true holiness'. He asked if it was within the scope of
man's power to attain this faith and holiness, and answered
negatively, affirming that it was the work of God in his
children. Faith was 'a gift of God whereby a man being
persuaded not only of the truth of God's word in general,
but also of the promises of the Gospel in particular,
applieth Christ, with all his benefits, unto the comfort of
his own soul'.79
The Articles carried the same message, with perhaps
more stress on grace being effectual only in the elect:
'The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such, that
he cannot turne, and prepare himself e by his owne naturall
strength and good workes, to faith, and calling upon God'.
None could presume to be saved now by framing their lives
according to the law and the light of nature. Salvation
was only in Christ, and none could come to him except drawn
to him by the Father. But all God's elect would be 'in
their time inseperablye united unto Christ by the
effectuall and vitall influence of the holy Ghost'.9°
God's mercy and Christ's merits were embraced by faith, but
Ussher was careful to state that this did not mean that
faith 'doth of itself e iustifie us, or deserve our
justification unto us (for that were to account our selves
to bee justified by the vertue or dignitie of something
that is within our selves).. .we must trust only in Gods
mercie...and that by faith given us of God'.Bl
Fallen man, according to A Body of Divinitie, no
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longer had power to recover his former estate or to please
God in any way. Neither could the covenant of the law
effect reconciliation for him, but it made way for
reconciliation by another covenant, the covenant of grace.
This covenant was defined as 'God's second contract with
mankind, after the fall, for the restoring of him into his
favour, and to the state of happinesse by the means of a
Mediator. Gal.3.21.22. and it containeth the free promises
of God made unto us in Jesus Christ, without any respect of
our deservings'. The foundation of the covenant was 'the
meere mercy of God in Christ', and this was evidenced In
the fact that God propounded this covenant to man in Eden
before he pronounced the sentence of judgement. The
entire performance of the covenant depended on Christ the
Mediator.
But the question remained: 'What is the condition on
man's part?' Faith issuing in new obedience was the
answer, but again with the stress that 'this also is by
God's grace'. The Father and the Son sent the Hoiy Spirit
to work saving faith in the hearts of the elect, so that
the gospel not only offered, but conferred, what it
required. It required and conferred faith, not only as 'a
hand to lay hold on Christ, but as a chief vertue, working
by love in all parts of obedience', in the elect.
Ball's exposition was more full. He described the
first covenant with Adam as 'a covenant of friendship, not
of reconciliation; being once broken it could not be
repaired; it promised no mercy or pardon, admitted no
repentance, accepted no obedience, but what was perfect and
compleat'.	 For Adam to think he could heal the breach
would have been presumptuous. 	 The fall terminated the
first arrangement which manifested God's wisdom, bounty,
goodness, and justice as a covenant of life.
	
But
fortunately for man that covenant was not peremptory; it
was not final or immutable.	 It made way for a
manifestation or revelation of God's rich grace and
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abundant mercy.8'
Ball defined the covenant of grace as 'that free and
gracious covenant, which God, of his meere mercy in Jesus
Christ, made with man a miserable sinner, promising unto
him pardon of sinne and eternall happinesse, if he will
return from his iniquity, embrace mercy reached forth, by
faith unfained, and walke before God In sincere, faithful
and willing obedience, as becomes such a creature lifted up
into such Injoyment, and partaker of such pretious
promises' .
The nature of this covenant was the opposite of the
first. The covenant of law was given in justice and
contained no promise of mercy and forgiveness and could not
give life - that stood in the mercy of God alone.
	
It was
impossible for one person to be under both covenants
simultaneously.	 The free gift of reward, however, was
common to both covenants.	 This had always been of grace
and was never tied to the law. 	 But the covenant of grace
was not given in justice, but in grace and mercy to those
who deserved to be cast off. 	 God was covenanting not now
as a Creator, but as a Saviour.	 It was a covenant of
reconciliation.	 Its cause lay solely in the love, favour,
and mercy of God, and not in any worth or merit of man, not
even in his misery. The covenant was made in Christ,
since there could be no reconciliation, but by a Mediator.
It stood in the gracious, free promise to repair and
restore and augment with 'a restipulation of such duties as
will stand with free grace and mercy. For the Covenant of
Grace doth exclude all conditions, but such as will stand
with grace'.°6
For Ball the covenant of grace was conditional
although it was of grace. What was required in order to
embrace the promise was a lively, unfeigned and working
faith. He went on to describe this faith as 'the
necessary and lively instrument of Justification, which is
amongst the number of true causes, not being a cause
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without which the thing is done, but a cause whereby it is
done'. If it is asked whose instrument faith is, 'it is
the instrument of the soule, wrought there by the Holy
Ghost, and is the free gift of God'. After showing the
relationship of faith to repentance and good works in the
matter of justification, Ball explained what was meant by
conditions of the covenant: 'if by condition we understand
what is required on our part, as precedent, concommittant,
or subsequent to justification, repentance, faith and
obedience are all conditions: but if by condition we
understand what is required on our part, as the cause of
the good promised though only instrumentall, faith or
belief e in the promise of free mercy is the only
condition' .
In the covenant of grace man bound himself on the
basis of God's promise to believe and rest wholly in God,
however weak his faith. He also promised obedience which
was both a debt of duty and a special prerogative, humbly
asking God to be his protector and reward. The mercy
offered was vouchsafed to those who believed and embraced
it by faith, and the duty required by God and promised by
man, was man's duty. Nevertheless it was given by grace.
Grace effectually drew and enabled man to do what God
commanded, because 'The Covenant could not be by grace, nor
the good things covenanted, if man by his own strength did
or could performe what God requireth'.°°
This idea of God giving what he required was a kind
of swan-song In Ball's works. In A Treatise of Faith, he
declared, 'In the covenant of grace, God giveth what he
requireth: Man's duty is his free gift of grace'.
Referring to the promises of perserverance, he said that
the covenant was an everlasting covenant and was made
effectually and would be kept assuredly, and in this
'Covenant or Testament God freely promiseth to give what he
requireth of his people, and to effect in them what he
calleth for at their hands'.	 The benefits of the covenant
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were conditional to each other, but ultimately they were
all effects of grace: 'Righteousness and life are promised
upon condition of faith: but the condition of the covenant
is promised in the covenant it selfe'.89
Again with reference to the conditional aspects of
scriptural texts, Ball insisted that they 'respect no
conditions, as the cause of fulfilling these promises, but
plainly affirme, that God himselfe doth promise, and give
the condition which he requires'. And discussing the life
of faith touching the commandments which God has given to
direct the lives of his people, he declared, 'Looke what
service the Lord doth expect and call for, that he will
enable his people In covenant to performe'.9°
From the foregoing It can be clearly seen how this
section of chapter seven In the Confession followed closely
the pattern and content of Ussher and Ball, particularly
the latter. Each point received due emphasis - the
impossibility of life for fallen man under the terms of the
first covenant; the establishing of the covenant of grace;
Christ as the foundation of the second covenant; faith as
the condition or requirement of It;91 and finally the
promise that what was required would be given to the elect.
by the Holy Spirit so that the blessings of the covenant
were secured to them. This latter point received special
emphasis, particularly in Ball, and this emphasis was
reflected in numerous chapters of the Confession other than
chapter seven, already quoted.
A couple of other observations may help to reinforce
the correspondence between the Confession and these
contemporary works. First, both the Confession and the
Larger Catechism used the phrase 'commonly called the
Covenant of Grace'. 99 Is this a reference merely to
widespread usage. This Is possible, but then by the first
half of the seventeenth century the term 'covenant of
works' was equally In common usage.	 Another likely
explanation Is that the phrase is to be understood in the
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context of paragraph one. 	 There, the covenant of works
was presented as a gracious arrangement, but here grace was
manifest in a new and deeper way.	 This is what Ball
stressed at great length. Formerly, grace was seen as
God's condescension in showing kindness, help and
benevolence, and in making promises to his creatures, who
though unf alien were entirely dependent on him for all they
were and possessed. But after the fall grace took the
form of mercy to those who rebelled and lost communion with
God, and in no way deserved any good from his hand, but
rather actually merited punishment.	 This was most
certainly now the common usage of the term 'grace'.
Secondly, by the time the Confession was drawn up,
many theologians were already speaking in terms of three
covenants - the covenant of works between God and Adam, a
pre-temporal covenant of redemption between God the Father
and God the Son concerning the salvation of the elect, and
the covenant of grace between God and elect sinners.
Others insisted on only two covenants: the covenant of
works with Adam and the covenant of grace In Christ with
the elect. Reformed opinion has been divided on this
issue ever since, both sides seeking to substantiate their
views from Scripture. 	 It will have been noted that
neither Ussher, Ball or the Confession expounded the three-
fold view. The Confession did not even state explicitly
with whom the covenant of grace was made, although the
Larger Catechism was more forthcoming: 'The covenant of
grace was made with Christ as the second Adam, and in him
with all the elect as his seed'.94
The basis of the Westminster position was that Adam
prefigured Christ who was the second Adam. There was not
one covenant with Adam and another with his posterity, both
with conditions to fulfil, but the same covenant included
both.	 The covenant was made with Adam as the
representative and head of all his posterity, and was
therefore made with them in him.	 In the same way the
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covenant of grace was made with Christ and with his elect
in him. It was possible to speak of the same covenant as
being made with one or the other. On the other hand
when all the provisions of Christ's work as Mediator and
Redeemer, and the provisions which bear upon the
application of that work to his people are included under
the one covenant, it was always necessary to distinguish
constantly between them. 96 The idea of the third covenant
faciliated that distinction. 	 It did not reflect any
fundamental theological divergence. The compilers of the
Confession were fully aware of the three-covenant view, but
were content to follow the two-covenant presentation
without so much as a hint of division in the debates.9?
Covenant or Testament?
In the next section of chapter seven, the Westminster
divines showed themselves to be well aware of the
importance of the linguistic aspects of covenantal thought,
when they referred to the fact taht the covenant of grace
was 'frequently set forth in scripture by the name of a
Testament, in reference to the death of Jesus Christ the
testator, and the everlasting inheritance, with all things
belonging to It, therein bequeathed'.9°
This was not considered important enough to be
included in the Catechisms, and there is no mention of It
in Ussher. Ball, however, devoted the opening chapter of
his Covenant of Grace to 'The Signification of the Word
Covenant', in a manner reminiscent of Bullinger's De
Testamento. 99 	 It was not a word coined by sixteenth or
seventeenth-century theologians, but had a much more
ancient pedigree. Ball discussed the various usages in
the Old Testament. Berith was used of two parties entering
a mutual agreement with mutual promises and this was
usually ratified by a solemn feast or sacrifice. He
pointed out the differing circumstances surrounding
covenants In the Old Testament, and concluded that the word
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had a general signification which must be considered
according to the circumstances of the place. The Greek
rendering of berith was invariably ta8ijxi', rather than
aDvOxfl, and in the divine/human covenantal relationship1
Ball saw two parts necessary to a covenant proper:	 First,
an absolute covenant or promise of God, and secondly, a
covenant with stipulations attached. 	 For him a covenant
was	 'quiddam complexum,	 implying two things.. . one
covenanting, the other restipulating or accepting. As also
two parts covenanted. First the giving of some future
good. Secondly the retribution of some performance... When
two persons upon these two parts concurre, It is that we
call a covenant properly: though tropically sometimes the
Promise, and sometimes the stipulation only is noted by the
covenant. . . and sometimes the seale of the covenant is
called the Covenant'. 100 The fulfilling of the first part
of the covenant (ie. the absolute covenant) flowed from
one; the fulfilling of the other part (ie. the covenant
with stipulations annexed) depended on the other. Ball,
therefore, saw the one covenant as a unilateral covenant of
grace, that is, a disposition of the sovereign love and
mercy of God, but in its administration he saw it as a
bilateral covenant with stipulations attached. He found
no incongruity in this position, since the fulfilling of
the stipulations was also promised and provided for the
elect in the covenant.
Ball also noted the places in the New Testament where
was translated 'testament', and maintained that the
passages concerned were arguing not the simple
signification of the word, but the circumstances of the
covenant in a way similar to Calvin's argument in his
Commentary on Hebrews. He said that both 'testament' and
'covenant' there was 'an ordination and disposition of
things according to pleasure, and the Greeke phrase in the
New Testament doth follow the received interpretation of
the Septuagint; although In this the Covenant of Grace Is
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like to a Testament, that it is not established but by the
death of the Mediatour as of a Testator'.101
Complete synonimity was not claimed by Ball for the
words 'covenant' and 'testament'. Rather, the point he
was making was that the same idea embodied in the
scriptural use of the term 'covenant', could be conveyed by
either word, but in certain circumstances of the covenant
one could be more appropriate than the other. As another
writer of the period put It: 'So is the covenant of grace
a testament, because the same things which the covenant
requireth from us as conditions to be performed on our
part, the same things are bequeathed to us among Christ's
goods, which by His testament and latter will He disposed
and left to His people absolutely'.'°2
Unity of the Covenant
The remaining two sections of chapter seven in the
Confession outlined the differences in the administration
of the covenant of grace under the Old Testament economy,
styled 'the time of the law', and under the New Testament,
or 'the time of the gospel'. But it was strongly
emphasized that these were 'not therefore two Covenants of
grace differing in substance, but one and the same under
various dispensations'.	 There was but one covenant of
which Christ was the substance, though he was exhibited
under the gospel. 	 The differences could be summarized as
follows:
1. Under the Old, Messiah was promised; under the New,
Christ was exhibited.
2. Under the Old, Christ was prefigured in sacrifices,
sacraments, types and ordinances; under the New, he was set
forth in the preaching of the word, and the sacraments.
3. The New was less complicated, and had fewer and less
ostentatious ceremonies.
4. The New was a fuller, clearer revelation and was more
efficacious spiritually.
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5. The Old was given only to the Jews; the New, to Jews
and Gentiles of all nations.
All this was not to say that the Old was ineffectual.
Such revelation as was given was adequate for the times,
and for the calling and Instruction and strengthening of
the elect by the Holy Spirit. Salvation and remission of
sins was given through faith in the promised Messiah.
Believers In Old Testament times were saved by faith in
Christ every bit as much as those of gospel tImes.10
Practically every theological handbook since the time
of Calvin carried similar comparisons and contrasts.104
Ussher followed the tradition. In A Body of Divinitie he
asked: 'Hath the administration of the Gospell been alwaies
after the same manner?', and replied: 'For substance it
alwaies hath been the same: but In regard of the manner
proper to certalne times, it is distinguished into two
kindes; the Old and the New'. The usual differences
concerning the restrictions and obscurity of the one and
the fullness and clarity of the other followed. '°
These distinctions and similarities were not
specifically listed in The Principles, but they were
included or implied in the various statements on
justification, sanctification, the mediatorial work of
Christ, the sacraments, and the communication of the grace
of Christ. 106 The fuller explication of the Method,
however, followed the pattern of A Body of Divinitie,
repeating the questions and answers almost ad verbatim.10
The Articles were the same with a particular section
entitled 'Of the State of the Old and New Testaments', and
a special emphasis that everlasting life was offered in
both Old and New by Christ, who was the only Mediator
between God and man. Therefore, those who 'fame that the
old Fathers did looke onely for transitory promises', were
not to be listened to, because 'they looked for all
benefits of God the Father through the merits of his Sonne
lesus Christ, as we now doe; onely they beleeved in Christ
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which should come, we in Christ already come'.'°0
When Ball's works on this issue are examined there is
a sense in which his Covenant of Grace was in its two parts
a massive comparison and contrast of its different
administrations. In the first part he considered the old
administration of the covenant as promised to Adam
immediately after the fall, how it was made and manifested
to Abraham, its manifestation under Moses, its renewal with
David, and with the Israelites after the Babylonish
captivity. 109
 The second part dealt with the covenant
being established in Christ the Mediator, and then with how
Christians were brought into covenantal fellowship with
him. 11 °	 But there were two prefatory chapters, entitled
'Of the Covenant of Grace in generall' and 'Of the Covenant
of Promise'. The first of these included a summary of the
agreements and disagreements between the covenant of nature
and the covenant of grace, and the second a consideration
of the different administrations of the covenant of grace
from the promise to Adam to its promulgation and
establishment through Christ.' 11	-
Christ was the foundation and Mediator of the
covenant, and was such under the old administration, not
simply as God, but as the divine person who would take our
flesh.	 The Old Testament saints were saved by the same
covenantal grace as those under the New Testament. This
was possible for while two aspects of Christ's mediatorial
work - reconciliation and patronage - required his coming
first in flesh, the third, that is, God making himself
known to man by a Mediator, was done before the
incarnation, and its fruit communicated by promise. 	 Cause
always preceded effect in natural things, but eternal
things were not tied to this order. 	 The fruit, effects
and virtue of Christ's death were communicable by promise
before the event itself as well as after.	 The term
'covenailt of promise', therefore, had a particular
significance for those before Christ, but it was still the
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same covenant - the covenant of grace - 'the covenant
whereby God of his meere grace and mercy in Jesus Christ to
be exhibited in the fulnesse of time, did promise
forgivenesse of sinnes, spirituall adoption, and eternall
life, unto man in himselfe considered a wretched and
miserable sinner, if he should embrace and accept this
mercy promised, and walke before God in sincere
obedience'. 112 And here again, in defining the covenant
of promise, Ball saw no absurdity in juxtaposing the
unilateral promissory nature of the covenant with its
bilateral conditional aspect.
The Covenant and Law
The first section of chapter nineteen, 'Of the Law of
God', in the Confession, repeated most of the points
already made in consideration of the pre-fall covenant.
The law was originally given to Adam as a covenant of
works, binding him and his posterity to perfect obedience.
He was endued with power and ability in creation to render
such obedience, and had the promise of life for fulfilment
and the threat of death for disobedience. I1	 But what of
the position of this law after the fall? The Confession
went on to teach that it 'continued to be a perfect rule of
righteousness; and as such was delivered by God upon Mount
Sinai in ten commandments'. This was described as the
moral law and was to be distinguished from the ceremonial
and judicial laws which were given to Israel as 'a church
under age'. In worship and moral duties the ceremonial
laws had a typical significance, pointing forward to Christ
who was the fulfilment of them. Consequently, when Christ
came they were abrogated. The judicial laws were given to
Israel as a nation or a 'body politick', and since the
dissolution of the state, they imposed no further
obligation other than the requirements of general
equity.
But the duty expressed both in the content of the
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moral law, and in its divinely-given, creative authority,
continued to rest as an obligation upon all. This
included those who were justified through faith in Christ,
for the gospel, rather than weakening or abolishing this
obligation, actually strengthened ithlS	 This did not
mean that believers were justified or condemned by the law
as a covenant of works. 	 They were no longer under it in
that respect.	 It was rather the Christian's 'rule of
life'.	 It educated him in God's will and the duties of
life to which he was bound and In which he was directed to
walk.	 It also instructed him more deeply in the nature of
sin, and thus worked in him a deeper spirit of repentance
and appreciation of Christ and his work.
	 In this way the
law restrained the inner corruptions of the heart and
prevented him from sinning.	 He could see more clearly
what his sins deserved, although he had been freed from
that curse. He also came to appreciate the blessings
which God had promised to those who keep his law, although
such promises were no longer vouchsafed to him under the
terms of the covenant of works.
For the Christian, therefore, endeavour to keep the
law was not to be construed as evidence of being under the
law as a covenant of works.	 But a man under the covenant
of grace should equally endeavour to keep God's law.
There was no contradiction between the grace of the gospel
and such usage of the law in the life of the believer.
Grace and law were complimentary to each other, because it
was the Spirit of Christ, given in grace, who subdued and
enabled man's otherwise stubborn and rebellious will 'to do
that freely and cheerfully which the will of God revealed
in the law requireth to be done'.1
Ussher's Articles had no section specifically on the
law. But under the head 'Of the creation and the
government of all things', he referred to 'the covenant of
the law engraf ted' in Adam's heart at creation with the
promise of life, upon perfect obedience, and the threat of
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death on disobedience, and that he was endued with strength
and power to perform obedience. 117 Since the fall,
believers were justified through the merit of God's Son who
fulfilled the law and fully satisfied God's justice. But
God would still have his people walk according as 'he hath
commanded in his holy Scripture', and although 'the
regenerate cannot fulfill the lawe of God perfectly in this
life', they still had their duty towards God and their
neighbour to fulfil, for 'although the Law given from God
by Moses as touching ceremonies and rites be abolished, and
the Civil precepts thereof be not of necessitie to be
receaved in any Common-wealth: yet notwithstanding no
Christian man whatsoever is freed from the obedience of the
Commaundements, which are called Morall.118
The Principles and the Method expounded the
commandments as the 'rule' or 'direction' of the new and
sincere obedience which was the fruit of repentance in the
life of the Christian. The Method also gave prominence to
the use of the covenant of the law in the ministry of the
word for the begetting of faith. In this way it stung the
conscience with a sense of God's wrath upon sin, and showed
the futility of self-created attempts to obtain eternal
life, thereby preparing the heart for the promises of the
gospel. 119
In A Body of Divinitie, Ussher taught that after the
fall there was still some evidence of the moral law that
was written in man's heart at the beginning. This was
seen in a guilty conscience, a desire to hide from God, and
the way in which men by the light of nature were a law unto
themselves. But since the fall this moral law was
comprised in the decalogue and in the Scriptures generally.
Ussher still regarded the law as a covenant, or at least
still worthy of the name - 'although It be not able to
reconcile us (which is the nature of a covenant), yet it
doth make way for reconciliation by another covenant'.120
The law or covenant of works and the covenant of
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grace were both from God 1 therefore they both displayed one
kind of righteousness.	 The differences were merely In the
offering of the covenant to man. Where the law revealed
and commanded good, it gave no strength, whereas the gospel
enabled fallen man to believe and obey through the
operation of the Holy Spirits The law promised life only
and required perfect obedience, whereas the gospel promised
righteousness as well as life and required only the
righteousness of faith.	 The law revealed and rebuked sin,
but left fallen man In It, where the gospel revealed the
remission of sins and freed man from punishment.	 The law
ministered wrath, condemnation and death, whereas the
gospel ministered grace, justification and life. The law
was grounded in man's own righteousness, requiring perfect
obedience In man's own person and eternal punishment for
default; the gospel was grounded in Christ's righteousness,
and admitted payment and performance by another on behalf
of those who received it.21
Since both showed one righteousness, the covenant of
grace did not therefore abolish the covenant of works, it
rather accomplished and established it. But this
accomplishment was not in the covenant of grace as it
related to man, but as it related to Christ on man's
behalf. Christ's work was essentially a law-work. It
was he who met the requirements of the covenant of works,
thereby fulfilling and establishing it, and enabling his
righteousness to be offered in grace to man. Ussher
discussed this extensively in the section on the
mediatorial work of Christ.'2
There was no implication of any absolute dichotomy
between law and gospel, or that the law had no further
function in those under the covenant of grace. Although
Its requirements had been fulfilled in Christ, the law
still worked with the gospel towards the end of doing God's
will.	 Both together revealed God's will and the rule of
obedience for man.
	 If It should be asked how the gospel
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could be a rule of obedience when it was a rule of faith,
the answer was that when the law showed the obedience
required, the gospel directed God's children in how to
perform it, by offering and conferring the faith which it
required, 'not only as a hand to lay hold on Christ, but
also as a chief vertue, working by love in all parts of
obedience, without which even the Gospel Is Law, that is, a
killing letter 2 Cor. 3.6., to the regenerate; and with
which the Law becommeth as It were Gospel to the
regenerate, even a law of liberty lam. 1.25 & 2.12. For
the Law saveth us not without the Gospel; so the Gospel
saveth us not without the Law'.123
Again Ussher distinguished the moral law from the
ceremonial and judicial or civil law. The moral law was
contained in the decalogue which he expounded in great
detail.	 This became the rule of the Christian's new
obedience in the work of sanctification. But this
obedience was not performed by the force or conduct of
nature, but by the power of the indwelling Holy Spirit,
working in the elect according to the rule of God's known
will, for God's glory, and for the assurance of election
and the edification of others.124
The good works of the regenerate did not merit
eternal life, or contribute to justification in any way,
since none of them was perfectly good or free from sin.
Yet God accepted them as perfect and rewarded them in grace
through the intercession of Christ. In other words, the
works of the believer were also justified through the work
of Christ'25
Ball's position concerning the law deserves careful
consideration. After discussing the covenant of promise
(or grace) made with Adam after the fall, and the manner in
which it was made and manifested to Abraham, his next
chapter was entitled 'Of the Covenant of Grace under
Moses I2G
	He was immediately aware that the
appropriateness of this title might be challenged, and that
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some would want to place Moses under the covenant of works
and the Old Testament only, maintaining that he was
associated only with the law and did not manifest the
covenant of grace. This would identify the Old Testament
only with the covenant of works, and the New with the
covenant of grace. Furthermore it would make a
distinction between 'promise' and 'covenant 1 , implying that
any grace In the Old Testament was given by promise and not
by covenant.	 For Ball this was unthinkable. 	 It could
not be proved, he said, 'that ever God made the covenant of
works with the creature fallen'. God's dealings with man
since the fall were always on the basis of the covenant of
grace, and under Moses there was a clearer, and now
national, expression of it. 127
It was wrong therefore to think of the Old Testament
as a covenant which was subservient to the covenant of
grace, acting only as a preparation for it, stirring men
and giving them a thirst for what could only be satisfied
by Christ's coming. To distinguish the covenants In this
way made them to differ in substance rather than in degrees
of administration. Even when holding that they differ
only In degree, Ball counselled care about how such
differences were listed, lest the Impression be given of
two kinds of covenant, because 'the Law was never given or
made positive without the Gospel, neither is the Gospel now
without the Law'. The designation of the Old Testament as
law and the New as gospel, simply resulted from the
respective predominance of law and gospel in each. Ball
held that even the law given on Sinai was of the substance
of the covenant of grace, because It was propounded not as
a covenant of life, but as a means to discover sin and
drive the Jews to seek the mercy of God in Christ and 'to
be a rule of life to a people In Covenant, directing them
how to walke before God In holinesse and righteousnesse,
that they might inherit the promises of grace and mercy.
This I take to be the truth... 112B
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Ball had his reasons for believing this was the
truth, First, God was already in covenant (a marriage
covenant Ex.19:4-5; Jer.11:2-4-) with Israel, before the
giving of the law.	 At its promulgation he proclaimed
himself their Redeemer and Saviour (Ex.20:1). A covenant
could not have been made between God and sinners without
forgiveness and reconciliation; therefore while the giving
of the decalogue was designated the covenant of the law 1
 It
must in substance have been a covenant of grace and mercy.
Israel could never have been God's 'peculiar treasure' on
the basis of the covenant of works.'29
Furthermore the sum of the law In the Old Testament
was declared to be faith and love as much as in the New
(Dt.6:16; Mk.12:29). 	 God only commanded faith of fallen
men for- salvation. 	 Since the fall life and salvation were
only promised through faith in the Messiah.
	 The law was
given to instruct man in the way of faith, love and a good
conscience. Indeed, reasoned Ball, while 'the condition
of obedience, which God requireth and man promiseth' was
the principal thing in the law, it also promised and
proclaimed 'free and gracious pardon'. The problem with
Israel was that they failed to perceive the grace that was
promised even in the law and rested in the works:
'They. . . lightly following the letter, mistooke the meaning,
not looking to the end of that which was to be abolished,
whereunto Moses had a eye under the vaile' 1 O
Again, the covenant established by mutual and willing
consent after the giving of the law was referred to as a
renewal of that sworn to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, after
the trangressions of the people since then. 	 It was the
same in substance, in promises and requirements.	 It was
often renewed In the history of Israel after times of
decline. It could not therefore be a covenant of works,
since a covenant of works once broken could not be renewed.
It must be understood as a covenant of grace in which they
knew God would forgive their sins and accept their
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obedience though weak and Imperfect.
	 God bound himself
to Israel solely out of love for theni and not for any merit
in them (Ex.16:8).	 He would never have done that if he
was conditioning salvation with perfect obedience.
	
The
law required faith upon which obedience and love were
built.	 Only by presupposing Christ could it ever bring
men to Christ.	 Christ could not be 'the end of the Law1
if the Law did not direct to Him, and require faith in
Him.' But that was what the law did; it drove men away
from all confidence in the works of the law in order to
obtain righteousness by faith in Christ. 1
Ball countered the possible objection that there was
no mention of Christ in the law by saying that he was
prefigured in all the ceremonies and sacrifices which were
appended to it.	 These taught faith in the Messiah and
promised forgiveness and pardon. The life and salvation
promised to those who kept the commandments was clearly not
for their perfect obedience and works, but through God's
free mercy and grace.
	 The law, unlike the original
covenant of works, admitted repentance and required faith
in,,/(essiah.	 This was the true sense of the law as
expounded by the prophets.
The decalogue, therefore, as a summary of the law,
was to the Jews a perfect rule of life, and as such was the
substance of the covenant of grace in which God's people
should walk. 13
 Christ was always the scope of the law,
although he was only fully revealed in New Testament times.
The law was not opposed to, but subordinate to, the gospel.
This was why when the Jews sought to justify themselves by
works, Paul charged them with perverting the law (Rom.
10:4-6).	 Moses had taught them to look to/Messiah for
righteousness by faith, 	 because Justification was
impossible to sinful man by the law.
When the apostle, therefore, opposed law and gospel,
he was not positing an absolute opposite between the law
and the covenant of grace.	 It was faith in Messiah that
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established the law gave it force and sentence. The Jews
took the law and separated it from faith. 	 They did not
want Messiah who was the life and end of the law. By
seeking righteousness in the dead works of the law and
resting In them for justification, they opposed both the
law and its end. That brought death and bondage. Those
who used the law properly were not enemies of the New
Testament and its promises but subordinate allies, for then
the law was the covenant of grace for substance, leading
them to Christ. The difference lay not between law and
gospel, but in the dispositions manifest towards the
law.
Ball continued: 'The words "the letter killeth" are
not to be understood absolutely of the Law, but as it was
separated from Christ and the Gospell, of men who did rest
in the Law, and sought to be justified by it'. The Jews
had failed to perceive Christ as the end of the law, and
consequently they perverted the true intent of the law and
ended up not only guilty of hating Christ, but also the law
Itself. The law animated by Christ was pleasant and
delightful, but separated from him it only wounded,
terrified and killed.1
The conflict between law and grace in the Epistle to
the Galatians was only in those who trusted in the works of
the law, or those who joined the law to Christ f or
justification, as if the law justified in part.
	 This was
contrary to the whole purpose of the law. God never
intended it for justification; it was to be a rigid exactor
of entire obedience and of God's handwriting against sin,
and secondly to be a pointer to Christ and salvation and
how to walk pleasing to God. 	 The law opposed to Christ
cursed all who failed to render perfect obedience. Given
to those in covenant, it reproved and convinced them of
their sin, but did not curse every violation of it because
their sin was pardoned in Christ. 	 To rest in the law f or
Justification made void the promise contained in it,
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whereas it ought to have established it.
Ball concluded: 'The covenant then, which God made
with Israel, was one for substance with that he had made
with the Patriarks, that is, it was a covenant of grace and
mercy: though the Law to them that rested in the workes
thereof, and perverted the right use of the Law, was a
killing letter and a ministration of death'.13
In keeping with his view of the 'infancy' of the
church In the Old Testament, and that the nearer it came to
Christ the less obscure the promises and knowledge of
Christ and faith became, the renewing of the covenant under
Moses, represented for Ball, a step forward in the
unfolding expression of the covenant of grace. 17
 For
example, while the covenant at Sinai was made in Christ out
of the undeserved love and mercy of God, in its
administration Moses was the mediator as a type of the one
true Mediator.	 In this capacity he prevailed with God
'for the suspending of his Justice', and with the people to
bind themselves in covenant with God. Again, strangers
were not wholly excluded from the covenant, and the
temporal blessings of the land were given to them as types
of the spiritual inheritance in Christ.1
The Siniatic covenant promised forgiveness of sins
and eternal life, and called for the repentance of
trangressors. The conditions attached to the promises
(eg.'Do this and live') were not antecedent conditions
where the condition is the cause of the thing promised, but
consequent conditions, which Ball described as 'annexed to
the promise as a qualification in the subject, or an
adjunct, that must attend the thing promised. And in this
latter sense, obedience to commandments, was a condition of
promise; not a cause why the thing promised was vouchsafed,
but a qualification in the subject capable, or a
consequence of such great mercy freely conferred'.139
The condition of the covenant was faith in the
promised Messiah.
	
God could only be the God of Israel
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through a Mediator, and Israel could only have God as their
God by that means, which was the only way a sinner could
trust in the Lord or please him. 	 The true Israelite was
Justified by faith. Perfect obedience was still
commanded, so that any who trusted in their own works f or
Justification would realize their position - complete
obedience or judgment.	 But for those in covenant a
sincere obedience was accepted, for God's free pardon
covered their sins. That was how those acquainted with
the meaning of the law understood its spiritual sense.
They knew that they could never perfectly keep the law, but
they promised 'sincere, uniforme and impartiall obedience',
knowing that their shortcomings were graciously forgiven in
Christ. 140
A further advantage of the Mosaic covenant was the
ordination of the ministry or priesthood f or the
administration of its national expression. Under these
figures, and the ceremonies and sacrifices they performed,
Christ and his work was preached and discerned by spiritual
Jews.	 This 'pedagogie of Moses' was a school that the
Gentiles lacked, though it did not come up to the
university of the Christians!
	 The effect of this was
to maintain moral order in the nation. Even the
spiritually discovenanted - the rejectors of the soul and
end of the law - obtained outward blessings and were kept
from notorious evil, while spiritual Jews received grace to
salvation.	 All these blessings whether temporal or
spiritual were not merited, but conferred freely according
to the covenant of grace. True, Ball emphasized again,
'The promise is conditionall, if they obey, they shall
reape the good things of the land, but obedience is not a
causall condition, why they should inherit, but consequent,
what they must doe when they should inherit the land'.
So, he concluded, 'herein there appears no intexture
of the covenant of works with the Covenant of Grace, nor
any moderation of the Law to the strength and power of
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nature for the obtaining of outward blessings. But rather
that God of his abundant goodnesse is pleased freely to
conferre outward blessings promised in Covenant upon some
that did not cleave unto him unfalnedly, that he might make
good his promise unto the spirituall seed, which by word
and oath he had conferred unto the Fathers'.142
In other words, there was no room in Ball's thinking
for any blessing, whether temporal or spiritual, to be
promised to, or received by man since the fall on the basis
of the covenant of works. Even outward blessings enjoyed
by the discovenanted were bestowed by the free bounty of
God intent on making good his covenantal promises to the
elect.
Summary
There are many other sections of the Confession which
could profitably be outlined and examined following the
method adopted here, but these are sufficient for the
purpose stated. It is clear that the works of Ussher and
Ball were very much to the forefront of those who compiled
the Westminster standards. The use of similar words and
phrases, and the pattern followed, are too numerous and
exact to be coincidental, or the result of simply using
common sources. Secondly, in the foil of the fuller
explications of these writers, a clearer and more accurate
view emerges of what was probably intended and Implied In
the more concise, nuggetory statements of the Confession.
This avoids the temptation to interpret them in the light
of later writers, rather than in the light of their own
sources. 143
	The more significant issues in these
comparisons will now be drawn together.
First regarding the covenant of works: One really
important aspect here is that the covenant of works was
discussed within a wider context of grace. That is, when
God entered into an agreement with Adam, while this
agreement was based in justice and was therefore designated
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a covenant of works or law, it was nevertheless a
manifestation of God's goodness and care towards his
creation that motivated his purpose. He wanted them to
have a larger understanding of his ways with them, a more
familiar relationship with him, and a deeper enjoyment of
his company and blessings.	 The covenant was first and
foremost a gracious 'condescension' on the part of God.
This cannot be lightly dismissed as something not
taken seriously by covenantal theologians, so that 'by name
a covenant of works has a very deadening effect on anything
said about grace'. 1 " Why should it? Or why should the
idea of life promised to Adam on condition of obedience to
God be thought objectionable or contrary to the goodness
and grace of God? Only if the law of God is considered as
something oppressive and undesirable would this be so.
But the law of God as considered by these covenantal
documents was intimately related to the will of God, and as
such exhibited as an expression of the character of God.
'Be holy, for I am holy', was given as the basis of both
law and gospel. 1 This law was not set forth in
abstract, impersonal terms as a manifestation of cold
sovereignty, either in the prelapsarian covenant of works,
or in its later written promulagation by Moses. The
sovereignty and awesomeness of God's being and ways were
certainly manifested, but it was within a context of his
fatherly love and concern for his people that they too
should be holy, since It was only in the way of holiness
that true happiness was to be found and fellowship with God
was to be maintained. God's purpose throughout all his
dealings with man was that he should have this 'fruition of
himself', for that was where life and blessedness lay.
Hence the covenant of works was a 'covenant of life' as
long as that primal fellowship remained unbroken.
Again, it was noted that care was necessary when
speaking of man's 'own natural strength' in relation to the
covenant pre lapsu .	 It was repeatedly stressed that
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man's power, ability or strength was a gift of God. 	 Adam
was dependent on the 'grace' of God for his continuance in
obedience.	 The nearest parallel here of a similar sinless
situation was that of Christ himself. The life of
obedience which Jesus lived in order to fulfil God's law
was one in which he was enabled and strengthened
continually. l dG
	If Christ's obedience was not autonomous,
how much less that of Adam.
In this connection it is necessary to be clear about
what was meant by grace in paradise with respect to man
unfallen, and grace in a world of fallen men. Roiston,
arguing that the entire theology of the Confession was
coloured by a primal covenant devoid of grace, said that
'Chronologically and logically for covenant theology grace
came and comes only after sin... The whole understanding of
divine grace has to be worked out as a second covenant
introduced with the failure of the first. There is no real
cause to speak of the grace of God until after man
sins'. 1 This charge does not stand up. Considerable
discussion and understanding ol the grace ol oã prior ';o
man's sin was encountered in this study, with the careful
distinction, of course, that grace In this context has
reference only to the gifts of God's favour in providing
for, assisting and upholding man. If grace is considered
in the sense of mercy, pardon and forgiveness, then
certainly 'chronologically and logically' it comes after
sin.	 This was so In the sequence of events. 	 Salvation
from sin could only follow sin.	 But theologically, in the
context of the divine decrees and the purposes of God, it
was not necessarily so. 	 Rolston failed completely to make
these distinctions, lie appeared to work on the premise
that man was always fallen, or else had never truly fallen,
and was always in need of grace in one sense only.
Again, the relevance of grace in the context of the
good or the reward promised in the covenant of works was
observed.	 Man could 'merit' the continuance of life by
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his obedience. By his conformity to God's revealed will,
he could claim the promised reward as his due wage.
	 God
would be in his debt in this respect. But this could only
be so because God in his good and gracious purpose had
formerly bound himself to this by the terms of the
covenant.	 So while it was a covenant of works which
admitted the Idea of merit In the divine/human
relationship, yet there was an overarching manifestation of
grace in the whole arrangement, since the very duty God
promised to reward, was a duty owed by man apart from any
covenantal arrangement. Considered In tMs siIer
perspective, the blessings promised were not something that
man deserved by inherent right or which he could merit or
earn apart from the prior goodness and grace of God in
making such an arrangement.
One other feature that has emerged from this study in
relation to the covenant of works concerns its status after
the fall, with respect to man as a sinner. There was no
evidence that God ever made or renewed the covenant of
works as a means of life with man as a sinner. 	 The Idea
was absurd.	 The covenant of works made no provision for
repentance or forgiveness. Once broken, it could never
again offer the promise of life to those who had broken it.
This applied to all mankind, since all had broken the first
covenant In Adam as their head and representative. All
God's dealings with man were now under the covenant of
grace.
This did not mean that the covenant of works was
abolished.	 It still stood In a condemnatory role,
demanding the punishment of man In accordance with its
original terms.	 It could no longer be a covenant of life
for man since he was no longer spiritually capable of
rendering perfect obedience.	 Therefore, it was never made
with man as such since the fall, though it still stood
threatening death for disobedience. 	 In relation to man,
Ball was reluctant to refer to It as a covenant at all
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since by it no reconciliation between God and man could be
effected. Ussher did continue to call it a covenant of
law, but qualified this by saying that it only merited the
name of covenant now with respect to the part that it
played in driving men to the covenant of grace, which was
now the only way to life for fallen creatures.le
But while the covenant of works no longer stood as a
covenant of life, the stipulations of that covenant
comprising the law of God were not thereby abolished or
irrelevant.	 God was still the same righteous God.
	 His
holiness was unchangeable. 	 His desire for the holiness of
his people was unchanged. 	 The righteousness revealed in
the law was still the only standard of behaviour that
pleased God.	 Therefore, while the law of God no longer
stood as a covenant of life, it still remained as 'a
perfect rule of righteousness'. It was 'as such', as the
Confession made clear, that it 'was delivered by God upon
mount Sinai'.49
For unbelievers who could not observe the precepts of
the law, it served as a restraint, helping to maintain some
degree of moral order in society, and also as a constant
reminder of the sentence of death under which they lived,
and was therefore a goad urging them to seek life in
another direction. For the believer, who had been
reconciled with God again through the work of Christ, which
had satisfied the demands of Justice imposed by the broken
covenant, the law served as a guide to the kind of life
which was pleasing to God. While the believer was also
incapable of keeping perfectly God's law In this life, he
nevertheless desired to please and glorify God, and so as
the expression of his new life in Christ he strove joyfully
and sincerely by the enabling power of God's Spirit, to
live according to God's law, with the assurance that all
his shortcomings were freely forgiven in Christ.
Now concerning the covenant of grace:	 It is clear
from the works considered that the covenant was unilateral
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in its initiation. 	 It was God who sovereignly took the
initiative in proposing to enter into covenant with man.
It was God who made the promises.	 It was God who chose
those with whom he would engage in covenant. 	 It was God
who decided the terms of the covenant, and who imposed
these upon the parties concerned. 	 The covenant was sola
gretia. This was so in the protoevangelion. It was
stressed in each subsequent renewal of the covenant
promises, including the Sinaitic transaction.150
But the covenant was also bilateral in its
administration, because that was the way God ordained it
should be, and that was necessary to give it meaning as a
covenant.	 The Deuteronomic passage referred to in the
last note continues: 'Know therefore that the Lord your
God is God, the faithful God who keeps covenant and
stedfast love with those who love him and keep his
commandments... You shall therefore be careful to do the
commandments, and the statutes, and the ordinances, which I
command you this day'.151
The insistence on ma)iing a rigid and B5SD3)te
distinction between the unilateral and bilateral aspects as
a presupposition to the study of the covenantal idea has
caused much confusion. 152 The very nature of a covenant
implies that there is a two-sidedness to it. It is not a
mutual agreement in which two parties come to terms by
means of a compromise, but there is a mutuality of
agreement on the basis of stipulations which have been
unilaterally imposed.
	 The divine initiative calls for
man's response. Man is responsible for exercising the
repentance, faith, obedience and love required of him, but
unlike a human covenant, what is required was also given in
the covenant.
The promises of the covenant were assured of
fulfilment with respect to the elect.	 God would be their
God.	 God would have them as his people.	 There were
nevertheless stipulations attached: 'Walk before me and be
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perfect' (Gen.17:1).	 The repentance, faith and obedience
of those called were the conditions required.	 But these
were not conditions in any meritorious sense.	 They were,
to use Ball's distinction,	 consequent rather than
antecedent conditions. The conditions were Included in
the provisions of the covenant, therefore while man
exercised himself In fulfilling them, this was not
something which man contributed or which he had within his
own power to achieve. It was the gift of grace which he
exercised responsibly by the enabling power of the Holy
Spirit.
That this could lead to the charge that 'the covenant
was only nominally conditional', because it fulfilled Its
own conditions, did not seem to perturb these writers.
They were content to leave it at that, keeping in mind as
they did, that the idea of a covenant between God and man
was always a condescension to the weakness of man.	 It was
to enable man to better understand God's ways with him. A
human category was used, a category that man could
understand, but like any human analogy It had its breaking
point in illustrating divine truth.	 Rationally the
covenant may only be nominally conditional, but
experlentally it was God's way of teaching his children
about his ways so that they could glorify and enjoy him.
In the purpose of God the conditions were meaningful and
real within that developing relationship.
One other observation must be made. 	 In all the
writings considered there was a strong Christological
orientation to the doctrine of the covenant.' 64
 The
position of the subject in the schema as well as the
content in each case led directly Into the medlatorial work
of Christ, which was then considered In great depth, and
all following the same pattern. Christ was the Mediator
of the covenant, chosen and ordained by God, fulfilling the
offices of Prophet, Priest and King, in order to redeem,
call, justify, sanctify and glorify those who were given to
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him by the Father from all eternity. The true deity and
humanity of Christ were stressed as necessary for this
mediation, and through the anointing of the Holy Spirit,
Christ willingly undertook and fulfilled the mediatorial
work to which he was called by perfectly obeying God's law,
and offering himself as a perfect sacrifice fully to
satisfy divine justice, and thus purchase reconciliation
and an eternal inheritance for all his people. All that
Christ purchased was effectually applied by the Spirit to
the elect in all ages, both before and after his
incarnation.
Christ was the substance of the covenant.	 In him
the covenant promises were fulfilled. 	 In him the covenant
of works and the covenant of grace harmonized. He
satisfied the justice upon which the former was grounded by
the payment of the penalty for its broken law on behalf of
his people. And he manifest the fullness of the latter in
the free bestowal of all the promised covenantal blessings
upon his people, including the enabling of them to fulfil
the conditions and stipulations required, with all that
that meant for the Christian life.
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CHAPTER THREE
Ifistoriography of Covenantal Thought: The
Nineteenth Century
As the seventeenth century progressed, the use of the
covenant as a unifying principle in theology increased in
popularity, and eventually became known as Federal
Theology, or 'that system of truth which is built upon the
doctrine of the Covenants'.' ('federal' being derived from
the Latin foedus) This federal theology was regarded as
'sufficiently comprehensive to embrace every department of
theology and every point of doctrine pertaining to the fall
and recovery of man'. 2 The Idea was used primarily to
describe the relationship of man with God in a
soteriological context, but as Reformed thinking viewed
that relationship as touching upon every area of life, so
covenantal thinking came to be applied to all social and
political relationships as well. 	 The family, the church,
and the nation were all viewed within the orbit of the
covenant.	 God was seen as dealing with men on a
covenantal basis In domestic, ecclesiastical, social and
political affairs. This thought was worked out in a
variety of ways according to the local or national context.
In Scotland it saw the rise of the movement known as the
Covenanters; 3 In England it helped to provide the basis
for the mid-seventeenth-century revolution; 4 and when
shipped to New England by the Puritans, it became 'the most
coherent and most powerful single factor in the early
history of America'.6
Theologically, covenantal thought became closely
associated with the names of Johannes Cocceius (1603-1669)
and Herman Witsius (1636_1708).G It is an indicator of
the neglect of the subject with respect to earlier
development, that nineteenth-century writers regarded
Cocceius as the actual founder of the theology of the
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covenant. 7
 Throughout the eighteenth century it remained
largely the accepted mode of theological expression in the
Reformed churches, interrupted in Scotland by the Marrow
controversy. This debate raised a number of questions
related to the covenants, such as the conditionality of the
covenant, and the nature of assurance, but it was a
controversy contained within a framework of the covenants,
and the differences separating the protagonists were not so
great as often lmagined.e
It was not until the middle of the nineteenth century
that articles taking a closer and more critical look at
covenantal theology began to appear. Karl Sudtioff in
1857, in his biographical work on Zacharius Ursinus and
Casper Olevianus, suggested that the latter's De substantia
foeder-is gratuiti (Geneva 1585) gave him a place as 'der
GrUnder Föderal-Theologi, and that Cocceius had gratefully
acknowledged this in his Summa doctrinae de foedere et
testamento Del (164-8). Sudhoff stressed a strong Genevan
influence in the work of Olevianus, who was a former pupil
of Calvin.' 0 A few years earlier, however, Max Goebel had
drawn attention to Olevianus as 'the forerunner of the
Christian school of Cocceius and Lampe'.1'
In 1856 Ludwig Diestel traced the 'Föderal idee' to
the same source. 1 l.A. Dorner of Berlin in his Geschichte
der Protestantischen Theologie saw covenantal theology as a
reaction to a revival of Aristotelian scholasticism and the
doctrine of double predestinat1Qn. 3
 Darner also raised
the question of the monopleuric or dipleuric nature of the
covenant, ascribing the former to strict Calvinists for
whom the covenant remained one-sided.14
One of the most significant works to emerge from mid-
nineteenth-century Germany was Heinrich Heppe's Die
Dogmatik. Heppe interestingly introduced his section on
the covenant with a quotation from the Westminster
Confession. 16 	 He allowed Calvin and Beza a sentence on
the violation of the covenant of works, but his treatment
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of the subject was taken almost entirely from the Cocceian
school.' 7 Heppe saw the covenantal school as standing in
the stream of Reformed theology, which, much to the
wonderment of Barth,'° he traced back through Herborn and
Heidelberg to early German Reformed dogmaticians following
'the precedent of Melanchthon rather than Calvin'.' 9 The
chief characteristics of this tradition, according to
Heppe, were a milder view of predestination (he was
critical of what he regarded as speculation on double
predestination by Calvin and Beza), 2° a recoil from a
scholastic arbitrary view of God's promises of 1ife, 1 and
a fundamental concept of revelation in which the foedus Dei
was the 'basic revelation of all revealed truths in
Scripture' .
Heppe's work, however, does give the impression of a
steady development of unity and continuity in Reformed
thought leading to what was to become known as 'federal
theology'. While he regarded Melanchthon as the 'father
of Reformed theology', 3 he did trace many of his doctrines
back to Calvin. In his later work, Geschichte des
Pie tismus und der Reformirten Kirche, he acknowledged that
covenantal theology originated in Switzerland rather than
with Melanchthon. 24 One weakness of Heppe's work was that
his sources were mainly Dutch, German and Swiss writers,
while the English Puritans, Scottish Presbyterians and
French Reformed theologians were practically ignored.
Ames, Perkins and Rollock only just get mentioned.26
While most of Heppe's representative writers were
later than the period covered by this study, it would
nevertheless be worthwhile to note some of the salient
features which emerged from them relative to the covenant.
For example, man's natural duty of obedience was stressed
so that apart from the virtue of the covenant Adam could
never have merited anything from God. 26
 The covenant was
'primarily a one-way covenant (foedus povórAsvpov) made by
God in the interests of communion with God.
	 Man could
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never make a covenant with God, but since God imposed
conditions, events and the required response, it was in
this sense mutual and (itXcupov. The covenant of works
was also called a foedus legale, or a covenant of nature
since it was based on the imago Del of man's nature.
This nature reflected the righteousness of God's law set up
in his inner being - 'Already in his 3,rte moral
consciousness man was given the full content of the law
given later in the decalogue'. 28
 Furthermore, Adam was a
persona publica and all mankind was represented in him.29
Added to this general law of love to God and neighbour was
a 'test law' represented by the tree of knowledge, and the
tree of life was a sacramental pledge of God's promise to
reward obedience. °
The covenant of grace which God then announced was,
according to Heppe, in the nature of a testamentary
disposition, or a promise concerning an inheritance for his
children which was made by the Father to Christ who
fulfilled all the requirments of a testator. Consequently
the covenant of grace was not only a 'covenant', but
primarily a testament, and 'since faith and holiness are
the condition of membership of the covenant, In and for
themselves they are nothing else but the benefits and gifts
of it'.	 Even these conditions were bequeathed by the wish
of the testator.31
The general view of the covenant exhibited in Heppe
was a threefold one with the covenant of redemption between
the Father and the Son as the basis of Christ's mediatorial
work. This was identified with the decree of election
and was not something that came about only with the fall.
Upon this the covenant of grace with the elect rested. It
was emphasized that this covenant was with the elect in
Christ and not with all men. 32 As to whether the covenant
of grace was conditional or not, Heppe saw a general
expression In favour of unconditionality, but he qualified
this.	 The benefits of salvation were conditional, but In
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such a way that the fulfilment of the conditions lay in the
absolute promises of the covenant and not in the strength
of liberuzn arbitrium. God claimed a response of faith,
but it was he who aroused men to faith and 'undertook to
supply the elect with this faith himself'.34
Again, the covenant of grace was first published in
the garden in the protoevangelion. It was always one and
the same in substance, but its administration before and
after Christ was to be distinguished after the manner of
Calvin, Martyr and Ursinus.	 Christ was the only
Mediator of the covenant in all dispensations. Moses was
an outward type in this respect. 36 The giving of the law
to Israel was not to set up a new covenant of works, but
simply to prepare the way for the confirmation of the
covenant of grace in the death of Christ. The publishing
of the law and Its curse once again would increase the
sense of guilt and point men to the Christ who would bear
that curse. The law reminded man that actual atonement
had not yet taken place, but that those who looked in faith
to the promised Savf our would be regarded as ri&htecus.
The law therefore 'had an essentially evangelical
character'. It established faith In the promise of grace.
The Old Testament sacraments were guarantees of the
promise; therefore they and all the other types and
sacrifices were done away when Christ appeared.37
Heppe had no separate section on the law of God, but
under the rubric of sanctification, it was clear that the
law was still relevant to the believer's life. The
faithful were not in any way subject to its yoke, the Holy
Spirit had not imprinted It upon their hearts, and they had
it with the gospel in the word of God as a rule of
sanctification. The law kept the Christian reminded of
the obedience God required, while the gospel urged
obedience to God his Redeemer out of 'thankfulness for the
saved life bestowed upon him'.38
In Scotland, William Cunningham was a firm
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nineteenth-century upholder of the Westminster Confession
as the embodiment of Calvinism. He was well acquainted,
theref ore, with writings of covenantal theologians, 40 but
he made little use of the concept in his own discussions of
historical theology apart from seeing its usefulness in
explaining the imputation of Adam's first sin. 41
 Thomas
M. Lindsay was probably the first Scotsman to make a
serious critical examination of 'The Covenant Theology' in
an article of that title, although it was obviously a
modified rerun of Dorner's views. 42 On the question of
origins he saw Cocceius and Witsius as the 'fixers' of a
painful process of theological development that gave birth
to federalism during the second quarter of the seventeenth
century. He regarded Andrew liyperius as the 'founder of
federalism', who recalled theology from the supralapsarian,
'abstract philosophizing upon predestination, introduced by
Beza', to the fact of the fall, which he made the central
point in his theology. The other precursors listed were
Olevianus, Raphael Eglin, Francis Gomarus and Robert
Rollock.
According to Lindsay there were two distinctive
features of federalism. One was the ruling place given to
the idea of covenant, and the second was the peculiar
relation which the one covenant bore to the other. Re
enlarged on this definition by explaining that federal
theology rested on the special antithesis of the covenant
of works and the covenant of grace, which showed the plan
of salvation in an aspect not presented in any other
system, and secondly, that federalism regarded every single
doctrine as a proposition implied in and logically
deducable from these two covenants. The covenant between
God and man differed from a normal covenant between two
human parties in that it was one-sided (povónAsopov), but
when it was made it became two-sided. By the covenant,
man in fellowship with God was enabled to do his part, and
In this sense It was dipleurlc. 44 Lindsay noted also the
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double aspect of the covenant of grace, that is, as
embodying a covenant between God and Christ which was a
proper, mutual covenant, and a covenant between God and the
elect in the form of a testamentary disposition by which
God bestowed salvation and its benefits upon them. He
concluded that 'the fundamental ideas on which the covenant
theology rests. . . [are] simply a statement of primary truths
common to all systems of orthodox Reformed doctrine, the
only difference being that these truths are strictly
represented under the aspect of a contract or parties'.
This difference was important to Lindsay in the
historical interpretation which he built around It. He
distinguished between an early Scottish and Puritan use of
the covenant idea, which was practical, romantic,
experimental, and devotional, and the later definitive,
logical precision it had in theology as represented by the
Westminster Confession. 	 He then distinguished between the
Confession and federalism, saying that the former came Into
being before the latter. In the former the two covenants
were viewed as command and promise; in the latter they were
seen as two bargains or contracts implying mutual
agreement. Federalists, he said, had a low, negative, and
narrow view of God's covenant of grace, because they
regarded it as an abrogation of the covenant of works.6
But Lindsay failed here to distinguish between grace pre
lapsus and post lapsup', and argued as though the theology
of t'he covenant regarded grace as non-existent before the
fall.	 This failure was further seen in his consideration
of Rollock's work, where he saw the covenant of works as
'based on man's own unaided strength'. 47
 Rollock did
refer to 'the works.. .acted by the strength of nature',
which were to be distinguished from works in the covenant
of grace which proceeded from the grace of regeneration,
but he was careful to show that the strength of nature was
that 'holiness and righteousness and the light of God's
law', with which God had beautified man's nature, so that
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he could perform good works. 4G
The rise of covenantal theology was viewed by Lindsay
as a reaction against a tendency in Reformed dogmatic
systems 'to make the decree a metaphysical instrument f or
explaining the relation of the Supreme Being to the
universe, not an evangelical instrument whereby our Father
in Heaven can lead back many sons unto glory'. 4 Calvin,
he maintained, avoided this tendency by keeping the
doctrines of creation and redemption close. Behind
election, predestination, and the plan of salvation was the
idea of the kingdom of God as the special end of creation,
so that these were steps on the way to redemption.	 Later
Calvinists (Beza, Wollebius, Aisted and Wendelin are those
named), adopted an Aristotelian scholastic approach which
allowed the metaphysical to override the religious element.
Federalism, utilizing the idea of the covenant, sought to
bring Reformed theology back from the heights of
metaphysical speculation to deal with the historical
development of God's plan of salvation.&o Thus federalism
served to put evangelical meaning back into the doctrine of
predestination, and to draw attention again to the reality
of the fall and sin, which supralapsarianism had thrust
into the background. It also reasserted the whole Bible as
one and the same revelation of God's grace and paved the
way for the idea of history in dogmatics.
On the debit side, Lindsay saw federalism as lending
itself 'readily to incipient rat1onalism I . &
 It
interpreted the word 'covenant' as 'contract', where the
Puritans had regarded it as promise. 	 Hobbes' use of
covenant in Leviathan in order to explain the origin of
society was one source listed for this use.
	 Its use by
Hugo Grotlus and Samuel Puffendorff in order to build
systems of public law was another: 'Covenant was the
popular scientific term of the period... The rule of the
idea of covenant marks the age when men were beginning to




took this well-known word and employed it to demonstrate
that God's salvation was not in the past only, but at hand.
Hence, 'it was a first attempt at writing a history of
redemption according to the principles of scientific
criticism which were then In the air'.
Two comments must be made here.
	 One Is that Ball
had used the words 'covenant' and 'contract' synonymously
long before Cocceius and Witsius. 4
	No one who has read
Ball can accuse him of undermining the concept of grace by
his use of 'covenant' or 'contract'. If Ball's theology
was consistent with, and a proximate source of, the
Westminster theology, then Lindsay would needed to have
included the Confession as a federalist document in the
Interests of consistency. Also in this connection he said
that the Puritans interpreted the covenant of grace as
'above all things a sure and stable promise', whereas the
federalists viewed it as 'a contract or bargain having
contracting parties, and they reject the idea of promise as
an Improper use of the term'. Whether this was so In
the works of Coccelus or Wltsius to whom Lindsay was
primarily referring would need to be ascertained, but It
was certainly not true of Ball who kept the idea of promise
paramount. Ball could refer to the covenant as a
conditional contract, but at the same time the conditions
on man's side were included as God's gift to man in the
promise which he made.
The second comment is that no account was taken of
the rule of the idea of covenant in Scripture. The
Reformation principle of sola scriptura, and especially the
renewed use of the Old Testament, made inevitable a
resurgence of the idea of covenant and Its utilization as a
unifying principle in theology, quite apart from the
scientific developments of the time. That they used the
word 'contract' does not imply ipso facto that they used it
In any sense other than that of the word 'covenant' In
Scripture.	 The use of 'covenant' in a transition from a
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state of war to a state of peace, did not require the
examples of Hobbes, Grotius arid Puffendorff. The Old
Testament amply furnished them.
Two years later another Scot, Robert Rainy, wrote two
typically Judicious and perceptive papers entitled 'Federal
Theology'. Making some notes on its history, Rainy said
that the Westminster divines used the covenant theology
without hesitation, 'but with sobriety and moderation'.
In the earliest Reformation theologians, however, this term
had not yet appeared, and the concept it expressed had not
yet begun to mould the system. Rainy then reviewed a
number of writers in tracing the twofold extension of the
covenant idea in Reformed theology, (ie. the pre-f all
constitution as a covenant, and the representation of the
Son as being in covenant with the Father on behalf of his
people), and how this made the idea of the covenant rather
than the divine decree the guiding thought In their
theology. The divine decree, not covenant, he said, was
the presiding thought in Calvin's system, which introduced
the Idea of covenant chiefly In discussing the relationship
of the Old and New Testaments. There was no reference to
a covenant of works, but the condition of man under the
first constitution was one in which a commandment was given
to him with a reward or penalty for which he had to look.
Believers were in covenant with God through Christ the
Mediator, whose work was also described and Its effects
detailed, including, 'the conditions under which and
Interest In Its benefits Is offered'.59
Rainy also mentioned Musculus' distinction between a
general covenant made with Noah and the special everlasting
covenant made with Abraham, and its different phases,
before Moses, under Moses, and under Christ. Ursinus, he
said, described foedus or testarnen turn in connection with
reconciliation; God promising to be propitious and man
binding himself In faith and obedience to God.
	
Both terms
were considered synonymous and the covenant one In
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substance, but administered differently before and after
Christ. Rainy regarded Olevianus as the first to select
the covenant 'as the notion under which a sketch of
Christian theology, as a whole, should be presented'. The
gratuitousness of the covenant pervaded Olevianus' work
with everything being established for man in the covenant,
including faith which was believing acquiescence and not a
restipulation.6°
Gomarus was the first theologian mentioned by Rainy
who distinguished a covenant of works from the covenant of
grace in 1594. Polanus in 1609 and Eglin in 1613 had a
developed covenant theology, including a covenant of works
in Eden with the two trees represented as its sacraments.
Ames' Medulla ( 1620), while not distinctly asserting a
covenant with Christ, did nevertheless, in discussing the
application of redemption 'present all the essentials of
the developed Foederal Theology'. Rainy contended that It
was therefore a mistake to regard Cocceius, whose work was
later than the Westminster Confession, as the father of
federal theology simply because of the decisive place he
gave to it in his construction and the 'novelties of
speculation' which he added to it. 	 He concluded then that
federal theology did not necessarily represent a departure
from Reformed doctrine. It awakened no Important
opposition on the part of Reformed divines; it was fitted
to exhibit In a more striking manner many of the features
of Reformed doctrine, and to defend some of these doctrines
more successfully in the current Socinian and Arniinlan
controversies.
Rainy's second article, taking Cloppenburg as an
example, demonstrated the Reformed view of natural theology
and the constitution of the covenant of works. The
latter was based on the law given in the former and added
to it by divine appointment. 	 This arrangement gave 'a
temporary and mutable office' to the law as a means of
gaining eternal life. 	 The covenant constitution asked no
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more of man than was his due by nature, but it provided a
foundation for merit through God's promise to reward
obedience. 'This constitution,' said Rainy, 'If not in
the strict sense gracious, does at least express an
emphatic Divine goodness; It adds a great wealth of benefit
to the mere condition of nature'. 	 Grace 'in the strict
sense' is what was manifest in the new covenant, which took
up into itself the unchanging, eternal obligation of the
law and the penalty for Its violation, and satisfied them
'in the appointment and substitution of a Surety'.
Rainy also carefully explained the relationship
between the covenant of grace and the covenant of
redemption in a way important to understanding historical
developments. Early Reformed theology spoke of a covenant
of grace between God and man as a relationship entered Into
by faith. Perkins distinguished between a general
covenant concerning the provision of eternal life on the
fulfilment of certain conditions, and the covenant of grace
In particular, which was the promise of Christ and the
blessing which he brought, and tt r ire.ent of faith. ewi
repentance in man. When Christ began to be considered not
only as the Mediator of the covenant, but also as a party
In the covenant, the provisions of the covenant in this
respect became known as the covenant of redemption.
'Covenant of redemption and covenant of grace were distinct
stages of the same great transaction.'
A tendency developed, however, to identify these,
emphasizing the representative nature of Christ's work.
It was one covenant, 'which was first a covenant with the
Mediator, and then with His members in Him'. 5 The
importance of this emerged in the Marrow controversy in
Scotland, when the Marrowmen would not regard faith as a
covenantal condition since It was provided In the covenant.
This was opposed by the advocates of Neonomlanism, who
regarded faith, repentance, and works as practically
unqualified conditions of the covenant.
	 By treating the
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covenant of grace and the covenant of redemption as one,
the Marrowmen hoped to prevent faith being considered as a
covenant condition. But, said Rainy, 'they were too apt
to impute Neonomi.anism to all who preferred the older
phraseology'.	 This tendency has clearly survived to the
present day.	 The reason Rainy gave for the decline of
federal theology is also interesting. He attributed it to
the sacrifice of theological detail at a time of
theological retreat, as a concession to the questioning,
doubting spirit of the nineteenth century.69
In 1882, Charles A. Briggs viewed the Westminster
standards as the best expression of British Puritanism
which used the covenant of grace as the unifying principle
of a theology that was theoretical in 'the common Reformed
sense', and at the same time intensely practical. He saw
'the covenant as the fundamental principle of the divine
revelation' in the variety of forms it has in the
Scriptures.69
In the same journal an article by A.B.van Zandt was
entitled 'The Doctrine of the Covenants Considered as the
Central Principle of Theology'. He regarded the theology
built upon the doctrine of the covenants as running through
and illumining all the Scriptures, but needing the peculiar
controversies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to
bring it into prominence. (eg. Socinan objections to the
personal substitution of Christ on behalf of sinful man,
required the emphasis of stronger ties than those of flesh
and blood between Christ and those he represented. )70 Van
Zandt saw 'the everlasting covenant' of Heb.13:20 as 'the
central principle which unifies all the truths of religion
- natural and supernatural - of law or of grace'. This he
identified with the covenant of redemption, or the 'Godhead
in Covenant' in the councils of eternity; therefore, no
anthropomorphic representation of agreement or contract was
to be attached to it.
	 It was the 'harmonious concert and
co-operation in the same purpose of Father, Son, and Holy
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Ghost'. 7' This everlasting covenant rooted in the divine
decrees, covered all of God's dealings with man Including
the covenant of works and the covenant of grace. Thus the
covenant of works was an overarching gracious arrangement.
It could not be viewed as an arbitrary act of power
unrelated to future development. 	 It was rather the
Initial manifestation of the one all-encompassing purpose
of God expressed In the everlasting covenant.
	 It was the
first of a series of dispositions 'In which the plan of
Redemption was successively developed'. 72
	There was no
discontinuity as a result of the fall in the events
purposed by God. The same end as that expressed In the
covenant of works was still pursued on the basis of the
same principles, but accomplished under different
conditions.	 This difference did not represent a separate
category for the covenant of works, but sprang out of the
change In man's condition after the fall. It represented
'the progressive development in time of the grace purposed
in eternity'.73
There was a strong American school of covenantal
theologians in the late-nineteenth century. One of these,
Robert L. Dabney, held that the Adamic covenant was 'one of
pure grace and condescension'. 	 Perfect obedience In Adam
could never have placed God in his debt. Therefore, God,
moved by pure grace, 'condescended to establish a covenant
with his holy creature, In virtue of which a temporary
obedience might be graciously accepted as a ground f or
God's communication of himself to Adam, and assure him ever
after of holiness, happiness, and communion with God'.74
The same gratuitous goodness which led God to establish the
covenant of grace was what led him to establish the
covenant of works.	 In both, free grace was manifested,
justification to life promised, and much more than man had
earned was bestowed. The Edenic arrangement had all the
constituitive aspects of a covenant - two parties, a
voluntary acceptance of terms, a condition (the keeping of
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God's command), the promise of life for obedience and death
for disobedience, and a sign or seal of the covenant in the
tree of life. 75 In this covenant Adam represented all
mankind, thus limiting 'the risque of probation to one
man' 76
Dabney discussed the law between his treatment of the
covenant of works and the covenant of grace. God's law
was based not only in his mere will, but in 'His own
unchangeable perfection'.	 It was the same moral stantard
that was imposed on Adam, and given in the decalogue. 	 But
since the fall, the law could not be a covenant of life to
man.	 But this did not abrogate the law as a standard of
righteousness;	 it remained as 'the authoritative
declaration of God's character'. 77 In it God revealed
himself, and thereby revealed to fallen man his need of
Christ, and also provided a 'holy rule of conduct' in the
sanctification of those who had been redeemed by Christ.79
The covenant of grace was God's remedy for man's
fall. But this was no after-thought. It was part of the
eternal plan whereby 'He purposed to permit man's fall and
ruin', and then manifest his love and mercy in
redemption.	 The word covenant U 1 ) , or	 aOixt, was
used to refer to divine covenants with men, or compacts
between individuals.	 From Old Testament usage the meaning
of 5ta8t1jxt was usually an arrangement or disposition of
matter, or covenant. 	 Classical Greek et, logy often gave
it the meaning of 'testament', but Dabney demonstrated that
this translation was supportable only in Heb.9:16. There
were but two covenants, the covenant of works with Adam and
the covenant of grace with various dispensations.°° This
covenant was made with Christ as the Second Adam for the
redemption of believers, but a distinction was made betwei
the provisions of the covenant as it related to the Father
and to believers.	 The former was a covenant of redemption
conditioned by meritorious obedience.	 The latter was an
unconditional covenant of grace in which the sinner's faith
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was no 'efficient merit', but rather an 'instrumental
condition' required.°'	 It was only a receptive agent with
no moral merit attached.	 The strength to believe was
given in the covenant itself. Faith was the only
condition, though in an 'improper sense' the Christian's
holy life could be so also, as 'the fruit and result of
grace'.	 But neither were meritorious conditions.e2
For Dabney, there was but one covenant of grace,
administered differently under the Old Testament and New
Testament dispensations.B3 The covenant of Sinai was not
a covenant of works, otherwise it would be a recession
rather than progress in the plan of revelation, and would
not confer any honour on Israel as Scripture Implied, since
It would only be a covenant of death to them. The
S1nIc dispensation was the same as the Abrahamic one.
It" included a republication of the moral law, an expression
of ceremonic ritual with a second sacrament added, the
family church of Gen.17 incorporated into a theocratic
commonwealth-church, and a more stringent application of
the legal conditions imposed, so that the law would be a
more energetic pedagogue leading to Christ.04
Dabney warned against drawing strong contrasts
between the Old Testament dispensations and the New, and
representing the former as intolerably harsh and a bondage
void of spiritual blessing.	 Even Calvin's five
differences were critically regarded. There was but one
way of salvation for both Old and New Testament saints.
There was a killing letter and a life-giving Spirit In
both.	 The Old was necessarily inferior In clarity,
fullness and liberality.	 The real difference was that one
preceded Christ's work, the other followed it. This made
it harder to view the work of Christ under the Old;
therefore the voice of the law needed to be louder in
directing men to Christ. 	 There was more symbolism and
ritual teaching under the Old, and prophecy was obviously
less intelligible. 	 The ritual teachings were also more
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numerous, varied and laborious, and the Old was largely
limited to Israel. Finally, the Old was temporary,
whereas the New 'will last till the consummation of all
things'.°5 Having cleared the ground of these issues,
Dabney in typical Reformed fashion proceeded to discuss the
mediatorial work of Christ.
W.G.T. Shedd followed the same pattern. 	 He affirmed
the gracious disposition of God in the covenant-of-works
arrangement. 'A creature, from the very definition of a
creature, cannot bring the Creator under an obligation,
except so far as the latter by covenant and promise permits
him to do so... The merit to be acquired under the covenant
of works was pactional.	 Adam could claim the
reward.. .only by virtue of the promise of God'.°7
	Shedd
affirmed but two covenants, 'the legal and the
evangelical', but favoured a distinction as helpful between
the covenants of grace and redemption, recognizing that
'The covenant of grace and that of redemption are two modes
or phases of the one evangelical covenant of mercy'. The
evangelical covenant of which Christ was the only Mediator
was one and the same under both Old and New
dispensations. Faith was the 'unmeritorious, but
indispensable condition of salvation, before the advent as
well as after it', because 'Faith is the instrumental, not
the procuring or meritorious, cause of justification'.
The Hodges, father and son, Charles and Archibald
Alexander, traversed all this ground in similar fashion in
their systematic works, and the latter In his commentary on
the Westminster Confession of Faith. 9° The later works of
Louis Berkhof can also be seen as fitting Into the same
school.
Perhaps one of the most formidable minds from this
school to express itself on covenantal theology was that of
Gerhardos Vos. First, in a rectoral address entitled De
Verbondsleer in de Gereformeerde theologie, then in two
articles 'Covenant or Testament?' and 'Hebrews - the
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Epistle of the taDi'x1 . 92
	Vos treated the doctrine of
the covenants as the natural fruit of Reformed theology
emerging in 'the period of richest development'.	 He
traced the concept of covenant back through Heidelberg to
Zwingli, Jud, and Buluinger.
	 He allowed an organic
development in Calvin, but not 'as a dominant principle',
because he built his theology on the Trinity. 9	The
significance of the English and Scottish developments did
not escape his attention either. 	 Rollock, Cartwright,
Preston, Ball and Ussher were singled out for mention,
leading up to the Westminster Confession.	 He also drew
attention to another Important, but often neglected,
writer, Thomas Blake and his Vindiciae Foederis.
Taking Scripture as the source of covenantal
doctrine, Vos approached the subject from the question:
'Why did the doctrine of the covenant flower in Reformed
Theology and not in Lutheran?' He held that the root
difference between these traditions was that one began with
man and the other began with God and his glory.
Therefore, In Reformed theology, God's work always preceded
man's work and the latter must reveal God's virtues and
reflect his image consciously and actively by way of
understanding and wIll. In this way the condescending
goodness and mercy of God lay behind man's natural created
condition and the covenantal relationship that followed.
The command 'Do this' without the promise 'You shall live',
would have been valid in the natural bond between Creator
and creature, but the covenantal relationship Incorporated
it into something higher, a clearer expression and fuller
joy of the divine Image. When this covenant failed and
was superceded by the covenant of grace, 'the participants
are exempt from the demand of the law as being normative
for their moral life'.	 'Do this' still stood, but 'You
shall live' had a different basis.96
Since the Reformed principle of salvation, being
exclusively the work of God, was Interlocked with the
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doctrine of redemption, Vos argued for an earlier
development of the covenant of redemption than has often
been assumed. He traced a full expression of the concept
back to Olevianius, 9" and saw its springs, not in an effort
to draw the covenant back into the decree, but in
concentration on the mediatorial work of Christ, seeking
'to demonstrate the unity between the accomplishment and
application of salvation in him, on the one side, and the
various stages of the covenant, on the other'.9
In the covenant of grace, again the work of God was
applied in a way that 'best reveals the greatness and the
glory of the triune God in the work of salvation'. The
law still played an important part as 'the comprehensive
norm for the life of man'. But 'At Sinai it was not the
"bare" law that was given, but a reflection of the covenant
of works revived, as it were, in the interests of the
covenant of grace continued at Sinai'. Thus a
consciousness of the covenant was aroused in man and kept
alive by the law, and became a reality by the exercise of
faith: 'The covenant is neither a hypothetical
relationship, nor a conditional position; rather it is the
fresh living fellowship in which the power of grace is
operative. 10o
The origin of this grace and the benefits enjoyed by
those in covenant were always rooted in the election of
God.	 In Reformed thought this was closely allied to the
doctrine of perserverance.	 The evidence of the covenant
of grace depended on God alone. 	 He answered f or both
parties in the covenant, and worked both willingness and
enabling in man by the Holy Spirit. 	 Because the grace of
the covenant was God's grace, it was therefore eternal and
imperishable, and would never fail.' 0 '	 It did not follow
from this, however, that the administration of the covenant
proceeded from election. Non-elect could stand in some
relation to the administration of the covenant, but 'the
essence of the covenant, in its full realization, Is found
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only in the true children of God, and therefore is no more
extensive than election'.°
In his other articles, Vos looked at the linguistic
problem, whether 6 tuO xti should be translated 'covenant' or
'testament'.	 The tendency in recent times he saw as
moving in the direction of the latter'° 3
 He considered
the translators of the Septuagint as making 'a perfectly
intelligent and most felicitous decision' in rendering the
Hebrew berith as i.aQ,'jx1 rather than oDvOljxq.	 Neither
berith nor taOt'x could plausibly be regarded as the
equivalent of 'last will'. 	 Rather ötathxr) has the general
meaning of 'disposition' and a more specialized meaning of
'agreement originating from a superior'. The word berith
'could be approximately covered by these two meanings, for
berith is not everywhere a contract, but frequently a one-
sided disposition made by God and as such promulgated to
the people, and, on the other hand, that everywhere it has
the meaning of "agreement" yet the content and terms of it
are one-sidedly determined by God, so that man can only
receive, but neither define nor modify them'.'°4
The New Testament writers in using &tcxOfjxq were not
introducing a new concept, but dealing with what berith
connoted in the Old Testament, and it was used to
demonstrate God's sovereign disposal of religious affairs
as well as his condescension in dealing with man as friend
to friend. The concept was neutral and could be used for
either of these, therefore it could accommodate a principle
of law and works or a principle of promise and grace.
'The only thing that is uniformly present. . . is that God
everywhere reserves to Himself and exercises the right
independently of fixing the terms of the relation between
Himself and man. That Is an essential principle from a
religious point of view. But the opposite principle, that
Jehovah condescends to enter into a covenant with man, Is
no less important; it enshrines all the wealth and glory of
the biblical religion as a religion of conscious fellowship
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and mutual devotion between God and His people.'' 06	The
Septuagint translation faithfully captured and transmitted
both these principles.	 Having surveyed the New Testament
usage of	 aOx, Vos demonstrated that only in two
passages, Gal.3:15-17 and Heb.9:16-17, was the technical
sense of taOixt as 'testament' warranted. In the former
passage to show the immutability and irrevocableness of
God's dealings with Abraham, and in the latter 'to show the
necessity and efficacy of Christ's death for securing the
benefits of redemption'. 106
 This incidental use did not
warrant employing the term as the key to its use elsewhere
in the epistle or in the New Testament.
One other nineteenth-century work is worthy of
mention.	 In 1879, W.van den Bergh wrote a work entitled
Calvljn over het Genadeverbond. 107	 Van den Bergh
associated Calvin closely with Bullinger and maintained
that all the leading themes in Bullinger's covenantal
thought were to be found in Calvin, that is, the covenantal
unity of the Scriptures, the promises and conditions of the
covenant, the centrality of Christ to the covenant, and its
relation to Infant baptism. 109
 He held that the basic
principles of covenantal theology in four specific areas
were to be found in Calvin.
	 First, it was a key vehicle
for unfolding the history of redemption. Secondly, it was
essential in understanding the relationship between the Old
Testament and the New 109
 Thirdly, It explained Calvin's
twofold view of calling and election in identifying the
true children of the covenant.	 Fourthly, it stressed
Calvin's view of the sacraments as seals of the
covenant.'' 0
 It was Van den Bergh's conclusion that there
was a strong element of continuity and development between
Calvin and the later Calvinists and that Calvin was the
'legitimate forerunner of the theological system of' the
Federalists' 1 1 1
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CHAPTER FOUR
Historiography of Covenantal Thought: The
Twentieth Century
With the dawn of the twentIeth century, a further
crop of continental theologians showed an Interest
especially in the origins of covenantal theology. A.J.van
t'Hooft, pointed the way with a discussion of Bullinger's
theology.	 He regarded the covenant as central to it, and
saw the idea originating with Bullinger without reference
to Zwingli.' In 1908 Emmanuel von Korff looked again the
question of origins, and traced the covenant idea to
Zwingli, whose thought was developed by Bullinger, and who
In turn strongly influenced the Dutch covenantal
development. ,,tF Karl Muller saw the roots of federal
theology lying in the Reformation, and its outline, through
Calvin's influence, passing current in Holland by means of
Hyperius, Olevianus and Bullinger.
W. Adams Brown contributed a lengthy article to The
EncycIopedia of Religion and Ethics, early in the century.
He saw the 'covenant theology' as originating technically
among the German Reformed theologians in the latter half of
the sixteenth century, but began with a definition of the
covenant in solely legal terms as 'a type of theological
thought which expresses the relations between God and man
in the formula of a covenant or legal agreement, formally
entered into by two contracting parties'. 4 Consequently
in explaining its nature, the covenant as the means of
reconciliation between God and man is toned down, with the
emphasis on it first as 'a ground of assurance' to
reconcile God's sovereignty with man's assurance, secondly
as 'the standard of Christian duty', and thirdly as 'a key
to the Christian interpretation of historys.&
Brown's resume of the 'History of covenant theology'
covers well the significant contributors In its
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development, apart from the relegation of Perkins to a
footnote and his claim that Irenaeus was the only early
Christian writer who made much much use of the covenant,
and that Augustine made no use of it in his Civitate Del.6
Basically Brown followed the general German interpretation
of the theology of the covenant being 'designed as a
protest against arbitrariness' in the exercise of the
divine sovereignty. '
A helpful earlier work in the study of the covenant
from a linguistic angle was Frederick 0. Norton's
Lexicographical and Historical Study of EJIAUHKH, but is
confined to the early Greek and classical periods.
The work of Gottlob Schrenk was a significant
milestone in the historiography of covenantal thought. He
followed von Korff regarding the origins of the covenant
and held that Zwingli had taken the idea from the
Anabaptists and turned it against them as the basis of
infant baptism in his De peccato originali (1526) and
Elenchus (1527). Calvin, he argued, followed closely the
covenantal idea from Zwingli and Bullinger including its
conditionality, but that Bullinger used the covenant to
present a more moderate view of predestination' 0 Schrenk
also saw Bullinger as having influenced Melanchthon, who in
turn was responsible for the development of the foedus
naturale from his view of natural law.' 1 Otto Ritschl's
Dogmengeschichte des Protestantismus also had a chapter on
the covenant following Schrenk's approach.12
In 1932 Karl Barth began to publish his Die
Kirchliche Dogmatlk. Building on Schrenk, the covenant
concept soon became for Barth a prominent feature of his
Christomonistic theology. 13	'Everything which comes from
God takes place in Christ Jesus.'	 'Apart from and without
Jesus Christ we can say nothing at all about God and man
and their relationship one with another.' 14 	Therefore
Barth regarded the institution of the covenant in Its
primal decision as being In Christ. 	 'God elects that He
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shall be the covenant God.' 15
 For Barth the covenant will
and purpose of God (ie. Jesus) was the goal of history.
Everything including creation and providence existed for
it.' 6 This covenant was a covenant of grace which was the
basis of God's dealings with man at all times both pre
lapsu/and post lapsus, and found its fulfilment in
recoiciliation between God and man. 17 While broken by
Israel and all mankind, this covenant was never repudiated
or destroyed by God. 19 Christ's atonement was the
fulfilment of the communion which God willed and created
between man and himself. 19 The fall was seen only as 'an
episode' in the unfolding of the divine will. 	 Christ
overcame man's sin In the atonement, but this was not the
sole reason for his mediatorial work. Man unfallen
apparently needed a Mediator also, and Christ came
therefore as the original Word made flesh in fulfilment of
the eternal covenant of grace and was not as a second or
third-rate Saviour from the consequence of the f all.2°
Barth, therefore, questioned the 'established
dualism' of seventeenth-century covenantal theology as
positing a God behind Christ, who was righteous in
abstracto, and not gracious from the beginning. 'Why,' he
asked, 'was it thought necessary to see man in any other
light than that of the pledge which God Himself had made
for him in His Son even before he ever existed? Why was it
thought necessary to see him in any other way than the one
who in the eternal will of God was predestined to be the
brother of His Son and therefore to divine sonship? Why is
there ascribed to him a status in which he did not need a
Mediator and therefore the fulfilment of the eternal(!)
covenant of' grace? Why was sin robbed of its true and
frightful seriousness as a transgression of the law given
to man as the predestinated brother of the Son and child of
the Father, as a falling away from the special grace which
the Creator had shown him from all eternity? Why instead
was the grace of God made a second or a third thing, a
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wretched expedient of God in face of the obvious failure of
a plan in relation to man which had originally had quite a
different intention and form?'21
The problem with the seventeenth-century theologians,
according to Barth, was that they made the covenant of
works their starting point, and that the covenant of grace
was only developed negatively in relation to It.
Consequently, the covenant of works, this 'strange
spectacle of man In Paradise to whom eternal life Is
promised as a reward which has to be earned', determined
everything that followed.	 It was 'the framework and
standard reference for the covenant of grace'. 22	Barth
interpreted everything that followed as unmitigated
legalism.	 The covenant of works, he maintained, was never
effectively abrogated either.
	 The relationship of do ut
des still bound men. Man's relationship with God remained
Insecure.	 Man was still preoccupied with himself, his
works, and the fear of punishment.	 Justification and
sanctification were seen as a legal process.23
For Barth, then, the covenant was one covenant of
grace In Christ from all eternity, and was the basis of
God's dealings with man at all times. It had been broken
by Israel and by all mankind, but this did not make any
fundamental difference to It, since 'In the first and
eternal Word of God the sin of man is already met, refuted
and removed from all eternity. In delivering and
fulfilling this first and eternal Word in spite of human
sin and Its consequences, and He would in fact have
delivered and fulfilled it quite apart from human sin, sin
Is also met, refuted and removed In tlme'.24
In discussing the etymology and nature of berith,
Barth concluded that 'it denotes an element In a legal
ritual In which two partners together accept a mutual
oblIgation. 2&
	But in relation to God and his people the
concept of mutuality must be elucidated. 	 It did not imply
a two-sided contract between equal partners, but a one-
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sided decree. It was a con trC't d 1 (és1on. one party
actively made the arrangements, the other passively agreed.
'In the covenant relationship - the true relationship
between God and man according to the witness of Scripture -
the initiative is wholly and exclusively on the side of
God. But this initiative aims at a correspondingly free
act, a genuine obedience as opposed to that of a puppet, on
the part of man with whom the covenant is made.'
The covenant was to be maintained and fulfilled not
only on God's side, but also on man's. But this
fulfilment was accomplished in Christ, who as the Lord of
the covenant, willed to be its human partner, and therefore
he was the keeper of the covenant on man's side also.27
This fulfilment was effected by the Holy Spirit 'as He
associated with Christians'.20
Barth maintained that 'the sense in which the
Septuagint and the New Testament spoke about the taOlxT1
brought out exactly the meaning of the Old Testament
Ben th'. God's arrangement was rightly described as
foedus povOirAevpov, but God dealt with men 'laying His
hand, as it were, upon them from behind, because Lie Himself
will turn them to Himself. To His faithfulness - He
Himself will see to it - there will correspond the
complimentary faithfulness of His people. The covenant -
God Himself will make it so - will then be one which is
mutually kept, and to that extent a foedus 5InAsvpov.29
Barth's closely argued presentation of his covenantal
theology corresponded in a number of points with what has
already been observed in Ball, especially with regard to
the nature of the covenant and its mutuality.	 But it also
raises a number of questions.	 For example, Barth built
his argument up entirely against Cocceius' system. While
Cocceius has frequently been cast in the role of a
yardstick f or assessing covenantal theology from Heppe on,
it is still questionable as to how far he can be regarded
as typical of covenantal theologians 	 Those who preceded
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him knew nothing of his obscure system of abrogations, and
many of those who followed him, as Barth admits, disagreed
with him.3°
Again, Barth's basic premise that apart from the
knowledge of Christ as Saviour nothing can be known about
God and man in their relationship with each other, while it
has been taken up and even attributed to Calvin, 31 is
seriously open to question and cannot be substantiated.32
Furthermore, Barth was building his criticism on his own
peculiar view of Scripture, which, while giving proper
place to the character of the Bible as testimony,
proclamation and evangel, nevertheless refused to regard
the activity and revelation of God in a true historical
sense, 33 and leaves a kind of mystical, all-embracing
covenant history, not rooted in the actual events and
affairs of men.
There is a resultant confusion regarding the nature
of grace. For Barth, grace was the same both before and
after the fall, since the covenant of grace would have been
fulfilled in the Mediator becoming flesh apart from the
fall altogether. This implied that there was no real
difference in God's dealings with man before and after the
fall. But what relevance then has the cross of Christ of
unfallen man?34 It seemed further to imply that the
covenant was made with all men and that Christ was the head
of all men in a covenanted sense and not only with the
Church.	 Barth's position would also eliminate the idea of
law-work relative to the death of Christ, which would be
difficult to substantiate from the New Testament. All
these issues require further consideration in view of the
many scholars who have followed Barth's views.
But Barth was not the only scholar of the 1930s to
give a considerable boost to the study of Reformed
covenantal theology. Reference has already been made to
the significance of Puritanism for early American history.
In the early part of the century this theological aspect of
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the American past tended to be something of an
embarrassment, and was conveniently forgotten or regarded
as a gross example of Reformation intolerance or bigotry.
Two essays by Perry Miller, 'The Marrow of Puritan
Divinity' (1935), and 'The Puritan Way of Life' (1938),
followed by The New England Mind: The Seventeenth Century
(1939), changed all that, 36 and sparked of a revival of
Interest in both the theological and historical
significance of the Puritans. Consequently, a number of
studies have emerged, mainly on the origins of the covenant
Idea, but these have been confined largely to the United
States, or scholars from the USA studying in Britain.
Miller appears also to have been influence by
Schrenk. 36 He recognized the importance of the covenant
concept In Puritanism, but he saw It as 'an imposition upon
the system of Calvin', which the English Puritans were
'compelled' to add to their theology between 1600 and 1650,
partly In order to repudiate Arminianism and Antinomlanism,
and partly to resolve 'ambiguities inherent In the
doctrines of sanctification and assurance', but chiefly
'for social and economic reasons'. 3
	The formulators of
the idea he listed as 'Perkins, Ames, Preston, Sibbes,
Ball, Baxter and Gale'. According to Miller, they took
the common idea of social contract between men, and with
the help of Ramist logic, fastened It upon God and man, in
order to construct a 'legalized version of Biblical
history'.'°	 This was apparently designed to clarify 'the
murk of Calvinism', by slyly substituting 'a juridical
relationshIp.. .f or the divine decree'. The good parson
could arouse his people to human activity by presenting
works as 'the condition of the covenant', and still retain
the framework of predestination'. 41
 In this way
'sanctification became a very handy evidence of
justification', and fulfilling the condition of the
covenant became the way to gain assurance'.	 So while the
parson exhorted his flock to perform the conditions of the
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covenant in order to make the good of it their own and
assure them of their election, 'the horrified ghost of
Calvin shuddered to behold his theology twisted into this
spiritual commercialism' 4-2
This 'revision of Calvinism', Miller contended, was
brought about entirely by 'skilful dialectic', intent on
recovering an emphasis on man's responsibilities in
relation to the 'incomprehensible, transcendent
sovereignty' of Calvin's God, and on 'intellectualizing the
faith' in order to exonerate it 'from the charge of
despotic dogmatism'. 4
 The Puritans were only Calvinists
in the sense that 'they more or less agreed' with Calvin,
but Calvinism was 'a much more dogmatic, anti-rational
creed'. Covenantal theology was 'a substantial addition'
to Calvinism by Puritans who also added their views to the
Scriptures and then demonstrated that its content was
comprehensible to reason. 4 'Calvin,' he said, 'made
hardly any mention of the covenant. . . but with Preston and
his friends the word seemed to suggest one simple
connotation: a bargain, a contract, a mutual agreement, a
document binding upon both signatories, drawn up in the
presence of witnesses and sealed by a notary public.
Taking covenant to mean only this sort of commitment under
oath, Preston proceeded, with an audacity which must have
cause John Calvin to turn in his grave, to make it the
foundation for the whole history and structure of Christian
theology'. Miller then went on to say that 'the idea of
mutual obligation' in the covenant, was an innovation
imposed upon the theology of Calvin, who only stated 'the
permanance of God's promises'.4&
Comment on Miller's views can await consideration of
the covenantal theology of Calvin and the Puritans.
Suffice to say at this stage that Miller's presentation of
Calvin is little more than a caricature, typical of the
times in which he was writing. His reading of Calvin
seems to have been limited to selections from the
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Institutes. Also, apart from a passing acknowledgment
that the idea of the covenant figured in earlier Reformed
writings, and a note in the appendix, that 'the fundamental
Idea of the covenant. . . is to be found in the Old Testament
in a sense not too remote from that in which they took it',
Miller's work gives the distinct impression that covenantal
theology originated with the Puritans. 46 He found it
difficult to believe that theological rather than
sociological concerns could have priority in the
elaboration of their doctrine, and failed to recognize the
obvious Biblical origin of many of the ideas which he
attributed to theni.4'
In a useful study for its detailed survey and
categorizing of sources, William W. McKee's thesis gave a
fuller place to the Biblical origins of the idea of the
covenant.	 The importance of Scripture for the Reformers
was conducive to its development. 49 McKee saw little
evidence of independent development in England, and
regarded the English and Scots as irilormed ty the
continental theologians. 	 e noted wide use o t'ne
covenant by Calvin.	 This was a one-sided covenant
depending utterly upon God's goodness, but yet demanding
obedience. The idea of a two-way relationship ran counter
to the undiminished rigour of absolute sovereignty in
Calvin, and was therefore not whole-heartedly accepted.
The covenant was in no sense central to his thought, yet
'Calvin's theology provided a framework within which an
explicit theory of covenant could develop'.90
McKee maintained that In England the idea grew from
casual references to more elaborate treatments, and that
there was a 'striking uniformity in the conception of
covenant doctrine' in the presentation of the English
writers. There may have been variations on the extent
of acceptance and application of the idea, but no basic
disagreement.	 McKee regarded covenantal theology as
replacing predestination in the seventeenth-century
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expositions of religion, because the former was felt to be
too mechanistic. 52 It tended to eliminate arbitrariness
and capriciousness in God's action, and to heighten man's
sense of importance, by personalizing the plan of salvation
and presenting it as something 'mutually engaged in, rather
than by divine decree', and requiring an active
demonstration of faith in practical godliness.53
It was this reinforcing of a sense of personal
responsibility which McKee regarded as the chief aim behind
the Puritan development of the idea of mutuality in
covenantal theology. But, he insisted, in this they
failed because 'The notion of mutuality hardly seems
applicable to divine/human relations in view of God's
primacy and sovereignty'. 54
 Mutuality and Joint
acquiesence were not possible, yet 'Puritans persisted in
describing divine/human relations in covenant terms, so
that they were forced to modify both the idea of covenant
and the theological doctrine'.	 But 'properly speaking',
said McKee, 'according to the accepted definition of a
covenant, the covenant of grace is not a covenant'. He
saw this only as a rephrasing of the problem of divine
sovereignity in relation to human responsibility, which it
was attempting to solve. While responsibility was
stressed, yet all was by God's enabling, so therefore the
covenant was not strictly speaking conditional, but
absolute.55
The influence of Miller's thought on modern
scholarship was clearly demonstrated in Leonard 3.
Trinterud's article 'The Origins of Puritanism'. He
claimed that 'the essential genius of Puritanism was to be
found in the rise and development of a 'covenant-contract
scheme', which had its origins probably in the medieval
natural law/social contract theory, and theologically in
the works of Tyndale and Frith, who, while familiar with
the thought of Zwingli and Oecolampadius, were not wholly
dependent on them for the idea of the covenant.55
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Trinterud saw the development, between 1525-28, of a
law-contract idea of the covenant in Basil, Zurich, and
Strassburg, which was then utilized 'as an organizing
principle of theology'. Indeed, he went so far as to say
that 'the law-contract principle came quickly to be the
organizing principle of the entire Rhineland reformation
movement', and that it incorporated most of the medieval
contract theories. 67
English covenantal thought, therefore, 'became fixed'
from the time of Edward VI on, and was a blend of these two
streams - the Tyndale tradition and the Rhineland
reformers.	 Contacts with the latter were more numerous
and influential than those with Calvin and Geneva.°
Trinterud then proceeded to argue that two entirely
different theologies of the covenant emerged from the
Zurich/Rhineland theologians and Calvin In Geneva. For
Calvin, God's promise was an unconditional promise, which
he was obliged to fulfil. 	 He fulfilled the promise in the
work of Christ, and the sacraments witnessed to that
fulfilment. The English and Rhineland covenant was a
mutual pact or treaty in which God made a conditional
promise, and required a response of obedience from man,
which brought God's reciprocal reward. 'The burden of
fulfilment,' insisted Trinterud, 'rests upon man, for he
must first obey in order to bring God's reciprocal
obligation into force'. 	 Then, if the legalistic character
of this statement is to be given its face value, Trinterud
added a grand understatement: 	 'Theologically, of course,
the difference between these two views is of the greatest
moment'. This was to go beyond Miller, who, though he had
spoken of being 'saved for trying', at least mentioned, if
only briefly in passing, that for the Puritans the enabling
grace to believe came from God and there was a distinction
made between meritorious conditions and consequent
conditions which were the evidence of faith.56
For Trinterud, therefore, Calvin's influence was
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minimal in Elizabethan England, and declined rapidly until
'the covenant theology had won its brief struggle for
supremacy with the Geneva Bible and Calvin's theology'.
Cartwrlght and Fenner he placed in the Rhineland stream,
and Perkins and Ames were ignored altogether! 6° In later
writings, Trinterud was much more cautious in his
statements, and stressed that positive law was not to be
identif led with the covenant of grace itself, but was a
'guide to obedience In the covenant', evidencing man's
attitude to the God of the covenant, and not a means of
earning salvation. 6' He still maintained, however, the
Zurich/Rhineland/Puritan stream without any reference to
Calvin, 62 and viewed the theology of the covenant as a
rather clever device, thought up to accommodate the social
and political situations and debates on the nature of the
law then prevalant in Europe. The notion of covenant
filled the bill, without raising suspicion of novelty in
doctrine since it 'pervaded the Bible, where it was
associated with the concept of fundamental law, as well as
with the oaths of allegiance, promises, testaments,
alliances and sacraments'.62
F.W. Dillestone is another writer who made much of
the covenant theme in The Structure of the Divine Society.
He placed the shift to a 'legalistic', bilateral concept of
covenant back into the Scriptures, and saw 'all the great
determinative happenings in Israel's history' as set in a
covenantal relationship between God and his people.64
Early on this was an intimate personal relationship brought
about solely by a gracious initiative on God's part, but
which deteriorated in the Deuteronomic writings into a
legal contractual conception emphasizing 'obedience to a
system of law rather than.. .a living faith in God's eternal
purpose'
Challenging this concept, we are told, Paul went to
the other extreme, drawing a complete grace/law contrast
between the Abrahamic and Si, tic covenants, thus doing
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desplte/o the full Old Testament revelation. 'A true
covenant must always contain within it the dialectic of
grace and demand, of promise and requirement', and this
relationship formed the basis of the church or covenant
community.	 But apart from Irenaeus, it was not until the
Reformation that the idea of the covenant was extensively
used: 'With the coming of Calvin the importance of the
covenant conception as a basis for Reformed ecclesiology is
no longer in doubt.' 6° Calvin maintained the law/gospel
dialectic by use of 'the concept of covenant which ever
retains the double-sidedness of the relation between God
and man', and the same concept held a place of primacy in
his doctrine of the church. 69 But Calvin's view of
scripture as the sum of heavenly doctrine in written form,
and his view of the church as a school-teacher to impart
that doctrine narrowed the church's life into a formal and
theoretical mould and led to the danger of his powerful
covenantal principle being interpreted in formal, legal and
contractual terms again. 'Calvin seems relatively unaware
[of] all the warmth and emotion and the longing for
personal relationships and the aesthetic sensitivities
which also form a part of human life', and he regarded man
as a creature who only needed to go to school to learn true
knowledge and the principles of right conduct.7°
Dillestone held that a dialectical interpretation of
covenant in terms of direct personal relationships did not
lend Itself to formulation, 'whereas a succession of
contracts can be systematized within a legal framework',
and this was precisely what the federal theologians did,
the Westminster Confession being the classical expression
of the system.
Dillestone regarded the Confession's view of the
covenant of works with Adam as 'a fictitious Invention',
and represented no condescension on God's part
whatsoever. 71
 It made the covenant 'In Its essence an
affair of strict conditions' which took the heart out of
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the gospel, whereas the covenant with Abraham was one of
pure grace, God coming to man just as he was and promising
to be his God, to which Dillestone added, 'Such a Covenant
must naturally Involve conditions in Its developed form,
but the essence of the Covenant is not the ultimate
conditional, but the initial, promise'. He then defined
'covenant' as 'To promise oneself without explicit
conditions', and 'contract' as 'to promise a gift upon
explicit conditions'. The Confession interpreted covenant
as contract In the covenant of works and this
interpretation was maintained with reference to the
covenant of grace.
Dillestone did not miss the confessional references
to the enabling grace promised by God for the fulfilment of
the conditions, but this unconditional promise to the elect
he interpreted as making the covenant of grace into 'a deus
ex ma china automatically bringing salvation to the
elect'. 72
 This made the law/gospel dialectic into 'a
dichotomy of contract and compulsion'. Life was offered
conditionally in the first covenant and given compulsion in
the second, and 'now there seems to be no possibility of
man's response in faith'.72
Several comments are In order here. First,
Dillestone's view of the covenant as a personal
relationship seemed to assume that this was anathema to any
propositional aspect to it, but surely the less
propositional it became, the less personal it became.74
Secondly, he wanted to attribute to the Confession the
transference of the idea of merit, which had a place in the
pre-fall arrangement, to the covenant of grace in the
definition which he applied to both - 'an affair of strict
condItIons.7&
	The Confession did not do this.	 Allied
to this, his view that the covenant of works concept broke
the dialectic between law and the gospel as it was in
Calvin, and produced two successive eras in one of which
God dealt wIth man one way and in the other another way,
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thus endangering 'the vision of one personal living God who
at all times and under all circumstances deals with man
both in judgment and in grace'. 76	This leaves two
questions unanswered: When did Calvin use the term
'gospel' with reference to the pre-f all situation? And
what did God have to judge in man before the fall?
Thirdly, by considering the enabling power of the Holy
Spirit as leaving 'no possibility of man's personal
response in faith', he clearly had a very different concept
of fallen man from that held by the Reformers and the
Westminster theologians. Fallen man, in Dillestone's view,
still had the %e ability to believe and respond to God's
pure grace. Fourthly, his use of the word 'compulsion' in
a mechanical sense in relation to the work of the Holy
Spirit, is entirely inappropriate in what was essentially
the establishing of a redemptive relationship of love.
Fifthly, his admission that the covenant of pure grace must
still naturally involve conditions in its developed form
was simply saying what the Confession had already said.
In 1954 Richard Niebuhr's paper on 'Covenant and
American Democracy' looked at the idea in relation to human
society, and interpreted covenant as a moral structure of
loyalty that stands between the extremes of a mechanical,
deterministic system on the one hand and a purely
contractual one on the other.77
In 1954 Lowell H. Zuck considered the covenant from
the perspective of the Anabaptist revolution. The
covenant, according to Zuck, played a wide role - personal,
social and ecclesiastical - in this radical movement. He
even traced 'a secret covenant of the elect fulfilling the
will of God on earth' in the much earlier Bundschuh Revolt
in Germany prior to the Peasant's War (l431).° Following
Schrenk, Zuck saw some evidence that the early development
of covenant theology 'arose as a defence by Zwingli and his
associates against the radical covenant doctrines of their
opponents, the Anabaptists'.
	 But he did concede that
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there was no evidence to prove whether Zwingli or the
Anabaptists were the first to use the covenantal
arguments.'9
 But whoever was first, there was no doubt in
Zuck's mind that 'the early Anabaptists were the
covenanters par excellence in the early decades of the
Reformation' 00
Another theologian of the American conservative
school, John Murray, wrote much on the covenant between the
fifties and the seventies. 91 Murray largely followed G.
Vos, seeing the covenant as the key to the Scriptures.
'The covenant theology not only recognized the organic
unity and progressiveness of redemptive revelation, but
also the fact that redemptive revelation was covenant
revelation and that the religion of piety which was the
fruit and goal of this covenant revelation was covenant
religion or piety.'°2 Murray, however, emphasized 'the
gracious, promissory character of the covenant' to the
extent that he declined to refer to the idea of a covenant
of works at all. 89	He began with the Noahic covenant as
revealing the essence of 'covenant more than any other
covenant in Scripture.
	
It 'exhibits the features of
divine initiation, determination, establishment, and
confirmation'. 84
 Even in cases of covenants between men
or covenants between man and God which were initiated by
men (eg. Josh.24:24; 11 Kings 11:17, 13:3; Ezra 10:3 ),
Murray saw the idea of 'sworn fidelity.., of one person to
another', rather than the notion of mutual contract or
stipulated terms of agreement as constituting the essence
of the covenant. It is a 'solemn, promissory committment
to faith or troth on the part of the people concerned', and
this agreement of consent or committment must be
distinguished from 'devising terms of agreement or striking
an agreement'. The question of definition was crucial for
Murray.
But while Murray held to 'the idea of the covenant as
a sovereign dispensation of grace', he still spoke of
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mutuality and of 'the fulfilment of certain conditions on
the part of the beneficiaries l . BG
 These conditions,
however, were not to be considered as conditions of the
covenant. He distinguished between conditions of bestowal
arid conditions of communicated fruition. In other words
the establishment of the covenantal relationship did not
await the fulfilment of any conditions, but the enjoyment
of the blessings of the covenant required the reciprocal
response of faith, love and obedience, because 'covenant is
not only bestowment of grace, not only oath bound promise,
but also relationship with God In that which is the crown
and goal of the whole process of religion, namely, union
and communion with God'.
Tracing 'The Idea of the Covenant In Scotland', G.D.
Henderson also saw 'Federal Theology. . . as an attempt to
escape the rigidities of Calvinism', but admitted that
Calvin himself had many references to covenant, even the
idea of 'mutual obligation. 89
 He traced the Idea back to
Bullinger, making its way to Scotland via Heidelberg and
Herborn where Robert Howie was a pupil of Olevianus.
Howie's friend, Robert Rollock of Edinburgh University, was
the first to present the covenant of works Idea in print,
although the use of 'covenants' had a much older pedigree
in Scotland. °
In a short article, 'Calvin and Covenant Theology',
Everett H. Emerson took issue with some of Perry Miller's
conclusions regarding Calvin, especially relative to
conversion. Emerson wrongly attributed the authorship of
De Testamento seu Foedere (1534) to ZwinglI, but rightly
held that Miller's comparsion of the Institutes with
Puritan sermons was not justifable, and demonstrated that
fuller use of Calvin's material, while not making Calvin
out to be a 'covenant theologian', did show much more
correspondence with the Puritans than Miller allowed.9'
The following year, Elton Eenigenburg pursued the
re1atIon of Calvin and the covenant again. 92	Accepting
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the definition of 'covenant theology' as a theology
'controlled and directed by the covenant concept to the
point of giving it a specific construction, as well as a
quite peculiar content', he did not view Calvin as a
covenantal theologian. Calvin, however, spoke of the
covenant In great detail, but kept it in its biblical
place, that is, as 'a constituitive, living component of
the biblical expression of God's dealings with man'.
Ernest H. Trenchard's article 'Grace, Covenant and
Law' joined John Murray in affirming the unilateral,
unconditional, monergistic nature of the covenant, but he
allowed that while repentance and faith were not
contributions, they were 'simply the essential conditions
for the reception of what Is wholly God's in inception,
operation and provision'. 94
 For him, however, the giving
of the law was in no way a part of the covenant of grace,
but something 'special', an appendage added, which became
obsolete with the coming of Christ. Any Christian
Instruction In righteousness from the law was only
'Incidental and secondary, while the contrast between law
and grace is fundamental'.96
G.H. Lang challenged the unconditional aspect of
Trenchard's view. He asserted that there cannot be such a
thing as an unconditional covenant and that It Is erronous
to insist that 'grace cannot Impose conditions and remain
grace'. He argued that 'man contributes nothing to the
benefits provided by the covenant', but that his aquiring
the benefits was conditioned by repentance, faith etc.96
Joseph C. McLelland's re-evaluation paper stressed,
like Eichrodt, that 'the clue to Old Testament history Is
the covenant', but that this was neglected in the church
until rescued by the Reformers. He believed that Calvin
used the covenant to express the manner of God's dealings
with man, to illustrate the unity of Old and New
Testaments, and that he related It to his supralapsarian
scheme of double predestination. 97'	 Subsequent Calvinists,
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beginning with Beza, concentrated on the latter aspect and
produced the reaction of Arminianism and Amyraldism.
Federal theology, 'the child of this debate', appeared as a
hopeful way out, but posed deep questions regarding 'the
extent of the atonement, the effective use of the means of
grace, and the nature of evangelism'.9
A further look at 'Calvin and Federal Theology' by
Donald I. Bruggink followed the line of those who saw
federal theology as a 'perversion' of Calvin's theology,
rather than something inherent in his teaching, because it
introduced a covenant of works into Adam's relationship
with God, and then carried works into the covenant of
grace.	 This in turn led to individualism and the
neglect of the doctrine of the church.'°° 	 But here again
there is confusion with regard to grace pre lapsus and post
1apsI and no consideration given to Calvin's theology of
works in the context of grace. It is simply denied that he
had such. 10' Again, the evidence from the period under
consideration shows no neglect of church doctrine. Rather,
the debates of the time frequently centred on this (eg.
English Puritanism and the Westminster Assembly).
The views of Barth on the covenant came in for a
brief restatement at this time in works by Thomas F.
Torrance. Seeing only a redemptive relationship between
God and man from the beginning of creation, and not wanting
to posit any real difference in this relationship before
and after the fall, Torrance regarded the covenant of works
and the covenant of grace as separating creation and
redemption.	 The former 'was brought In from behind' the
latter in order to interpret the moral law. For Torrance
'the Covenant idea is entirely subordinated to the doctrine
of Christ', and God related to all men without exception
through the one covenant of grace.'°2 According to
Torrance the early Reformers, including Calvin, Bullinger
and the Heidelberg theologians, held to this Christo-
monistic view of the covenant, but historic 'Calvinism' or
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later federal theology, particularly as expressed In the
Westminster standards, created the twofold presentation and
thereby tended to over-shadow the person of ChrIst.'°
The same comments made concerning Barth's views are
applicable here.
The following year, Hideo Oki, challenged Trinterud's
presentation of the development of covenantal theology.
He still maintained a 'typological difference' between the
Rhineland and Genevan views, but called for a more careful
assessment of the relation of the Reformers' theology of
the covenant to the issues of the times. Trinterud, he
said, based his view on theological premises but did not
consider the historical evIdence. 10 For example, no
serious difference was observable in the Reformed view of
the covenant in their united opposition to the Anabaptists.
He pointed out that not only was there solidarity between
Geneva and the Rhineland against the Anabaptists, but that
Calvin had developed his view of the covenant in agreement
with the Zwinglian and Bullingerian position. Schrenk had
also maintained this, but Trinterud had overlooked it In
developing Schrenk's thought.bos
In a thesis on 'The Life and Theology of William
Perkins l558_1602I,b0& Ian Breward approved of Trinterud's
attack on the virtual identification of Calvin and
Calvinism, but disagreed with Miller/Trinterud theory that
Puritanism was indigenous to England. 1O	 He saw a 'many-
sidedness and continuing development' in English
Puritanism. The marks of Puritanism were characteristic of
Western Europe as a whole, and this included the important
role that Calvinist theology played in 'the articulation of
Puritan consciousness'.
In 1963, Jens G. Møller of Copenhagen adopted and
expanded Trinterud's basic thesis in looking at the origins
of 'Puritan Covenant Theology'. 10
 He, too, posited a
Tyndale/Zurich line and a Genevan line, but Interestingly
he placed the early Puritan systematic theologians
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(Cartwright, Fenner and Perkins) in the Genevan line,
claiming that their view of the covenant of works was
'merely interpreting Calvin's thoughts on the Law and the
foedus legale, as expressed in the second book of the
Institutes'. It was in the later Puritans that the
Tyndale/Zurich emphasis on the ethical side of the covenant
flourished with their general and particular covenants."10
While Moller said that Tyndale was in the Zurich tradition,
he added that it was 'not possible to point to an explicit
relation between Tyndale and Zurich' 1 1 1
3. Rodman Williams provided a short appreciation of
'The Covenant in Reformed Theology' the same year. It
added nothing to ground already covered and was inclined to
the Barthian interpretation.112
William Clebsch, the following year, practically
denied any reliance by Tyndale upon Zurich even though he
was bound to have been familiar with Zurich writings. 	 Re
maintained that 'the covenant-contract theology
crystallized in Tyndale's mind' and that he thus 'gave to
Puritanism its first English theological expression.'113
John F. New looked at Tyndale in relation to Calvin and
concluded that Trinterud was exaggerating the difference in
the Tyndale and Genevan traditions.	 He argued that the
idea of mutuality was also present in Calvin's view of the
covenant, though more emphasized in Tyndale. Calvin's
insistence that the law had a distinctive place in the
sanctification of the believer expressed the idea of
reciprocity. 11.4
A prolific writer on the covenant in the sixties was
Meredith Kline.hls	 Kline emphasized the prio7ty of law
in covenant thinking.
	 He regarded the Sin,3,aiic covenant
as the clearest example of 'the type of covenant God
adopted to formalize his relationship to his people'.11
For him, a covenant was 'a sovereign administration of the
kingdom of God', with emphasis on the stipulations required
of the covenant recipients. 11 ' According to Kline, there
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were two covenant types - a law-covenant arid a promise-
covenant - unified by the principle of law. Law had
priority since the Adamic covenant was 'strictly law', and
the redemptive covenant merely 'adds promise to law'.'
The identification mark for readily distinguishing between
these divine covenants in Scripture was the ratificatory
oath. If God was to swear it was a promise-covenant, if
man then It was a law-covenant.'' 9 But Kline's efforts to
establish consistently this distinction ran Into
difficulties when examples of both parties swearing in one
covenant appeared (eg. the Abrahamic covenant. Gen.l5 and
17) 120
 He was forced to admit that the pre-f all covenant
which he defined as a 'strict law-covenant', while not
manifesting grace in the specific sense of restoration,
had grace present in another sense, 'For the offer of a
consummation of man's original beatitude , or rather the
entire glory and honor with which God crowned man from the
beginning, was a display of the graciousness and goodness
of God to this claimless creature of the dust'.12'
John von Rohr's article on the idea of covenant
relating to the question of assurance in early seventeenth-
century English Puritan writings, represented a careful
reading of his sources. He viewed Perry Miller's
presentation of assurance on the basis of the 'legal
status' of those in covenant as merely one side of the
Puritan view of divine covenantal action. The Puritan
stress on human depravity and divine election meant that
assurance through the covenant involved 'not only a bound
righteousness given to faithfulness, but likewise God's
unbound righteousness given to unfaithfulness'. 122
 For
them the covenant of grace was beth conditional and
absolute: 'Faith is required as a condition within it
antecedent to salvation, but that very faith Is already
granted to it as a gift consequent of election.. .This means
that in the final analysis, even though the personal
character of faith is never forgotten, the covenant is
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God's act alone 1 . 12
	He correctly concluded, therefore,
that the Puritan handling of the covenant idea was,
therefore, twodimensiOnal. 12d
 Von Rohr has just recently
produced a fuller work, The Covenant of Grace in Puritan
Thought, confirming the conclusions reached in his
article. '
Old Testament scholarship in the 1960s produced many
works on the nature of the covenant. G.M.Tucker's
'Covenant Forms and Contract Forms' argued that 'contracts
are private, legal and economic agreements', while
covenants were distinguished by essential oaths involving a
conditional self-curse. 126
	He concluded that 'covenants
and contracts have little in common beyond the very general
fact that both are agreements'. 127
 Tucker endeavoured to
make this distinction by showing parallels between 'oath'
and 'covenant', but failed to prove that covenants
necessarily exclude any element of contract.
One of those whom Tucker accused of not distin-
guishing between 'covenant' and 'contract' was Denis
McCarthy.' McCarthy proceeded on the ground that
covenant reflected a treaty form involving law. 129
 But in
covenantal relationship between God and man, laws and
stipulations existed only on a strict quid pro quo basis in
order to guide and safeguard the relationship. 	 The
relationship, or personal union, pledged always had
priority. McCarthy also acknowledged,in the case of
David, the existence of 'an absolute covenant' which was
'not in form or content a covenant of the treaty type'.°
Translations of Walther Eichrodt's works also made a
significant contribution to Old Testament discussion of
the covenant in the English speaking world. 131
 Eichrodt
saw law as constituting 'an inalienable part' of the Old
Testament idea - ' Covenant and commandment belong
essentially together'. To emphasize God's sole initiative
in giving the covenant and its character as grace and to
play this off against an obligation of the people in clear
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commandments which corresponded to God's assurance of
protection was to misunderstand ancient Oriental thought,
which was based in concrete life situations. It was
apparently no contradiction that a communal relationship
with mutual rights and duties could be seen at the same
time as a gracious benefaction of the superior partner'.
This Old Testament covenantal commandment was not a slavery
which was done away in Christ, but was the sign of God's
people in both dispensations.132
On the linguistic side, Eichrodt regarded the
translation of berith)"ta81jx as stressing a one-sided
testamentary disposition, but at the same time not
eliminating the bilateral character, or 'element of human
obligation' which was in the Hebrew berith. 'The term,'
he added, 'has to cover twin lines of thought along which
the meaning has developed. The first runs from 'covenant'
through 'covenant relationship', 'covenant precept' and
'legal system' to 'religion', 'cultus' and 'covenant
people'; the other from 'covenant' through the divine act
of 'establishment', 'the relationship of grace' and
'revelation' to the 'order of redemption', 'the decree of
salvation' and the final 'consummation of all things'.1
Old Testament scholars are certainly agreed that the
covenant concept is the foundational form of Old Testament
religion, and that there is room within that one concept
for both the idea of promise and the administation of
law.
Peter Toon's work on The Emergence of Ifyper Calvinism
in English Non-Conformity 1689-1765, had an opening chapter
on the relationship between Calvin and Calvinism which
simply followed the path of Schrenk, Miller and Trinterud.
Beginning with Beza, through the Puritans and Dort, a
'growing preoccupation with Aristotelianism', altered
Calvin's position on the doctrines of predestination,
original sin, atonement and 3ust1fication. 1
	Federal
theology - a mixture of Reformation thought and Ramist
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logic and method - was a form of protest against the
rigidity of scholastic developments of the late sixteenth-
century and early seventeenth-century Reformed theology,
but then hardened 'into an arid theological system'.'
The orthodoxy of the seventeenth century was most
comprehensively stated In the Westminster Confession of
Faith, which represented 'in essence, the developed
teaching of Calvin together with the incorporation of
Federal Theology' .
A study by C.J. Sommerville opposed the doctrine of
conversion to the early Puritan view of the covenant of
grace. He insisted that Calvin and the early Puritans
believed in sacramental grace for salvation and only
thought of the unbaptized, 'the Turks and other profane
nations', as among the damned. The later Puritans not
having grown up in this sacramentalism were engaged in a
'harrowing search for assurance within themselves'.
Turning to 'conversionism' as the means of grace, they
were, according to Sommerville, left in an ambiguous
position regarding inf ant baptism, and so 'caught on to the
covenant.. .to safeguard the rights of their children to
citzenship in Christendom'.' 30
 But this position was
again based on the Barthian view of one kind of grace and
misunderstood both Calvin's view of the fall and of the
reprobate, which could include church members externally
related to the covenant.139
Victor L. Priebe's dissertation on 'The Covenant
Theology of William Perkins' denied Perry Miller's view of
Perkins as a primary source of covenant theology, 140 and
held that if Barth's construction of federal theology was
at all valid, then Perkins must stand with Calvin and the
early Reformers, since the substance of his covenant
theology was essentially Christological, and that 'the
covenant of works made with Adam at creation and the inter-
trinitarian covenant of redemption, are not evident in
Perkins' thought'. 14-'	 Furthermore, Priebe seriously
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questioned the validity of Trinterud's thesis when he
asserted that Perkins' theology did not conform to the
conditional-contractual stream in which Trinterud placed
the Puritans. 14.2
In 1967, Anthony A. Hoekema took a fresh look at the
covenant theology of Calvin. lie felt that while Calvin
did not have the later elaboration of the idea of the
covenant (le. the covenant of works and covenant of
redemption), the covenant of grace was, nevertheless, 'a
significant aspect of his doctrinal teaching', and that the
spiritual truths underlying the covenant of works were to
be found in Calvin. 14 He found clear evidence that the
covenant was the key to understanding several aspects of
Calvin's theology, including the unity of the Scriptures,
infant baptism, the history of salvation and the
relationship between God and man. 144
 Calvin's view, he
said, revealed both the priority of grace and the
responsibility of man, and that 'the covenant of grace is
monopleuric or unilateral in its origin, but dipleuric or
bilateral in its fulfilment'. Calvin's sermons in
particular showed the mutuality and conditionality of the
covenant, without in any way implying that such conditions
were meritorious.
The same year, Richard Greaves produced the first of
a number of articles on covenantal thought. 146 Greaves
followed Trinterud's and Møller's dual tradition theory
'with regard to the necessity of the fulfilment of the
covenant conditions on man's part and the ensuing ethical
responsibility which participation in the covenant
meant'.' 47'	 He divided the Puritans in this respect on a
Separatist/Non-Separatist basis. Representatives of the
Zwingli/Bullinger/Tyndale tradition he listed as John
Preston, Richard Baxter, John Ball, Thomas Blake, Stephen
Geree, Anthony Burgess and Samuel Rutherford. Those in
the 'strict Calvinist tradition were William Perkins,
William Ames, John Owen, James Ussher, Thomas Goodwin,
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Samuel Petto and Bunyan himself. Those of an antinominian
persuasion included John Saltmarsh, Tobias Crisp, Vavosor
Powell and Walter Cradock. He saw the two main streams as
merging in Fenner, Cartwrlght, Perkins, and the author of
the Sume of Sacred Divinitie, but diverging again with Ames
who backed the Calvinist side, leading to Owen and his
associates and eventually to the Antinomians. Preston,
too, he claimed, had elements of both streams, but leaned
towards the Zwlngli/Tyndale side.14
Greaves, however, acknowledged that for both schools
'man's response to God's offer of grace cannot be made
without the assistance of divine grace'. But he made a
subtle distinction between grace that 'moves' and grace
that 'enables', quoting Owen and Bunyan as examples of the
former, and Preston and Blake, on the basis of their
references to the possibility of covenant-breaking, as
proof of the latter.' 49
 This was to say, in the latter
case, that fulfilment of the conditions was not part of the
covenant itself, and men were only enabled to fulfil the
conditions when they choose.	 Greaves then claimed that
this distinction went back to the 'differing emphases of
the Zwingli-Tyndale and Calvinist traditions'. The
covenant for Zwingli, Oecolainpadius and Bullinger was an
agreement between God and man, whereas for Calvin it was
God's promise to man. The former placed a responsibility
on man which led to 'more or less legalistic vows taken in
baptism', while the latter placed a distinction between law
and grace. °
Knox's development of the covenant, according to
Greaves, was largely in a political context, and then
transferred to the issue of baptism via the Genevan Order
of Baptism. 191
 Knox, however, emphasized 'contractual
responsibility', in keeping with the Zurich/Tyndale line,
so Greaves endeavoured to establish links in this
direction, but admitted that 'finality in determining those
sources can never be achieved'.	 He refused to accept that
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Calvin Influenced Knox's Admonition, simply because Knox
stressed fulfilment of obligation If man wished to remain
in the covenant, whereas Calvin was concerned with
promises. 52
In a study of Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, Brian
Armstrong thought that the history of ideas behind The
Westminister Confession of Faith had not been clearly
considered, and sticking with the two traditions theory, he
went so far as to say that the change of emphasis between
Calvin and the seventeenth-century Calvinists was 'so
pronounced that at many points the whole structure of
Calvin's thought is seriously compromised'.' 6 Armstrong
interpreted the theology of Saumur under John Cameron
(c1597-1625) and Moise Amyraut (1596-1664), as a reaction
against orthodox predestinarian, metaphysical, speculative
Aristotelian Calvinism and an attempt to return to the more
humanistic, biblical approach of Calvin.
	 The Salmurian
theologians 'seized upon amd employed' the covenant
theology as a means of correcting 'the unhealthy emphases
of orthodox Calvinisni.l&4
Cameron's De triplici Dei cum homine foedere theses
was presented at Heidelberg in April, 1608, and became 'the
foundation of Salmurian theology'. Cameron distinguished
between foedus absolutum (je. an unconditional covenant
with Noah), and what he regarded as a covenant proper,
foedus hypotheticuzn (ie. a conditional covenant requiring
duties of man, but also involving a gratuitous promise).
In this covenant God acted for man when man fulfilled the
conditIons.' 5
 Cameron did say that the response to
fulfil the conditions was the result of the antecedent love
of God which was to be distinguished from the consequent of
love of God.
	
The problem arose for Cameron when he
postulated two degrees of antecedent love. The first
degree was love and mercy shown to all men and this
included God's decree concerning the work of Christ,
thereby suggesting a universal atonement or potential
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redemption for all. The second degree was God's love and
mercy in drawing the elect and giving them faith thereby
uniting them to Christ.
Cameron had a three-fold view of the covenant within
the foedus hypotheticum the foedus naturae between God and
Adam and based in justice and his view of natural law; the
foedus gr-a tiae in relation to fallen man and the foedus
gratiae subservi ens or foedus vet us, which Armstrong
interpreted as comprehending 'what was usually discussed in
terms of 'law'. ..the law/gospel distinction of Luther and
Calvin'. This was only a temporary use of law to convict
men and was abolished by the promulgation of the foedus
gr'atiae.	 Cameron, according to Armstrong, saw the law
only as a 'killer' The foedus subserviens then was a
covenant of bondage, and Cameron, we are told, was making
this strong emphasis on faith righteousness in contrast to
'the envisioned legalism of the orthodox'.
If this distinction was as strong as Armstrong
suggests then we are left wondering why Cameron bothered to
call it foedus gratiae subserviens. So, too, must Amyraut
have wondered, for when he adopted Cameron's covenantal
theology he simply spoke of foedus naturale, foedus legale
and foedus gratiae. 1 He also dropped Cameron's
distinction between the antecedent and consequent love of
God, but held on to his view of universal atonement.1
Amyraut's theology of the covenant was characterised by a
strong duality. The covenant of grace was essentially
spiritual, while the ministry of the Spirit was absent in
the covenants of nature and law.	 God's mercy was not
revealed under the latter at all.' 60
 He did hold,
however, that the covenant of grace 'was initiated with
Adam immediately after the Fall, though very obscurely
indeed'. But the emphasis on obscurity does not resolve
the tension between the presence of both the covenant of
grace and the legal covenant in the Old Testament, since it
was emphatically stated that 'these two dispensations
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cannot exist together'.16
Three other theses may be mentioned briefly here in
relation to Armstrong's arguments, though they do not
specifically discuss covenantal theology. First, Roger
Nicole studied the controversy of universal grace relating
to Anlyraut, and demonstrated that while Amyraut did not
deserve some of the more extreme criticisms of his
opponents, he nevertheless, did dilute the Reformed faith
of the church in France, and that Amyraut's teaching In
this respect did not fit Into the pattern of Calvin. 2
Secondly, In a brilliantly argued thesis, Richard
Muller discussed the idea that early orthodox development
rejected the Christological focus of the Reformers, and
said that the idea of orthodox systems as metaphysical
structures founded on a central concept of the eternal
decree was false. He maintained that 'no one Idea of
doctrine was normative', and that a soteriological emphasis
was predominant in the variety of formulations and
systematic structures which emerged.' 64
	Modern
scholarship, by focusing only on the place of
predestination in Calvinistic systems, waxed eloquent on
the differences between Calvin's warm piety and Calvinism's
cold rationalism, but overlooked the fact that changes of
structure and method to meet new situations and debates did
not significantly alter content - 'The theologians of
Protestant orthodoxy strove to remain In continuity with
the insights of the early reformers. . . They are generally in
agreement with the doctrines of that first phase of
Reformation' .
In view of the weight of speculative argument that
has been built around Calvin's simple change in the order
of doctrine in Book 111 of 1559 edition of the Institutes,
the saneness of Muller's argument can be appreciated.
According to Muller, Beza did not replace the
Christological centre of Calvin's theology with a
predestinarian	 metaphysic;	 rather	 he	 'subsumed
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predestination under the doctrine of Christ 1 , by placing it
between the doctrine of Christ's divinity and the doctrine
of the incarnate Lord. 166
 The important point that Muller
made was that the doctrine of God was often quoted in
relation to predestination as though it had no reference to
Christ, but 'Reformed soteriology succeeds in remaining
Christocentric precisely because It insists on a
theocentric causality'. 167
Thirdly, Ian McPhee's excellent study on the origin
and development of Beza's thought, completely undercut
Armstrong's basic presupposition that Beza was responsible
for compromising Calvin's thought by introducing the
'scholastic bent' into seventeenth-century Calvinism. 166
He agreed that Beza reshaped Calvin's theology in certain
areas of controversy into a more tightly argued, logically
unassailable, body of doctrine, but argued that the
biblical, Christological humanistic/rational, theocentric,
scholastic dichotomy was too simplistic, since Calvin, too,
was influenced by philosophical arguments, rational
selection and organization, and Beza while more of a gifted
dialectician and systematizer than Calvin, remained
faithful to Calvin's religious emphases and insights.169
William Stoever's thesis on the covenant of works in
Puritan theology, while concentrating on the New England
Antinomian controversy, had several chapters on the general
nature of Puritan theology and the covenantal motif in
Reformed theology in general. Stoever saw the covenant of
works as 'the governing conception of the covenant
theology, as preceding and determining the form of God's
redemptive activity in the work of Christ and in the
covenant of grace'.' 7° This arose from the need to
maintain the doctrine of salvation by grace alone, and at
the same time have a basis for living responsibly in the
created order. Stoever was critical of interpretations of
Puritanism (Miller etc.) which considered it as hostile to
created nature. 171
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Given the assumption regarding the covenant of works
with which he began, Stoever saw the work of Christ and the
covenant of grace as necessary links in a succession of
'means' towards the fulfilment of God's original intention
to establish a salvific relationship with, and a 'special
government'	 of,	 his	 reasonable	 creatures.
Consequently, the continuity of the moral law, and the
conditionality of the covenant of grace were continuing
important factors, because they were foundational in the
covenant of works. 173 But this arrangement was not to be
construed as entirely legal since there was an essential
gratuity about both covenants through their foundation in
the free will and absolute good pleasure of God in
condescending to treat with man at his own level, by way of
covenant. Furthermore, there was a difference with respect
to the covenant of grace in that God himself undertook to
fulfil man's obligations in It. While properly regarded
as conditional, the act of fulfilling the conditions was
the fruit of grace and was no sense meritorious.'74
In Scotland, J.B.Torrance contributed a number of
articles beginning with 'Covenant or Contract?' in 1970.
The subsequent articles are largely reruns of the first
one.' 79
	Torrance simply marrie,9	 the Miller/Trinterud	 /
thesis to Barthianlam, interpreting covenantal theology as
the priority of law over grace, 176 the separation of nature
and grace, 177
 and the confusing of 'covenant' and
'contract'.' 79
 By 'covenant' he meant an entirely
unconditional, unilateral arrangement of grace - 'a promise
binding two people or two parties to love one another
uncondltionally'. 179
	By 'contract' he implied 'a legal
relationship in which two people or two parties bind
themselves together on mutual conditions', making life
conditional on obedience 190 He accused the federalists
of Importing this latter concept from the social contract
theories of the day and assumed that they used the word in
exactly the same way,'°' thereby changing the covenant-God
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of the Bible Into a contract-God. '
	 Torrance naturally
adopted the Calvin/Calvinist dichotomy. The Calvinists,
he held, departed from Calvin by employing Aristotelian
logic, particularly in formulating the doctrine of limited
atonement, 1
	and by making election prior to grace,	 as
well as by adopting the conditional federal scheme outlined
above.	 In all this 'Federal Calvinism has moved a long
way from Calvin.1as
The difficulty with Torrance's articles was that
while he strove to produce a tidy theory of theological
development from Calvin to McLeod Campbell, pigeon-holing
the various theological groups along the way, there was an
almost total lack of reference to the source material of
these men. There was a danger of attempting to read back
into Calvin the views of later men such as McLeod Campbell
on the atonement,	 or Barth's view of the headship of
Christ as Mediator over all men.' While there was
nothing new in all this, the significance of Torrance's
articles was his desire to direct all these criticisms to
the Westminster standards, and the extent to which this was
carried was seen in his criticism that 'the Confession has
so much to say about the believer (his effectual calling,
justification, sanctification etc.).. .but nothing about
race relations'
In one of Torrance's articles, however, he sought to
explain the conditional passages or 'if' language of
Scripture, arguing that they do not mean that 'faith
confession and repentance are conditions of grace', having
already implied that this was how 'federal Calvinism'
regarded them. 1
 Torrance said that there was a three-
fold pattern In the biblical view of covenant - '(1)
Grace... (2) unconditional obligations... (3) consequences
of obedience or disobedience'. The 'if' language belonged
to the last of these, and they were not 'prescriptive
"ifs" f or the provision of grace, but 'descriptive "jf"
outlining the consequences of love or infidelity.190 	 To
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things must be said about all this. One is that In the
covenantal theology examined in this research, nowhere wef
faith, confession or repentance made prescriptions for
grace, they were always the fruits of grace. Secondly it
is difficult to see how Torrance's distinction between
descriptive and prescriptive conditions differs from the
distinction made by the covenantal theologians between
consequent and antecedent conditions. The impression is
given that they are being accredited a position of legalism
which they did not hold, and then their own arguments are
being used to correct them.
An even more scathing attack on the Westminster
Confession along the lines of the Barthian arguments
employed by the Torrances, came from Holmes Rolston III,'
who 'calls on the Reformer himself (Calvin] to refute the
oppressive legalism of the Calvinists, and to free
twentieth-century man for responsible life with a gracious
God'. 192
	Behind the 'twin covenant tectonics' that
dominated the substance of all later Reformed dogmatics,
and which were 'totally absent from Calvin', lay the
primacy of law in the covenant of works.' 93
 Thus 'a
covenant of works has a very deadening effect on anything
said about grace', because it brought the idea of
meritorious obedience into the relationship between God and
man.	 Therefore, God did not come to primal man in a
relationship of grace. That was only necessary
'chronologically and logically' after man sinned, when the
covenant of grace was added to the covenant of works.'94
Roiston did not define what he meant by grace, and
made no distinction between prelapsarian grace and
postlapsarian grace. He did mention the Confession's
reference to God's condescension, but passed over it almost
as irrelevant, and pointed to Macpherson's statement about
man keeping the covenant in his own natural strength as
'all too typical', when it was anything but typIcal.19
Herein lies the weakness of Roiston's method. 	 He used all
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post-Westminster works, especially Turretin, Cocceius and
Witsius with a few references to ninteenth-century American
writers, and then read theni back into the Confession.
There was scarcely any reference to contemporary
theologians such as Ussher and Ball or their immediate
predecessors. Roiston also wanted to make much of the
fact that the covenant of works was 'still very much in
force', giving the impression that It was still valid as a
covenant of life, whereas the Confession made It clear that
it only remained as 'a rule of life'.' 96
 Ralston insisted
that In covenantal theology 'the burden of achieving life
is laid squarely on his (man's) own shoulders'. 19' So
while he did refer to one of the covenantal theologians as
saying that eternal life could not be attained through
conditional, meritorious obedience, that, In essence, was
what he was accusing them of - a continuing 'oppressive
legalism'.
Another study on the origins of covenantal theology,
by Jack Warren Cottrell, is worthy of mention. 199
 He
again challenged the theory of Shrenck et al,, that Zwlngli
received his theology of the covenant from the Anabaptists
and then turned it against them.	 He affirmed that
'Zwingli is the father of Reformed covenant theology',
and that he related covenant and baptism in a significant
way, 20° but concluded that Zwingli's covenant thinking 'was
developed in a context other than the defence of Infant
baptism', and that the most likely source was 'through his
reflection upon Scripture itself'. 20 '	 A significant
feature of Cottrell's thesis was the attention he drew to
Oecolampadlus in relation to covenantal theology. 202
	No
study has yet been conducted in this area.
	
Cottrel]. also
criticized Trinterud for placing Zwingli in a
Rhineland/English conditional tradition of the covenant.
He saw Zwlngli as teaching an unconditional covenantal
promise, in which the pledge of the elect to serve the Lord
was more the result of, and not a condition of, the
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fulfilling of God's covenant.2o3
Kenneth Hagen, who had shown earlier interest in the
idea of 'testament' in relation to the young Luther,
extended this study, in what was clearly a back-up to
Trinterud's view of Rhineland covenantal development, to
take in Erasmus, Melanchthon, Zwingli and Bucer up to
1527. 204
 Hagen saw what he regarded as 'Luther's clear
indication that testament - sacrament, covenant, promise -
denotes a unilateral gift on God's part... Foedus, pactum,
promissio are read as a gratuitous and unilateral
testamentum' 20& But this stress began to shift with the
young Melanchthon to an 'emphasis on the "correlative"
necessity of faith in the promise, faith as accepting and
assenting	 to	 God's	 action',	 ie.	 a	 'correlative
contract'.206	 This movement continued in Zwingli where
'Testamentum shifted to a two-sided covenant', or
'bilateral covenant'.
	 By 1527 the other Rhinelanders,
Oecolampadius, Capito, Callarius, and Bullinger had defined
their covenant theology as bilateral. 207
 (This
interpretation, of Zwingli especially, was quite contrary
to the findings of Cottrell.209
The question of 'Covenant or Testament?' was renewed
by K.M. Campbell in 1972. 209
 On the main Old Testament
administrations of the covenant, he wrote, 'The free and
gracious sovereignty of God's disposition to Abraham is
indisputable, but a balanced appreciation of the Abrahamic
covenant must also embrace the ethical obligation of
Abraham and his descendents expounded in Gen.17:9-15.
Similarly, the Mosaic covenant is not merely ethical or
legal in nature, but is disposed in the context of divine
grace (Ex.6:l-8,19-4 etc.)'.21°
Campbell went on to suggest that it was only
reasonable to believe that the writer to the Hebrews and
his readers were familiar both with the Old Testament
concept of berith as disposition, and with the contemporary
Greek usage of 8taOt1xn.
	
For them the two words expressed
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fundamentally the same idea. 'The author therefore did
not have to choose between the two different concepts, nor
did he have to use one word to synthesize distant or
opposing ideas. He has in mind the death of the Mediator
and guarantor of the new covenant which God has made with
new covenant believers, and the effect of this sacrifice on
the old covenant believers. They, with Him, have now
entered their full covenant inheritance. . . The central
feature of the covenant idea - sovereign disposition by
grace - is insufficient to express the new relationship of
believers to God by virtue of the atoning death of
Christ...it is neither a digression nor a parenthesis: it
is an Intensification of his exposition of the covenantal
significance of the death of Christ'.211
Three years later, Donald MacLeod contributed two
very useful articles on the nature of covenant.212
Considering the biblical usage of berith, he cautioned
'that the element of sovereignty in the divine covenant
must not be pressed to the point where its two-sidedness is
lost sight of.
	 The berith is bi-lateral by definition.
The initiative is unilateral. But there is a necessary
human response to that Initiative. . . The DIATHEKE, even as
the new covenant, contains not only promises but
requirnents'. 213
	The covenant of works he saw as a
gracious arrangement promising, not life, but the
continuance of life to Adam. 214
 The Noahic covenant he
interpreted as 'a covenant of preservation or of common
grace'. . . subordinate to the covenant of grace', and the
covenant of redemption as underlying the covenant of
grace. 2
 The covenant of redemption comprehended the
need for distinguishing between the provisions of the
covenant of grace as bearing upon Christ and upon his
people, and also the clear biblical evidence of a pre-
temporal arrangement between the Father and the Son,
emphasizing that for Christ himself the covenant of
redemption was a covenant of works, the fulfilment by
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Christ of the covenant undertaking broken by Adam.21
An excellent paper by David Calhoun on 'The Covenant
in Bullinger and Calvin', stressed that there was
'essential agreement' In the their doctrine of the
covenant. It played an important and similar role in
their theologies, not as a fundamental or organizing
principle, but rather as a kind of 'golden thread' running
through their thought.21
An important work, not for its originality, but for
its subsequent influence, was R.T. Kendall's thesis, later
published as Calvin and the Calvinists to 1649.°	 Like
Chalker, Kendall took up the question of assurance and
faith in Calvin, but concentrated largely on the
particularity of the atonement as the point of departure
between Calvin and the Calvinists, including Beza.219
This divergence ran through Perkins and the Puritans to the
Westminster standards, with the conclusion that 'Calvin's
thought, save for the decree of predestination, is hardly
to be found in Westminster theology'.220
The Westminster theologians, Kendall maintained, were
too busy trying to counter the Arminians on predestination,
that they failed to see that they were holding Arminius's
ideas on faith and assurance which had been imported into
Reformed theology with Beza's limitation of the death of
Christ to the elect. 221
 The difference between Calvin and
Westminster was that 'for Calvin faith as an instrument
(le. of justification) Is God's act, opening blind eyes;
for the Westminster divines, even though in the context of
God's prevenient grace, faith Is man's act'. 222
 This
argument was closely related to covenantal theology, since
It made faith and repentance the conditions of the
covenant.
Kendall read this to mean that perserverance in
repentance and good works were the price of 'free'
justification, and that the only difference between the
covenant of works and the covenant of grace, according to
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the Westminster standards was 'that perfect obedience was
required under the old covenant and doing our best is
required under the new. . . making justification, or at least,
the knowledge of it, the reward for doing our best to be
holy and good'.2
Kendall's claims, especially that which insisted on
Calvin teaching a universal atonement, provoked a quick
reaction, and sparked off a lively debate which still
continues. Tony Lane challenged both Chalker's and
Kendall's presentation of Calvin's doctrine of assurance,
and the following year, reviewed Kendall's overall
arguments. 224
	He demonstrated that 'Limited atonement
does not of necessity require a distinction between faith
and assurance', as Kendall claimed.22& Lane wrote a
further article, 'The Quest for the Historical Calvin',
which took account of the covenantal aspects of Kendall's
work. His conclusions were non-committal, but tended to
see a qualified difference between Calvin and the
covenantal Calvinists in the use by the latter of the
concept of a pre-fall covenant of works, a more scholastic
approach, and the development of the covenantal idea into
an organizational principle for theology. 	 On the question
of conditionality, Calvin's position was considered as
unclear. 226 On the other hand, Lane rejected the
Barthian interpretation of Calvin as also 'subsuming all of
God's dealings with man under the category of covenant',
and therefore also guilty of a scholastic approach.
Calvin, he said, differentiated between God's dealings with
man before and after the fall; and secondly, while Calvin
taught one covenant, he did not teach 'that God relates to
all men according to this covenant', but only with the
elect.	 Calvin portrayed Christ not as Head of all men
indiscriminately, but as Head of the Church.22'
Others also reviewed Kendall's thesis critically, but
the fullest treatment came from Paul Helm. 226
 He defended
the view that while there was a degree of explication found
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in the covenantal theologians, due to changes of style,
training and situation, that was not in Calvin, yet there
was 'essential agreement' between the two.29 'The seed-
ideas,' he said, 'and in some cases, the actual details of
the leading ideas, of covenant theology (eg.the eternal
pact between the Father and Son, the federal principle, and
the covenant of grace) are to be found in Calvin'.2°
Sherman Ishbell studied 'The Origin of the Concept of
the Covenant of Works' in a 1976 thesis. He shared with
Barth the view that the covenant of works was 'an idea of
history which invaded and guided biblical exegesis'. He
endeavoured to show that the dogmatic concerns of the late
sixteenth-century Reformed theologians were manifest in
their teaching on the covenant of works'. 23' He followed
Althaus in seeing Melanchthon's natural law theory as
underlying Ursinus's development of foedus natura1e.2
Fenner, he regarded, as 'The first Reformed theologian to
print the phrase foedus operum, and Rollock as 'the first
to use it in direct reference to Adam's state of
Innocency', at a time when the idea of the covenant was
beginning to attain significance as an organizing principle
of theology.233
An examination of the covenantal theology of Murray
and Kline was undertaken by 0. Palmer Robertson in 1977.
While recognizing the essential general agreement in Murray
and Kline, Robertson sought correct the imbalance due to
Kline's emphasis on the place of law and Murray's on the
place of promise.
	 From a biblical perspective he did not
think it possible to set one over against the other. The
law was graciously provided by God, and embodied the grace
of God, so that 'Both law and grace, arising out of the
nature of God himself, will continue to manifest themselves
throughout God's covenantal dealings' 234
 Robertson has
since published a fuller account of his balanced view of
the covenants In a very fine work entitled The Christ of
the Covenants, and in an expository article on Genesis
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15:6.
When Douglas Stoute took a further look at the origin
and development of the covenant idea, he warned against the
danger of overemphasizing Bullinger's writings on the
covenant as these were essentially apolegetic tracts.6
He agreed that Bullinger was important since he gave more
coherence to the idea and with him 'a theology of the
covenant' began to emerge as he focused attention
particularly on the problems of the relationship of the Old
and New Testaments and the relationship of graciousness and
conditionality in the covenant. He did, however, see
continuity between Bullinger and Calvin on the covenant.
The latter not only used the covenant idea, but 'treated
the topic with a clarity and precision that is unrivalled
among his contemporaries'. 237
	Consequently, he was
strongly critical of Trinterud and other scholars who
placed Calvin in a unilateral slot. He maintained that
there was a tension between unilateral and conditional
aspects in Calvin's teaching on the covenant, and that it
was an exaggeration to see a clear-cut distinction with his
predecessors on this point.238
Following the questions posed by Chalker and Kendall,
Robert Letham considered again the doctrines of faith and
assurance in Reformed theology, and saw covenantal theology
as one of the main influences in generating an emphasis
differing from that of Calvin. 239
 In Calvin, faith was
centred in the mind and associated with knowledge,
persausion or assurance, and assurance was 'an essential,
normative, definitive component of faith'. In the other,
faith centred in the will or heart and was an active trust
or committal to Christ, with assurance as the fruit of
faith, making sanctification the ground of assurance.24°
But Letham found this distinction not so clear-cut as it
seems, since Calvin himself, while not obscuring the
objective ground of assurance in Christ, nevertheless
regarded sanctification as a signum or testimonium of the
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work of Christ in a secondary or subordinate way.'
In a later re-assessment article, Letham challenged
Kendall's interpretation of Beza's doctrine of faith and
assurance, showing that Beza took care 'to ensure that
sanctification as a testimony of our election i not given
independent significance nor divorced from faith nor from
Christ'. 242 But in his thesis, Letham identified the two
emphases outlined above with the unilateral/bilateral views
of the covenant.	 His placing of theologians in these
groups, however, did not correspond to the neat Zurich,
Rhineland/Genevan streams of Trinterud. In the first
category Letham placed Zwingli, Bucer, Martyr, Calvin,
Bucanus, Zanchius, Olevianus, Crocius, Dering, and a
qualified inclusion of Beza, Greenham and Perkins. The
second list included Capito, Bullinger, Oecolampadius,
Musculus, Tyndale, looper, Knox, Ursinus, Junius, Gomarus,
Fenner, Rollock, and Arminius, the latter with due
qualification. 24
 He therefore concluded that the
classification of 'Calvin against the Calvinists' was a
'misleading generalization'. He saw Reformed theology as
having a broad consensus with 'considerable flexibility of
expression and emphasis'.
Sinclair Ferguson's treatment of federal theology as
the background to a study of John Owen's view of the
Christian life was more cautious in its approach. He
appeared to consider the harmonization of federal theology
and that of Calvin as within the realm of possibility.
They may have had different starting points and methods of
expression, but they did have a similarity of ideas.24s
He gave the impression of following Torrance, however, in
seeing some departure from 'the biblical mode of covenant'
in seventeenth-century federal theology. Owen was seen as
compromising 'the gracious relationship posited in
Scripture with that of "contract" and 'thinking of
covenant in terms of the contemporary commercial model'.266
But Ferguson entered the caveat, that Owen recognized that
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this was not the form covenant took in Scripture, even if
it was the tendency which his own theology took. In other
words, while 'he does not escape from thinking of the
covenants in terms of their conditions', Owen still
regarded the sovereign disposition of God as involved in
the covenant, therefore he operated with much the same idea
as Calvin.247
Coming into the present decade, Wayne Baker's
Heinrich Bullinger and the Covenant, is perhaps the most
detailed defence of the Trinterud theory to date. 24
 He
presupposed a divergence of views between Zurich and Geneva
on the Lord's Supper, predestination, arid ecciesiology, and
also suggested that they vied for leadership of the
Reformed churches. 29
 At the root of these differences
was a Calvinian, unilateral, testamentary view of the
covenant, and a bilateral, conditional view which included
the idea of testament and was initiated by Zwingli, but
'fully defined and to a large extent created by
Bullinger'. 26° According to Baker, Bullinger could not
accept the Genevan doctrine of double predestination, but
held to the view of a conditional covenant to election
only. 2S1 These early differences, however, were papered
over, and only re-emerged in later Reformed theological
debates.
The historical Justice of Baker's thesis is
questionable.	 The evidence cited by him proves nothing
more than differences of emphases. For example, his
handling of the evidence on the question of predestination
often avoided the context in which statements were used.
Calvin could easily have used any of the statements
quoted. 2 Baker's Insistence that Bullinger's sermon on
providence arid predestination must be interpreted by the
fact that he earlier affirmed a universal calling of God,
and that God was not the author of sin, is suspect since
neither of these points can be considered contrary to
Calvin's predestinarian position,	 Neither do
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Bullinger's warnings against contention or his view of
faith as a sign of election Imply the conclusions Baker
drew from them, that is, that Bullinger thereby rejected a
decree of reprobation. 2s4
 The same weakness is seen in
Baker's work In the way he refused to give credence to any
evidence from Calvin's works which did not fit the
Trinterud framework within which he was working. 2EE.
'Calvin on the Covenant' was the subject of a paper
by Eugene Osterhaven.&G Like Emerson, he regarded the
unqualified refusal to see Calvin as a covenantal
theologian as 'facile' and Inadequate, arid thought that the
differences between Calvin and the covenantal theologians
were not so great as often argued.& This was
particularly evident in the foundation, the historical
unfolding, and the unity of the covenant.2&B
Lyle Dean Bierma's thesis on 'The Covenant Theology
of Casper Olevian', supplemented by his survey of the 'two
traditions' theory in covenantal thinking in the sixteenth
century, are excellent and timely contributions to this
subject. 9 Olevianus' significance lay not so much in
his employment of the covenant as the central theme of a
theological system, or In his use of it as an organizing
principle, but in that he shifted the focus of covenantal
thought from being used to explain the continuity of
salvation history in the Old and Hew Testaments and to
defend Infant baptism, to emphasizing its meaning for the
believer with regard to his security.260
Bierma called into question Trinterud's thesis with
respect to the early development of covenantal doctrine,
especially the Interpretation he regarded as normative for
the Puritans. He thought that his hasty treatment of
primary sources did not hold up under closer scrutiny of
the texts. 261
 Bierma saw Olevianus' covenantal theology
'dominated by, though not restricted to, the foedus
gratlae', and 'all sixteenth-century Reformed theologians
recognizing 'both a unilateral and a bilateral dimension to
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the covenant of grace within the context of a monergistic
soteriology' •2€2
The relationship of covenant and law was highlighted
in a recent scholarly article by Mark Karlberg.6
lCarlberg, who followed Murray's rejection of a prelapsarian
covenant of works, 4
 surveyed the views of Reformed
theologians from the Reformation to the present day,
pointing out the crucial role that the law/gospel
distinction played in the formulation of the doctrine of
justification by faith and the doctrine of the covenants.
He regarded English federalism as the first full exposition
of a 'popular misinterpretation of the Mosaic law
covenant', because of its attempt to put the Mosaic
covenant into a context of pure grace without any element
of works in its administration. 26
 Karlberg distinguished
between a pedagogical-typical sphere in which the principle
of works-merit was applicable in the life of Israel under
the Mosiac covenant, and a spiritual-antitypical sphere in
which it did not apply, but where the elect rested
'exclusively upon the meritorious work of ChristI.2
Another scholarly work by Richard Muller drew
attention to the remarkable balance between the doctrinal
emphasis and the piety of conscience in English
Puritanism. ^67	 This was particularly marked In the works
of Perkins, Ames and John Downham. Their commitment to
safeguarding the sovereignty of God's will in salvation and
to 'high ethical norms was, according to Muller, achieved
by having both the concept of foedus monopleuron and the
concept of foedus dipleuron in their systems. These came
together at the point of conversion, which was central to
the Puritan experIence.
Three studies by Michael McGiffert appeared in the
early eighties. In the first of these, McGiffert
considered the foedus naturae or foedus legalis as 'the
rationale for reform' both ecclesiastical and political.
This use of the covenant he regarded as thought out, but
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restrained, in the Elizabethan era, and only coming into
its own by the time of king Charles. The second
examined Tyndale's concept of the covenant.' o
 In this he
countered Trinterud, Clebsch, Moller and Knox, who
construed Tyndale's theology as 'legalistic'. He agreed
that there was an ethical emphasis in a mutual or
conditional covenant in Tyndale's thought, but 'the
conditions of the covenant, as he (Tyndale) Intended them,
turn out to have meanings far removed from the legalistic
realms where men 'contract' with God to work out
salvation'. 271
	Covenantal works 'were not opera legalis
but opera gratiae'.27'2
McGiffert's third article traced what he called the
rise and division of covenant divinity In Elizabethan
Puritanism around the issue of grace and works. 273
 lie
suggested that 'the genetic explanation of the covenant was
works', due to strains on the old single covenant sola
gratiae scheme, that is, how to preserve this freedom from
works and at the same time enforce divine discipline upon
the people. 274
	The Puritans found the answer to this
problem of restraining the law to hand in current
contractual ways of organizing thought. It was only 'when
the curse of the law was safely locked up in the covenant
of works, puritans were freed to be as puritanical as they
pleased.. .wlthout running the risk of a bad conscience'.
Ingenious as McGIffert's argument Is, it Implies that
the problem of the relation of grace and law was a new one
In the late sixteenth century. He failed to recognize
Calvin's view of Moses' covenant when he said that it hung
solely on merit, while Abraham's 'flowed solely from
mercy. 27s
	The Puritans, following Calvin, did not need
to lock the curse of the law up in a covenant of works; it
already was locked up in the covenant of grace. It would
be a more simple and natural explanation of the rise of
covenant-of--works terminology to locate it in the growing
tendency to use the covenant motif as an organizing
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principle in theological systems. It would then be
entirely understandable that those who did so would have to
relate it to the entire question of the law of God, both
natural and revealed. The advent of covenantal theology
does not need to be seen as a response to the drift of
modern contractual theories or current controversies.
Though challenged and aggravated by these, it can still be
seen originally as no more than an effort to rephrase in
covenantal terms the theological ideas inherited from the
early Reformers.
A recent article by Donald McKim on 'William Perkins
and the Theology of the Covenant' was practically a repeat
of Greaves' work on the English Puritans. He followed the
two traditions view, but saw Perkins as bringing the two
strands together, casting 'his lot fully with the Calvinian
emphasis on the priority of grace as the context in which
the Covenant of God is given and in which human obedience
and response is made. There could be no obedience or no
'contract' entered into on humanity's part if God had not
already in his grace chosen to make the offer of salvation
available to humanity through his covenant'.2"7
A thesis by David Weir on the origins of federal
theology considered lexicographical evidence on the use of
'covenant' in the sixteenth century but added little to
previous studies on the genetic history of covenantal
theology.27e He underwrote Torrance's view that the later
reformed emphasis on conditionality of the covenant arose
from a confusion of taQ y xr and cruv8tx, but went further
to say that 'Federal theology arose precisely because of
the conflict (not the confusion) between diatheke and -
sunthekel . 279	 He saw it as an attempt to explain 'God's	 -
two faces' (le. predestinarlan grace through sovereign
decrees and conditional love), after a decade of discussion
about Adam's sin and God's plan and how to reconcile this
with the nature of God.
	
The construction of a
prelapsarian covenant with Adam was then combined with
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Ramistic philosophy which made the Covenant of grace appear
as a foil to the covenant of works.2e0
The first in-depth study of Calvin's view of the
covenant appeared while this research was in progress, and
is a welcome addition to this entire field of study.
Peter Lillback had already written three significant pieces
related to the subject. One was on the relationship of
Calvin to Heidelberg, and particularly his influence on
Ursinus, and another was on Calvin's use of the covenant In
his response to the Anabaptist view of baptism. The third
was a Seminary paper on 'The Role of Predestination in the
Development of Johannes CoccIeus' Covenant Theology'.28
In his thesis, a meticulous piece of research,
Liliback concluded that while Calvin was not its inventor,
he nevertheless deserved to be regarded as 'the great
architect of the Covenant Theology', since he was the first
'to integrate the covenant concept into the entirety of his
theological system', not as an external organizing
principle, but certainly as an internal one, thereby
providing the foundation for his successors to build the
federal system.
Summary
This examination of secondary literature on the
covenant is by no means exhaustive, as a glance at the
bibliography will show, but It is sufficient to highlight
the various Issues and problems which have arisen In the
field of covenantal studies. It also underlines the fact
that Adams Brown's statement, made in 1911, concerning the
need of research in this area Is still applicable, when he
said, 'A good monograph on the history of covenant theology
is still a desIderatum'.2
The need of further work In the subject Is clearly
reflected in the wide spectrum of opinion expressed with
regard to covenantal thought In the historiography, and the
lack of any sort of even general consensus on Issues such
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as the origins of covenantal theology, or what Is meant by
the term 'covenant', and how a 'covenant theologian' is to
be identif led.
The variety of opinion also makes any kind of
classification of the historiographical material very
general indeed. Two rough groupings can be discerned.
There is on the one hand those who follow a more critical
tradition with its origins in the last century; and on the
other hand, more recent scholars who have challenged this
tradition and who would have some affinity with older
Presbyterian schools of thought both In the United Kingdom
and America.
Much of the modern critical approach to covenantal
theology has its roots in the mid-nineteenth-century German
schools. Many of the basic controverted issues such as
rigid monopleuric/dlpleuric principles of interpreting
covenantal theology can be located here.
	
So too can the
protest view of the idea of the covenant. The suggestion
of federal theology being a reaction against Aristotelian
scholasticism and an attempt to bring theology down from
the giddy heights of supralapsarian predestination Is not
of recent origin. 294
	It has only been popularized in the
last two or three decades by writers like Trinterud,
Kendall, Armstrong, Baker and others. Concepts such these
have gained much currency amongst theologians and church
historians during the last half-century.
It might help to attempt to sketch out a brief
picture of the complex modern historico/ theological
interpretation of covenantal thought which is rooted in
this German source. Attention must first be focused upon
two scholars who have probably done more than any others to
set the direction of studies in the history of covenantal
thought during this century. 	 One was the famous German
theologian, Karl Barth, and the other the equally famous
American historian, Perry Miller. 	 Their influence is
particularly significant for this study as both in
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different ways posited a strong element of discontinuity
between later seventeenth-century covenantal theologians
and the early Reformers, and they have been widely followed
in their respective fields.
Influenced largely by Heppe, Barth saw federalism as
having Its well springs in the natural law theory of
Melanchthon, thus introducing into the Reformed tradition,
by way of the covenant of works, a legalism which he
claimed was foreign to the early Reformation emphasis on
grace, especially in the theology of Calvin. This line of
reasoning was seen to be closely followed by numerous
writers, particularly LB. Torrance and Holmes Roiston
2G6
In The New England Mind, Miller viewed the theology
of the covenant also as a later development, a rather
clever sociological as well as theological device thought
up by the Puritans in order to come to terms with the
threat of Arminlariism on the one hand and Antinomianism on
the other. 2
 Apart from endorsement by one or two
writers of the dispensationalist school, Miller's complete
separation of Puritan covenantal thought from Reformation
roots was too radical to be credible, and he later
acknowledged himself that the idea was not unknown among
some of the early Ref ormers.e Those who followed
Miller, (Trinterud, Greaves, Baker, et.al.) then traced the
origins of covenantal thought back into the Reformation,
but continued to portray federalism as a protest theology.
They proceeded to develop the 'two traditions' theory.2e9
According to this theory, Calvin's rigid
supralapsarian predestination could only accomodate a
unilateral, testamentary view of the covenant, thereby
establishing the nature of the Genevan tradition. Over
against this, it was alleged that the milder predestinarian
outlook of Bullinger and the Rhineland theologians led to a
mutual, bilateral, conditional view of the covenant, and
this was designated the Zurich/Rhineland/Tyndale tradition.
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Another interesting movement is then discernible In
the historiographical portrait. Miller having rehabil-
itated the Puritans, the time had come for the
rehabilitation of Calvin, due largely to the influence of
the Barthian school, who wanted, among other things, to
claim Calvin as their own, and soften the traditional
theocentric supralapsarian image of Calvin's predestination
to an acceptable Christological mould.	 Someone else had
to be found to take his place as the prime mover of
Reformed orthodoxy. Beza filled the bill. His Swnrna
totlus, with Its Tabula, provided a handy hitching post on
which to fasten the cold, rigid, scholastic image, which
could not now entertain any interest whatsoever in
covenantal thought. 29° Calvin's unilateral, testamentary
view of the covenant was no longer the result of a rigid
predestinarianism, but rather an expression of his
Incarnational, Christomonistic theology.
One other development completes the scenario. The
theology of the covenant was said originally to be a
reaction against a lofty Calvinian, and then Bezean,
predestinarianism, in order to put a warmer, human face on
to Reformed theology. But as the doctrine was inherited
by the Puritans, the bilateral emphasis predominated, and
this In turn hardened into a cold contractualism in which
men made bargains with God for salvation. 	 This, It was
claimed, was the 'oppressive legalism' Inherited and
fostered by the theology of the Westminister Confession.291
It wiJthen spread throughout the home countries and shipped
to New England to flourish In the wilderness, together with
renewed attempts to soften It with more universalistic
versions of covenantal theology.
This In brief is the confused picture of covenantal
theology which, with a multitude of minor modifications in
various writers, has been widely presented and accepted.
It Is a picture which takes from the Reformed tradition any
real sense of unity and continuity, not only In the area of
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covenantal theology, but also in several of its
fundamental, related doctrines such as predestination, the
nature of the law, the meaning of the fall, the
relationship of law and grace, arid the nature of the work
of Christ. It has not, however, gone unchallenged.
Through an increasing number of scholars, a re-examination
and evaluation of source materials in different areas is
producing a more unified outline and putting different
shades on the picture.
Unanimity of opinion is by no means present in those
who have revised the portrait. Many would see the idea of
the covenant as present in the work of the early Reformers,
but consider it as yet so undeveloped
	 that it is
undeserving of the name 'covenant theology'. In this view
varying degrees of dichotomies still are drawn between
the Reformers and their seventeenth-century successors.292
Others have claimed to find in the works of the Reformers
adequate grounds for considering them as 'covenant
theologians' 293
Many of the differing views clearly arise from
failure to agree upon a working definition of what
constitutes covenantal theology, and so the conclusions
reached are largely determined by the presuppositions with
which the study begins. 	 Often the criterion is the number
of covenants in the system. 29d
 Again it can be the place
of the covenant in the organization of the system, whether
It Is the organizing principle of the theology or whether
it is related to certain beliefs and areas of Christian
life arid practice. 29&
	There Is also much confusion
regarding the definition of related words and terms.
	 For
example, what is the difference between a 'covenant' and a
'testament'?296
 What is meant by 'bilateral'? Some
writers are clearly thinking of it In terms of a
meritorious place given to the part of man In the covenant.
What constitutes 'legalism'? For some, any place given to
the law of God in the economy of salvation appears to be
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'legalistic' 297
Desirable as more detailed analysis of the
historlography of covenantal thought would be, further
interaction must await consideration of the primary sources
themselves. All these issues will be carefully monitored
and their place in the writings of the Reformers and their
successors evaluated.	 But from the foregoing, one lesson
should be obvious.	 Covenantal theology can only be
properly evaluated by considering more carefully the
doctrines which are an essential part of the covenantal
relationship, rather than merely looking at structures and
terms.	 Again, it was a self-confessed scriptural pattern
that was being followed by the Reformed tradition. In
view of this, adherence to the general use of the idea of
covenant in Scripture, that is, as manifesting the unity of
God's relationship and dealings with his people in all ages
should be kept to the fore as a necessary criterion.
Liliback's working definition, based on Moltmann,
sums up the essential factors to look for in Reformed
covenantal theology: 'Covenant theology will be deemed
that use of the covenant which expresses the soteriological
relationship, preferentially in terms of the covenant or
its synonyms, and uses the idea to express and defend the
continuity of the Old and New Testanients'. 299
 Specific
terminology, the number of covenants, and whether or not
the covenant is the organizing principle merit attention,
but they should never have priority in deciding who should
be regarded as a covenantal theologian. The basic thing
is whether or not the essential biblical ideas of the
theology of the covenant are present in a pervasive and
necessary manner in the theological system.	 This will be
the method followed in the succeeding chapters.
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The Covenant in the Church Fathers
It has sometimes been said that the introduction of
the covenant idea as a theological category is a phenomenon
of modern times. One writer of the dispensational school
went so far as to state: 'Theologically the theory is of
comparatively recent development. It was, of course,
unknown to the apostolic and early church fathers, never
taught by the church leaders of the middle ages, and not
mentioned even by any of the great teachers of the
reformation period itself. No reference Is made to it in
any of the great confessions of faith, either Lutheran or
Reformed, until the time of the Westminster Confession.''
So before examining the works of the Reformers
themselves, In order to test this assumption, it would be
helpful to see if there are any guidelines or precursors
among the church fathers or in medieval theology which
might have influenced or informed Reformed theological
thought at this point.
The acquaintance of the Reformed theologians with
both the Greek and Latin fathers of the church needs no
underlining. They ranged widely through their works.
Calvin's writings are saturated with quotations from the
patristic authors.
	
They are his second major source after
the Scriptures.	 No other reformer has such a wealth of
patristic references. Calvin's acquaintance with some
patristic writings depended on Eusebius and Cassiodorus and
his knowledge of church councils and canon law, but many of
them he knew first hand.2
One of the emphases In the Reformed use of the
covenant was to demonstrate the unity and continuity or
harmony between the Old Testament and the New. This was
especially so in relation to the early Anabaptist
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controversy, and was a continuing concern for Calvin
But this was an old issue.	 With the church under attack,
first from Judaism itself, and later from Gnostic and pagan
writers who sought to isolate Christianity from its
Judaistic roots, the early Fathers were pressed to explain
the relationship between the Old and New Testaments. The
covenant was naturally seen as a unifying factor in the
dealings of God with men throughout both periods.9
Epistle of Barnabas
Before considering one or two of the fathers in more
detail, there are two writings worth mentioning briefly in
this respect. The basic argument of the first part of The
Epistle of Barnabas concerned the Jews' violation of the
covenant of the Lord received by Moses on Mount Sinai.
Because they despised the promises in this covenant they
lost it, and it became the possession of the Christian
church. 'The covenant is ours' now, said the author, since
the new covenant founded on the sufferings of Christ was
the fulfilment of these promises. 6 This was precisely the
covenant announced again and again by the prophets. 7 The
Old Testament sacrifices and ordinances, including
circumcision, were types of this new covenant and were
designed to teach its spiritual realities, but since the
coming of Christ they have now been abolished. 9 New
Testament baptism and the Cross of Christ were constantly
prefigured in the old, and as the covenant belonged to
those who, like Abraham, believed, the Christians, and not
the unbelieving Jews, are now the heirs of the covenant.9
The Lord has given to them the covenant which he once gave
to Moses.	 Christ suffered on their behalf in order that
they might inherit the promises and be 'constituted heirs
through him'. Christ was manifested so that he might
redeem his people, and that 'He might by His word enter
into a covenant with us'. l ° In this way the church became
the spiritual temple of the Lord.1'
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Justin Martyr
Again, in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho the
covenant played a similar major role in the discussion.
Trypho, the Jew, admired the moral integrity of the
Christians, but because they refused to observe the Old
Testament festivals, sabbaths, and the rite of circumcision
he accused them of 'despising this covenant rashly',
(ie.the covenant of the law). 12 Justin replied with an
exposition of 'the final law' or 'the new covenant' in
contrast to all the temporal ceremonial observances and
sacrifices of the Old Testament.	 He showed that the
Christians were the true sons of Abraham, who had obtained
righteousness and salvation through Christ. 13 Enoch and
the other Old Testament saints also received the spiritual
circumcision of 'the everlasting law and the everlasting
covenant', which was proclained by the prophets.
Irenaeus of Lyon
Irenaeus was one of the clearest expositors of the
covenant amongst the fathers. He held that out of
longsuffering to fallen man, God condescended to give 'more
covenants than one' to mankind, accommodating them to 'the
general scheme of the faith'. 16 There were 'four
principal (zir9oAxaI) covenants given to the human race' -
one from Adam to Noah, a second to Noah after the flood,
the third to Moses, and the fourth was the one which summed
up all the others in the gospel, bringing renovation to men
and translation to the heavenly kingdom.16
Irenaeus, however, referred more frequently to the
two covenants, meaning that which was under Moses and the
new covenant in Christ. While there were differences in
these covenants 'fitted for the times', they nevertheless
manifested unity and harmony, because God was their author
and their mutual purpose was the benefit and salvation of
men. 1	 It was the same gracious God 'who was announced by
the law and the prophets, whom Christ confessed as His
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Father'. Therefore, there could only be one end to both
covenants.	 The new covenant was both 'known and
preached by the prophets'. There was no contradiction.19
It was the spurious interpretation of the law by the
Pharisees that Christ and the apostles opposed, since the
law taught 'the necessity of following Christ'. 20
	True
keeping of the law was an inward matter and only possible
through the love of God in the heart. 21
 Irenaeus clearly
distinguished between the letter of the law and the Word
which liberates the soul from bondage to the mere letter.
The Word corresponds to the natural precepts or
righteousness of the law and the love of God in the heart.
This same grace was available to those of old as well
as to later Christians, though it was more obscurely
revealed then. 22 It was not by any observance of signs or
sabbaths that they were justified then, but by believing
God independently of the law of Moses. 29 The decalogue
was given in covenant as an addition to the natural law
inscribed upon men's hearts, because of their hardness and
rebellion.	 Because the decalogue also reflected the
righteousness of God, it has never been cancelled, not even
by Christ, but remains in force. Christ has cancelled the
bondage of the laws promulgated by Moses, but he has
'increased and widened those laws which are natural and
noble, and common to all'. Christ's interpretation of the
law remains as a reminder to those who have truly received
the power of liberty' of their continuing accountability to
God, and as 'the means of testing and evidencing faith',
whether they will reverence, fear and love the Lord.24
The temporal, Levitical ceremonial laws had a similar
function. The true offering of sacrifices and oblations
was not something that God needed per Se, but was intended
to discourage Idolatry, and to be an expression of the love
of the offerer and of his trust In what the sacrifices
signified in the future.
	 Men were not sanctified by the
sacrifices, but the sacrifices were sanctified, as it were,
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by the consciences of the offerers, and therefore were
accepted by God as from a friend.26
The faith of Abraham and the other Old Testament
saints was identical with that of Christian believers.
Christ came for one as much as for the other. 26
 Both were
justified by faith through Christ, who gathered 'into the
one faith of Abraham those who, from either covenant, are
eligible f or God's building'. Abraham 'did in himself
prefigure the two covenants, in which some have sown, while
others have reaped'.2"
Here, then, in outline is the 'covenant theology' of
one of the early church fathers.
	
Several points are worth
noting.	 Irenaeus regarded the covenanta]. relationship
between God and man as a divine arrangement, involving a
condescension by God to man's capacity and condition.
	
He
saw the covenant as the central factor in the unfolding of
salvation history. While there were different expressions
of covenant, the covenant in Christ was requisite for the
saints of all ages, with one way of salvation for the
church going back to the time of Adam.	 Irenaeus
distinguished between the mere letter of the law and its
spirit. He identified both the natural law, the moral law
and the love of God with the righteousness of God.
Cermonial laws were abrogated with the coming of Christ,
but the moral law continued in force and has a continuing
function in the lives of those who have been liberated by
the gospel as a means of testing the reality and strength
of their faith. The covenant of grace, therefore, while
unilateral in its initiation and accomplishment, had for
Irenaeus a strong bilateral and ethical emphasis in its
outworking in Christian experience.
Clement of Alexandria
Clement of Alexandria was another of the fathers to
whom the reformers referred, and who also used the idea of
the covenant. 29
	Clement, in one place, spoke of four
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covenants in the Old Testament. 	 These were made with
Adan, Noah, Abraham and Moses. 9
 But Clement, like
Ireriaeus, more frequently designated two - the covenant
made with the Jews of old, and the new spiritual covenant
made with believers since Christ's coming.ao He suggested
that the two tables of the decalogue 'may be a prophecy of
the two covenants', but that it was 'the same God who
furnished both covenants'; therefore the difference was
more d1spensational. 1 'There Is but one, true, ancient,
universal Church, one in substance, and idea, in origin, in
pre-eminence, and it collects into the unity of one faith
those from both covenants, so that in fact there Is rather
one covenant manifest in different periods by the will of
God'. Into this covenant all were gathered who were
ordained or predestinated by God before the foundation of
the wor1d.2
Not surprisingly, Clement devoted a lot of time to
showing the relationship of law to gospel. 3 'Both the
law of nature and that of instruction [ie.Mosaic] are one,'
he said, and these reflected the divine character in
teaching righteousness.	 Obedience to the law, then, was
an	 imitation	 of	 'the	 divine	 character,	 namely
righteousness'.	 Both covenants could be viewed as
manifestations of one righteousness. In this way,
Clement, In one place, Interpreted the covenant as God
himself, arguing that the word 9oç (God) comes from OEuzç
('placing', 'order' or 'arrangement'). 4
 A covenant,
therefore, was an arrangement God made with man, and by
dealing with man in this way, and thus expressing anger and
love towards him, God was 'condescending to emotion on
man's account'.
While the law was given through Moses, it was given
and governed by the 'benign Word', that is,Christ, who was
the 'first expounder of the laws', and whose name and
office Moses predicted (Deut.l8:15). 6 This meant that
the law was more than a letter, It was a 'living law'.
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The law had a spiritual or 'beneficent' purpose or action,
and only those who sought and loved the Lord could truly
understand it or benefit from it. This was where the Jews
failed in the time of Jesus and Paul. They used the law
wrongly, not recognizing that 'both the law and the gospel
are the energy of one Lord, who is the power and wisdom of
God",' and that both beget salvation. Therefore, 'faith
in Christ and the knowledge of the gospel are the
explanation and fulfilment of the law'.37
For Clement, there was a single end to all God's
dealings with men, whether by law or by gospel. This he
described often as 'assimilation to God' or restoration to
the image and likeness of God, of which the Word (Christ)
was the model. 39	 Christ 'taught and exhibited.. .Hlmself
as the Herald of the Covenant, the Reconciler, our Saviour,
the Word, the fount of life, the giver of peace'. 39
 Even
Adam, Noah and Abraham who lived before the law, also lived
according to the law, because they too Sought this
conformity to God's image and likeness." 0
 This was the
true aim of faith in Christ or 'that restitution of the
promise which Is effected by faith'." 1
 Like New Testament
believers, those 'old Hebrew wanderers... learned by
experience that they could not be saved otherwise than
believing on Jesus.d2
Since the coming of Christ, the Lord has Invited all
men to the knowledge of the truth and has sent his Spirit
to bring men to that knowledge by working faith and love In
their hearts. But this was an ancient message. Clement
said, 'You have God's promise; you have his love, become a
partaker of his grace.	 But do not suppose the song of
salvation to be new... Error seems old, but truth seems a
new thing.'	 The 'new song' was but a manifestation of the
Word, and he was from the beginning.
	
It was he who spoke
through Moses. 43 The newness, Clement emphasized, was
that of 'new minds, which have become newly wise, which
have sprung Into being according to the new covenant'.
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These new or 'young' minds needed instruction in 'the Word,
the milk of Christ', as to how they should conduct
themselves in the world. This consequent ethical
obligation was the main thrust of the Paedagogus, and Is to
be compared with Calvin's emphasis on instruction,
teachableness, and being in the school of Christ.4
In one place, Clement seemed to make a more rigid
dichotomy between the law given by Moses, and the grace and
truth which came by Christ. The law, here, he said, was
'only temporary'. 46 But clearly this passage can only
refer to the manifestation of the law In the Mosaic
dispensation, since repeatedly Clement stressed the
continuity of the law through Christ who is its fullest
manifestation.	 The law was never abolished or
invalidated.	 The law produced wisdom through the fear
(cuxáf3ei.a) of the Lord. By working the knowledge of sin
and repentance, it trained or Instructed men to Christ, and
then had a function of discipline, leading to the way of
perfection In Christ.4"
There is a strong bilateral character to Clement's
teaching at this point. He said that the command, 'The
man that doeth them shall live in them' 46 had a two-fold
function. For both the Hebrews and New Testament
Christians, It 'declares at once their life and ours' which
was 'by one covenant in Christ', and secondly it declared
their correction and training. 49	Christian progress,
therefore, was a healthy fear of the Lord producing faith,
obedience and love.	 Hence, 'the works of the Lord, that
Is, his commandments, are to be loved and done'. For
Clement, the paths of wisdom constituted the 'conduct of
life, and variety that exists In the covenants'.&O
Clement's entire exposition of the true Christian gnosis
was bilateral in character.
	 Faith issued in the duty of
fulfilling that 'perfect righteousness' in 'both practice
and contemplation.' 91
	And that obedience was the evidence
of true faith:	
'The perfect propitiation, I take It, is
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that propitious faith in the gospel which is by the law and
the prophets, and the purity that shows itself in universal
obedience, with the abandonment of the things of the world,
in order to that grateful surrender of the tabernacle,
which results from the enjoyment of the soul.'
Clearly, there was a dual emphasis in Clement's view
of the covenant. On the one hand, he saw it entirely as
the gift of God's grace, but at the same time, there was a
strong ethical obligation enjoined. But the fulfilling
of this obligation was also contained in the gift of grace,
as demonstrated In this passage on the covenant from
Protrepticus:	 'It Is that treasure of salvation to which
we must hasten, by becoming lovers of the Word. Thence
praiseworthy works descend to us, and fly to us on the
wings of truth. This is the inheritance with which the
eternal covenant of God invests us, cojing the
everlasting gift of grace - and thus our loving Father -
the true Father - ceases not to exhort, admonish 1 train and
love us.' So while Clement emphasized that the
salvation of man was entirely the work of the Lord himself,
he could at the same time, in the context of the covenant,
employ the language of commerce and speculate on how much
this salvation was worth if one wanted to buy it. He
concluded that it was beyond price, Inestimable, yet 'You
may, if you choose, purchase salvation, though of
Inestimable value, with your own resources, love and living
faith, which will be reckoned a suitable price. This
recompence God cheerfully accepts', f or the sake of
Christ.54
Here, in the second century, the very same issues
were raised as came to the fore in seventeenth-century
covenantal theology. Faith, love, obedience and good
works are depicted as gifts of the grace of God, yet they
are described as our 'own resources', underlining the duty
of exercising them in Christian experience. Tollinton Is
quite right when he says, 'Clement adheres to the Biblical
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conception of the Covenant as an agreement or compact
between God and man. . . God enters into the relationship of
His grace and goodness, man in the spirit of duty and
obedience.' He could have added 'gratitude'. 5
 It Is
quite obviously wrong to infer that there is no discussion
of mutual obligations in the fathers' view of the
covenant. One other comment: The last quotation from
Clement shows that it was not necessary to await the
development of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century social
contract theory In order to Introduce mercantile language
and Illustrations into the exposition of covenant theology,
simply because the idea of mutuality In the covenant was
much older.
Augustine of Hippo
Of all the fathers, the favourite of the Reformers
was Augustine. John T. McNeill says that 'Calvin's self-
confessed debt to Augustine Is constantly apparent'
throughout the Institutes, and he proves ts point
'Author and Source Index' by listing 730 references to the
Bishop of Hippo's works. 57 It can be said that the entire
Reformation developed within the Augustinian framework of
the relation of human nature and divine grace. Luther
emerged from the Augustinian tradition, but Calvin was
Augustine's most ardent, though not uncritical, follower.°
The covenant was Important for Augustine, and for
anyone to say that he 'makes only peripheral use of the
covenant doctrine' 59 or that he 'makes no use of the Idea
In his City of God', Is difficult to understand.5°
Augustine built upon the patrlstic position, with his main
emphasis upon two covenants, the 'old' as manifested
supremely In the SIniItIc arrangement, and the 'new' In
Christ. 6 ' But this distinction between the old and the
new in terms of law and gospel was not so narrow and
absolute as is often thought. 	 Preus supported this view:
'Augustine,' he saId, 'does not transpose the two-level
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situation of the biblical letter into an absolute Old
Testament/New Testament division, even though much of what
he argues points in that direction. I&2
 For example,
Augustine did not confine the giving of the law covenant to
Sinai. Discussing his favourite proof text on the subject
of original sin (Gen. 17:14), he claimed 'that even infants,
not in consequence of the character of their own life, but
because of the common origin of the human race, have all
broken God's covenant by that one act in which all men
sinned'. He proceeded then to indicate that he
considered the Sin,1aJtic covenant to be 'a more explicit'
form of a pre laps,a% Edenic covenant made with Adam:
'Many covenants, to be sure, are called God's covenants In
addition to the two chief ones, the old and the new, which
all may learn by reading them.	 Now the first covenant
given to the first man is really this "on the day that you
eat, you shall die the death" (Gen.2:17). Now since a
more explicit law (lex evidentior) has been vouchsafed
later, and the Apostle says: "But where there is no law,
there Is no transgression" (Roin.4:15), how can the words we
read in Psalms be true, namely: 	 "I have reckoned all
sinners on earth as trangressors"? (Ps.119:119). Only on
the ground that all who are held in bondage by any sin are
guilty of trangressing some law.
'Wherefore if even infants, as the true faith
maintains, are born sinners, so they are also seen to be
trangressors of the law that was issued En the garden of
Eden. . . this since circumcision was a sign of regeneration
and the act of birth brings perdition upon the infant
through the original sin by which God's covenant was first
broken, unless regeneration sets him free, these divine
words must be Interpreted as If they said: "He who has not
been regenerated, his soul shall perish from among the
people," for he broke God's covenant when in Adam, together
with all mankind, he himself also sinned. . . since he [God]
did not expressly state what sort of covenant the inf ant
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has broken, we are free to understand it as referring to
that covenant whose infringement could be attributed to the
child". '
Adam, according to Augustine, was made upright with
'no need for a Medlator s . G& He could have continued in
that uprightness, 'though not without divine aid,' or
become corrupted by his own choice.
	
Either way, God's
will would be done, 'either by man, or at least concerning
him.' 66
	Augustine distinguished clearly between grace
before and after the fall:
	 'Did Adam have the grace of
God?	 Yes, truly, he had it largely, but of a different
kind.	 He was placed in the midst of benefits which he had
received from the goodness of his Creator; for he had not
procured those benefits by his own deserving.' Adam did
not need grace for deliverance., then, but grace f or
perserverance, the excercise of which was left to his free
choice. And Augustine did not object to the idea of
meritorious obedience in this context: 'That he willed not
to continue was absolutely the fault of him whose merit it
would have been if he had i11ed to tottn.' ia ',as.
created neither wise nor foolish, but a rational creature,
who could 'at least receive a commandment, which he ought
to obey'. 69
 Such obedience to the covenant, Augustine
speculated, would have caused Adam to pass into the company
of the angels with no intervening death, to 'a blissful
immortality that has no limit'.7°
Augustine also stressed the unity of the race in Adam
- in him 'appeared the entire plentitude of the human
race', so that when Adam sinned, the entire race broke the
covenant in him, and was 'to be held liable to the same
penalty' - punishment by death. 71
 Speculation on the
cause of sin beyond the human will was discouraged by
Augustine. Sin was to be attributed to the will of man,
for 'God is not the author of the evil a man does, though
he is the author of the evil a man suffers'72
The term 'covenant of works' was not used by
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Augustine, but this picture he presented of the divine
arrangement with Adam in Eden before the fall, contained
all the ingredients of such a covenant as later portrayed
by the 'covenant theologians'. It was a bilateral
arrangement whereby the promise of a 'rise to better
things' would result from exercising the 'stewardship of
righteousness', 7
 and death would be the consequence of
disobedience.	 Furthermore, this law or covenant was not
only given verbally, but was an expression of the absolute
and unchangeable eternal law which was 'stamped upon our
minds'. 7 '	 There was therefore continuity between the law
given in Eden and that given on Sinai.
	 Both were
expressions of the eternal law. The 'more explicit'
giving of the Edenic covenant at Sinai was necessary due to
the corruption of sin.7s
Augustine argued that if human nature could fulfil
the law of perfect righteousness, then it could be 'sure of
its reward, that is, to secure everlasting life'. 76
 But
since the fall the condition of man has been such that this
is utterly impossible.	 Everyone now arises from 'a
condemned state'(ex damnata propagine).	 Christ was the
only example of anyone achieving moral perfection In this
life. 70 Consequently, any good man can receive must be
through grace: 'So he (God] manifest a new covenant of the
everlasting inheritance, when man, renewed by the grace of
God, might lead a new life, that is, a spiritual life.'79
This grace, however, was not intended for all. It was a
distinguishing grace rooted In divine predestination.
Since the fall, no man could attain to eternal life, but
God has chosen to elect some men to salvation from this
lost and perishing mass. 0° And 'to those he has
predestinated unto eternal death, he is also the most
righteous awarder of punishment, not only on account of the
sins which they add with indulgence of their own will, but
also because of their original sin'. 01
	Augustine
distinguished between a general and a particular election.
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Israel was chosen as God's people, just as many Gentiles
were later called to the marriage through the Word, but not
all of these obtained the election of grace, that is. the
special calling by which the elect are taught of God and
receive the gift of faith in order to believe. This
distinction is important, since, for Augustine, it
corresponds to the covenant of the law at Sinai and the
covenant of grace in Christ.e2
The covenant of grace was first made with Adam
himself after the fall, for 'even Adam was delivered by the
mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ', who is the second Adam
and the One who answers to all that the first Adam lost.
Augustine said that there were four temporal, historical
epochs or 'ages' in the history of salvation - before the
law, under the law given by Moses, under the grace revealed
by the coming of the Mediator, and after the resurrection.
But he emphasized that the grace revealed through the
Mediator 'was not previously absent from those to whom it
was to be imparted, although in conformity to the temporal
dispensation it was veiled and hidden'. It was through
this grace that righteous men of old believed (eg. lob,
Noah, Abraham, Moses , Joshua, Samuel, David), 'for none of
the righteous men of antiquity could find salvation apart
from the faith of Christs.GB
Those who were righteous under the time of the law
were also under grace. Christ was their Mediator too.
Though his incarnation had not yet happened, the fruits of
it still availed f or the fathers. Christ was their head.
They believed in his resurrection yet to take place, just
as Christians Arino Dom.Thi believe in his judgments yet to
come.	 So the men of God in the Old Testament were
'shown to be heirs of the new'.	 The new covenant was
actually more ancient than the old, though it was
subsequently revealed. 	 It was 'hidden in the prophetic
ciphers' until the time of revelation in Christ. 	 Abraham
and those before and after him were therefore 'all children
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of the promise and of grace'.9
Also it was through the operation of the same Holy
Spirit that the men of old belonged to 'the grace of the
new covenant'. 98
 So while there were different
manifestations in the covenant corresponding to different
ages, there was but one testamen turn aeternuin throughout all
ages, entered by faith alone. In every age, everyone,
whether children or 'decrepit' old men, said Augustine,
must come into the new covenant by the regeneration of the
Holy Spirit. 90 Only by receiving the Holy Spirit, and not
by any power of the human will, could any delight in, or
love for, God arise in the soul and begin a movement
towards perfection.
This stress on the operation of the Spirit Is crucial
to understanding Augustine's doctrine of the law.	 He made
a clear letter/spirit distinction. The mere teaching of
the commandments without the presence of the life-giving
Spirit was a letter that killed, and by this he meant
teaching the actual precepts of the law and not just a
figurative as opposed to a literal Interpretation of
Scripture. The commands of the law were good and
praiseworthy, but when the Holy Spirit's aid was not given
causing men to 'desire good' (coricupisc,Jtf bori&, then
evil desire would actually increase through the very
prohibition, good as it was. 92
	This was the distinction
Augustine made between law and grace. The law 'makes sin
to be known rather than shunned', but grace shows forth
'the destruction of sin and the renewal of righteousness',
which could not come to man by the letter of the law.93
Only the righteousness of God, 'not the righteousness of
man or the righteousness of our own will,' could justify a
man before God, and this righteousness was the 'gift of God
through the help of the Holy Spirit', bringing faith in
Christ Just as foretold by the prophets.
It was Just at this point that the Jews failed.
They received a law that was holy and just and good, and
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which was a continuing testimony and witness to the
unchanging righteousness of God as it had been to Adam.
But they refused to appreciate that it could no longer
justify and that the righteousness of the law (le. their
own efforts to keep the law) was totally inadequate. They
thought that the letter could suffice them for life, and so
they became doers of the law only and not seekers of divine
mercy.	 They had an eye for the earthly promises alone and
were ignorant of what the promises signified. 	 They were
moved by cupidity and carnal fear rather than faith working
by love.	 These were the children in bondage, opposed by
Paul in the fourth chapter of Galatians.95
Augustine's references to the temporality of the law
or the old covenant must be understood in this context.
He distinguished between those in the Old Testament, who
discerning the true spiritual nature and function of the
law, used the law lawfully, and those who desired to
worship God for material benefits only - 'a carnal people
living after the old man, and leading a carnal life,
eagerly desired of the Lord God carnal rewards and received
them as a symboi of spiritual blessings'. 9'	 For the
former, the old covenant brought a knowledge of their sin
and led them to Christ.	 They had therefore 'no further
use for it' in relation to their salvation. 9 The latter
failed to recognize that all those visible blessings which
were bestowed upon them in the old covenant, and bestowed
through the ministry of the patriarchs and prophets
'signified spiritual mysteries closely associated with
Christ and the church of which even those saints were
members, although they lived before Christ our Lord was
born according to the flesh'. 99 The manifestation of the
new covenant in Christ, which was only new in a revelatory
sense, made 'the first covenant to be antiquated', in the
sense that the spiritual blessings it pointed to were fully
manifested, and the carnal or material use of it was
abolished, although there is still 'a carnal multitude' in
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the church today who stand in a similar relationship to the
new covenant 100
 They may even have the signs of Christ,
but they cannot enter the kingdom of God, because they
continue in iniquity 101
The distinction, therefore, between the old covenant
and the new, between law and grace, was not so radical in
Augustine as is often assumed. The old covenant at Sinai
also contained the heavenly promises, indeed it was
established in order to present them to the people in
veiled form.
	 The law and the sacraments were 'to be
spiritually understood'.'°2
	The new covenant was
contained En the old. 	 This is what lay at the heart of
Augustine's famous dictum: 'In veterl testamento est
occultatlo novi, in novo testamento est manifestatio
veteris,''°3 or as he said again, 'the new covenant is
foreshadowed in the old. For what is that which is called
the old covenant but the veiled form of the new, and what
else is that which is called the new but the unveiling of
the old'. 10
	What applied literally to the old covenant,
also applied figuratively to the new. '° The new covenant
was actually revealed first, but veiled until Christ's
coming within the old, which was later revealed at
Sinai. 106
What has been considered so far would encourage the
expectation of some idea of continuity of law under the
full manifestation of the covenant of grace since both
testify to the one righteousness of God. Augustine could
speak of a sense in which the justif led man had no further
use for the law, and that the old covenant was antiquated,
but he went on to explain that this did not mean that 'the
law of works belongs to Judaism and the law of faith to
Christianity'.	 The moral law belonged to both, just as
faith belonged to both, because both magnified the
righteousness of God.b0' Christ fulfilled and did away
with the ceremonial laws of the Old Testament, and
fulfilled and established the moral teaching or precepts of
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the law as a duty in the lives of his people. 	 Moral
precepts were distinct from typical observances which
prefigured Christ. The latter came to a close when
fulfilled in Christ, but the former 'are fulfilled.. .by the
accomplishment of what they promise', both in Christ and in
his people.10
The law of faith also brought the knowledge of sin
since it contained the moral law, but the difference was
that what one could only enjoin, the other granted to
belief. No none could be righteous without the operation
of God's grace, writing the law within the heart by the
Holy Spirit. This Augustine saw as the essence of the new
covenant prophesied in Jeremiah 31:3lff, as distinct from
the old covenant not kept by the fathers, who looked for
the earthly and material goods promised rather than 'the
eternal and heavenly goods belonging to the new
covenant'. 109
 The new covenant fulfilled the same law
which was in the old. The failure to keep it was through
no fault of the law, but due entirely to the fleshly
desires of the 'old man'. 11 ° No man, whether the Jews who
had the letter of the law written or Gentiles who were
never confronted with the letter of the law from the old
covenant, 'can claim credit for his own fulfilment of the
law'. This was only brought about by the Holy Spirit
writing the law in the hearts of the elect who were the
seed of faith through Abraham.111
Augustine said that it was only the man who was first
justified who could begin to do the works of the law
referred to in Leviticus 18:5, which 'If a man do, he
shall live in them'. But the justified man did not do
these works in order to win the favour of the Justifier.
That was won through faith. But the faith that saved
raised men up to live sober, righteous and godly lives.
In this way faith did not make void the law, it produced a
love of righteousness, and 'by the love of righteousness
comes the working of the law', which men, saved by grace,
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freely wanted to keep and live by. 112 The commandments
could only be kept by the grace of God, which was
'indispensable for the observance of the precepts'.'1
When Paul said that faith was the gift of God,
Augustine insisted that he did not mean 'to deny good works
or empty them of their value, because he also said that God
rendered to every man according to his works; but he would
have works proceed from faith and not faith from works'.
True faith would produce good works , and a faith which did
not was insufficient for salvation, so in this sense,
Augustine argued that eternal life could be spoken of as a
reward for service, although that service Itself was the
result of saving grace. 1 ' 6
 These good works were guided
by, and reflected, the righteousness which was in the law.
The law, said Augustine, was not only necessary for
the people under the old covenant, 'but also is now
necessary for us for the right ordering of life.... Who is
so impious as to say that he does not keep these precepts
of the law because he is a Christian and is established not
under the law, but under grace?' 116
 The difference was
that under the letter of the old covenant men sought to do
these things in the hope of gaining happiness thereby; to
believers under the new, through faith in the Mediator, 'a
spirit of grace is ministered, so that they may do these
things well', though never perfectly in this life. 117 In
this way the law that could not be fulfilled through law
was fulfilled through grace, since 'the grace whereby God
works within us to will what is good, he means nothing else
than the law and the doctrine.	 For In the law and the
doctrine of the holy scriptures are promised future glory
and Its great rewards'.''°	 The secret of this fulfilment
of the law by the Christian was the love of God shed abroad
in the heart by the Holy Spirit. Thus the commandments of
the law were not burdensome or grievous, as they were to
the Jews, because they never are to God's love.1'9
The question now Is: What was man's responsibility,
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if any, respecting faith and obedience in this covenant
relationship? Augustine certainly emphasized the priority
of grace to all else in God's dealings with man.
Salvation was a divine gift of mercy so that men could not
arrogate to themselves anything concerning it as their own
work. It was God 'who both prepareth the will to receive
divine aid and aideth the will which has been prepared.
Why are we admonished to ask in order to receive, unless it
be that he who grants us what we will is he through whom it
comes to pass that we will'. God's mercy always
'predisposes a man before he will, to prompt his
willing'. 120 Again and again, Augustine returned to this
question of the priority of grace and the reality of human
freedom, always affirming that the grace which was primary
was also the ground and source of human willingness.121
Does this mean that men in spite of Augustine's
disclaimer are 'insensate stones', without will and reason
of their own? 122
 Augustine asked, whether if the gift of
grace followed only upon faith:
	
'Is this faith itself
placed In our own power?'
	 In reply, he distinguished
between 'willing' and 'ability':
	 'We sometimes will what
we are not able to do', and vice versa. He then defined
'power' or 'ability' as 'the union of the will with the
capacity to act' .123 Augustine argued that it was absurd
to say that a man can believe if he will not, since belief
is consenting to the truth spoken.
	 If consent Is an act
of will, then 'faith must be In our power'.
	 But this
power itself was from God and granted by him. Man
'believes when he will, and when he believes, believes
willingly', but that belief is given by God himself and is
not implanted In us by nature.124
Augustine explained that God worked this power to
will and believe in the elect by both external and internal
means - externally by the preaching of the law and the
gospel; internally by the Holy Spirit. In this way God
sought to renew man's will without violating his nature.
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Fallen man only willed evil, but God renewed that will
while respecting its freedom. In fallen man, natural
'freedom of choice could produce no act of belief', so God
worked by inducement and invitation to initiate consent.
'Assuredly then it is God who brings about in a man the
very will to believe, and in all things does his mercy
anticipate us, yet to consent to the calling of God or to
refuse it, as I have said, belongs to our own will.'
Beyond this Augustine would not go, but simply abandoned
the somewhat roundabout argument by resorting, as he so
often did, to the 0 altltudo of Paul (Rom.11:33).'
It is clear from this and many other passages that
Augustine did not regard the believer as totally passive in
the process of experiencing salvation, both with respect to
faith and obedience. 	 In the progress to perfection those
who were members of the	 were frequently
admonished to good works: 'It is on this account that
numerous precepts are enjoined upon us concerning mutual
forgiveness and the great care requisite for maintaining
peace, without which no one will be able to see God.'1
Commenting on such texts as Isa.1:19-20, Gal.3:19, and
Rom.5:20, Augustine was able to affirm that the promises of
God in both covenants were 'full of conditions of this
sort', but always to the end that men may be driven to
grace and faith.' 27 The precepts of the moral law were
still enjoined as a duty of life upon Christians, and were
seen as an evidence of true faith. a
Augustine frequently reminded his readers of their
promises to this end in the covenant which they had made
with God in baptism. 12 For him the idea of covenant not
only had a unilateral element in which God sovereignly
announced his intentions of grace concerning men, and what
he had bound himself to perform in Christ the Mediator and
Sealer of the covenant, 130
 but it also had a bilateral
element when God entered into an agreement with his people
in which they bound themselves to walk according to his
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precepts.	 In one place, Augustine offered a clear
bilateral definition:
	 'Pactum est quod inter aliquos
convenit' .
It is pointless to claim that the Reformers accepted
'an Augustinian notion of unilateral testament, not a
bilateral covenant'. 1
 Indeed, while Augustine usually
used testamen turn when referring to Christ and especially to
his death, he made it clear that he did not think of the
word only in unilateral terms. He said: 'Testament urn
sane in Scripturis non illud solum dicitur, quod non valet
nisi testatoribus mortuis; sed omne pacturn et placiturn
testamentuin vocabant'.' 33 For Augustine pactum and
test amen turn were used interchangeably, and test amentuin
carried the idea of mutual responsibility as well as the
idea of unilateral promise. 134
Summary
Some conclusions can now be drawn from this brief
outline of the use of the covenant in several of the church
fathers. 13 First, they all used the idea of covenant to
stress the unity, and explain the differences, between the
Old and New Testaments. Secondly, they saw the covenant
soteriologically as one eternal covenant in Christ manifest
throughout all ages from the time of Adam. Thirdly, there
was a dual emphasis in their presentation of the covenant.
It was a unilateral promise of grace given sovereignly by
God, but ft also required a response of faith and obedience
from man, though this response was only by divine enabling
and not by any natural inherent power resident in fallen
man. Fourthly, in the case of Augustine, there was a
definite use of the idea of covenant in a legal sense,
though still In a context of 'grace', with respect to Adam
in his unfallen state. Finally, again In Augustine
especially, there was a close association of the covenant
with baptism, so that it is erroneous to locate the origin
of the idea of the covenant in this connection in the
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Zurich reformation. 136
 Baker was far of f the mark when he
declared that 'Bulllngers idea of the covenant was not
Augustine's. Augustine's was a theology of testament, not
a notion of bilateral covenant,' and equally so when he
went on to say that 'none of the church fathers, save
perhaps Irenaeus, developed any sort of bilateral,
conditional covenant notion.
	 It was a theology of
testament that Bullinger discovered in the fathers, not a
theology of covenant'.' 37
 There was ample scope in the
fathers, as in the Scriptures, for discovering both the
idea of unilateral promise and bilateral covenant, and it
would be more true to say that the reformers, Including
Bullinger, followed them Iii both.
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The Covenant in Medieval Thought
The element of continuity between medieval and
reformation thought has been highlighted again in recent
scholarship, in keeping with the acceptance of the 'cradle
view of history' rather than the old tripartite division of
ancient, medieval, and modern. In relation to this
research in covenantal thought it is essential to keep two
strands of development in mind and not to confuse them.
One is essentially political, producing the developed
social contract theory which became so important in the
seventeenth century in relation to the question of
resistance.	 The other is theological, and involves the
question of the relationship of grace and works, and the
unity and diversity of the Old and New Testaments.
Both these strands have their roots much deeper than
in medieval soil. For example, Augustine, whom we have
considered at the theological level, is also widely quoted
as an authority by those who pursue the political
questions. 2 These strands have converged from time to
time in the thought of various writers, but always
retaining an Independence of each other until the New
England situation brought about a more permanent manage de
con venance. Even the writings of Knox and Rutherford
which used the idea of the covenant in both political and
theological contexts and employed Old Testament examples in
support of both, never do so in a way that leaves one
entirely dependent on the other. It was this independent
development which allowed the analo3-ous situation in
Puritan England where those who held to covenantal
theological views in relation to hermeneutical and
soteriological questions were on different sides of the
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fence when it came to employing the idea of covenant in a
more political role.
Pacte d'association and Pacte de gouvernement
There were two forms of social contract theory
discussed, the pacte d'association and the pacte de
gouvernement. According to LW. Gough the first of these
was the social contract proper, though historically derived
from the appearance of the latter. 4 The pacte
d'association was a theory of the genesis of organized
society, where individuals 'contracted' to live together,
surrendering some of their natural rights in order to
safeguard others. 6 The pacte de gouvernezaent was a
contract of allegiance with a chosen ruler in an already
established society in which the ruler promised protection
and good administration in return for o?iedience ind
loyalty. 6
If the term 'contract' has been criticized in a
theological context, it has fared no better as a political
theory on both historical and leai rauwis?
Historically, it Is argued that the origin of society and
government is tracable more to patriarchal structures than
to contracts, and legally it is claimed that a contract can
only be made through a pre-existent legal system,
therefore, words like 'consent' or 'duty' are preferable.
But, as has been pointed out, whatever word is used 'makes
no real difference to the theory behind the phrase or to
Its implications'. If a legal analogy is used to express
an obligation the question is whether the analogy Is itself
justifiable.
The source of medieval contract theory is generally
regarded as three-fold: Greek political thought,
especially the Politics of Aristotle, Jewish theocracy as
expressed in the Old Testament, and Justinian's Corpus of
Roman law, which, paradoxical as It may seem, made vox
populi the root from which the emperors derived their
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absolute authority. 9 Early medieval expressions of
contractual principles were probably derived chiefly from
the last two of these sources, and were to be found In the
early Teutonic kingdoms of Europe, Vlsigothic Spain, and
the Burgundian and Frankish kingdoms. In all these there
was some acknowledgement of rights and duties as being
reciprocal, and there is no evidence of hereditary
succession by divine right without reference to the assent
of the people, or of the king as being superior to, and not
bound by, the laws of the nation. 10 Mutual obligations
between king and ruled were even described as a pac turn in
one ninth-century document, with the clear statement that
if the king violated the pac turn he would be admonished, and
If he persisted, he would be prevented from doing
injustice. 11
The influence of feudalism on political theory has
also been underlined by the histories of the period.12
Carlyle stressed that the principle of almost unquestioning
'loyalty and devotion' was strong in the feudal system, but
that 'in the last resort feudal relations were contractual
relations'. 1 FIggis claimed that It was here 'the
contractual theory of government took its rise', because of
feudalism's stress on private rights backed by some general
system of law. It contained the two elements necessary to
contract theory, 'the assimilation of public to private
right, and the mutual nature of the tie between governed
and governor. 14 	Both lord and vassal were equally
obligated to maintain and obey the principles of equity and
justice contained in the law.	 The prescriptions of the
law formed the basis or obligations of a contractual
relationship.	 The idea of society governed by law with
both ruler and subject bound to obey that law owes much to
the feudal jurIsts. There is evidence that feudalism
stimulated the thought of those who incorporated
contractual terms (eg. pact urn, foedus) into their writings
in medieval times.19
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It was Church/State relations, however, in the form
of the Investiture Struggle and the Conciliar Movement,
which appear to have provided the main Impetus to the
development of contract theory. Here it Is mainly a
question of the relation of the church to the secular
government rather than to the rights of the people that is
paramount, but the principle of contract is present In the
Papal claim to be able to depose a recalcitrant secular
ruler, or of a Council to depose a tyrannical pope.
Manegold of Lautenbach (c.1030-1103) and John of
Salisbury (1120-1180) are regarded as two of the earliest
writers who distinguished between king and tyrant on the
basis of law. John in his Policraticus did not use the
term pactwn, but the principle was there even to an
emphatic defence of tyrannicide. 17
	Manegold was more
explicit in his terminology. For him a tyrant had no
claim upon the obedience of the people, because the ruler
was chosen and exalted by the people In order to defend
them from tyranny. When he himself resorted to tyranny he
had no further right to the position entrusted to him, he
had broken the pactwn which bound him to the people,
therefore they were under no further obligation to him.'9
This early idea of pacte de gouvernement in which the
king was chosen and exalted by the people and sealed by
divine approval, yet limited by the obligations of law, was
challenged in the late Middle Ages by the rise of 'antique-
modern' thought with absolute monarchies in which the will
of the king was law. 19 This led to a theoretical
consideration of the origin and nature of the state (aided
by the recovery of Aristotle's works), and to the social
contract proper - the pacte d'association - by way of
Aquinas' De Regimine Frincipum, John of Paris' Tractatus de
Potestate Regia et Papali, Engelbert of Volkersdorf's De
Ortu et Fine Romani Imperii Liber, William of Ockham's
Dialogus, Marsiglio of Padua's Defensor Pacis, and Nicholas
of Cusa's De Concordantia Catho1ica.°
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The theoretical conflict at the Council of Basel made
its contribution when an emphasis on 'the analogy with
contemporary political institutions' began to creep into
both papal and conciliar theories. 1 Eugenius 1V in his
Libellus Apolegeticus inferred that revolt against papal
monarchy threatened secular sovereignty as well. On the
conciliar side the argument developed through Cusa's work
and Rose].li's Monarchia (1433) to Escobar's Government of
Councils (1435), Segovia's Ten Propositions (1439), and
Panormitanus' Commentary on the Decretals. On the
universitas model the Council was regarded as the normal
legal superior of the pope, and could claim the right of
self assembly and determine its own membership and
procedure.	 This new view made the pope subject to the
Council not only in situations of heresy and emergency, but
in his very function as ruler. Drawing on Aristotle's
idea of a king having force large enough to overcome
individuals, but not powerful enough to subject a whole
community - which was his legal superior - to himself, the
Council established precedents which it did not have in
ecclesiastical sources for deposing rulers. Segovia
argued that this 'new exposition of popular sovereignty'
was merely applying in the church constituted principles
acknowledged in most kingdoms. In this way ecclesiastical
disputes became laboratories for secular theories of power
with far-reaching consequences.22
At the same time the universitas model of the state
was giving way to a societas concept in which the human
individual was seen as 'the microcosmus.. .in which the
macrocosmus is mirrored', 23
 and to a consequent 'populist
way of interpreting lex regia'. 24 The most significant
contribution in this respect was seven dialogues between
the philosopher and the lawyer, Patritii Romani De
Principatu. Liber Septem (1514), by the Italian jurist,
Mario Salamonio (c145O-1532).	 Salamonlo argued that the
lex regia 'was made by the will of the people'. It was a
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compact between individual citizens and the princeps was
bound to obey its terms. The people created the prince,
therefore they 'must be greater than the prince', whose
rule was based in covenants. He could never, therefore,
be a 'true overlord', but 'can only be a master of the
people who retain ultimate sovereign authority'.2
Thus, by the time of the Reformation, a two-pronged
view of contract theory had developed - the contract of
government and the fully fledged social contract. While
this development was helped by ecclesiastical disputes, it
was by and large purely political, and continued through
and beyond the Reformation. The pacte d'association tended
to predominate by the sixteenth century, but the pacte de
gouvernement was by no means displaced. Indeed on the
question of political theory the reformers can be seen to
favour the latter as in Luther's attitude to the 'godly
prince', Zwingli' s de ence ol tiag1stei't3. otto,
Calvin's relationship with the Genevan council, the
Huguenot tracts, Beza's De Haereticis a civili magistrati
puniendis (1554) and De lure Magistratuum in Subditos
(1574), and the views of the Marian exiles, the Scottish
Presbyterians and the establishment Puritans.27
On the other hand, social contract theory found its
continuity mainly through Francisco de Vitor-la's
Relectiones Theologicae, Molina's De .Tustitia et Sure
(1592), Suarez' Tractatue de Legibus ac Deo Legislatore
(1611), Althusius' Politica Methodice Digesta (1603), and
Grotius' De lure Belli ac Pads (1625),2a with possibly
some contribution from Hooker's The Laws of Ecclesiastical
Polity (1593), and of course, the New England constitution
which was the first actual expression of the social
contract in practice, unless the abortive Taborite and
Muntzer movements, and the Swiss Gemiende are considered as
such.
Following the Reformation, a more widespread use of
biblical examples and terminology naturally became evident
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within the political development since the Reformers became
heirs of both the political and theological developments of
the covenant idea. But the important thing is to
recognize that until then there was a political development
with Its own history independent of the development of
covenantal theology proper. For example, the writings of
the so-called 'Monarchomachists' and jurists of the
sixteenth century, who used the contract theory as a weapon
In the conflicts of the period, were 'confined throughout
to the political or legal sphere'.° It is arguable that
while they provided support for each other, separate
development of the political and the strictly theological
factors can continue to be identified even In New England
itself, where the idea of entering into a political
covenant was based largely on the tc'
adopted by the Independents in Old England.
Desirable as a more detailed unfolding of this
political development would be, the foregoing broad outline
must suffice in order to keep to the objective of this
research and pu.rsue the more tt1eQLoicaL Suestlons. ?iL1e
not contributing directly to the development of covenantal
theology, the political factors did, nevertheless, help to
create an atmosphere in which the idea of covenant assumed
a very Important place. Calvin especially could not fail
to be aware of it, first because of his training in law,
and secondly because he emerged from a church which was at
the centre of the medieval power struggles between church
and state and prized her Ga].lican liberties based on
conciliar arguments.
Potentia dei absoluta and Potentia dei ordinata
The nature of Augustine's controversy with Pelagius
concerning the responsibility of man with regard to his own
salvation was as old as man himself, but It did sharpen the
lines of debate for centuries to come. Where Pelagius
taught that salvation was for those who did their best,
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Augustine stressed entire dependence on the grace of God
and human inability to do anything towards salvation, and
furthermore that this grace was irresistibly vouchsafed to
those elected by God in eternity. Augustine's covenantal
thought emerged in this context and while there were
bilateral obligations in his view of the covenant, the
ability to fulfil these was the gift of God's grace to the
elect and not something fallen man could regard strictly as
his own.
Thomas Aquinas, however, unhappy with Lombard's
teaching on saving charitas as solely the result of a
direct work of the Holy Spirit and not a created habit in
man, 3
 adopted the view of an infused habit of grace in
man, as the means by which he could exercise obedience to
God.	 This grace was not forma substantialis but forma
accidentalis in man's soul.	 While only accidentally
present this habit of grace was, nevertheless, actually
some part of man's soul and could be regarded as his own.
Thomas, however, did believe strongly in the necessity of
the grace of the Holy Spirit in relation to the new law',
or the gospel - 'No one has ever had the grace of the Holy
Spirit except by faith in Christ. . . by faith in Christ man
belongs to the New Covenant'. 	 He described the covenant
(testamentum) as 'an arrangement about an inheritance
(dispositlo hereditatis)..new by reason of the time it was
actually established, but. . . eternal because God had
ordained it from all eternity and also because the
inheritance for which it makes arrangement is an eternal
one' .
Thomas divided the old law and the new, which 'doubly
accommodates different stages of development'. The old
law, distinguished by ceremonial, judicial and moral
precepts, 'clearly set forth the obligations of natural
law', and bore witness to Christ, pointing and predisposing
man to him. 9	The new law was not essentially different
from the old because both come from one God and had the
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same end in view. 'The unity of faith in the two
covenants attests to the unity of the end,' said Thomas.
The differences were only a question of what was between
perfection and imperfection. 40
 Consequently, while the
new law was not set before man in the same way as the old,
'at all times there have been men who belonged to the New
Covenant'. 4
 Men under the old covenant had the grace of
the Holy Spirit, and therefore belonged to the new law and
'were justified only by faith in Christ, who is the Author
of the New Covenant'. 2
 Furthermore, the substance of the
new covenant was contained in the old and the observance of
the old law was not abolished by the new, 'except in regard
to ceremonial practices.... The entire body of moral
precepts had to remain in the New Law, because they are
intrinsically implied in virtuous action'.43
The big question raised by Thomas was how, or on what
grounds, grace could be received. In discussing God's
power, Thomas distinguished between God's 'absolute power'
(potentia absoluta), by which he could do anything that lay
within power as such, and his 'ordinate power' (potentia
or'dLnata), by which he did what 'He foresaw that He would
do and pre-ordained to do'. 44
	The Nominalist theologians
took up this distinction in discussing the question of
grace.	 Dims Scotus (c. 1265-1308) before them provided the
lead in his desire to protect the absolute freedom of God's
will and power in salvation.
	 God could accept anyone he
pleased irrespective of whether they had the inf used habit
of grace in order to make them acceptable. The habit of
grace, therefore, was 'not absolutely valid in itself',
although it was contained in the potentia ordinata or the
manner of working by which God had freely chosen to act and
to which he had committed himself in relation to creation,
that is, a covenantal relationship.4&
This covenantal relationship was twofold. In
addition to the covenant of' salvation made with those in
the church and which Included all in a state of grace
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whether before or after Christ, there was also a covenant
of creation made with all mankind and especially ratified
in the promises made to Adam and Noah. In both of these
God committed himself to act in dependable, defined ways,
consistent with his will and nature. 	 In one he promised
to uphold the universe and its governing laws even though
it was contingent by nature and marred by sinfulness. In
the other he pledged to uphold the way of salvation which
he had appointed even though it too was in the realm of
contingent things and sinful man was basically unacceptable
to him.	 The idea of covenant therefore lay at the root of
the nominalist view of divine action. While God acted
voluntarily and freely according to his own will, he never
acted arbitrarily or despotically, but always consistently,
wisely, and dependably. And, 'both of these Nominalist
covenants are instituted by God from above', and were not
to 'be equated with that early form of social contract
theory' found in other medieval writers.46
Peter Auriole (c.1280-1322), an active Thomist,
provided opposition to this soteriological view by
insisting that a man's own habit of carltas was the reason
for his acceptance by God, but the Nominalists, notably
William of Ockham, Jean Gerson, Pierre D'Ailly, Gregory of
Rimini, Robert Holcot, Thomas Bradwardine and Gabriel Biel,
developed Scotus' position with some variations.'-7 Under
the concept of' potentla del absoluta they followed the
Augustinian tradition of the sovereignty of the divine will
and predestination, while the potentla del ordinata was the
self-imposed laws or order established by God for conveying
grace.	 It was of a contingent nature, or a doctrine of
secondary causes.4e
But in seeking to relate these basic predestinarian
and covenantal concepts the Nominalists did not all follow
the Augustinian emphasis on unmerited grace. While
claiming that salvation depended ultimately on the will of
God, and did not require a habit of grace as a prior
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condition, Ockham, nevertheless, insisted that under the
potentla del ordinata man by his natural ability (ex puns
naturalibus) could perform acceptable works, which, while
not meriting salvation, could merit the grace preparatory
to salvation; hence the well-known nominalist phrase
Facientibus quod in se est Deus non denegat gratiam (God
will not deny grace to those who do what is in them. ie.
their best), 49 and the distinction between meritum de
condigno and meritum de congruo. Condign merit was God's
acceptance according to strict Justice of the fully
meritorious acts of a mn who was already in a state of
grace.	 In other words a man could earn more grace once he
had received grace. But what about the initial grace?
Could that be merited? The answer was, Yes! and No! God
would reward de congruo the efforts of the natural man with
an infusion of grace, not, (as Biel in particular stressed
contra Rimini), according to strict justice, but solely on
the grounds of God's goodness and mercy, as expressed in
his promise or covenant engagement.9°
It was this 'semi-merit' or 'semi-Pelagianism' which
was attacked by the conservative Augustinian wing among the
nominalist theologians. Bradwardine (contra Holcut) and
Rimini (contra Biel) stood by the Augustinian view of
original sin and predestination, and rejected the notion of
any human merit in the reception of grace. 6' It was the
same objection which Luther was to make against the
scholastic theologians and which was so hotly defended by
Erasmus. 62 But while Luther rejected the Idea of merited
grace bound up in nominalist covenantal theology, he was
too much of a biblical theologian to throw out the baby
with the bath water. The idea of covenant was retained in
his writings. 63 It was the 'subversion of grace' In
nominalism that Luther objected to, and rather than seeing
pactum as an essential part of meritum, he regarded it as
opposed to it throughout.64
Attention has also been drawn to the use of the
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covenant in medieval mystical theology, especially in the
works of Johannes Tauler, Jean Gerson and Johannes von
Staupitz.	 Just how far this differs from its use in
nominalism is uncertain. Oberman concluded that through
Gerson and Biel there was a 'marriage of mysticism and
nominalism', both generally concerned with conformity to
the revealed will of God, that is, what God has ordained to
do. Ozment, however, maintained that there was no true
mysticism until the potentla ordinata was transcended.
Nominalists, he said, confined themselves to time and
history, whereas 'mystics... look to an eternal covenant
behind historical covenants, to the generation before
creation in t1me',
	 constituting 'a common sense science
of a presently active potentla del absoluta' or what might
be called 'a potentia hominis absoluta'. 6° Ozment saw 'a
natural covenant' in Tauler's theology in which God was
ontologically committed to the gemuete of the soul, which
always 'recognizes itself as God in God', even though it
was created. 69
 In describing man's return to his pre-
creation origin in the being of God, Tauler, because of his
failure to separate the being of God and the being of man,
remained ambiguous about whether the initiative in the
order of salvation was divine or human.6°
In Staupitz's theology the mystical union of Christ
and his people was more deserving of the term 'covenant'.
He spoke of the consummation of 'the contract between
Christ and his Church'. 61
	In this union the believer was
so incorporated into Christ that 'Christ is I'. This
relationship had its origin in the eternal grace of
predestination which committed God to the salvation of the
elect through Christ, and from which flowed the call to
faith and the justification of the sinner. Christ, he
said, was 'put under obligation to save the elect'. 62
 The
law, whether the law of nature, the law of Moses, or the
law of Christ according to the letter, he held to be
burdensome indeed, but the justified man was made alive
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'through faith active in love', so that what was burdensome
became pleasing. Beyond natural works which were extra
fidem Christi, the justified man was enabled to perform
other works, 'works informed by faith that is alive and
active In love'.	 In this way 'he loves God above all
things and his neighbour according to the 1aw'.6
Oberman was right to say that Staupitz's view was
'the unilateral covenant, which God made with the elect, a
Covenant of Grace, because it provided for the work of
justification', 64
 but he should not have Inf erred that it
was thereby non-bilateral, since he went on to speak of
Staupitz's 'emphasis on faith in Christ as the only
condition for salvation. S6
 What was unilateral in
initiation was bilateral In application, providing one
keeps in mind that the fulfilling of the condition of
faith/love/obedience was also the gift of grace inwrought
by God.
Summary
The Idea of covenant, then, was far from absent in
the thought of medieval 'forerunners' of the Reformation.
Given the sources from which they worked this was to be
expected.	 The idea had specific sociological,
governmental, hermeneutical and soteriological uses. It
Is difficult, however, to pinpoint direct links between
this medieval use of the covenant and that of the
Reformers.	 Yet It Is clear that the latter were familiar
with the thought and writings of the former. 	 A good
example Is Calvin's attack on the nominalist concept of the
potentia del absoluta divorced from law and justice: 'I
detest the doctrine of the Sorbonne, for which the papal
theologians applaud themselves, that invents for God an
absolute power (Fr. so as to be beyond law). For it is
easier to divorce the light of the sun from Its heat, or
for that matter its heat from fire, than to separate God's
power from His righteousness.... For to make God beyond law
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is to rob Him of the greatest part of His glory, for it
destroys His rectitude and His righteousness. Not that
God Is subject to law, except In so far as he himself is
law' .
Wendel absolved Scotus from the position attacked
here by Calvin, but NcNeill pointed out that It was
affirmed by Ockham and Biel. It can be said that
Calvin's knowledge of the scholastics was largely manifest
In criticisms rather than through specific parallels that
can be drawn, though Wendel and Reuter have endeavoured,
not without justification, to draw a line of continuity
from Augustine via Scotus, Gregory of Rimini and John Major
to CalvIn. 6 McGrath cautiously indicated that any
inferences regarding the Influence of later medieval
theology on Calvin must be 'provisional and tentative', but
he did consider the relation of the young Calvin to the
schola Augustiniana moderna, exemplified by Gregory of
Rimini, as a potentially fruitful area for further
research. 7° Understandeb1j, Cal cds's mait. cctticism. was
that all scholastics were of the Pelaglan species due to
their teaching of facere quod in se est, and their idea of
'accepting grace' in justification.71
Significantly, however, It Is with respect to the
idea of covenant that 'we find one of the few places where
Calvin consciously accepts scholastic concepts', while at
the same time drawing a different conclusion as to the
ability of man to fulfil in his own strength any part of
the covenant. 72
	This emerged when Calvin discussed the
promises of the law In relation to the gospel. Calvin
agreed that observance of the righteousness of the law
'considered in itself, is the way of eternal life; and.. .is
capable of bringing salvation to us'. 7
 The scholastics,
he said, agreed that the works of the law performed by
fallen man could not merit salvation by their own Intrinsic
worth, but were only accepted by God because of the




was only from this covenant that any reward was owed to
works. God esteemed them to be of worth only out of his
own liberality and kindness.
In his Commentary on Galatians, Calvin said: 'Paul
took into account what was certainly true, that, except by
a covenant with God, no reward Is due to works. Admitting
then that the law justifies, yet before the law man could
not merit salvation by works, because there was no
covenant. All that I am now affirming is granted by the
scholastic theologians: for they maintain that works are
meritorious to salvation, not by their intrinsic worth, but
by the acceptance of God (to use their own phrase), and on
the ground of a covenant. Consequently, where there is no
divine covenant, no declaration of acceptance is found, -
no work will be available for justification.'74
While Calvin agreed with the scholastics on the basic
idea of acceptance only through the covenant, the
difference was that the scholastics still regarded these
works as meritorious of grace leading to justification.
Calvin emphasized that no one could earn anything according
the the promise of the law unless he fulfilled perfectly
the condition of perfect righteousness. He explained:
'The Sophists. . . did not observe how far those works, which
they meant to be meritorious, were from fulfilling the
condition of the promises unless preceded by justification
resting on faith alone, and by forgiveness of sins, through
which even good works must be cleansed of spots'.75
Medieval thought assumes Importance as 'a pervasive
presence' in Calvin's theology, as attested by his numerous
references to the 'Sophists', 'Papists', 'Sorbonnists' and
'Scholastics' - all terms which he used interchangably.76
While mainly critical of their concepts, the above passages
show that Calvin was still able to adopt a discriminatory
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Covenant in the Early Reformers
Whatever element of continuity there was between the
sixteenth-century Reformers and their medieval forerunners,
it remains that the central factor in the Reformation of
religion that took place was a return to the Scriptures.
Systematic study of the Bible, especially of the Old
Testament, had been long neglected. Renewed interest in
the exposition of Scripture, would have found it difficult
indeed to miss the place given to the covenant as one of
its great unifying themes. As George Marsden put it, 'The
covenant doctrine was emphasized primarily because it was
discovered to be a central biblical concept. It was. .. one
more instance of the Protestant recovery of biblical
teaching. That this is the case is supported by the fact
that the covenant doctrine began to appear in numerous
places almost as soon as the Reformation had begun'. 1 It
Is on some of these places that attention must now be
focused.
Martin Luther
'Luther is primarily to be seen as an Augustinian
reared In a nominalistic climate of thought. . . carried on
the waves of the rising tide of humanism', to creatively
reshape traditional thought in the Reformation. 2 Educated
at Erfurt by Bielites, the early Luther in his Dictata
super Psalterium (1513-1515) retained the nominalist
concept of the facere quod in se est, and while he filled
Biel's covenantal view with the Augustlnian concept of
promissio, the meritum de congruo still appeared. 4 But
if the idea of preparation for grace was still strong In
the Dictate, at the same time the whole question of law and
gospel and the Old Testament and New was being raised by
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his adoption of a spiritus/litera 'hermeneutical divide',
which tended to direct the emphasis to grace rather than
works of preparation, and enabled Luther to find grace in
the lex vetus as well as in the new.5
A real break with the idea of preparation for grace,
either de congruo or de condigno was evident in a theses
disputed on 25 September, 1516,6 and with the moral
implications of the facere quad in se est doctrine in his
lectures on Paul's Epistle to the Romans (Nov.1515-
Sept. 1516). Here he rather inconsistently tried to
distinguish between this doctrine and the Pelagian errors
(Pelagiaorro,çi^ in it. He wanted to hold the concept
but reject the errors, which he now regarded as having
subverted the church ('Inde enim tota ecciesia pene
subversa est')7
The following year, Luther rejected completely the
nonilnalist concepts in his Disputatio contra scholasticam
theologl/am (1517) in favour of the Augustinian view that
anything related to man's own moral powers could not be a
disposition to grace, but only indisposition, rebellion and
ignorance. Preparation for grace could only come from
God's eternal election and predestination, and not from
man's rational powers or from Aristotelian logic. 8 For
Luther, human reason was now effectively subordinated to
Scripture.
Luther used pact urn and foedus when speaking of an
alliance between nations, 9 but used testamentum, pactuJn,
foedus and promissio interchangeably when referring to
God's covenant with his people.'° There is no Indication
of any unilateral/bilateral distinction on linguistic
grounds, since he stressed the Importance of obligations In
the testarnenturn as well as with pacturn. Even God's
servants (ie. the elect remnant) could violate the covenant
and suffer outwardly.11
Again, In his lectures on the Epistle to the Hebrews
(1517-1518),	 Luther followed Chrysostom's four-fold
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description of testameritwn, the third of which is: 'A
testament has precise conditions laid down which are
binding on the testator and the benef1ciaries'.' These
obligations were to observe the Lord's supper, preach the
gospel, struggle against sin, keep the commandment to love
one another, and all the other precepts bearing on
persecution, love and peace given by Christ in John 12-18.
This would fulfil the typology of the Old Testament which
enabled the people to continue as 'worthy possessors of the
good things of the promised landl.13
A similar emphasis is found in Luther's Sermon on
Baptism (1519), where of the recipient he said, 'God has
made a covenant with him to forgive him all his sins, if
only he will fight against theni even until death'.'4
Again, in a Sermon on the New Testament he stressed the
responsibility to believe and exercise faith in the
testament und zusagen.
	 Abraham would not have received
anything if he had not believed. 	 Abraham's faith had to
be exercised, but it was, however, the gift of grace.&
In his Commentary on Galatians (1519), Luther used
both pacturn and testamentum concerning God's covenant in
Christ, but here he employed Jerome's distinction of a
pacturn relating to the living and a testamentu.m relating to
death. 'So', he said, 'Jesus Christ, the immortal God,
made a pacturn, and at the same time a testamen turn, because
of his future mortality: since he is God and man at the
same time, so he made a pactum and a testamen turn at the
same time'.' 6	 The same distinction occurs in De
Captivtate Babylonica ecclesiae praeludium (1520). Here
Luther used all terms synonomously, when he spoke of the
'pacturn, foedus, testamen turn domini', which appeared so
frequently in Scripture. 17
A bilateral stress, then, is clearly evident in
Luther's view of the covenant. It is, however, to be
expected that in controversy with his Roman antagonists
over the place of merit and works in salvation that his
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main emphasis would be on grace and the unilateral aspect
of the covenant. This is what is found. Indeed, so
passionate was Luther's concern to preach justification
through grace by faith alone, that we discover him coming
almost to the borderland of antinomlanism. Luther's
'hermeneutical divide' began to take on a clear-cut Old
Testament/New Testament, law/gospel distinction, with the
letter/spirit categories falling into the same divisions,
rather than overlapping them.	 Luther began to divide
Scripture into commandments and promises. 	 The promises
bestowed what the commandments demanded in the
prescriptions of the law. God gave both the commandments
and the fulfillment of them, and the promises belonged
entirely to the New Testament.
With typical vigour Luther practically dismissed
Moses and the law for the Christian: 'Moses is dead. His
rule is ended when Christ came. 	 He is of no further
service.' 19 Luther, consequently, restricted himself to a
twofold use of the law: one civil, and the other
theological; one to restrain behaviour in society, and
the other to reveal sin.
	 That was the limit of the law
(hique resistit lex).°	 And Luther claimed that this
twofold distinction had been unknown for centuries. 	 Only
Augustine had known of it to some extent. 1
	Any failure
to maintain this rigid distinction, Luther regarded as a
defection from the gospel.	 Even his fellow reformers came
in for heavy handling in this respect. He accused those
who 'profit from the gospel with us' (presumably Zwingli),
of not understanding the correct use of the law, as well as
the Anabaptists, the New Arians, the Spiritualists and
Papists.
But in spite of this strong insistence on a rigid
law/gospel dichotomy, there is evidence that the later
Luther still wanted to retain a place for the law in the
Christian life. In the face of the antinominian spirit
manifest during the Peasants' Revolt and the later
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Antinomian Disputations, Luther pointed to a via media,
which he called the royal road (regla via). While still
firmly denying that the law had power to justify in any
sense, he also denied that the liberty of the gospel
absolved men from all responsibility to the law. We must
travel a road between 'those who want to be justified by
the law, on the one hand, and those who want to be
completely free of the law on the other'. 23
 Luther now
admitted that there was a place for keeping the
commandments in the Christian life, but that it was only
possible through grace.24
In discussing the sin that still clings to the
believer, Luther entered the qualification that 'we are
free from the law, so long as we walk in the SpiritI.2&
In The Liberty of a Christian Man, he had already granted
that good works, while not contributing to justification,
were an essential part of the individual Christian life.2
This trend was most marked in Luther's writings
during the antinomi.an controversy in which the duplex usus
legis was only referred to once. 2 Luther distinctly
differentiated between the preaching of the law to the
1mph and to the phi. 28 In relation to the former it had
a condemnatory role, but for those already justified
through the redemption of Christ it assumed hortatory
significance as a means of directing and exhorting the
Christian towards what is good (sed ut horte tar ad
bonuin. 29	 Ebling admitted that the law '4uires a
homiletic and pastoral relevance' here. He insisted,
however, that this did not mean a different usus legis, but
indicated rather 'a distinction in the execution of the
preaching of the law within the usus theologicus'.3°
Luther may have declined explicitly to employ a tertius
usus legis category, but Ebling's distinction appears a
shade too fine to account for the shift from a position
where Moses was of 'no further service' to one where he
became an exhorter in Christian good.
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Luther himself attempted to explain this continued
use of the law on the basis of lex naturalis, which he
equated with the commandments of Moses. Thus, in
Predigten tiber dos 2 Buch Mose, he said that he kept the
commandments of Moses, not because Moses gave them, but
because they had been implanted in him by nature. lie
distinguished between the moral commandments which are by
nature, and other ceremonial commandments which are not,
and concluded that he was not bound by Moses' commandments
'except insofar as they are implanted in everyone by nature
and written in everyone's heart'. 31 He then indicated
that while the ceremonial law was abolished with the coming
of Christ, the ten commandments could not be because they
are the measure of sin even when not verbally known.32
In this way, Luther, in his Lectures on Genesis
(1535f), came to view the law as an integral part of the
Edenic arrangement. Man's original righteousness was part
of his nature, and when that became corrupted through the
temptation and fall in Eden, it was the equivalent of
violating the entire decalogue (serum of fert ruinam seu
violationem totius Decal ogi). 33 Our first parents sinned
against both tables of the law, against God himself, and
against his word. 3' And it was that sante law, which they
had forgotten, which convicted their consciences before God
when they were reminded of it.
Johannes Oecolampadlus (1482-1531)
Amandus Polanus, at the turn of the sixteenth
century, claimed that 'the earliest reference to the
covenant in Reformed theology' was to be found in the works
of Oecolampadius. 35 This reference was to Oecolampadius'
In Iesaiam Prophetam Ilypomneina ton, hoc est Commentariorum,
first published in Basel, 1525, but originally expounded in
lectures from the spring of 1523 to the summer of 1524.
From the letters published in Staehelin's edition of
his works, we learn that Oecolampadius had a wide variety
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of contacts during the early years of the Reformation,
Including Erasmus from 1517, Capito from March 1518,
Reuchlin in 1518, Melanchthon from July 1519, and Luther
from June 1523.36	 The question of Oecolampadius'
dependence upon Zwlngli with respect to covenant thought is
J L
still a matter of des4-der&t-wn.	 His correspondence with
the Zurich reformer opened In December 1522, but before
that, in a report on his preaching sent to Kasper Hedlo
(June 1522), he had already spoken of the promises of the
gospel relative to the sacraments as 'pledges' of grace in
a covenantal sense. 39 Even as early as June 1521, in his
Sermo de sacramento Eucharistiae, he referred to 'the sense
of our covenant' (mens nostr 'e.foederis) In this respect.4°
But It is in his Commentary on Isaiah that
Oecolampadius discussed the idea of covenant most fully,
and a careful reading shows two areas of tension or
balance, according to how one looks at them. One Is the
presentation of the covenant as God's promise and also as a
conditional arrangement. The other is the manner in which
he spelt out the differences between the old covenant and
the new, but at the same time underlined the basic unity
and similarities of the covenants. And throughout his
writings Oecolampadius used pactum, foedus and testamentun2
interchangeably.41
Trinterud claimed that Oecolampadius' view of the
covenant contained 'the entire law-contract structure', and
that to be blessed of God man must keep the covenant by
obeying the law that was written in his heart at creation
and expounded in the Bible.
	
Therefore, said Trinterud, it
was entirely bilateral and contractual. 42	Baker cate-
gorically denied this! With reference to Oecolampadius,
he concluded: 'Nowhere did he clearly state the bilateral
nature of a covenant... He spoke of no conditions in
connection with that promise.. .it was an Augustinian notion
of unilateral testament'.
On the second of the areas mentioned above, Baker was
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Just as adamant. He could see only two distinct and
separate covenants in the law and the gospel.
Oecolampadius, he said, 'saw neither the unity of the
Testaments nor the unity of the testament. . . It was not
until the early summer of 1526 that he began to equate the
people of God in the Old and New Testaments', that is,
after Zwingli and Bullinger had published their views on
the matter.
Oecolampadius certainly saw the covenant as God's
promise, in the way that the rainbow was 'a covenant of
peace' to Noah. And he gave to his covenantal thought a
very strong Christological context. 44 In what can only be
regarded as a foreshadowing of the later covenant of
redemption idea, Oeclampadius spoke of God's covenant with
his people in Christ as based on a 'pactwn cum filio s3a'.
Just as God entered into a covenant with his Son, so
according to his larger promises (ampllores promisslones),
there will be an everlasting covenant (foedus sempiternu.m
made with his people. 4 This eternal covenant with the
elect was fulfilled in Christ and confirmed by his blood,
binding God's people to himself.46
Oecolainpadius also stressed that this covenant was
wrought in the hearts of God's people through the agency of
the Holy Spirit. In a phrase reminiscent of Staupitz, he
went on to say that this internal work of the Spirit
produced 'faith that works by love'. 47
	Thus, lex
charitatis and lex spiritus were one and the same. While
contrasted with the external precepts of the Old Testament,
this 'faith that works by love' nevertheless fulfilled the
commandment to love God and neighbour and so fulfilled the
moral law given at Sinai. 	 Christ did not destroy this
law. He fulfilled It. While the Old Testament cere-
monial laws and signs were abolished, the law of love
continued because this was from the beginning.48
It was in this spiritual application of the covenant
to the believer that the conditional element emerged.
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Those tb whom the Spirit brought this 'new law' were to
exercise that faith as the apostle Paul did at his
conversion, and turn away from their sin to take hold upon
God's covenant. 9
 For Oecolampadius the law still had an
important place in the believers s life, not as an
antecedent condition of salvation, but as a consequent
condition of new life.
This conditional aspect was reinforced by
Oecolampadius' references to the possibility of men
violating the covenant with God that was entered through
baptism.	 But Oecolampadius was careful, like later
covenantal theologians, 	 to point out that these
'conditiones foederis' were also promised in the covenant.
They were contained in the promise of God to his servants.
The faith that laid hold upon the covenant, and the love
and good works which it manifested were not by human
initiative, but by the enabling of the divine Spirit (sed
Spiritu suo). 5' This was exactly what was discovered in
Usher, Ball and the Westminster Confession of Faith, and it
is just not possible to interpret this promise of
fulfillment and divine enabling in a way that buries the
reality of the bilateral aspect of the covenant.
On the second issue mentioned above, Oecolampadius
did outline differences between the old covenant and the
new. He referred to a 'two-fold covenant' characterized
by what is old and new, what is carnal and spiritual, what
is external and internal, what is perfect and imperfect.63
Baker interpreted this to mean two, distinct, entirely
separate covenants, corresponding to law and gospel.
But If by this differentiation, Oecolampadlus meant that
the essence of the covenant of Christ and that of Abraham
and Moses was different in substance without any
correspondence whatever, how could he say in the same work
that the eternal covenant in Christ which wrote the law of
love In the hearts of God's people is a continuation of the
Abrahamic covenant?	 Oecolampadius made It clear that he
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was referring to one eternal covenant with diversity of
administration and manifestation at different times in
history.55
There is too much unity stressed in all of
Oecolampadius' works to sustain Baker's interpretation.
For example, Oecolampadius said that both aspects of the
twofold covenant went back to Adam. 56 He also claimed
that the tetragraminaton, or the revelation of God's name,
was given under the covenant, and that he remained the same
God to his people under both the Old Testament and the
New. Again, he declared that it was the same covenant
that was entered by circumcision in the Old Testament that
was entered by baptism in the New, 56
 and that the church
which incorporated New Testament believers was the same
church that had incorporated 'Abraham, Abel, Enoch, NoH,
Mose, et alii'.59
Allied to these references is the evidence already
cited regarding the antiquity of the 'law of love' and the
eternal nature of the covenant. 50
 Oecolampadius had
clearly grasped the idea of the unity of the covenant in
his early lectures. It does not follow that because he
only used the idea against the Anabaptists after Zwingli
did so in his Taufbuchlein (May 1525), that Oecolampadius
had no previous idea of the concept. 61
 Certainly the
covenantal unity of the Testaments was more strongly stated
in his later works, due to the Anabaptist controversy, but
it was also clearly stated in his earlier works.
lIuldr'ych Zwlngli (1484-1531)
All scholars are agreed as to the importance of
Zwingli in the development of reformed covenantal
thought. 6	There is, however, wide diversity of opinion
as to just what his role was. At one extreme, LB.
Torrance suggested that 'Zwingli was probably the first of
the reformers to use the covenant concept In theology in
1526 in the defence of infant baptism'.
	 But Zwingli had
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used the idea of the covenant long before 1526, and it is
much more correct to say that his covenantal thinking 'was
developed in a context other than the defence of inf ant
baptism'. 64 It was Schrenk and his followers who were
responsible for the view that covenantal thought was first
suggested to Zwingli by his Anabaptist opponents. 68
 But
even Lowell Zuck, who studied sympathetically the
importance of the covenant in the Anabaptist revolution,
remained non-committal on this question. In one place he
said that covenantal theology 'arose as a defence by
Zwingli and his associates against the radical covenant
doctrines of their opponents, the Anabaptists,66 but
conceding a lack of conclusive evidence, he went on to add,
'It is quite possible, however, that Zwingli himself may
have introduced the appeal to the covenant into the
argument' 67
Anabaptist views of the covenant developed along
three main lines. The first concerned the Individual's
relationship with Christ which was established In
conversion and viewed as entering into a covenant, with
strong emphasis on the Inner witness of the Spirit as
evidence of genuine conversion and of divine election.68
Secondly, the more radical of the Anabaptists who looked
for the Inauguration of an eschatologlcal kingdom of God on
earth saw this in terms of faithfulness to the covenant.69
The Munster debacle was the chief manifestation of this
view, when the term 'comrades of the covenant' came into
vogue. °
But the most important of the Anabaptist views on the
covenant was in relation to the church. It was this issue
and not baptism which really initiated the Anabaptist
movement and eventually provoked the split with the
Reformers. Curiously though, some of ZwIngli's early
views are regarded as the Inspiration behind the Anabaptist
church view." Their first demand was for a church freed
from the state and characterized by discipline, Imitation
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of Christ, ethical separation and exclusive sacramental
practice. These are the basic hallmarks of the early
Anabaptist church view which came to be viewed in
covenantal terms. 72
 It must be seen as the forerunner of
the later seventeenth-century church covenant notion of the
Independents.
The baptism question was an extension of the
Anabaptist church view. The church for the Anabaptist was
a community of adult believers constituted on a voluntary
basis.	 Infants could not enter into a voluntary
agreement, and lacking faith, they were, therefore,
excluded from the sacraments. 	 Baptism came to be regarded
as only for those who showed evidence of true personal
faith and grace. 74	The Anabaptist view of salvation
history placed a sharp distinction between the Old
Testament and the New.	 The Old was interpreted
allegorically; the New brought spiritual reality.
Consequently, there was a radical discontinuity between the
covenant in the Old Testament and the new covenant in
Christ. There could be no correspondence between Old
Testament circumcision and New Testament baptism. 76 It is
important, however, to indicate that due to the diversity
of groups labelled Anabaptists, not all so-called held to
the general position outlined above. For example, Casper
Schwenckfeld (1490-1561), a Silesian aristocrat and one of
the so-called spiritualist Anabaptists, in controversy with
Pilgram Marpeck (d.1556), leader of the southern German
Anebaptists, refused to accept this Old Testament/New
Testament dichotomy on covenantal grounds, Insisting that
the Old Testament saints were 'Christians' with essentially
the same faith as those In the New.76
All these developments In Anabaptist covenantal
thought came after ZwIngli's earliest use of the covenant
concept which can be traced, at least In emb5yonic form,
to the spring and summer of 1522. Cottrell has usefully
gathered together some of the early writings from Von
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Er4lLesen und Fr'eiheit der' Speisen (April 16, 1522) to Ad
Mat thaeum Alberum de COena dorninica epistola (Nov. 1524) In
order to illustrate this early development. Cottrell
criticised Walton for exaggeration of Zwlngli's use of the
covenant particularly In Eine freund.Ziche Bitte und
Ermahnung an die Eidgenossen (Jul. 13,	 1522) and
Apolegeticus Archeteles (Aug.22-23, 1522). Walton saw
the Zurichers - 'the people of the new covenant' - as
standing in the same covenantal relationship with God as
Israel of old, and the use of the Idea of the covenant as
marking the difference between Zwingll's understanding of
'the Gospel's place in the church and that of Bishop
Hugo'. 8°	 Cottrell's criticism here must be tempered by
Locher's insistence that the biblical idea of covenant was
in Zwingli's thought 'from the beginning'. 8' This was
clearly illustrated in the Suppllcatio...ad R.D. liu&onem,
Episcopum Constantiansem (Jul.2, 1522), where Zwingli used
specific covenantal 	 terminology in comparing the
relationship of Israel to the church of God: 'Since
therefore, as we have said, God, as of old he used to warn
Israel time and again by the mouth of his prophets, now
deigns in our day to illumine us with his Gospel, in order
to renew his covenant which cannot be annulled' • 82
The unity and continuity of the gospel in both
Testaments was strongly stressed by Zwingli in his early
writings, while at the same time he distinguished the
discontinuous	 elements	 such	 as	 'ceremonials	 and
prescriptions'. In Amqa et Pia Paraenesis he indicated
that Adam, Abel, Enoch, Abraham, Moses and David were also
partakers of the gospel, and in Apolegeticus Archeteles he
spoke of the ceremonial and Judicial aspects of the lex
vetus being abrogated. 8
	By the following year, Zwlngli's
covenantal thought became more clear. Discussing the
sacrifice of Christ in his Commentary on the Sixty-seven
Articles (Jul.14, 1523), he said, 'Testainentum, pactwn and
foedus are commonly used one for another in scripture;
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testamen turn, however, is used more frequently, and it
means, as we signify here, an inherited legacy. None the
less it also stands for foed,e and pac such as men make
for the sake of peace between themselves; as when we speak
of old testament, new testament: for we understand that
the pacturn which God once made with the patriarchs or with
following generations, with the whole world through
Christ' .
Zwingli then went on to explain that the covenant
between God and men was always associated with blood
sacrifices, and when Christ confirmed the eternal covenant,
he did so with his own blood. The covenant, he stressed,
was in the death of Christ and the blood was the sign of
the covenant, not the covenant itself, although sometimes
'the blood' may be used with reference to the death of
Christ, and could therefore be spoken of as 'the covenant
in my blood'.	 But the main point Zwingli was making was
that the testator (Christ) had died and his eternal
testarnenturn et foedus could now be executed: 'In this way
as long as Christ has given us the covenant through grace,
we may through that become the sons and heirs of God.'BS
This passage from the Commentary is foundational in
Zwingli's covenantal thought and represents the basic
direction of later development. In the first place, while
again differentiating the old and new in certain respects,
he viewed the covenant of grace as one and eternal.	 The
covenant which was made with the patriarchs was that which
was confirmed through Christ. It has been argued that the
unity of the covenant does not emerge in Zwingli's thought
until November 1525, and that his earlier writings only
contrasted the Testaments.
	 For example, Hagen, commenting
on this very passage, inexplicably interpreted it as 'only
contrast...no unity'. 	 There is sufficient evidence in
the earlier writings to indicate otherwise.
Secondly, Zwingli, while singling out the specific
emphasis of test ament urn as legacy, made it clear that
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pactum and foedus were used interchangeably with it, and
that, biblically speaking, they all carried the same
meaning. In this passage he himself used foedus and
pactum synonomously with tetamentum even when discussing
the idea of legacy In Christ's death. 97 Zwlngli was
certainly emphasizing the unilateral provision of salvation
through the grace of God, but there is nothing to indicate
that he was of the opinion that 'testamen turn is unilateral
through and through. eO
 He said that it was the same as
foedus or pactum 'such as men make for the sake of peace
between themselves', which would indicate some bilateral
content.
It is not a question of whether Zwingli had the Roman
law usage or a Swiss Gemächd usage of test aøientuizz in
mind. It was the biblical usage that he was discussing,
and this did not mean that the legacy of salvation was
automatically paid into the beneficiary's bank account.
It had to be received, otherwise it was not a covenant but
rather the imposition of the will of one party upon another
unwilling party. It is also important to keep in mind
that in this passage Zwingli was discussing the provision
of eternal salvation through the death of Christ, and not
the means by which men came to realize and to enjoy that
salvation. For this reason we could expect an emphasis on
the unilateral side, but this does not mean, as we have
seen, that the implication of a bilateral side is non-
existent.
It can be misleading, therefore, to speak of 'shifts'
in Zwingli's covenantal thought. 9° It is much more
appropriate to see merely changes of emphases according to
the context or controversies of the time to which he was
addressing himself.	 In the baptist controversy he
emphasized the believer's covenantal pledge. Bronilley says
that 'he continually overemphasizes it'. But Bromuley
goes on to acknowledge that Zwingli also clearly indicated
that 'a covenant Is necessarily two-sided'; he never lost
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sight of the fact that 'the baptismal covenant involves a
pledge given by God as well as a pledge made by us'.9'
For example, Zwingli used interchangeably the terms
bundeszeichen which Is taken to mean God's pledge, and
pfllchtzelchen which is usually taken to refer to man's
pledge.
These Ideas were developed and their Implications
unfolded throughout ZwInglI's later writings, but meantime
the Commentary continued to stress Old Testament fulfilment
and continuity In the 'novuin testamentuni vel foedus'.92
One area where this continuity Is so very evident is In
relation to the law of God. 	 ZwInglI taught that the lex
naturae was 'nothing other than the will of God',
	 which
for ZwIngli was a manifestation of the divine character in
which God's covenant was rooted.	 This natural law was
written In human hearts by God himself, and could only be
understood by the Spirit of God. God's written
commandments were also composed wholly according to his
will, therefore the word and law of God were unchangeable
and were not to be changed or judged by man, but they were
to be his judge and to convince him of his sin. This law
was never abrogated. When the Holy Spirit worked through
his word in the life of the believer, bringing love to God,
then he would be more and more conformed to the law of God,
though never perfectly in this life. The basis of this
conformity was that the law of love was the same as the lex
naturae or the law of God.9s This also was the basis of
all civil law for Zwingli. All human righteousness and
laws ought to conform as closely as possible to the law of
God.
The same theme was further elucidated in Zwingli's De
Divina humanaque lustitia (Aug.3, 1523) and in Eine kurze
christliche Einleitung (Nov.17, 1523), where he clearly
taught the duty of the Christian with respect to the law.
For the believer the law was both renewed and abolished in
Christ.	 It was renewed because Christ who is the divine
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Lawgiver interpreted arid commanded more plainly what our
heavenly Father required. It was abolished in the sense
that no one could ever condemn the believer for
transgressing the law since Christ had fulfilled its
demands for him and purchased access for him to the Father
in heaven. 7 The Christian then had a 'two-fold salvation
from the law', first from external ceremonies and
performances, and secondly from the punishment for his
violation of the law.9
But this salvation from the law did not make the
substance of the law (ie.the moral law) superfluous in
discipleship.	 The moral law had 'everlasting validity.
While the Christian may be thankful that he was free from
the law In this double sense, he, nevertheless, needed the
'harder laws' (hertere/ gsatzten), that is, Christ's
exposition of the law in Matt. 5-7 and John 13-17, in order
to be kept on the way and to be instructed In which works
were well pleasing to God. 100 This did not mean that the
law was harder in the sense of being more imposing or harsh
and unattractive. Rather for the Christian the love of
God In his heart made the will of God desirable, so that
for him the law was gospel: 'I call everything gospel
which God demands of men or which he has revealed to them.
For anything which God displays and explains of his will
delights those who love God.	 It is therefore a good
report. Because of this I also call the law gospel. I
call It gospel rather than law, since It should be clearly
regarded by this name for the sake of the pious rather than
the Impious; and because to speak of the gospel in this way
clearly puts an end to the controversy between law and
gospel.''°' And those good works which were well pleasing
to God and Issued from the Christian's conformity to the
law of God were viewed by Zwingll as the evidence of faith.
They were described by him as 'opera fidel' since they were
the consequence of true faith.1°
The idea of the unity and continuity of the covenant
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was worked out fully in the literary war with the
Ariabaptists between 15251530.'° Zwingli had hoped that
his Commentary on True and False Religion would be
sufficient to convince the Anabaptists of the error of
their ways, but instead it provoked a detailed reply from
Balthasar Hubmaler, entitled The Christian Baptism of
Believers, which led to a series of refutations and counter
refutations.	 Zwingli produced numerous documents on the
subject of baptism, including four major works: Von der
Taufe, von der Wiedertaufe, urid der Kindertaufe (May 1525),
Antwort (iber Baithaser ffubmaiers Taufbüch.Zein (Nov. 1525),
In Catabaptistarum strophas elenchus (Jul.1527) and
Qustiones de Sacramen to Baptismi (1530). 104 The same
development found expression in Zwingli's other works as
well, especially his commentaries on Scripture.'05
Zwingli argued that the covenant (foedus, pactum,
test amen turn) made with Abraham was the same eternal
covenant that was fulfilled in Christ, and that baptism was
the sign of this covenant in the New Testament Just as
circumcision had been the sign of it In the Old
Testament.'°6
 The entire argument for infant baptism in
The Reply to Hubmaier was based on the equation that the
Christian was in the same covenant that God made with





Abraham to walk uprightly
God of Abraham's seed
Saviour promised to Abraham
Covenant signs: Circumcision
of children and adults
Teach children when able
to understand
Der Christ n tafel
God all-ufficient
Our God
We are to walk uprightly
God of our seed
Saviour sent to us
Covenant signs: Baptism
of children and adults
Teach children when able
to understand'°7
The same kind of parallelism between the Abrahamic
covenant and the covenant in. Christ was discussed In The
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Refutation of the Tricks of the Anabaptists and other
writings.' 08
	But this unity did not only reach back to
Abraham.	 The covenant was originally made with Adam and
renewed with Noah. 109 And it was the very same covenant
which was renewed and clarified with Abraham, since God
spoke more openly as the time of his Son's advent
approached. 11 ° Abraham and the Old Testament saints were
not saved by observance of the law under another covenant,
but were saved through Christ and constituted one church
with Christians today, even though they came into the
Lord's vineyard long before as part of God's elect.1''
Zwingli concluded: 'Since therefore there is only one
Immutable God and only one kind of covenant; we who believe
in Christ are under the same covenant: consequently God is
our God just as he was the God of Abraham, and we are his
people just as he was the God of the people of Israel'.''2
From the widespread use of the idea of the covenant
In Zwingli's works, it is impossible to accept the judgment
that 'it is not prominent in Zwingli'. 1 ' It is more
accurate to say that his 'statements flow into a covenant
theology of Deus noster'.'" Zwingli, of course, did not
have a prelapsarian covenant of works as portrayed in later
covenantal theology, but it must be noted that the
Implications of his teaching on the law of God,
particularly the lex naturae," 8 and his doctrine of the
representative headshIp of Adam,' could be regarded as
providing the essential ingredients for development in this
direction.
The main emphasis in ZwIngli's covenantal thought was
on the unity and continuity of the covenant. 	 While some
scholars have suggested 'shifts' or 'change of
understanding' in this respect, the evidence rather
supports the view that Zwingli early on emphasized the
diversity of the Testaments, while at the same holding on
to their unity, and later he emphasized the unity of the
one covenant of grace in Christ from Adam on, while not
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losing sight of the elements of discontinuity. 117
 Again
Zwingli's synon'mous use of covenantal terminology is of
such frequency and force as to make any distinctions on
this basis practically irrelevant. For him, foedus
carried the idea of a legacy Just as much as testamenturn,
although the latter tended to single out the idea more than
the former.	 Test amen turn, foedus and pacturn as synonmous
terms run through practically all of Zwingli's works used
in this research. 1 ' 9
	All the terms were used in relation
to all manifestations of covenant, including the marriage
covenant.'' 9 He even referred in one place to pactum and
foedusas 'variations of testamentwri.'2°
Zwingli's theology was too much rooted in Scripture
for him to lose sight of the two-sided nature of covenant.
While stressing the sovereign grace of God in the covenant
as God's pledge to his people, he also had a bilateral
leaning. It is erroneous on the one hand to say that
Zwingli viewed the covenant as 'unequivocally' a unilateral
covenant, 12' or on the other hand to say that it was
chiefly a bilateral view. 122 He recognized and maintained
both emphases. This was admirably summed up in one
passage where he clearly stressed the sovereign mercy of
God in establishing his covenant with Abraham, and yet with
equal clarity he showed that this new relationship involved
the responsibility on Abraham's part to walk uprightly
before God, carry the sign of the covenant, teach his
children the meaning of the covenant and thus fulfil the
conditions of the covenant'23
And the conditions and promises outlined in Exodus
19:5 which Zwingli referred to the covenant made with
Abraham and his descendants applied equally to all his
descendants in Christ.' 24
 These conditions have sometimes
been construed to mean that 'God, according to Zwingli,
will be our God only if "we walk wholly according to his
will"', and that the 'burden of fulfilment rests upon man'
entirely. 125	 But these conditions of covenant were not
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presented by Zwingli as meritorious conditions, but rather
as consequent conditions which were contained in the
covenant for the elect. They were the works of the law
written in hearts by God, and constituted the 'sign of
election', or the fruit of salvation, showing both love and
fear towards him. 12G These works of obedience were the
natural response of faith which was given to the elect as
the unmerited gift of God. 127
The relationship of the covenant to the elect needs
to be kept in mind in order to maintain a proper
perspective on Zwingli's thought. Locher says that it is
in relation to Zwlngli's presentation of election to
salvation that 'we recognize the root of
	 federal
theologyhhl . 12e
	For Zwingli, salvation through grace was
rooted in election129
 Since this salvation was a
covenantal salvation, there was a strong implication of the
later idea of the eternal covenant of redemption based on
the authority of divine election."30	 The covenant of
grace therefore had its springs in the elective love of God
which was according to his predetermined purpose. ' But
while this was so, Zwlngli allowed that there were those
who stood in some relationship with the covenant, who may
not be elect. For example, the children of believers,
such as Esau, who had received the sign of the covenant and
were said to be under the covenant, but who proved In later
life to be reprobate.' 32 Zuingli, however, warned against
too hasty a judgment in this respect. 	 The case of Esau
was made clear from the Scriptures, but it was impossible
to judge in the case of infants. Faith was the evidence
of election and elect infants were regarded by God as
having faith even though it was not yet be exercised.
Therefore, Zwingli advised that children were to be
regarded as elect in the covenant people of God, until the
Lord would indicate otherwise, that Is, when faithlessness
(Perfidi, ) became evldent. 133	There was, therefore, In
ZwIngli's thought a covenantal sphere within which the
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promises of the covenant were given and the covenant signs
administered, but which did not infallibly guarantee
election. Within that sphere again were the elect, who,
by the internal operation of the Spirit, entered into and
were given the grace of perserverance within the covenant
of grace proper.
Heinrich Bulllnger (1504-1575)
Heinrich Bullinger, Zwingli's successor in Zurich,
has been assigned a heady position with respect to
covenantal thought in recent research. It has been
claimed that it was the additional element of bilateral
covenant 'that made Bullinger's theory unusual, different
from the thought of any other major reformer'. Again,
that 'there were no progenitors of Bullinger's concept of
the covenant prior to the Reformation, save perhaps
Irenaeus'.	 This concept has been defined as 'the
bilateral approach within the confines of solo fide and
sola grati&.' Such a judgment was reached, of course,
only by use of a presupposed distinction between unilateral
testament and bilateral covenant, regarding these as
irreconcilable opposites so that those who were said to
have 'a theology of testament.. .had no concept of covenant
at all.1	 The evidence already surveyed makes such an
interpretive distinction very suspect indeed.
Much discussion has been devoted to the question of
Bullinger's dependence on Zwingli. It is now generally
accepted that Zwingli was 'the father of Reformed covenant
theology' and that Bullinger followed him. 13 Bullinger
himself said that Zwingll was the first in a thousand
years to understand the essence and fundamental knowledge
of God In terms of his 'one eternal covenant' (sines etfljgef,
ewigef pundt ). '
	 Baker opted for more independence and
for a more simultaneous development of ideas with Zwingli
between 1525 .-1527. 138 	 He based this, however, on two
premises both of which are questionable.	 First, that
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Bullinger 'saw the unity of' the Testaments, if not of the
covenant, as early as 1523, an understanding that Zwingli
did not reach until 1525', and secondly, that, unlike
Zwingli, Bullinger 'affirmed the bilateral nature of the
covenant'.
It has already been demonstrated that Zwingli
understood the unity as well as the diversity of the
Testaments and the covenant much earlier than 1525, and
that he also understood clearly the bilateral nature of the
covenant. Again, Baker claimed that it was Bullinger in
Von dem Touff (Nov./Dec.1525) who introduced a new facet
into covenantal theology in that 'the covenant had first
been made with Adam.' 140 	 But Zwingli had already
suggested as much in 1522. 141
 It is, however, reasonable
to maintain that because the Swiss reformers were all first
and foremost biblical scholars with some knowledge of the
Church Fathers and were involved in the kind of controversy
which they encountered, that their thought should point in
the same direction, and that if Zwingli had never written
on the covenant It would nevertheless 'have emerged as an
important theme In Reformed theology'.'42
Like Zwingli, Bulllnger stressed the unity and
continuity of both Testaments in a hermeneutical and
soteriological sense. This he began as early as Nov. 1523
In Epistola ad Rudoiphum Asper de Scrip turae negotio In a
way that was 'nearly the equivalent' of affirming the unity
of the covenant.' 42 But it was also In the context of the
Anabaptist controversy that Bulllnger really emphasized the
unity and eternity of the one covenant of grace first made
with Adam and the Old Testament fathers, with circumcision
as the sign of the covenant, following its explicit renewal
with Abraham. 144
	This first began for Bullinger in a
letter to Heinrich Simler (Nov./Dec.1525) in which be
followed the ideas already used by Zwingli In Von der Taufe
(May 1525) and Antwort (Iber Baithasar Hubmaier (Nov. 1525).
Bullinger also spoke of testamentwn as legacy and used the
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term synoi/niously with other covenanta]. terms.' 4 Also
when emphasizing the unity of the covenant he did not lose
sight of the discontinuous elements between the Old
Testament revelation and the New. 16 Nor was he blind to
the two-sided nature of the covenant.
	 While it was
established in the free mercy of God, it had obligations
for Abraham and his seed as well. 147	 The same arguments
were followed in his Antwort an Burchard (1527/152B).1
The fact that Bullinger, probably more than Zwingli,
developed his covenantal doctrine in the context of
controversial writings needs to be borne in mind, for it
can account for particular emphases. This being the case,
Bullinger would be expected, in view of the Anabaptist
bifurcation of the Testaments and increasing tendency
towards antinomianism, to stress the unity and eternity of
the covenant and its bilateral nature; and in view of
continuing Catholic hostility, to show that justification
by grace through faith alone was the way in which men were,
and always had been, reconciled with God.
While Bullinger was the first clearly to organize the
ideas of the covenant in a polemical work, De Testamento
(1534), it is possible to over concentrate on this and make
more of the covenant theme in Bullinger thanhimself made
of it. De Testamento was a short, sometimes patchy. work
and contained little more than what Bullinger had already
dealt with in his other writings. Stoute has rightly
shown that the covenant was not a dominant theme in the
Decades (1549), nor even 'a constant, although sometimes
submerged, theme', as Baker claimed, and he has also
pointed out that Bullinger's description of what he
regarded as the chief points of religion did not include
mention of the covenant. 149
	Nor was there any sermon in
the Decades specifically on the covenant. The main
treatment of it was what Bullinger called a 'short
digression' in the midst of his sermon on the ceremonial
laws of God. 1&° And in the commentaries there was no more
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weight given to the theme than due comment required, though
here incidently there was much more stress on the
unilateral nature of the covenant iSi Even in some of his
anti-Anabaptlst tracts, while he emphasized the
soteriological unity of the saints in the Old Testament and
the New, there was surprisingly little use made of
covenantal terminology. 1
 The same can be said of the
Second Helvetic Confession (1566) which was originally
written by Bullinger in 1562 for his own use and as a
testimony of the faith by which he had lived and in which
he wished to die. 1 	 But having entered this caveat, De
Testawento, nevertheless, represented a milestone in the
history of covenantal thought. In it Bullinger gathered
together and expanded in a more concise and systematic way
all the points made by Zwingli and it can be justly called
'the first extended exposition of the covenant of
grace' . 154
Bullinger began this work by defining his terminology
in a section entitled 'Nomenclatura Testamenti'.' 55 The
Greek term AtaO1xi which translated the Hebrew n'i,,
'indicates an inheritance which falls to one by a
testament'. The etymology of the Latin testamentum
revealed a two-fold usage: it meant a last will or
testament (I.e. an inheritance), or to speak and affirm
something by an oath (ie. a promise). 	 But AiaOtxq
following fl'i also meant pactuzn and foedus, that is, to
make or to enter intQ a covenant. The biblical use of
test amen turn, therefore, carried this meaning as well, and
Bullinger clearly indicated that he was using it In this
sense also. 156 At the outset then, Bullinger affirmed
both a unilateral and bilateral sense to a biblical
covenant, and that the words testamentum, pactum and foedus
were used Interchangeably. This synononious usage can be
found in practically all the writings In which Bullinger
mentioned the covenant.'
A covenant or testament, according to Bullinger,
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involved coming together In a union of friendship with the
observance of particular ceremonies and conditions. The
heirs of the covenant were recorded and the inheritance,
which became valid on the death of the testator, was
described. It was on account of man's behaviour and
weakness that God had gone along with (sequutus est) this
human way of speaking and acting in the arrangement of a
relationship. 1
	'It is in a human manner that God has
made a covenant with us,' he said. 159	Bullinger then
proceeded to use Genesis 17 as his chief illustration of
God's covenant with man.
	 He began by stressing the
unilateral mercy and grace of God In offering to covenant
with man. The impetus behind this was the pure, natural
goodness of God and human merit had no part in it.°
Bullinger wondered at the great mystery and mercy of God,
that he should condescend to join himself in covenant with
such miserable, sinful creatures.16'
Then after identifying who the covenant was with (le.
the seed of Abraham), Bullinger proceeded to discuss the
twofold conditions of the covenant. '
	 First, there were
the promises that God made in offering the covenant. In
the Old Testament these Included the material blessings of
Canaan, but even then these were but types of the greater
spiritual benefits provided, namely, 'the righteousness,
sanctification, life, redemption and salvation' which was
in Christ, and was the inheritance of those who believed in
the one, eternal covenant.' 63
	And this offer was made to
'every kind of man' (ad.. .omne genus homlnum).164
Secondly, there was the duty of man to keep the covenant
and walk before God, which Bullinger described as
'wholehearted adherence to God' and conformity of life to
God's wi1l.'	 For Bullinger, amendment of life always
followed reconciliation and forgiveness.166
The remainder of De Testamento concentrated on the
major theme Suggested by the title - the unity of God's
eternal covenant.' 6
	Bullinger concluded that what began
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with Abraham and Moses was only part of a Christianity that
was far older, going back to Adam, G9 and that the faith of
Abraham, Adam and Christ were the same'. 169
 In other
words, the people of God from Adam to Christ, and all since
Christ, were related to God through one covenant. This
was the central theme of Der alt gloub, but all the basic
arguments were to be found in De Testamento."'°
The covenant, Bullinger considered to be the scopus
of Scripture because the word basically summarized all that
was revealed of God - his unity, power, majesty, goodness
and glory - in short, his all-sufficiency. It included
everything material and spiritual that God in his grace and
goodness had provided for his people in every nation.171
This stress on the Godward aspect of the covenant needs to
be noted here. Baker, dealing with this section of De
Testamento pointed up the bilateral side, but ignored this
emphasis on the revelation of God and his will which
Bullinger regarded as the principal part of the
covenant. 17
	The same treatment was given by Baker to
.evidence from the Catechesis pro adultioribus.	 Statements
on the bilateral aspect of the covenant were quoted, while
the 'chief thing', as Bullinger called it in introducing
the subject, was ignored. The 'chief thing', Bullinger
described as the promise of the pre-eminent good of a
future life, not brought about through any merit of ours,
but by God's natural, pure grace and goodness.173
In his Commentaries, Bullinger made the same point.
On Isaiah 55:3 he regarded the sovereign mercies of God as
'the principal part of the covenant', noting that the
prophet spoke of the mercies of God and not just mercy, in
order to show the immensity of the mercy of God and the
abundant fullness of divine grace towards sinful men.174
In his Commentary on Jeremiah he declared that standing at
the head of the covenant was the revelation of God as El
Shaddai, the sovereign, all-sufficient, omnipotent,
omniscient, God of mercy, justice and wisdom, who showed
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fatherly love to man, and who alone was the author of all
good.	 It was futile, he said, to think that men could
covenant with such a God from this side.
	 All they had
were broken cisterns, and so weredependent on divine grace
and life which they did not have in themselves. This
unilateral grace which was in the covenant, providing a
propitiation for sins, was the focal point of the covenant:
'The grace of God and that special propitiation belong to
the new testament or covenant', and Bullinger explained
that it was by the same means that those in other times and
races were forgiven.175
Again in Ratio Studiorum, Bullinger described as the
first of three principal affirmations of the Christian
faith, the truth of one invisible, eternal God, who has
made (ie. 'stuck on' adgiutinatus est) one eternal covenant
with men, who worked all things in all men, and who was to
be adored only in Spirit, and worshipped only from the
heart in the way that he himself had prescribed.' 76
 To
say that Bullinger's was simply a bilateral view of
covenant is seriously to curtail the evidence.
Proceeding in De Testamento to expound the covenantal
revelation of God in Scripture, Bullinger began with the
law and interpreted the decalogue as a declaration of God's
unilateral deliverance of his people from Egypt, and as a
paraphrase of the conditions of the covenant which he
required of them.' 77 Bullinger differentiated between the
moral, ceremonial and judicial aspects of the law. 176 The
external, ceremonial and Judicial elements were necessary
for the regulating of the civil and ecclesiastical life of
Israel, but they were not the spiritual or substantial and
enduring part of the covenant, which was operative long
before they were given.' 79 In A Confession of Fayth he
referred to the ceremonies as adiaphora, whereas 'the true
concorde of the churche standeth in doctrine; In the
uniforme preaching of Christ his Gospell, and in keeping of
those rites whiche the Lorde evidently delivered and
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conunaunded' (ie. baptism and the Lord's supper)'90 The
ceremonies were added out of compassion towards an
unbelieving and unfaithful people to deter them from the
worship of heathen deities, and also to wrap up the mystery
of Christ so that it might be made known through the
mouthpiece of types.'9'
It was from these 'accidental things' (accidert1'a. .),
and not from 'the substance of the covenant itself' (ex
ipsa foederis substanti&, that the distinction between the
Old and New Testaments arose.' 92
 These 'accidents', among
which were listed, the Aaronic priesthood, legal sacrifices
of various kinds, purifications, fasting, the tabernacle
etc., were not perpetual and were totally unnecessary f or
salvation.' 83
 They were temporal concessions to the
people and purposes of the time, 'and without them the
covenant would easily continue to stand'.' 91
 Wrong use of
the law, dependence on the external elements, and the
accretions and superstitions of human minds added to the
older revelation, contrasted greatly with the fullness of
the covenant displayed in the teaching and work of Christ,
and also contributed to the Old/New distinction.
	 But the
teaching of Christ was nothing other than what had been
contained in the decalogue about faith and loving God and
neighbour.
The decalogue, therefore, remained while the
ceremonial externals and the condemnation of the law were
done away in Christ, because 'this is most certain, the ten
commandments, or any other things in the Old Testament
which taught the law of faith and love could not be
annuled'. 196 The apostle Paul's 'anti-law' argument in
his epistles (Ephesians, Galatians and Hebrews) was not
directed against the law per Se, but against those who were
trusting for salvation in the external observances of the
law and knew nothing of the spiritual substance of the
covenant.' 9"	 Consequently, these people were sheltering
under a carnal use of the law, adhering to it without
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knowledge or spirit. They abused the law not recognizing
the spiritual purpose to which the ceremonies etc. were
directed.
This same distinction between the spirit and the
letter of the law was made by Bullinger in A Confession of
Fayth and also in leremias, where he described the
spiritual interiority of the covenant in contrast with the
external aspects of the old administration. It was the
Spirit who awakened the faith (fidem excitet) through which
men were justified, and who breatheed in his love bringing
a spontaneous enthusiasm for the law of God (spontaneum
legis Dei studium). And while there was more
enlightenment, enlargement and communion since the time of
Christ, the same spirit was also given to the fathers of
old. 19
The thrust of Bullinger's argument here, supported by
references from the Fathers, 190 was that 'the old times
also had a spiritual Israel I . 191
 It was to approve the
spiritual and condemn the carnal that God continually sent
the prophets to Israel.' 92
	The spiritual Israel was In
the same church as the Christians, and the same Spirit was
in both. 19 The visible sacraments of the covenant while
differing in the administration of the Old Testament and
the New, were nevertheless visible signs of the invisible
grace (invisibilis gratiae signa visibilia) of the one
covenant. 194
This, however, was not to underestimate the
difference which the coming of Christ made. Bullinger had
already exulted in how Christ came as 'the seal and living
confirmation of the covenant. God, by assuming a true
human nature, 'attested to the ends of the earth that
mystery, that God evidently admitted men into covenant and
fellowship'. 196
 Christ not only displayed God as the
sovereign, covenanting God who provided for his people, but
he also exemplified for his people the conditions of the
covenant.	 He demonstrated in his life what those in the
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covenant agree to be, because they ought to walk as he
walked (I John 2:6)196
Since Christ came believers had a much clearer and
fuller degree of knowledge, and of the light of salvation,
now that the old figures and ceremonies and shadows were
superceded by what they signified.' 97 They had a much
clearer knowledge and exposition of the law and the will of
God.	 For those in Christ the law was the same as the
gospel and fulfilled the office of the gospel. 199
	Christ
in the Sermon on the Mount made known the true spirit of
the law in contrast to the externality of the Pharisees,'
so that it could now fulfil its proper function in showing
men their true selves In order that they might seek mercy
of God for non-performance of the the law, and also that it
might instruct them in seeking to frame their lives and
worship according to his most holy will. 	 The latter
function	 corresponded to Bullinger's tertius usus
legi s. 20° In other words, Christ exhibited both sides of
the covenant; first, the sovereign goodness and justice of
God in revealing himself in such a covenantal, saving
manner, and, secondly, in the moral and spiritual
Implications of that revelation f or those in covenant.201
The teaching of the apostles, according to Bullinger,
interpreted the eternal covenant in precisely the same
way.202
In one place in De Testamento, Bullinger related the
a1 /
covenant, albeit only inciden)Lly	 to God's eternal
predestination. This was a quotation from Oecolampadlus'
JLLere.miam Commentariorum, where Oecolampadius argued for
the unity of the eternal, spiritual covenant, even though
there were
	 diversities of administration at different
times.	 He said, 'Not only In the eternal predestination,
but also in the internal affairs of man It always was, and
continually remained, one'. 20 This quotation could be
regarded as very tenuous in seeking to relate the covenant
and predestination In Bullinger's thought, but elsewhere he
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did not hesitate to put both predestination and covenant
into his theological system. In In Omnes Apostolicas
Epistolas he described those who are in the covenant from
the time of Adam to the consummation of the ages as having
the faith of the elect of God.20d
Predestination also featured In the Second Helvetic
Confession, 206 but it was In the Decades that Bullinger
left the fullest and most systematic exposition of his
theology. Here his views on both the covenant and
predestination were clearly dealt with - the covenant in
the sixth sermon of the third decade, and predestination in
the fourth sermon of the fourth decade. The former was a
resumé of the ground covered in previous writings, showing
the sovereign, divine authorship of the covenant, the
antiquity of the covenant, and the conditions and sign of
the covenant. 206
 The covenant was made with the spiritual
seed of Abraham (and the saints before him) by 'the living,
eternal, omnipotent God, the author, conserver and governor
of all things'. 207
 Bullinger's predestinarian views were
set in the same context of the all wise providence of God,
the One who 'governs all things in accordance with his good
will, Just Judgment, excellent arrangement, by most
righteous and equal means'. 206 Consideration of God's
providence, however, was not to encourage sloth, since
means belonged to that providence for the good ordering of
life, labour and Industry and were not to be neglected.
But the godly could derive comfort from such consideration
and appreciate God's good will and care for them in every
detail of life.209
Bullinger said that the doctrine of foreknowledge and
predestination had the same consolation for the godly since
it was similar to the providence of God. He defined
predestination as 'the eternal decree of God in which he
has determined to save or destroy men; a most certain end
of life and death having been set up beforehand.
Wherefore, it is also described elsewhere as a fore-
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ordination'. 210
	Further down the page he was even more
emphatic:	 'God by his eternal and immutable counsel has
fore-ordained who ought to be saved and who ought to be
damned.	 Indeed the end, or the decree of life and death,
is concise and is clear to all the godly'. 211 Concerning
the elect, they were predestined to eternal life, and to
sonship and glory in Christ, and this 'predestination Is
not dependant on, or set in motion by any worthiness or
unworthiness of ours, but is from the pure grace and mercy
of God the Father'. Then backed up by reference to Eph.
1:4-6; Rom. 11:16; and II Tim. 1:9-10, Bullinger added:
'For they wander (ie.Intellectually) who think that those
to be saved are predestinated by God on account of merit or
good works which God foresees in them'.212
Concerning those 'predestinate to death' (de
praedestinatis ad mortem), Bullinger refrained from further
comment, simply quoting Iohn 13:18-19, and advised those
who were concerned about their election to consider the
essential evidence of election. Those predestinated to
life had conununion and fellowship with Christ through
faith, while those who were strangers from Christ were
predestinated to death and damnation. 213
	The same
evidences of election and reprobation were set out in A
Confession of Fayth: 'God bath chosen us, so that they
which are nowe ingraf fed in Christe by faithe, be also
elected, and they be reprobate or caste awales which are
without Christ'. But, like Zwlngll, Bullinger warned
against rash judgment of who were reprobate. Hope was to
be entertained for all, judgment as to who was reprobate
was to be suspended, and these things were not to be
curiously enquired into. 'Let Christ be our glasse wherein
we male behold our predestination', he exhorted.214
Bullinger, therefore, spoke of predestination to life
and to death, and in true Reformed fashion declared that
those chosen to life were drawn, called, enlightened, given
faith and enabled by grace to believe, for, he concluded,
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'all things belonging to our salvation are of divine grace,
nothing except reproach is ours'. 215
	This emphasis runs
like a refrain through Bullinger's writings. Man was
unable to do any good apart from divine grace, 'no, not so
much as to thinke any good,' he said, and repentance he
considered 'the mere gift of God, and not the worke of our
strengthe'. 21
 To say that when Bullinger referred to
opening the secrets of the heart that he was inferring 'it
is something we can do on our own', is to misread him.217
It was God by his Spirit who removed whatever would prevent
mutual friendship between man and himself, and he also
confered and increasjd hope and love in faith, so that
they may be united and joined to him in eternity.2
Saving faith was especially stressed by Bullinger as
God's work: 'that faith by which we believe Christ has
satisfied the law, and that he himself is our righteousness
and perfection, is not of our own motive or our own merits
but is being poured into us by the grace of God through the
Holy Spirit, who is given into our hearts'. 219
 In the
Second Helvetic Confession, enlightenment of mind, renewing
of will, and power to will or do any good were all
attributed to the Holy Spirit. Men were not passive in
regeneration, but 'what they do of themselves, they are
enabled to do by God' (aguntur enim a Deo, ut agant ipsi,
quod agunt).22°
Bullinger's restraint in commenting further on the
reprobate in the Decades (see above), was clearly due to
his concern to avoid questions which might confuse or
trouble 'the simpler folk' (simp1iciores).' He
frequently sought to minister to those perplexed by the
issue of predestination and election, although he always
affirmed his belief in the doctrines, 222
 Bullinger
disliked the controversy surrounding the doctrine and
sought to avoid it where possible, probably for pastoral
reasons. 223	But he probably also had in mind his
continual fear of giving fuel to those who would accuse him
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of making God the author of sjfl^2a
This was Bullinger's chief concern and the basis of
his reluctance to get er*broiled in the Bolsec affair, much
to Calvin's displeasure. 225
 Care needs to be taken with
regard to interpreting Bullinger's correspondence as a
basic disagreement with Calvin's views, He definitely
thought that Calvin's more emphatic and expanded statements
on reprobation could encourage others to make the charge
that God was the author of sin, but there was nothing in
the correspondence which directly made that charge or left
any fundamental disagreement with Calvin. 226
 Bullinger
aligned himself with Zwingli's position in De providentia,
and his own statements on predestination in the
correspondence are as unambiguous on double predestination
as those in the Decades. 22" The same concern to refute
the charge that God was the author of sin surfaced in his
letter to Traheron (3 March, 1553), but again there was no
revision of his views on predestination, election and
reprobation.226
It is inappropriate to argue that Bullinger rejected
a decree of reprobation because he affirmed that God was
not the author of sin.
	 Calvin was every bit as insistent
as Bullinger on denying this. 229
 It would be more
appropriate to interpret the Decades' sermon on sin in the
light of these clear, foundational statements of Bullinger
on providence, predestination and election, rather than
vice versa, as Baker suggests.° Bullinger did not evade
attributing all things to the providence and will of God.
He simply affirmed that in the outworking of events God was
not guilty of any evil. In replying to 'curious questions'
such as why God did not stop Adam from sinning, he merely
said, 'Those things whiche are done, are not evell in
respecte of God's Providence, will and power, but in
respect of' Sathan, and our will, whiche rebelleth againste
God's will'.2
Again, it should be observed that Bullinger's
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citation of 'Biblical passages with universalist overtones'
were always in the context of the offer and proclamation of
the gospel to the entire world. 22
 He emphasized strongly
the divine love in making the free offer of the gospel to
all without distthction, 3
 but alongside that it was the
exercising of faith in Christ which gave some indication in
time as to who was eternally elected to life and who was
not, because saving faith was 'the pure gift of God which
God alone out of his grace, gives...to his elect, through
the Holy Spirit'. 24
 It is misleading to say that f or
Bullinger, 'God's election only became binding In history
as Individuals kept the conditions of the covenant', and
more correct to say that it only became evident then.2aS
In Bullinger's thought the matter of salvation and
covenant was as much subordinated to predestination as in
ZwIngli or Calvin. Any difference was simply a matter of
Bullinger emphasizing more, for pastoral reasons, the free
offer of the gospel, and faith as the evidence of election
together with the duties of man In terms of covenantal
conditions.	 And nowhere can the latter be construed as
meritorious or antecedent conditions upon which the
covenant of grace and the salvation and favour of God
depended.	 That was sola fide, unilaterally bestowed by
God.	 Paul, said Bullinger, made this evident In the
Epistle to the Gelatians:	 'If in fact, it should be
approved, no one adds anything to the will (testament) of a
man, or takes anything away from it.
	
It is most
reasonable therefore, that no one should add or take away
anything from the covenant of God.
	 Besides, this is the
covenant which God has made inviolable, that he wills to
bestow the blessing, not on many or through many, but upon
the seed of Abraham, through One'.236
Bullinger had the distinction of being the first to
produce a theological treatise on the subject of the
covenant and to set it out clearly as the scopus of
Scripture. Nevertheless, the correspondence of his thought
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with that of Zwlngli is fairly obvious in his treatment of
the idea.	 He picked up and expanded all the points
outlined by Zwingli. 	 Like Zwingli, his main emphasis was
on the unity of the covenant and the Testaments, while
noting carefully their differences. 237
	He clearly
enunciated both the unilateral and bilateral elements in
the covenant. Certainly there was more stress in
Bullinger on the duties of man in the covenant, but this
was balanced by his repeated Insistence that the sovereign,
unilateral bestowal of grace and salvation by God was the
chief factor in the covenant. 	 There was no advocacy of
the idea of soteriological favour in response to the
fulfilment of prior obligations. 238
 Like Zwingli, too,
there was no specific doctrine of a prelapsarian covenant
of works, but here again the Implications of Bullinger's
teaching on natural law must be considered.
In In Omnes Apostolicas Epistolas Bullinger taught
that natural law was mandatory for all nations, because man
was originally created In the image of God and therefore
his law was inscribed upon his heart, teaching him his duty
with respect to the will of God. 239
 He defined natural
law as 'a rule of the conscience, in fact a regulator
introduced by God himself into the minds and hearts of men
to advise them what they ought to do and what they ought to
disregard'. 24° 	 Although sin had corrupted human nature,
some notions of religious principles, fairness and general
good remained, as Paul argued in Romans 2:14-16. For
Bullinger there were two principal points of natural law:
one was the recognition and worship of God, the other was
the preservation of association and friendship between
men. 241
	This lex naturae, therefore, corresponded to the
written law of' God in the ten commandments.242
For Bullinger, the Edenic relationship between God
and Adam was one which involved a legal relationship.
Adam was under law - not a grievous, burdensome,
unreasonable law, for it was given with respect to the
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goodness of God, and required responsive obedience and
love. 2 In addition to the law written in his heart,
Adam was given a verbal commandment. This was not imposed
in order to impinge upon man, but was given as an
opportunity for Adam to express his gratitude and obedience
to his benefactor and to show his subjection to God as the
only way to continue to live in perfect happiness and
communion with God: 'In fact, God showed him the tree as
a sign of that which was imposed by talking about the law,
certainly of his obedience to the Lord alone, as the wise
and bountiful, excellent, greatest God and Creator.'244
Adam was promised the continuance of life for obedience and
the punishment of his sin by death for disobedience. This
natural duty of obedience to God was not abolished by the
fall.	 Man still had a creative obligation to frame his
life according to the will of his Creator.
Bullinger also pointed out that the promise of life
was still attached to perfect obedience to the law. 	 If a
man could perfectly satisfy the demands of God's law he
would be justified before God. But, of course, since the
fall that was only a hypothetical proposition since It was
impossible for sinful man to fulfill the law. But Christ
fulfilled it and satisfied its demands in all points on
behalf of his people, and imputes his perfect obedience and
righteousness to them as their own when they lay hold of
him by faith. 245 Bullinger's amplification of Zwingli in
respect of natural law and the Edenic arrangement certainly
merits McCoy's description as 'the real beginning of
federalism' In Reformed theology. 6
 The only difference
between Bulllnger's position and that of later 'covenant
theologians' here Is the appellation 'covenant of works'.
One other question arjses from Bullinger's doctrine
of the covenant. In many of the works considered, the
covenant was shown to be with the elect, that is, between
the believer and God, whereas Bullinger's view of the law
as the conditions of the covenant would appear to give It a
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much wider application. Also if the sacraments were signs
of the covenant and these were for all within the visible
Christian community, it would appear that all who were
baptised were elect and in the covenant. 2 d 7 The first of
these issues is resolved when it is recognized that
Bullinger regarded the obligation of man towards God's law
as a natural one quite apart from the covenant of grace, or
the role that the law would have within that framework.
On the second issue, Bullinger nowhere categorically stated
that all within the Christian community were ipso facto
elect.	 But all such, especially the Infants of believers,
were to be regarded as such and were to be granted the sign
of the covenant on the basis of the promise of God.	 The
people of God were visibly known either by their profession
or by the promise of God. 2
 It was possible for
professions to be made hypocritically or for baptized
children to grow up to be hypocrites, thereby demonstrating
that they never were elect, but they were to be numbered in
the church until it should be otherwise revealed, for
'all that are in the church are not of the church' (non
omnes qul sunt in ecciesia sunt ecc1esi260
Bullinger understood the church in a twofold sense -
'a visible and outward church and another Invisible and
inward church. 2&l
 God's covenant was made externally
with the church, but 'belongs properly to the elect members
of God, being endued with faith and true obedience, but
does not belong to hypocrites, who are destitute of faith
and due obedience'. 262
 Bullinger therefore conceived of a
general, outward covenantal sphere Identified with the
Christian community, and within which all participated In
the benefits of the external ordinances of the church, but
within that was the covenant of grace proper, internally
effected in the lives of the elect of God, who ultimately
were known to him alone, but whose faith and manner of life
were the identifying marks of election.2&3
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152 eg. Adversus omnia Catabaptistarum prava dogmata,
(Zurich, 1535).	 In this work there is only brief use of
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the terms foedus and pact uzn in introducing a lengthy
discussion between Simon and Ioiada on infant baptism.
The covenant idea is used more in two sections of his
larger work Adversus Anabaptistas Libri VI, (Zurich, 1560),
(1561?), to argue the unity of the faith in both Testaments
in Bk.IV.117a-153b, and In relation to baptism in Bk.VI.
153 Confesslo Helv4ica PosterIor (1566),	 in Schaff,
Creeds, 3.233-306. /
154 M.W. Karlberg, 'Reformed Interpretation of the Mosaic
Covenant', WTT, 43. (1980), 11.
155 Bullinger, De Test amen to seu foedere Del unico et
aeterno. . . brevis expositlo, (Zurich, 1534), 2b-3b; cf.
Daniel... expositus Homilils LXVI, (Zurich 1565), 108a.
156 Ibid., 3b 'pepigit aut foedus iniit derivat.'
157 Decades, 121a;	 Isaia, 113b, 319b;	 leremias 187b-
18gb;	 Daniel 108a-109a;	 Adversus Omnia Catabaptistarurn
55;	 In Omnes Apostolicas Epistolas 1.370, 693-694;
Compendium Christlanae Religionis 6b-7b; Ratio Studiorum
29b-30a, 90b-91a.
158 De Testamento, 4a-4b; cf. Decades, 121a, 315b (PSoc.
2.169; 4.245).
159 IbId., 5a	 'Deus hominum more foedus nobiscum
pepigerit'; cf. Catechesis pro adul tioribus, 6b.
160 Ibid., 6a 'Deus aeternus, ipsum foedus primus
of fert, nullis ad hominum meritis adactus, sed mera et
nativa bonitate Impulsus.'
161 Ibid., 6a-7b 'Such undeserved goodness awes us to
silence'. Bullinger quotes Salustius: 'Satius esse silere
quam pa1rca dicere'. This unilateral stress is to be found
in practically all of Bullinger's works dealing with the
covenant. cf. In Omnes Apostolicas, 1.370-371; De.. ratia
Dei iustificante, (ZurIch, 1554), 5b-6a etc.
162 Ibid., llb-16a.
163 Ibid., 14a 'Atque ille idem illa ipsa haeredltas est
quae hoc Dei unico et aterno testamento credentibus legate
est.' cf. In Omnes Apostolicas, 1.386, 693-695.
164 Ibid., 14b.
165 Ipid.,	 15a-15b	 'uni	 mihi	 toto	 corde
adhaeo. . . vitam tuam per omnia ad voluntatem meam.'
166 A Confession of Fayth, (London, [1566]), 39a-40a.
167 De Testamento, 16a-52a.
168 Ibid., 47b-48a	 'Verum istis longe vetustior est
Christiana.'
169 Ibid., 50a 'fidem Abrahae, Adae et Chrlsti fuisse
eandem.'
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170 Der alt gloub, (Zurich, 1537), Eng. trs. M.
Coverdale, Writings and Translations of Myles Coverdale,
(CambrIdge, 1844), 13-83, from which translations are
taken. cf . also Compendium Christianae Religionis 2a-2b;
Isaias, 113b; Ieremias, 187a; Catechesis pro adultioribus,
7a.
171 De Testamento, 16a-17a.
172 Ibid., lib 'Deus itaque qul in hoc foedere primas
obtinet, primo fuus exponit depromitque ingenlum, qualem se
nobis praestare velit.' See Baker, op.cit., 17.
173 Catechesis pro adultioribus, 6b. See Baker, op.cit.,
137-138.
174 Isaias, 277b 'Hae inquam foederls summae. . .ut
lmmensam Del notaret misericordlam erga homines peccatores
gratlaque divinae copiam amplissimam.'
175 leremias, 13a-14a, 18a-20, 188b 'Et gratia Del et
propitatlo praeclpum illud est testamenti vel foederis
novi.'
176 Ratio Studiorum, 89aff; cf. 29b-31a.
177 De Testamento, 17b 'Quin Ipse Decalogus conditiorium
foederis veluti paraphrasls quaedam esse vldetur.'
178 Ibid., 18a-20a. The same argument Is followed in the
Decades,	 39a-39b	 (PSoc.	 209-212);	 Matthaeum
Commen tan orum,	 54b-55a;	 and Con fessi o flel vflti ca
Posterior, XII. 1-2.
179 Ibid., 29a-29b.
180 A Confession of Fayth, 55b, also 89aff.
181 De Testamento, 30a 'Christi mysterlum hisce velut
typis involueret'; cf. Decades, 139b-141a (PSoc. 252ff).
182 Ibid., 28b, 31b;
	 cf. Decades, 148a (PSoc. 2.293-
294); leremias, 187b; Ratio Studiorum, 91b-92a.
183 Ibid., 28b-29a 'non ut perpetua et unice ad salutem
necessaria.'
184 Ibid., 28b	 'sine qulbus Ipsum I oedus facile
subsisteret.'
185 Ibid., 31a-31b.
186 Adversus Anabaptistas, 129b 'Certissimum etlani est,
decem praecepta, et omnia ea qulbus In veteri Testamento
seu lege f ides et charitas docetur, nunquam abrogari
posse.' cf. also Compendium Christianae Religionis 38aff
esp. 59b-60b; Catechesis pro adultioribus, 27b-28a;
Daniel, 109a-109b; Confessio Hel vetica Posterior, XII. 4.
187 De Testamento, 32a; cf. In Omnes Apostolicas, 1.376-
379.
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188 Ibid., 'Carnale enim dicitur quod legalibus sine
scientia et spiritu adhaeret'; cf. 33b-37b.
189 A Confession of Fayth, 34b; cf. lereinias, 188a Der
alt gloub, 46 'All they that pleased God among the
Fathers, pleased him not for the letter's sake, but by
reason of the Spirit'
190 De Testamento, 26b-28a, 30b, 37b, 40b, 41b.
191 Ibid., 32b 'Proinde habuit quoque vetustas Israëlem
spiritualem.'
192 Ibid., 33a-34a; cf. 20a-21a.
193 Ibid., 34b 'Spiritus quoque idem est utrisque'; cf.
25b 'Unicum ergo testamentum est et una omnium ante et
post Christum sanctorum ecclesia'; Decades, 145b-149b
(PSoc. 2.283-300) Here Bullinger outlines in detail the
similarities and differences between the 0.1. and the N.T.
and their peoples: 'Idem certe populus, idem testamentum,
eadem ecciesia, eademque doctrina, eadem f ides, idem
spiritus, eodem spes, haer-editas et expectatio, eadem
invocatlo et eadem sacramenta' (pp.145b-146a PS 2.283).
There is an almost identical statement in Adversus
Anabaptistas, 130b-131a. The one Catholic church of Christ
in the covenant of salvation consists of 'all the saints
and the elect of God' from the whole world, including Adam,
the Patriarchs, the priesthood and thousands of other
emminent men of the Old Testament. See also Ad Galatas,
50ff; Daniel, llb-15b, 108a-109a; A Confession of Fayth,
34b-35b.
194 Ibid., 41b-44b.
195 Ibid., 21b 'Christus obsignatlo et viva confirmatio
foederis. . . Deus verum assumpsit homineni. . . toto orbi maximum
illud attestatus est mysterium, quod scilicet Deus hominem
In foedus et consortium admisit.'
196 Ibid., 23a-24a.
197 Ibid., 34b-35b.
198 Decades,	 137a (PSoc. 2.241);	 cf.	 In Omnes
Apostolicas, I.373ff.
199 De Testamento, 35b-36a; cf. Adversus Mabaptistas,
125b where Christ is described as the true interpreter of
God's law In contrast to the Pharisees.
200 Ibid., 36a-36b; cf. Decades, 136b-138a (PSoc. 2.238-
245) This is Bullinger's classic statement on the tertius
usus legis. It is a looking-glass to reveal sin, a
regulator for the life of the godly, and a repressor of the
unruly: 'Proinde hac ratione lex speculum quoddam est, in
quo contemplamur nostra corruptionem, imbeccillitatem,
impotentiam, imperfectionm, indicum nostrum, Id est Instam
nostram condemnatlonem.. Secundus usus et alterum officium
legis est docere, quid sequantur vel quid fugiant
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iustlflcati in fide per Christum, et quomodo p11 rite
colant deum. . . Tertius usus divinae legis est cohercere
petulantes, et quos nulla commovet ratio, eos iubet
supplicils constringere, ut conservetur honestas et pax
atque tranquillitas publica'; see also Ad Galatas, 38bff;
A Confession of Fayth, 30b; De Gratia dei iustificante,
55b; Adversus Anabaptistas, 126b where the 'Tertium usum
habet lex In ecclesia' Is described also in terms of
understanding exactly what Is the will of God: 'per earn
exacte voluntatem del cognoscamus'; and Der alt gloub, 43
'The law.. .is also a rule of life, informing us what we
ought to do and what we ought to leave undone.'
201 Ibid., 23b-24.a.
202 Ibid., 24a-24b.
203 Ibid., 38a-38b The full quote from Oecolampadius Is
to be found In Hierejniam 162 (second pagination; see n.51)
and reads: 'Apud Deum unum est I oedus illud aeternum, quod
pro diversitate ternporum vane disponitur. Et in
Interioribus quoque hominis semper unum fult et usque
manebit, not solum ut est in aeterna praedestinatio'.
204 In Omnes Apostolicas, 1.694;	 Decades, 14b (PSoc.
1.97-98).
205 Confessio Helvetica Posterior, X; cf. A Confession
of Fayth, 13b.
206 Decades, l2laff (PSoc. 2. 169ff).
207 Ibid., 121b 'Deus inquam vivus, eternus, omriipotens
ac sunimus rerum conditor, conservator et moderator' (PSoc.
2.170).
208 Ibid., 214b-217b quote 216a (PSoc. 3.173-184); 	 cf.
Ratio Studiorum, 92a-92b.	 Barth recognized this 	 CD,
11. 81-88.
209 Ibid., 216a-216b (PSoc. 3.181-184); 	 217a (PSoc.
3. 184).
210 Ibid., 217a 'Non minus consolatur pbs dei cultores,
doctrina de Praescientia et Praedestinatione del, quae cum
Providentia cognatlonem quandam habent. . . Praedestinatio
autem decretum del aeternum est, quo destlnavit homines vel
servare vel perdere, certissimo vit7e et mortis termino
prefixo.	 Unde et prefinitlo alipubi eadem appellatur'
(PSoc. 3.185). cf. A Confession of Fayth, 15a 'For
God.. .hath appointed an ende for every thing, even he hath
ordeined also both the beginnyng and meanes, by the whiche
he may come to the ende.'
211 Ibid., 217a 'Caeterum ab aeterno immutabili consillo
praefinlvit dei.is, qui salvari, quive damnari debeant.
Finis autem, sive decretum vitae et mortis breve est et
omnibus pus perspicuum' (PSoc. 3.186).
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212 Ibid., 217b 'Praedestinatio del nulla Irinititur aut
movetur vel dignitate vel indignitate nostra: sed ex mera
gratia et misericordla del patris, in solum respicit
Christum. . .Nam hallucinantur qul existimant praedestlnarl a
deo ad vitam saluandos propter merita vel bona opera quae
In ipsis providet deus' (PSOC. 3. 186, 187-188).
213 Ibid.
214 A Confession of Fayth, 13b, 25a;
	
cf. Con fessio
Helvetica Posterior, X.	 7
215 Decades, 218a-218b	 'Omnia enim salutis nostrae
gratiae sunt dlvinae, nthil nostrum estpraeter opprobrium'
(PSoc. 3.189-192);	 cf. 168b-169b	 (PSoc. 2.393-396);	 A
Confession of Fayth, 30b;	 and	 Confessio Helvetica
Posterior, XVI. 2,6.
216 A Confession of Fayth, 17a, 20b, 36a; cf. Con fessia
Helvetica Posterior, XIV.1-2.
217 N. Pettit, The Heart Prepared, (New Haven, 1966), 38.
218 Bulllnger, Decades, 122b 'Idem confert et auget spem
et charitatem In fide, et deo coniungi et cohaerere
possimus in aeternum' (PSoc. 2.174).
219 Ibid., 139a 'Caeteram f ides lila qua credimus
Chrlstum satisfecisse legi, et ipsum esse lustitiam et
perfectionem nostrain, neque ex natura neque ex nostris
existit meritis, sed ex gratia del infunditur per spiritum
sanctum, qui datur in corda nostra' (PSoc. 2.251).
220 Confessio Helvetica Posterior, XVI.7-8.
221 Decades, 217b (PSoc. 3.187).
222 eg.Fundamentum Firmum, (Zurich, 1563), passim.
223 Summa Christenlicher Religion, ai(v)-aiv; see Baker,
op.cit., 50.
224 Decades, 162a-164a (PSoc. 2.361-370).
225 CalvIn, 'Calvinus Farello',
	 (8 Dec. 1551) and
'Calvinus Bullingero', CR, 42.218-219, 251-254.
226 CR, 42.214-215.	 It Is more a question of emphasis
and expression. Bullinger's complaint Is that Calvin's
stronger emphasis on the will of God In relation to the
reprobate exposes him more to the charge of making God the
author of sin. Builinger did not want to stress the
exercise of the will of God, although his statements
undoubtedly imply that the reprobate were 'predestined to
death'. The controversy had pushed Calvin into emphasizing
the will of God in this respect. In Reformed theology the
question of where the divine will and human responsibility
meet always remains in tension. It is generally agreed
that the problem is resolved in God himself. Given the
revelation he has, man must acknowledge the divine will in
relation to the destinies of men, but also insist on the
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free offer of the gospel to all and that God is not the
author of sin. Unregenerate man is responsible for his own
destruction. Stressing the divine will in relation to the
reprobate, Calvin left the resolution of this problem back
in the 'secret will' of God. Bullinger, on the other hand,
felt it better not to speak too loudly of the destiny of
the reprobate In terms of the active will of God, but
rather leave that to be manifest In due course by their
rejection of the gospel. But the Important thing is that
Bullinger Is not denying the predestinating will of God in
this respect. Care needs to be taken, therefore, not to
present Bullinger's position in terms of paradox and
logical inconsistency over against Calvin's 'logically
rigorous statements'. For Calvin, just as much as f or
Bulllnger, there is a point where logic breaks down and the
resolution of apparently contradictory positions must be
accepted by faith as something that lies outside the domain
of revelation and cannot be reached by human logic and
wisdom. For example, In Concerning Of fences, Calvin stated
that it was 'as much as our capacitle could beare, and as
much as was f or our behoofe' that the Lord had revealed in
Scripture the election of some from a 'forlorne' humanity
to be redeemed to life, and all others 'ordayned before to
everlastlnge damnation'. He then warned, 'To proceed any
further if It were lawful, yet were it not expedient'
(p.46) See also C.P. Venema, 'Hethrich Bullinger's
Correspondence on Calvin's Doctrine of Predestination',
SIT, 17. (1986), 448; Calvin, Inst., 111.23.4-5. It is not
so much that 'Bullinger and Calvin differed in their
understanding of the doctrine of predestination', but
rather it is more of a difference in their understanding of
how the doctrine of predestination should be presented
(contra Venema p.45O). Venema's article is most helpful In
demonstrating both the role of the divine will and human
responsibility in Bullinger's view, although he does tend
to push the interpretation of the latter too far; eg. when
he suggests that Bullinger did not regard the number of the
elect as 'fixed and Inviolate' (p.447). 	 For the rest of
the correspondence see
	 'Bullingerus Calvino',	 (20
Feb.1552), CR, 42.289-290;	 'Calvinus Bu]llngex-o', (13
Mar.1552), Ibid., 301-305; 'Bullingerus Calvino', (n.d.)
Ibid., 510-511. In the latter Bullinger indicates that he
is happy to subcribe to what Calvin has written on the
subject. In all likllhood this is a reference to De
aeterna Dei praedestinatione, which Calvin completed in
Jan. 1552 and Is probably the work sent to Bullinger with
the March letter (see CR, 36.249-366).
227 Bullinger, 'Bullingerus Calvino', (1 Dec.1551), CR,
42.214-215; Aphorismi de praedestinatione ( 1559), CR,
42.210 'Quae dicta sane (sunt?) de praedestinatione, de
electione, et reprobatione, quae sunt actiones sanctissimae
voluntatis Del.'
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228 'Bulllngerus Traheronl', (3 Mar. 1553), CR, 42.480-490
'Praedestinatio, praeordinatio aut praefinitio lila Dei
ordinato est qua ab aeterno in certuin finem omnia, inprimis
autem hominem omnium dominum destinavit, idque sancto et
lusto suo consliio, ludiclo decretove. lam et electo Del
ab aeterno est qua quidem allos ad vitam elegit, allos ad
interitum. Electionis et praedestlnatlonis causa non est
alla quam bona et lusta Del voluntas indebite salvantis
electos, debite autem damnantis et reiicientas reprobos'
(p. 487).
229 Calvin, De aeterna predestinatione, CR, 36. 352ff
(Ried 169ff) ' quomodo Dei voluntas rerum omnlum quae in
mundo geruntur causa sit: neque tamen malorum auctor sit
Deus';	 Articuli de Praedestinatione,	 CR,	 37.714
(Theological Treatises, ed. Reid,	 179-180);	 Inst.,
111.23.2-5;	 I. 17.3-5;	 Corn. on Gen., 25:29; Corn. on John,
6.40.
230 Baker, op. ci t., 31-32;	 also Venema, op. cit., 449-
450.
231 Bulllnger, A Confession of Fayth, 19i.
232 Baker, op.cit., 33	 does not observe this. 	 See
Advers.ts Anabaptistas, 14Th, where Bullinger spoke of the
grace and Spirit of God being abundantly distributed
throughout the whole world (In nove item testamento gratia
et spiritus dei abundantius per totuzn terraruin ox-bern
distributus fuit). But this does not imply a covenant for
each and every man.	 The context shows that he is
contrasting the limitation of the old to the Jews, whereas
the new reaches out to all nations. cf. A Confession of'
Fayth, 30a; and leremias, lBBb. In his Mat thaeum
Commentariorurn, 187b Bullinger quite clearly agreed with
Jerome that the ransom which Christ gave was not for all,
but for many, le. those who believe - 'Non dixit pro
omnibus, ait, sed pro multis, Id est, pro his qui credere
voluerint.
233 Bullinger, Adversus Anabaptistas, 211b.
234 Confesslo Helvetica Posterior, XVI.2.
235 Baker, op.cit., 53.
236 Builinger, Decades, iSa 'Testamento hominis,
siquidem sit comprobatum, nemo addit aut adimit aliquid.
Aequissimus ergo est, ne quis del testamento aut addat aut
adimat aliquid. Ceterum hoc est testamentum quod sancivit
deus, quod benedictionem semini Abrahae, non in multis aut
per multos, sed per unum conferre velit' (PSoc. 1.113).
237 Ibid.,	 148a-149b (PSoc. 2.293-300); cf. leremias,
187b.
238 contra Greaves, 'OrigIns', 24-25.
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239 Bullinger, In Oiv.nes Apostolicas, 1.24; 	 Ad Romanos,
17a-19a, 40a-41a.
240 Decades, 36a 'Lex naturae est dictamen conscientae
adeoque directio quaedam ab ipso deo hominium animis et
cordibus insita, admones quid vel facient vel omitttant'
(PSoc. 1.194).
241 Ibid., 36a-36b 'Alterum, deum agnoscito et colito:
alterum, socletatem et amicitiam homines servato' (PSoc.
1.194-196).
242 Ibid., 37a	 'Lex naturae respondet legi scriptae
(decalogo)' (PSoc. 1.197); 	 cf.	 In Omnes Apostolicas,
1.373-374; Ad Romanos, 40b.
243 Ibid., 163b	 'data est ipsi a deo lex, quae quid
ageret aut quid fugeret ostenderet' (PSoc. 2.139); see
also 165a (PSoc. 2.375); 167b-168a where Adam is seen as
breaking the tenth commandment (PSoc. 2.387-388); and Der
Alt Gloub, 17.
244 Ibid., 165a-165b 'Arborem vero ei ostendit tanquam
symbolum eius, quod lege lata iniunxerat nempe obediendum
esse domino soli, utpote sapiente et benefico, optimo,
maximo deo' (PSoc. 2.375-376).
245 Ibid., 138a-139a (PSoc. 2.245-250).
246 McCoy, 'Covenant Theology of Johannes Coccelus', 61.
247 Bullinger, Decades, 355a-359b (PSoc. 4.381-401).
248 Ibid., 355b (PSoc. 4.383).
249 Ibid., 273a-276a, 355a-355b 'in ecciesia hypocritas
quoque numerari donec revelantur.' Bullinger cites Simon
Magus and Judas as examples (PSoc. 4.12-26, 382-383).
250 Ibid., 274a (PSoc. 4.16).
251 Ibid., 274a 'Ecclesiam dei aliam quldem esse
visibilem et externam, aliam vero Invisibilem et internam'
(PSoc. 4.17).
252 Ibid., 374b 'Haec testimonia oninla proprie quidem
(quod et paulo ante monul) electis del membris fide et
lusta obedientia donatis, hypocritis fide et lusta
obedientia destitutis, improprie congruunt' (PSoc.4.18-19).







John Calvin: The Unity of the Covenant
There has been much scholarly discussion as to what
constitutes the central theme in Calvin's theology. 1 The
sovereignty of God and the doctrine of predestination have
been most closely associated with the reformer in this
respect. 2	Other contenders for the honour have included
the rule of law3 and Calvin's Chrlstology.4
The truth more likely is that Calvin never
consciously attempted to make any one doctrine central In
his system. This was Göhler's opinion: 'There is no
central doctrine in the theology of Calvin; rather all his
doctrines are central in the sense that their aim is to aim
to understand independently from their several viewpoints
what is central and essential.' 5 	 Others have come to
agree with him. 6 Calvin saw the interrelatedness of
biblical doctrines and dealt with them accordingly.
Consequently, every one of the doctrines mentioned are key
themes for Calvin, and are so interwoven in his treatment
of themes that it is difficult to single any out for
individual examination without doing violence to the whole.
When, therefore, the questions are asked, Was Calvin a
predestinarian theologian? 	 Was Calvin a 'legal'
theologian? or Was Calvin an eschatological theologian?,
the answer Is both positive and negative. Negative if
thinking of any one of these Issues dominating his
theology; positive if it Is meant that these aspects are
vital, essential, ever-present factors within the entirety
of his theological work.
Was Calvin a covenantal theologian? No one has ever
seriously suggested that Calvin made the covenant the
dominating feature of his system In the manner of some
later theologians such as Coccus or Witsius, but
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interestingly, the only two major studies which appear to
have been undertaken on the subject, have demonstrated that
the covenant is a continuing and integral part of Calvin's
entire theological thought. 7 	Without it the unity of his
entire system would be seriously undermined. Both Van den
Bergh and Liliback concluded that Calvin deserved to be
designated a 'covenant theologian'.
The articles by Hoekema and Eenigenburg lend
qualified support to this contention. The former insisted
that Calvin's use of covenant was so widespread in his work
that it occupied a distinctive place in the organization of
his theology in the Institutes from 1539 onwards, and also
in his commentaries and sermons.° Eenigenburg rejected
the designation from an historical point of view, but
regarded it as having significance from an exegetical
perspective. 9 	At the opposite end of the pole a few
writers have ventured to suggest that 'covenant theology
does not appear in the writings of.. .Calvin'.'° 	 Perry
Miller saw it as a Puritan addition to Calvinism which must
have caused Calvin's ghost to shudder.'' Other writers
fit somewhere in between, practically all recognizing that
the concept of covenant, particularly the covenant of
grace, plays a more or less important role in Calvin's
work.
Certainly the Idea of covenant is very widely
dispersed throughout Calvin's writings and impinges upon
practically every area of doctrine. A glance at the
lemmatic index of the Battles and Miller Computerized
Concordance to Institutio shows that Calvin used the word
faedus no fewer that seventy-seven times and immediately
related words (foedera etc.) a further seventy-four
t1mes. 1 	 Pactum was used fifteen times, and related
words, including pactio and the homonym pacisci, twenty
times.'	 Testamentum was used twenty-nine times and
related words fifty-four times. 1 '	 To employ specific
'covenant' terminology 269 times in one work Is a
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significantly high usage, and this calculation does not
take account of words such as coniunctia (union,
association, affinity), obstringere ('to bind up', or 'lay
under an obligation'), vinculum (bond, fetter), or vincire
('to bind'), which Calvin often used synonomously ls By
no stretch of the imagination can it be agreed that 'the
covenant element In the Institutes is relatively nLtnor'.'6
The concentration of Calvin's use of these terms in
the Institutes is also worth noting. There Is relatively
little use (about 4%) in Book I which addresses itself to
the knowledge of God as Creator, while the highest
incidence (some 47%) is In Book IV where Calvin discussed
the external means of grace by which men are invited into
and maintained within the society of Christ, and
particularly the chapters relating to the sacraments of
baptism and the Lord's Supper.' 7
 Understandably the
subject of Infant baptism was important here, for Calvin
too was caught up in the Anabaptist controversy and
considered baptism as corresponding to Old Testament
circumcision.	 God's covenant with Abraham, therefore,
formed the basis of 'the anagogic relationship of the one
to the other'.'° 	 A further 32% of Calvin's covenantal
terms were reserved for Book II in which he discussed the
fall of man end how God subsequently works in the hearts of
men.' Of special significance here was his treatment of
the similarities and differences between the Old and New
Testaments, the manner in which Christ was promised and
revealed to the fathers under the law, and how that related
to those under the gospel. 2° The remaining 17% of the
terms under consideration were used in Book III in
describing the manner in which the grace of Christ was
received, and its subsequent benefits and effects.
From the foregoing, it is clear that the major
importance of the covenant for Calvin was three-fold.
First, in relation to God's dealings with men relative to
his redemptive purposes in Christ; secondly, to the
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accomplishment of that redemption through Christ, and
finally to its application in the experience of man. This
redemptive, soteriological emphasis corresponds to what is
found in other works that are usually viewed as being
within the orbit of covenantal theology within the period
covered by this research.
In the Westminster Confession of Faith the chief
mention and discussion of the covenant came precisely
within the same context as that in which Calvin placed it
In Books II and IV. It was dealt with between the
chapters on the fall of man and that on 'Christ the
Mediator', and was further elucidated in the chapters on
the law of God and the sacraments. 2 Indeed, if the use
of 'covenant' in the general doctrinal topography of these
documents was the sole criterion, there Is as much
Justification for calling the Institutes 'covenant
theology' as there is for designating the Confession as
such. Of course, the problem of definition again arises,
and anticipates such questions as: But how did Calvin use
these terms? How does his use of covenant compare or
contrast with that of his predecessors? or Is there a
covenant of works in Calvin?
The term 'covenant' has no titular place in Calvin's
work, except for a reference to 'the folk of the old
covenant', in relation to the giving of the law. 22 But
the fact that the idea was used somewhere in the discussion
of practically every area of doctrine, shows much more
Integration into his theological system as a whole than was
found In any of his predecessors. An exhaustive study of
the use and significance of the covenant In Calvin lies
beyond the scope of this work, but In the Interests of
pursuing the degree of continuity or otherwise in the
development of covenantal theology, attention will be given
to examining the areas raised in the study so far, namely,
such Interrelated topics as the unity and continuity of the
covenant In Scripture, the place of law In relation to the
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covenant, the covenant and predestination, the mutuality
and conditionality of the covenant, and the possibility of
a covenant of works in Calvin.
Before proceeding to these issues, one question of
historical significance needs to be mentioned. The
development of the idea of the covenant in the Institutes
was largely in the second edition (1539), and did not
figure greatly in the Libellus, as Calvin called it, of
1536.	 It will not do to say that Calvin was introducing
something entirely new. Benolt's reminder as to the
organic development of Institutio - ' the maturing and
expression of thought within the framework which already
existed' - Is as applicable here as elsewhere. 23 Calvin
was not introducing a new theological category, but taking
up a biblical motif best suited to develop and stress what
was already Inherent in his thinking.
The new emphasis is probably explained by the fact
that the Libellus was already begun and planned according
to the classical form of catechism while Calvin was still
quietly studying in France at the home of Dii Tillet in
Angouleme in 1534. When forced to flee at the beginning of
1535, his initial concern was to find another 'quiet hiding
place', where he could continue his studies. The
predominant atmosphere under which the writing was carried
through (It was finished in August 1535) was the Catholic
persecution of the Reformed church in France.24
Institutlo was presented as a apolegetic work to the king
of France, in the hope of helping the Protestant cause.
In addition to this external circumstance, Calvin was a
comparative newcovmer to the study of theology. His own
ref ormed pilgrimage had only recently begun. The form of
the Libellus shows that he was following the pattern of
Luther's Small Catechism of 1529, emphasizing the place of
law, faith, true and false sacraments, and Christian
liberty. 2S	 Calvin's chief concern at that time was to
produce a basic reformation document that would help to
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clarify his own position and convince his Catholic
opponents.
By the time he had completed the Libellus, however,
Calvin was busy reading the works of other Reformed
theologians, and had begun to enter into correspondence
with them. 26 At the same time the revolutionary
Anabaptist movement had become a kind of cause célèbre in
Europe following the crush of the Munster seige during the
summer of 1535.27	 Disputes with the Anabaptists as well
as with Catholic controversalists quickly came Calvin's
way. In short, from all these sources a whole new area of
problems and implications for reformed thought were
presented to Calvin's mind which he could not have had time
to ponder and incorporate in the Libellus, but which
undoubtedly contributed to the extended development of the
1539 edition. For example, reference to the Anabaptist
sect at the beginning of the new chapter 'De similitudine
ac differentia veteris et novi testamenti', which included
a developed use of the covenant, is a good indication that
his new emphasis on the covenant emerged from his
engagement with the radicals.29
The significance of the covenant in the unfolding of
the history of salvation can be said to be the chief place
ascribed to it by the early reformers. For them the one
eternal covenant of God ran through the entire history of
mankind from Adam to the present day, and while there may
have been variations of administrative detail or
'accidents', the covenant in substance was unchanging and
inviolable.	 The same historical, soteriological scope is
observable in Calvin's application of the idea.
Calvin's first mention of the covenant in the
Institutes was in this context. Observing the fact that
God was known to those in old times not only as Creator
and Ruler of all, but also as Redeemer in the person of the
Mediator, he indicated that this is what the covenant was
all about, by saying that he did not want to discuss it
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yet, but just wanted to point out that 'that covenant by
which God adopted tø himself the sons of Abraham. . . has
always separated believers from unbelieving folk, for it
was founded in Christ'. 29
 And this distinction he pushed
beyond Abraham, for just before he had said, 'There is no
doubt that Adam, Noah, Abraham and the rest of the
patriarchs. . . penetrated to the ultimate knowledge of him
(ie. as Redeemer] that in a way distinguished them from
unbelievers' 30
It was only after Calvin had laid the groundwork for
his theology of redemption by expounding the doctrines of
creation, providence and the fall of man, that he returned
to unfold the doctrine of the covenant which he had earlier
touched upon in embryonic form. 31 Arguing that all fallen
men who 'perished in the person of Adam' ought to look f or
salvation only through faith in Christ the Mediator and
that Christ was known to the Jews under the law, which was
actually given to foster the hope of salvation in Christ,
he continued, 'Now we can see clearly from what has already
been said that all men adopted by God into the company of
his people since the beginning of the world were covenanted
to him by the same law and by the bond of the same doctrine
as obtains among us.
	
It is very important to make this
point' 32
The point was Important for three affirmations within
It.	 First, concerning the relationship of covenant to
adoption.	 Calvin spoke often of 'the covenant of
adoptlon'. 33	 Secondly,	 It placed the initial
manifestation of the covenant at 'the beginning of the
world'. And thirdly, it regarded both the law and the
gospel as Integral, binding factors In the establishing of
the covenant. Its immediate importance for Calvin,
however, arose for two reasons: One because of the plain
testimonies of Scripture to the one 'rule of reverence and
piety' that God has for his people in every age, and
secondly, It was necessary to refute the heretics and
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'certain madmen' of the Anabaptist sect. He proceeded
then to look at the similarities and differences between
the covenant of old and that which God made with the New
Testament church and summarized it with an unambiguous
introductory statement: 	 'The covenant made with all the
patriarchs Is so much like ours In substance and reality
that the two are actually one and the same.
	 Yet they
differ in the mode of dispensation'.35
Against the view of Servetus that faith and
forgiveness were carnal and earthly under the law, Calvin
first argued for the unity of the covenant from the fact
that 'the hope of Immortality' to eternal salvation - not
just national blessings and happiness - was embodied in the
Old Testament. 36 The Illumination of the Word was given
to Adam, Abel, Noah and Abraham etc., and fellowship with
God was offered to them in 'the very formula of the
covenant', and these implied entrance into the kingdom of
God and brought everlasting salvation.37
Calvin continued this argument by taking examples
from the patriarchs beginning with Abraham, and from the
kings and prophets, stating that their lives were not lives
of uninterrupted material blessings and pleasures and that
their faith and hope rose above present circumstances and
difficulties to future blessedness through Christ, who was
'the pledge of the covenant'. 36
 The gift of free
salvation was received in Old Testament times in the very
same manner as in the New. To them also, as sinners, 'the
doctrine of the righteousness of faith was Imparted'.
They were justified through the free mercy of God, apart
from their own merit.	 With them also 'was made the
covenant of the gospel, the sole foundation of which is
Christ'. Calvin reasoned here from the case of Abraham,
but carefully added that what was spoken of him was shown
by the apostles 'to have been universal among the believing
folk' of the Old Testament.39
The free mercy of God apart from human merit was a
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major plank In Calvin's presentation of the unity of the
covenant.	 All men in all ages stood before God as
sinners.	 As such they could do nothing to effect their
own salvation. That stood only in the free grace of God,
which was the basis of the eternal covenant. He said, 'If
a covenant of this sort (le. Hos.2:19,23 etc.), which is
clearly the first union of us with God, depends upon God's
mercy, no basis is left for our righteousness.'40
Like Zwingli and Bullinger, then, Calvin saw the
covenant as something which had its roots back at the
beginning with our first parents. As time progressed,
God, who being a God of order, unfolded his purposes in
successive renewals and revelations of his covenant, and
with an ever increasing degree ol clarity, untIl eventually
it reached its meridian and goal in the full revelation of
Christ: 'The Lord held to this orderly plan in
administering the covenant of his mercy: as the day of full
revelation approached with the passing of time, the more he
increased each day the brightness of its manifestation.
Accordingly, at the beginning when the first promise of
salvation was given to Adam (Gen.3:15) it glowed like a
feeble spark.	 Then, as It was added to, the light grew in
fullness, breaking forth increasingly and shedding its
radiance more widely. At last - when all the clouds were
dispersed - Christ, the Sun of Righteousness, fully
illumined the whole earth.'41
Calvin added that this unfolding of the covenantal
plan opened up for him a veritable forest of material which
would require him to write a large volume on its own, but
that he must leave the discerning reader to follow the
trail that he had blazed. 42	We can only regret that
Calvin did not get around to writing such a volume, but the
importance that he attached to the topic is obvious from
this comment and in all his writings. In speaking of this
progressive revelation culminating in Christ, Calvin was
not saying that Christ was absent In the earlier unfolding
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of the history of salvation.
	
One the contrary, he dared
anyone to separate the Jews from Christ. 4 When Calvin
said in his Commentary on Galatians that 'whereas the
ceremonies sketched out an absent Christ, (while) to us he
is represented as present', he was speaking in a relative
manner as the context makes clear. 44 Christ was
inescapably present to his people from the very beginning.
Although not so fully known as to those after his coming,
he was, nevertheless, truly known.
Wendel noted this: 'The new Covenant is none other
than the reestablishment of the old covenant. . . the Christ
who is the foundation of all true religion, could not, for
that reason, be absent from the covenant with Abraham, and
therefore,	 it is he who dominates both of the
Testaments'.	 Christ was their Mediator also. 	 Calvin
reinforced this point in the Commentary on Gala tians. He
interpreted the verse 'Christ is not the Mediator of one',
as making a distinction between Jews and Gentiles in
relation to signs and ceremonies only:
	 'In external
respects, there is diversity of condition among those with
whom, through His agency God enters covenant. But Paul
asserts that God's covenant must not be assessed like this
as If it contradicted itself or varied on account of the
differences in men. As (sicuti Ie.in the same way) Christ
formerly reconciled God to the Jews in making a covenant,
so now He is the Mediator of the Gentiles.4G
Calvin then asked about the law.	 Was there not an
apparent contradiction between the law and the covenant of
grace?	 No, he explained, because those under the law in
old times had faith In Christ.	 Moses and the prophets
attested to the doctrine of faith. It was only because
the clarity of faith was not so fully manifest that the
apostle spoke of 'the time of the new covenant as the time
of faith'.	 He did this purely in a relative manner, not
absolutely.	 The patriarchs may not have travelled by the
light of the mid-day sun, but they had the light of dawn
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arid that was sufficient to show them the way.4'
In discussing the history of covenanted salvation,
Calvin, like most writers on the subject, tended to make
much of the example and experience of Abraham, presumably
because of the Pauline emphasis at this point. In Book I
he referred to 'the covenant begun with Abraham', but he
did not mean by this that it did not exist before Abraham.
He was speaking in the context of the Israelites as a
people, and how, when Moses brought God's word to Israel,
God was simply calling them back to what they already knew
lay at the roots of their calling as a nation, that is,
'the special covenant by which he distinguished the race of
Abraham from the rest of the nations'.
This was simply a fuller revelation of what had been
previously made known to Adam and Noah - the one covenant
in Christ, in which 'salvation flows from the Head to the
whole body l . d9
 The patriarchs were but part of a larger
company who both preceded and followed them, all covenanted
to God through Christ. The faithful between Adam and
Abraham were likewise part of 'that mutual society.. .who
were in possession of the covenant of life', which was
destined to embrace all nations. 50 The faith of the godly
had always rested in Christ alone.	 It was the same
covenant that the Old Testament saints knew that was
fulfilled and ratified at the coming of Christ. 51 The
covenant was to do with the everlasting kingdom that God
promised to David, otherwise because of the unfaithfulness
of some of the kings and of the people 'there would have
been no stability in the covenant'. 	 It was because of the
eternal nature of the covenant that 'the covenant would not
be Invalidated' by the apostasy of men.52
Calvin not only related the covenant to the unfolding
of salvation history In the case of Abraham, but at
practically every stage in Israel's record. Isaac and
Jacob were joined with Abraham as beneficiaries of the
promises of the Lord of the covenant. 5	Moses promulgated
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the covenant of mercy with the giving of the law. 54
 It
was to this 'principle of a freely given covenant' that
Israel was recalled again and again by the voice of the
prophets.	 It was the same covenant to which the
everlasting reference in the giving of the kingdom to David
applied. The promise to David declared that 'God would be
through the hand of Christ the deliverer of his Church; and
that his freely given covenant, whereby God had adopted his
elect would stand fast'. David was 'separated.. .to
establish the covenant made in his hand by God', and his
name became so inextricably linked with the covenant that
God was asked 'for.. .David's sake' to pardon the sin of the
people (Ps.132:1O), when the covenant rather than the man
was the basis of the intercession.5"
When God spoke once more of the covenant in David's
name in relation to the return from exile, Calvin again
emphasized the unity of the covenant: 'Nothing new is
promised f or which the Lord did not formerly enter into an
engagement with his people; but it is a renewal and
confirmation of the covenant that the Iews might not think
that the covenant of God was made void on account of the
long-continued banishment.' 58
	This was the same covenant
into which God entered with the fathers.
	 It was not
changeable or temporary, but 'firm, sure and eternal'.89
In addition to his threefold argument stressing the
unity of covenant from salvation history (le. the hope of
immortality, the free mercy of God, and the Mediatorship of
Christ), Calvin affirmed the idea of unity from the
covenantal character of the sacraments as well.	 This was
to be expected if Calvin's covenant teaching was developed
In controversy with the Anabaptists. Calvin had already
paused in demonstrating the similarity of the Testaments in
Book II of the Institutes to note the equality between
Israel and the church with respect to the signification of
the sacraments, as well as the grace of the covenant
itself.	 The same grace manifest to Jews and Christians
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was sealed with signs that were also the same in
substance.6°
It was in Book IV, however, that Calvin treated the
subject thoroughly. As with covenants, sacraments were
described as God's 'wonderful providence accomodating
himself to our capacity' in which 'he instituted. . . aids to
foster and strengthen faith'. 61
 The sacraments, however,
were not to be equated with the grace of the covenant:
'They do not bestow any grace of themselves, but announce
and tell us, and. . . ratify among us, those things given us
by divine bounty'. But the signs or seals, Calvin said
elsewhere, were in common parlance so related to the
covenanted grace that sometimes 'By the figure metonymy,
the name of covenant is transferred to circumcision, which
is so conjoined with the word, that it could not be
separated from it'. 6 	The sacraments, according to
Calvin, were 'testimonies of divine grace towards us', to
which only God himself could bear witness. 	 His classic
definition was: 	 'A sacrament is a seal by which God's
covenant, or promise, is sealed'.63
The gist of Calvin's argument concerning the unity of
covenant and sacraments is that since the efficacy of grace
and salvation was contained not in the sign or symbol, but
in the covenant itself, and this grace of salvation was the
same for all God's people in both Testaments, then the
signs or seals signified the same thing. The external
symbols may be different, but the substance remained the
same. 64
 The same faith was required to receive benefit in
the covenant.	 The same Hoiy Spirit promoted and
confirmed faith, and illumined and enabled effective
reception of covenant grace. 66
	The same Word worked in
confirming faith. 67
	The same spiritual covenant promises
were contained in the old and new sacraments.	 The same
Christ was portrayed as Saviour and Mediator of the
covenant. 69 	The same classes of people could partake of
the covenant signs. 7°	 And the same benefits
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(regeneration, forgiveness of sins, and eternal life) were
represented in both.
The problem generated by 'certain frantic spirits'
(Anabaptists) was that they confused things that differ
(le. the external signs with the substance), and separated
what otherwise belonged together. They failed to
recognize the reformed distinction between the grace of the
covenant and the sign of the covenant, when they argued
that if baptism was the same as circumcision then there
should be a certain day for baptism, and that it ought not
to be administered to women. 72 On the other hand, in
denying baptism to inf ants, they inferred that infants
could not be partakers of life in Christ because they were
incapable of exercising faith, understanding preaching and
repenting. 73	That would mean that the efficacy of grace
lay in these things rather than in the promise.
Scripture, said Calvin, furnished abundant arguments
for, and examples of, children to whom the promise was
specifically given, being partakers of the operations of
the life-giving Spirit. 74 And these children did not
simply foreshadow 'the spiritual infants of the New
Testament, who were regenerated to Immortal life by God's
Word'. They were actual heirs of the promise.75
Therefore, according to the promise, children were included
in the covenant even before they were born, so if these
'children of believers are partakers in the covenant
without the help of the understanding, there is no reason
why they should be barred from the sign merely because they
cannot swear to the provisions of the covenant'.76
Calvin did not deny the validity of adult baptism,
but that was for unbelievers who were 'reckoned as alien to
the fellowship of the covenant', and who must embrace
Christ through faith and repentance In order to gain
'access to the society of the covenant', before they could
be given the badge of the covenant. Instruction always
preceded the administration of the sign for adults who were
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formerly 'strangers to the covenant', as in the case of
Abraham himself, but for those, like Isaac, who were born
within the covenant community, Instruction In Its meaning
followed the administration of the sign." 7 God's
continued acceptance of children was attested by Christ
himself In embracing them and commending them with prayer
to the Father.	 Christ's act, Calvin argued, attested more
so than baptism 'that infants are contained within God's
covenant'. If they were not denied this testimony of
belonging to the kingdom of heaven, why should they be
denied the sign which 'opens for them a door into the
church, that adopted into it, they may be enrolled among
the heirs of the kingdom of heaven'."9
The continuity of the covenant then was a central
pillar in Calvin's dispute with the Anabaptists over
baptism. For Calvin, the covenant with Abraham continued
into the New Testament, therefore circumcision and baptism
signified the same thing.	 If infants could be circumcised
before reaching the age of understanding, then baptism
could be administered to infants also. The sign was a
confirmation or ratification of what was promised in the
covenant, that is, a sign of regeneration by the Spirit
which was to be experienced. 79
 While it was important for
the faith and comfort of the parents, and for the later
instruction of the child that this visible 'symbol of the
covenant' should not be neglected or 'despised with
impunity', yet the sign was not so tied to what it
signified as to imply baptismal regeneration or an ex opere
operato administration of grace.	 The Lord's mercy was not
automatically cut off from those prevented from receiving
the sign.°°	 But neither were all who received the sign
necessarily regenerated. This was so In the case of
Ishmael and Esau and of the Jews In New Testament times.
The covenant could be violated by those who had been
circumcised or baptised, but this did not invalidate the
promises in the covenant, or deny to their offspring the
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right of the covenant. The rebellion and stubborness of
some and their rejection by God underlined the importance
of the covenantal obligations and how pointless it was for
such to 'boast in the name of the covenant unless they keep
the law of the covenant, that is, obey the Word.al
This stress on the unity of the covenant naturally
raised an important question. If the covenant was
'actually one and the same', as Calvin said, then wherein
lay the 'oldness' of the old and the 'newness' of the new?
In discussing the sacraments, Calvin inferred that a new
manner of confirmation of the covenant tended to magnify
God's grace more in relation to the comparative limitation
of the former signs to the Iews. But his main outline
of the differences between the Testaments was given earlier
in the Institutes when he spelt out five variations of
administration in the covenant.
First, the spiritual blessings in the Old Testament
which were real and equal to those in the New, were
nevertheless symbolized by temporal blessings which
mirrored the heavenly heritage and acted as aids to the
understanding and nourishment of hope. But this 'lower
mode of training' had been laid aside and the Lord now led
his people to meditate directly upon the grace of the
future life. 4 All the earthly blessings, physical
benefits and punishments were necessary tutelage then
because the church was still in its infancy in the Old
Testament. They were never intended 'to be the final goal
of their hopes', but were simply designed to lift up their
eyes to the more glorious spiritual promises which were
available then but were now more openly displayed.
Secondly, In the Old Testament, images and ceremonies
were used as types, to make known the truth of Christ,
whereas the very substance of what was typified in the Old
was present In the New. The basic covenantal structure of
Old Testament religion did not depend on these temporary
ceremonies and observance of the Mosaic law. 	 They were
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not necessary for its survival, and though the Jews thought
otherwise, they could 'be abolished without ruining the
whole religion along with them'. Their sole function was
tutelary, merely to serve as 'an introduction to the better
hope'. The spiritual worship of God and the fundamental
matters of faith, justice and judgment were not dependant
on ceremonial worship.86
This basic covenantal structure did not change, it
merely 'became new and eternal.., after it was consecrated
and established by the blood of Christ'. The ceremonies
were 'only the accidental properties of the covenant, or
additions and appendages, and in common parlance,
accessories of it', and like scaffolding they were taken
away when the building was completed. 87 Many in the Old
Testament excelled in the knowledge of Christ which they
received through these aids (eg. the faith of Abraham or
the ministry of the prophets in the power of the Spirit),
but were still classed as children in comparison with what
was now made known.88
Calvin's third difference concerned the literal
character of the Old Testament and the spiritual nature of
the New. He took this difference from the words of Jer.
31:13-34, and the use which the apostle Paul made of them
in II Cor. 3:6_11.89 This passage is crucial to Calvin's
understanding of the covenant and it Is essential to read
it In conjunction with his more extended treatment in the
Commentary on Jeremiah.	 Calvin began by making two
hermeneutical observations. One was that Paul's
apparently opprobrious attitude when speaking of the law
was not directed against the law itself, but rather against
'some mischief makers wrongly jealous for the law' (legis
xaxóXot), and who by their zeal for ceremonies had
obscured the gospel. The second was the need to recognize
that while the law embodied many promises of mercy and
grace through Christ, when Jeremiah and Paul were
contrasting the Old and New Testaments, they were dealing
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only with the bare nature of the law: 'they...consider
nothing in the law except what properly belongs to it',
that is, it instructs in what is right and wrong, promises
rewards and threatens punishments, but it cannot change
man's sinful nature. 9° A clearer statement is found in
the Commentary on Romans: 'Although the covenant of grace
is contained in the law, yet Paul removes it from there for
in opposing the Gospel to the law he regards only what was
peculiar to the law Itself, viz. command and prohibition,
and restraining of transgressors by the threat of death.'91
In other words, the apostle and the prophet were speaking
to a situation where the law was separated from the Christ
who gave it, and when 'Christ be taken away' from the law
all that remained was 'a rule of the most perfect
doctrine' .
From this perspective then, the Old Testament was a
bare outward letter, the New was a spiritual engraving in
the heart; the Old could only bring death and the curse,
the New brought life and freedom; the Old condemned man In
unrighteousness, the New ministered righteousness bringing
mercy and Justification; the Old had weak ceremonial
attachments which had to die, while the New, having
revealed their substance, stood forever. The weakness of
the ceremonies and of the law through its violation by an
ungrateful people, was not due to any weakness in the
covenant Itself, but was due to the people who confined
themselves only to the letter of the law, and ignored the
spiritual purpose for which It was given, that is, 'by way
of comparison to commend the grace abounding, wherewith the
same Lawgiver, assuming, as It were, a new character,
honoured the preaching of the gospel'.
Calvin made clear, however that it was not to be
assumed from 'this difference between letter and spirit'
that all Jews failed in this respect. There were many who
'embraced the covenant' and were numbered with those
gathered into the church and regenerated by the Spirit.93
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Therefore, when God spoke of 'the new covenant, it is not
so called because it is contrary to the first covenant; for
God is never inconsistent with himself.. . the first covenant
was inviolable; besides he had already made his covenant
with Abraham and the law was a confirmation of that
covenant. As then the law depended on that covenant which
God made with his servant Abraham, it follows that God
could never have made a new, that is, a contrary or a
different covenant. 9d
 In the Harmony of the Gospels,
Calvin made the same point in commenting on Matt. 5:17:
'God had promised a new covenant at the coming of Christ;
but had shown at the same time that it would not be
different from the first, but rather this would be his
object - the covenant that he had originally struck with
his people would be confirmed for perpetuity'.96
In other words, God could never alter his original
purpose, which was bound up In the covenant made with
Abraham and which was the one, eternal, perpetual covenant
of grace in Christ. The law was given In conjunction with
this, therefore the law was never intended to be separated
from Christ In the way the Tews had done and elevated into
another different kind of covenant, for 'God has never made
any other covenant than that which he made formerly with
Abraham, and at length confirmed by the hand of Moses'.96
(This latter statement has sometimes been cited as evidence
that Calvin could not have conceived of a pre-lapsarian
covenant of works or a pre-temporal covenant of redemption.
But this is to take it entirely out of its context, where
Calvin was speaking about the situation of fallen man, and
merely saying that the Siniatic covenant did not differ in
kind or substance from the Abrahainic covenant, but was
rather intended to be a confirmation of it).
The 'newness' of the covenant, then, was that the law
would be united with the regenerating operation of the
Spirit in a flew way, that is, in a fully open way - 'shewn
more at large'.° The 'oldness' of the old covenant made
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with the fathers, was the bare law separated from the
confirming purpose f or which it was given and tenaciously
held without thinking 'it possible that God would add
anything to the law'. By separating the law from its
purpose, the Jews 'made void' God's covenant, and this
called for a 'new' revelation.	 The old administration had
become characterized by the 'letter'. 	 The chief
characteristic of the new was to be 'the grace of
regeneration' by the Spirit. 	 This did not mean that the
fathers lacked the grace of regeneration under the law.
That, Calvin said, would be 'quite preposterous'. They
too received that favour, but not through the law apart
from the gospel, 'It was a benefit transferred to the law
from the gospel'.99
Calvin's comparison of the law and the gospel, then,
was a letter/spirit one. But this was not a letter/spirit
distinction that identified the letter solely with the law
and the Old Testament and the spirit solely with the gospel
and the New Testament.	 Calvin was considering what
belonged to the law in itself and what was peculiar to the
gospel in itself. 10° He never separated the law from the
gospel, or said that the one had nothing to do with the
other or that they did not belong together, after the
manner of Luther. He saw that it was the right use of the
law by the fathers that had led them to regeneration
through Christ, and as he went on to explain, that same law
still had a prominent place under the new administration.
But in neither case was that the bare letter of the law.
It was rather what God referred to when he said, 'I will
put my law in their inward parts, I will write It In their
hearts', so that men would call upon God with their hearts
inclined towards him and to the keeping of his law.
This promise was in fact describing the nature of the
Spirit's regenerating work. For that in which 'God
comprehends generally the substance of his covenant. . . is
the design of the law'.lol 	 In other words, Calvin
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regarded the law united with Christ and the Spirit (In the
way that was always intended) as the gospel.	 These were
never meant to be separated. The Jews by separating them
'had shamefully mutilated the law of God, for they rejected
Its soul and snatched at the dead body of the letter.'1°2
Calvin added in another commentary: 	 'The law and the
gospel are not at variance except when men seek
Justification by the merit of works. But the fact that
salvation, even before Moses, was by free promise and
therefore called a covenant, should have made it clear that
the law was not to be considered soterlologically apart
from the promIse'.'° 	 Nj4Ssel was quite correct to say
that for Calvin, 'Christ Is the foundation of the divine
covenant to which both the Old Testament and th New bear
witness'. 104.
It was only by holding to a rigid separation of the
letter of the law from its spirit that Moses could be
irreconcilably set against Christ. But a proper
interpretation of Scripture rendered this impossible,
Calvin insisted, for although 'Christ excels Moses', Moses
was the herald and witness of Christ because 'his doctrine
also contained promises of a free salvation'. When John
said that 'the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth
came by Jesus Christ', he did not mean that there was no
grace and truth In the law. Those under the law had
received the benefits of the gospel, therefore these
benefits were In the law in an 'adventitious' manner, even
if they did not properly belong to it when considered by
itself.	 It was only when considered apart from Christ
that Moses became a bare lawgiver. 	 In the fulness of his
ministry he was Christ's witness. 105 Calvin, therefore,
would not have regarded the thunders of Sinai as being void
of any manifestation of grace, or that such would tend 'to
undermine some of the fundamental postulates of Pauline
theology'.' 05
	This position could only be maintained by
Interpreting Paul in terms of a rigid law/gospel
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separation, rather than with the letter/spirit principle
which Calvin employed.
This third difference between the Old Testament and
the New involved then a twofold use of the law - a mere
letter use which separated the law from Christ, and a
spiritual use bound up in God's covenant of salvation,
which, while not unknown in the Old Testament, was more
fully manifest in the New. Calvin interpreted Paul in the
Epistle to the Romans as expressly declaring 'that the
salvation which Christ has brought was the peculiar
privilege of the Jews by covenant, because. . . the old
covenant was in fact spiritual, although it was annexed to
earthly types'.'°7' Thus while the 'new' covenant had
respect to God's saving relationship with his people in all
ages, its 'newness' lay in the open revelation of Christ,
shed of ceremonies and types, and the fuller, clearer, more
manifest, regenerating operation of the Spirit among men.
Calvin's fourth difference was really only the
experiential extension of what he had expounded in his
third difference, that is, the comparative bondage of the
Old Testament and the freedom of the New.boe
Consideration of the mere letter of the law engendered
fear, holding men's consciences in a yoke of bondage,
whereas the gospel freed men by lifting them up to trust
and assurance. Those of old who embraced the gospel were
granted that same spirit of freedom, even though they
could have not enjoyed it to the same extent as New
Testament Christians because of obscurer knowledge, and
also because they still had the burdensome obligation of
punctiliously observing all the ceremonial attachments of
the law which were later abrogated.	 In this sense they
could still be said, by contrast, to be under bondage.
The final difference was the manner in which in Old
Testament times the covenant of grace was largely confined
to one nation, whereas in the New it was extended to all
nations 109 In Old Testament times God had set the people
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of Israel apart and 'lodged his covenant, so to speak,
within their bosom'.	 When others remained 'strangers',
Israel revelled In God's paternal attentions. 	 But God's
intention to extend his covenantal care beyond Israel was
not new.	 It was reflected in the way God even in olden
times had called some Gentiles and 'engraf ted them Into
Abraham's family'. The prophets had foretold it, but such
was the spirit of exclusiveness that had been cultivated in
Israel that even to the apostles the call to take the
gospel to the Gentiles had appeared 'so new and
strange. . . that they shrank back from it as a monstrous
thing'.''° What had been a hidden mystery - the oneness
of the church of both Jews and Gentiles with God as their
Father - was now manifest as a 'new' thing in which there
was greater confidence and familiarity than was ever known
before.	 'Believers also called God Father under the law,'
said Calvin, 'but not with such free confidence as now'.11'
The Important thing, stressed Calvin, in all these
differences was 'that God ought not to be considered
changeable merely because he accommodated diverse forms to
different ages, as he knew would be expedient for each'.
Different ways of teaching, according to the age of pupils,
did not Imply a different purpose In teaching. It was man
who had changed, and 'God has accommodated himself to man's
capacity, which Is varied and changeable'. 1 This stress
on God accommodating himself to man was foundational in
Calvin's concept of covenant, and was a measure of God's
goodness and kindness to man. That was why God engaged in
covenant with man, because 'the word covenant, was more
honour-able to the people. For when a king enjoins
anything on his people, it is called an edict; but God
deals with his own people more kindly, f or he descends and
appears in the midst of them that he may bind himself to
his people, as he binds the people to himself'. 11
	Here
in a nutshell is Calvin's view of the nature of a covenant.
Calvin's care to stress both the similarities and
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differences of the Testaments was crucial in the
development of his thought. He has since been accused of
degrading Christ 'to the position of an Interpreter of the
ancient lawgiver Moses'.'' 4 But this is to misunderstand
Calvin, who was rather exalting Christ as the eternal giver
of the law and was therefore Its best and proper
Interpreter, but more especially as the one Mediator
through whom those In both Testaments, Including Moses,
were united to God and brought to share In his promises of
salvation.'' 6
 The discussion of differences was, as Wolf
noted, not to posit two covenants, but simply to outline
the different administrative features of one, identical
covenant which existed with the fathers and was established
with New Testament believers.'' 6
 Moses and the prophets
were merely guides to show the way to Christ, because 'from
the law we may properly learn Christ If we consider that
the covenant which God made with the fathers was founded on
the Mediator'.'' 7 It Is important therefore to look more
closely at the relationship of the law to the covenant.
The covenant In Christ did not begin with his coming into
the world, since, as Calvin succinctly put it, 'Christ did
not first begin to be manifested In the gospel'.''6
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CHAPTER NINE
Covenant, Law and Grace
The importance of the law of God iii Calvin's
covenantal theology has already become evident in
discussing the unity of the covenant. The relationship of
law and gospel has always been a prominent feature of
Christian theology, but the need for Calvin to spell out
the place of the law in the Christian schema was heightened
by dual opposition. On the one side there was the
'legalism' of the Roman Church which gave to the law a
place in the doctrine of justification that was contrary to
the central reformation dogma of justification by faith
alone.	 One the other side were the Anabaptists, some of
whom expressed strong antinonilan or libertine views. 1
Basic to Calvin's understanding of the law was the
character and will of God: 'God has so depicted his
character in the law that if any man carries out in deeds
whatever is enjoined there, he will express the image of
God, as it were, in his own life.' 2 Again, 'God has
revealed his will in the law, whatever is contrary to the
law displeases hlm...sin...is rebellion against the will of
God.' 3 The covenant, likewise, upon which the law was
based and built, was founded upon the perfect immutability
of the divine nature, Calvin wrote on Psalm 98:34, and he
preached the same message in his Sermons on Deuteronomy:
'The Lawe was not only given as a rule whereby to live
well: but also grounded upon the covenant. . . it is founded
upon the everlasting covenant, from whence as from the true
fountaine therof our salvation springeth.'4
The law, therefore, taught what God was like, and
what he required of men, how their lives should be
conducted according to his will. 5 The 'perfect pattern of
righteousness' stood forth in his law. 6	This was not,
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however, to say that the character and righteousness of God
was exhaustively revealed in the law, but it was to say
that it was truly revealed. It is this distinction which
explains Calvin's presentation of a 'double righteousness'
in God as especially set forth in his Sermons on lob
(1554). This is an aspect of Calvin's doctrine of the
law which appears to have been entirely overlooked by those
who have written on the subject. 9 There is, said Calvin,
an 'infinite rightfulnes of God', which is so 'perfect and
peerlesse a thing' that in its presence even the angels are
'not deere before him'. 9	Even If a man kept perfectly
the entire law of God, he would still come far short of
that righteousness. 10
 When God gave man 'a patterne and
image of rightfulnesse in his law', this was given
according to man's ability (le. as a creature, not as a
sinner),	 'bounde	 within	 the	 measure	 of	 man's
capacitie...'1
This 'lower' righteousness, however, still reflected
truly God's will and character, and was given as 'a full
and certaine rule whereby to live well'. If men were to
do and perform It, though they would still come short of
God's 'higher' righteousness, they would be reckoned as
righteous before God in all perfection and goodness because
of his promise that 'those who do them shall live in
them'. 12	But since the fall no man has been able to come
up even to this 'lower' righteousness.	 Christ is the only
one who ever fulfilled the 'lower' righteousness which is
in the law.	 This he did for his people.	 But he did
even more. The gift of Christ's righteousness with which
he clothes sinful man answers also to the 'higher'
righteousness of God and therefore surpasses that which was
reflected in the revealed law, and even that displayed by
the angels.
For Calvin, the knowledge of the law did not come
Into being when it was recorded at Sinai: 'For all be It
that the law were not wyrtten.. .yet was this record
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ingraven in men's hearts.' 14-	 Calvin based the
constitution of the law in a natural equity which was the
same for all men. He said, 'The law of God which we call
the moral law is nothing else than a testimony of natural
law and of that conscience which God has engraved upon the
minds of men' 1	 In his Commentary on Romans, he
described this as 'the knowledge of hinIself I . 1 In fallen
man this knowledge of God as Creator was limited by reason
of sin, but it was nevertheless sufficient to convince man
of his sinfulness before God, leaving him condemned and
inexcusable. 17
Calvin defined natural law as 'that apprehension of'
the conscience which distinguishes sufficiently between
just and unjust, and which deprives men of the excuse of
ignorance, while it proves them guilty by their own
testimony'. 19
 The decalogue was given as a clearer
delineation of this natural law, which 'asserts the very
same things that are to be learned from the two Tables'.19
J.T. McNeill correctly stated that Calvin desired 'to
emphasize the normative authority of natural in relation to
positive law.
	 In all this Calvin has no notion of modern
secular interpretations of natural law.
	 It is part of the
divine endowment of the natural man'.2°
This natural law or 'lower' righteousness was known
to Adam before the fall. God graciously condescended, or
accommodated himself, to man's capacity as a creature by
establishing a relationship with him based on his will and
character, that is, his law. As Calvin put it: 'God in
his lawe applieth himself e to us, and requireth not so much
as we owe him, but according to mannes abilitie to
performe: I meane not his abilitie now that he be
corrupted: but his abilitie when he was in his perfect
soundnesse, such as Adam had before he fel. .. the state
wherin we should have continued safe and sound, if
corruption had not entered into our nature.' 21	Dowey saw
the importance of this when he warned that we must
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carefully understand that law for Calvin was 'a necessary
part of the life of man as a creature. . . lest we see in
Calvin's idea of law a legalism" which does not belong
essentially to itI.22
God's will for mankind - 'everything applicable to
the perfect rule of the good life' - was revealed in his
law. To depart from it was not just to violate a piece
of legislation, it was to depart from the Lord himself.24
Man's relationship with God before the fall was maintained
by his obedience to that rule, and In order to test man's
willingness to do God's will a specific prohibition was
imposed: 'Adam was denied the tree of knowledge of good
and evil to test his obedience and prove that he was
willingly under God's command.' 'God, from the
beginning, Imposed a law upon man, for the purpose of
maintaining the right due to himself', and threatened death
on dIsobedience.2&
From the beginning then the law of God, both
naturally and verbally expressed, was designed to govern
man's relationship with God. This was God's way of
accommodating himself, and revealing something of himself,
to his creature.	 The law was an expression of the God who
gave It. 27 Because the idea of a kind and loving
personal relationship was involved here, the purpose of the
law was not some kind of tyrannical imposition of the
divine will on man.
	 It was given for man's good. 	 Its
intention was to keep man bound close to God - 'united and
bound to his Maker'. Just as in giving the law later on
to Israel, God was graciously binding himself to his people
in order 'to bind them more and more to their
benefactor'. 26
	This was the original, positive, and
unchanging function of the law.
According to Calvin, then, the Edenic arrangement was
a 'gracious' arrangement, In which God condescended to deal
with man according to man's ability as a creature.
Bruggink Is correct at this point in saying that 'There
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is no conflict of gracious and non-gracious elements in
Calvin', but this does not imply, as Bruggink, following
T.F. Torrance, insisted, that in an unfallen state there
was no place for works in the sustenance of the imago dei.
Calvin clearly stated that the imago dei, which man was to
reflect, was expressed in the law which man as a creature
was to obey. 29
 The 'gracious' accommodation of God in
Eden was decidedly expressed in a legal manner designed to
bind and unite Adam to God. It promised implicitly to
obedience the continuance of life, that is, in loving and
serving God.
Calvin suggested that Adam's obedience would have
enabled him 'if he so willed, to attain to eternal life',
meaning, as he put it elsewhere that he would 'have passed
into heaven without death', because death was explicitly
threatened for disobedience. 3° And in promising such
blessings to man for obedience, God was in no way under any
obligation to give such to man.	 It was an expression of
his sheer goodness and liberality to make this promise or
'covenant' with man in this way. A 'legal' element in
this arrangement did not at all Imply 'a cold, contractual'
sense of relationship as opposed to a religious sense.32
The essence of law was to love and serve God with all the
soul and mind and strength. The legal factor did not make
such a relationship less religious or consign it to the
realm of 'mere mental acquiescence'. 32
 The modern trend
of contrasting Calvin's 'warm piety' with the Calvinists'
'cold legalism' reflects more a pictorial use of language
than a proper portrayal of the use of law in Reformed
theology, both in Calvin and his successors.
Calvin did not use the term 'covenant of works' in
this context, but the kind of language he did use is worth
noting: divine condescension, accommodation to man's
capacity, binding and uniting man with God, a promissory
agreement of life with legal and ethical obligations. It
might well be asked, What more Is needed to constitute a
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covenant of works arrangement? 	 Certainly Calvin had no
scruples about referring to the continuing validity of this
arrangement in covenantal terms: 'Since then it pleased
God to descend so far as to promise life to men if they
kept his law, they ought to accept this offer as springing
from his liberality.	 There is no absurdity, then, if men
do live, that is, if they deserve eternal life according to
agreement'.	 Indeed Calvin went so far as to equate this
with the situation before 'man's declension' or fall, as he
proceeded to explain:	 'God... treats according to an
agreement, and so there is a mutual obligation between
himself and his people. No one will surely deny that God
here exhibits a specimen of his mercy when he deigns thus
familiarly to make a covenant with man.'
Encountering some imaginary objector who might say
that this is all in vain, and that it would make God's
promise of no effect since no one is now able to keep the
law, Calvin continued, 'I confess it, but man's declension
cannot as I have said, abolish the glory of God's goodness,
since that always remains fixed, and God still acts
liberally in being willing thus to enter into covenant with
his people.. . God then put forth a remarkable proof of his
goodness in promising life to all who kept his law: and
this will remain perfect and entire'. In other words
the gracious arrangement of life as the promise f or keeping
the law given before man's declension, still stood and it
was reaffirmed in the giving of the law. According to
Calvin 'man's declension is accidental', and calls for the
recovery of life through the saving grace of Christ, which
otherwise would not have been needed if man had kept the
law.	 For, said Calvin, 'if anyone keeps the law, it will
follow that he has no need of the grace of Christ'.4
It may be objected that this passage from the
Commentary on Ezekiel only applied to the Siniatic
arrangement and not to Eden. But it has already been
pointed out that Calvin regarded the Siniatic law as
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precisely the same as that which governed Adam's
relationship with God in Eden. The denial of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil was just a single commandment
reflecting Adam's obligation to the entire moral law. And
that 'legal' arrangement In which there was a promise of
life f or obedience and a threat of' death for disobedience
continued and was not to be treated as an absurdity simply
because it was now 'far above human capacIty'. 5
 And the
reason It was not to be viewed as absurd was because such
an arrangement expressed the unchanging character and will
of God, and because 'the gospel. ..did not bring forward a
different way of salvation. 	 Rather, it confirmed and
satisfied whatever the law had promised'.36
When Calvin compared 'the covenant of the law' and
'the covenant of the gospel', his comparison did not
reflect a different way of salvation from the perspective
of God's righteousness and character. 37
	The way of
salvation was still perfect obedience to his law.
	
The
difference lay only in the question of who rendered the
obedience necessary to satisfy the law. While man's
obedience was no longer sufficient to Justify him before
God, the essential covenant of the law remained an integral
part of the covenant of grace which provided Justification
through Christ's obedience and death alone. 	 (This will be
considered more fully later.> Any contrast or change in
the covenant was only in the shadows, images and
ceremonies, the appendages or 'accidental properties of the
covenant', which, while simply the means of administering
the covenant, had come to bear the name 'covenant'
themselves. This 'covenant' was done away, but the
essence of the true covenant as a gracious, legal
arrangement mar38
This kind of arrangement corresponded to that which
was made with Adam, except that before the fall it was
effectual through Adam's obedience, whereas after the fall
it was effectual only through Christ's obedience on behalf
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of his people.	 It corresponded also with that arrangement
made with the patriarchs before Sinai. Abraham was
justified not just simply because 'he laid hold on a single
word, respecting the offspring to be brought forth', said
Calvin, but because his faith borrowed a righteousness from
elsewhere, of which he himself, like all fallen men, was
destitute. He was justified because he 'obtained
righteousness in the sight of God, and that by imputation'.
That righteousness was the righteousness of faith and could
not be ascribed to Abraham's obedience to the covenant of
the law. Nevertheless what Abraham borrowed was related
to, and satisfied the requirements of the law, because
Abraham's circumcision was 'put as the earnest and symbol'
of the covenant of the law.9
In other words, Calvin was saying that the covenant
of the law, while not fully verbalized until the time of
Moses and not entirely fulfilled until the time of Christ,
was still an integral part of the covenant of grace made
with Abraham. It is impossible to oppose grace to law
absolutely in Calvin's thought without distorting it, and
this is nowhere more true than with reference to the pre-
fall situation.	 Adam stood in a 'gracious' relationship
with God, but a law was imposed upon him to regulate that
relationship. If this was not so then there could have
been no real fall, and no place for the kind of recovering
grace, consistent with the law of God, that was manifest
in the redemption purchased through Christ.40
The fall of man did not change the character or will
of God.	 God's nature and will, said Calvin, Is 'single
and simple', 'one and undivided.' 4' That will was
revealed in the law, therefore it remained unchanged.
Calvin did, of course, speak of God's 'hidden will' or
'secret counsels', which are as 'a deep abyss' and beyond
the comprehension of man. 42
 With respect to the destinies
of men, the effects of God's secret choice may be
eventually manifest, but the reasons behind his choice
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remained concealed. 	 This did not, however, imply a
double will In God, but 'to suit our infirmity, the will of
God Is set before us as double'.' Calvin was simply
saying that exhaustive knowledge of God's will lay beyond
the capacity of man in the arcanum Del conslilum, and that
where men cannot relate the statements concerning what is
hidden with what has been revealed, then they must resort
to the reverent adoration of the apostle Paul: '0 the
depth... ' That was why Calvin could make what he
acknowledged to be an apparently paradoxical statement In
this context: 'The will of God is the cause of all things
that happen in the world; and yet God Is not the author of
evil.' For Calvin this twin affirmation was something
clear from what God had revealed to be true about himself
in Scripture, but how this could be remained a secret In
the counsels of God that were not to be pried into by
man.
The moral law, therefore, remained, after the fall,
as the measure of God's will for man, his 'eternal rule of
righteousness' for his creatures. But while the
standard and obligation of the law remained unchanged, the
law did take on 'accidental' functions with the advent of
sin which It did not have before.	 Before the fall, the
law was solely a minister of life, guiding man's life of
obedience and binding him closer to his God. After the
fall, it became 'the minister of death' (II Cor.3:7), but
this 'Is so accidently, and from the corruption of our
nature'. 49
	What was natural in Eden was no longer
'natural', because the 'nature' God created was now
depraved and corrupted. &o
 And that corruption, Adam not
only brought upon himself by his disobedience, but with it
'he infected all his posterity', so that they were
identified with him In his guilt and loss. 5' All men
needed to be reconciled with God now, so the law began to
operate in relation to the covenant of grace, which came
Into effect Immediately as God's way of reconciliation.
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In contrast to Luther's mainly dual use of the law,52
Calvin clearly outlined a three-fold use of the moral law
before going on to expound the decalogue in the Institutes,
and this he did 'in a mariner appropriate to the covenant
setting'. Calvin drew attention to the fact that in
being given the law, the Jews were repeatedly being
reminded 'of that freely given covenant made with their
fathers of which they were to be the heirs'. 54
 The use of
the law, therefore, must be seen supremely in relation to
the eternal covenant of grace in Christ55
The first use of the law in relation to man as a
sinner, was to impress upon men how far short they came of
that divine standard of righteousness - 'it warns, informs,
convicts, and lastly condemns, every man of his own
unrighteousness'. 55
 It showed man what he should be, and
promised the reward of eternal life upon condition of
perfect obedience. As Calvin put it: 'We cannot gainsay
that the reward of eternal salvation awaits complete
obedience to the law as the Lord has promised. . . the
promises of the law, in so far as they are conditional,
depend upon perfect obedience to the law.' 57	But because
no man can observe the law perfectly, all are thereby
rendered inexcusable and condemned to certain death'.
The law mirrored the selfishness of man, and causing him to
despair of help in himself, It moved him to seek a remedy,
which was to be found in Christ alone, for his condition
under the law. 59 In the reprobate, the law fulfilled this
same function of condemnation, the difference being that
they did not proceed to the remedy of regeneration and
repentance through Christ.60
It Is only against this background that the basic
emphases in Calvin's presentation of the work of Christ as
the confirmation and establishing of the covenant of grace
can be understood. Peterson has pointed out that 'the
free love of God in Jesus Christ Is the starting place for
Calvin's doctrine of the atonement', and not the doctrine
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of sin, which is nevertheless 'theologically prior to his
doctrine of atonement'. It is true that in Calvin the
primary source of Christ's work goes back to the eternal
counsels, but he never lost sight of the fact that the
wonder of the eternal free love of Christ, which Peterson
demonstrated from Calvin's Commentary on John 3:16 etc.,
was always directed, even from eternity, to perishing
sinners.	 He loved us...'when we were enemies'.62
While Peterson was correct to draw attention to
Calvin's stress on the free love of God which preceded
man's salvation, particularly in relation to the doctrine
of election which made him 'loved in a double sense', 63
 yet
atonement could only be discussed meaningfully in relation
to human sin. It was, therefore, the incarnation - God
becoming man - which 'makes the atonement intelligible'. 64-
Because of the nature of sin, infecting all men and leaving
man incapable of self-salvation, if there was to be any
salvation it must come from outside, from God himself.
Hence Calvin's stress on the necessity of a Mediator who
was truly God and truly man.
	 Christ was fully divine,
the eternal Son of God, and remained so when he became
incarnate In the womb of Mary. 	 He was 'God manifest in
flesh', and yet remained God outside of the flesh. 	 This
was the meaning of the so-called extra-Calvinisticum in
Calvin's theology. 66 	Only one who was both Life and
Righteousness itself could 'conquer sin' and 'swallow up
death'. 6' At the same time only one who was truly man
could counter man's disobedience with the obedience
necessary to 'satisfy God's judgment, and pay the penalties
for sin'. 66 And such a man must be untainted by the
original sin of Adam and remain sinless during his life.
The first of these requirements was accomplished by the
secret work of the Spirit In the virgin birth of Christ,
and the second by his perfect fulfilment of the law of
God. 69	In this way God 'coupled human nature with divine
that to atone for sin he might submit the weakness of the
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one to death, and that wrestling with death by the power of
the other nature, he might win the victory for us'.7°
Christ was therefore a Mediator according to both his
divine and human natures, able to reconcile God with men,
and men with God. 71
 In the covenant of grace, 'He is the
Mediator of' reconciliation, by whom we are accepted of God,
and the Mediator of intercession, through whom the way is
opened for us to call upon the Father'. 7'2
 Calvin went on
to stress that Christ was always the 'Mediator of all
teaching' that God ever imparted to man, for it was always
in Christ that he revealed himself to men, and this was
impressed upon those to whom the apostles wrote in order
that they might learn 'that He who is the foundation of the
free covenant held also the primacy in giving the law'.73
In the chapter following the section on the person of
Christ in the Institutes, Calvin linked the doctrine of
Christ's person with that of his work by unfolding the
doctrine of the threefold office (munus triplex) of the
Mediator of the new covenant, in order to show why Christ
was sent as Messiah by the Father and what he has conferred
upon his people. 74
 As prophet, Christ proclaimed God's
will, and continued to fulfil the ministry of 'an unbroken
line of prophets' who taught the doctrine of God's
salvation. He was therefore the unifier of Scripture, the
sum of doctrine and perfect wisdom - 'outside Christ there
is nothing worth knowing'. 78
 As king, Christ demonstrated
his eternal, dominion over the whole world, 76 but more
especially his spiritual rule, and the enrichment and
protection of his own people, who 'with the greatest
eagerness to the divine will. . . submit willingly and
obediently'. 77
 It was as priest, however, that Christ
fulfilled the chief task (or 'principal point') which God
willed and ordained, and upon which 'our whole salvation
turns', that is, the offering up of himself as a sacrifice
to appease the wrath of God and expiate the sins of his
people in order to reconcile theni with God.	 And having
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provided, the grace of forgiveness and sanctification,
Christ continued to apply the fruits of his death to his
people through an ongoing intercessory ministry.'?B
Peterson has isolated six basic biblical themes in
Calvin's presentation of the work of Christ - the obedient
second Adam, the Victor, our legal substitute, our
sacrifice, our merit, and our example. 79 There is
considerable overlap in these, but each of them is
important, because they answer directly to the human
predicament highlighted by Calvin's first use of the law,
and demonstrate that Calvin viewed Christ's work in
relation to man ' s salvation as a legal work.
It has already been noted that Adam's relationship
with God was guided by God's righteous law, and that the
severing of that relationship and Adam's ruin was brought
about by disobedience to that law. 9° Obedience was
necessary to satisfy God's righteous judgment, and restore
man's nature to its former condition. 'Accordingly, our
Lord came forth as true man and took the person and name of
Adam in order to take Adam's place in obeying the Father,
to present our flesh as the price of satisfaction to God's
righteous judgment, and, in the same flesh, to pay the
penalty that we had deserved.' 81
	It was the ruin which
the first Adam caused that Christ as the second Adam, or
the antitype, came to remedy: 'He came to restore
everything which had been brought to ruin in Adam'.°2
Consequently, said Calvin, 'He became the Author of our
salvation. . . when he remedied the disobedience of Adam by a
contrary act of obedience'. This meant not just
obedience in going to death, although Calvin did stress
that 'even in death itself his willing obedience is the
important thing', or what later theologians called his
'passive obedience'.	 It also embraced Christ's 'active
obedience' to the law of God during his lifetime. Christ,
as it were, lived over again the lives of his people as
they should have lived it in perfect conformity to God's
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law.	 In doing so he acquired for theni that standard of
righteousness acceptable to God, in order 'to render God
favourable and kindly toward us'. 89
 Indeed the
righteousness of Christ not only answered to what Adam lost
and would have retained had he been obedient to God's law,
but it actually 'surpasses Adam'. In the covenant of
grace the believer is better off than Adam was in paradise.
Calvin's famous passage in his Commentary on Romans in this
respect must be related to what he said about 'double'
righteousness in his Sermons on .Iob.96
Secondly, Adam's disobedience to the law brought him
under a curse.	 This involved a terrible bondage,
servitude, and oppression.
	
Sin, death, and the devil were
the enemies. 'Adam, through the hatred and deceit of the
devil, fell into disobedience, doing and striving in
opposition to the commandment of his Creator; and by his
sin, so brought into the world the infection and poison of
sin, that all who descended from him, were from birth
deserving of the wrath and punishment of God, partakers of
death and damnation, enslaved under the power and tyranny
of the devil'.	 The remedy, therefore, was set forth
also as a victory over the oppressors of man. Christ, the
God-man, came as Conqueror of these enemies, 'and by His
conquest has obtained the victory for us, and redeemed us
from the curse of the law'.88
It was in relation to the substitutionary work of
Christ, however, that the legal element really came to the
fore. Sinful man's predicament before the law was
twofold: he could no longer live up to the standard of
God's righteousness in his law, by which alone he could
merit salvation. 89 Even if he could start again and begin
to do that, he would still be under a sentence of
punishment for having previously broken the law, and God,
as 'a righteous Judge... does not allow his law to be broken
without punishment'.	 Man, therefore, said Calvin, lay
under God's wrath and curse until some way of appeasing God
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and absolving him of his guilt could be found. 9°	 Christ,
'made under the law', was God's answer. 	 He lived a
substitutionary life for his people, in perfect obedience
to God's law in every detail. 91	It was Christ's life of
obedience to the law that was imputed as God's gift to man
in justification. 	 The life Christ lived was reckoned as
the sinner's life.9
But Christ not only lived the sinner's life over
again, he died the sinner's death - the punishment incurred
by breaking the law. The heart of the atonement,
according to Calvin, was that Christ as the Mediator of the
new covenant not only took the sinner's part, he actually
took his place as a violater of God's law. 	 That was the
place of a 'wicked and profane' person. He was ranked as
an evil doer, a criminal, a malefactor, 'the most wicked of
all', when he took the sinner's guilt and punishment.93
He paid the sinner's penalty. 94 	He subjected himself to
the sinner's curse and the wrath of God. 98	He bore the
sinner's judgment. 96 He died the sinner's death. 97 He
suffered the sinner's hell of estrangment from God. 98 And
all this Christ did to satisfy the demands of a broken law.
In this work Christ was undoing what Adam's disobedience
had done. He was taking Adam's place. 'Our Lord came
forth as true man and took the person and name of Adam in
order to take Adam's place in obeying the Father, to
present our flesh as the price of satisfaction to God's
righteous Judgment, and, in the same flesh, to pay the
penalty that we had deserved. 99	Both Christ's perfect
obedience and sacrificial	 death were essentially
substitutionary acts of the second Adam.
The righteousness with respect to the law which
mankind had lost in Adam, was restored in Christ to the
elect. And not only was righteousness with respect to the
revealed law imputed to them, but righteousness with
respect to the glorious righteousness of God himself, so
that redeemed man, renewed by the Holy Spirit, was better
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off than Adam was in his first creation. Adam's condition
was always 'liable to change' through failure to obey.
The redeemed man has been given an incorruptible
righteousness, and, through the Spirit, an 'indefectible
constancy' in the covenant of grace.'°°
Christ, as the fulfilment of the entire corpus of Old
Testament religion, made it necessary that he not only be a
substitute, but a sacrificial substitute - 'the Lamb of
God', who was foreshadowed in the Old Testament types and
sacrifices. Christ also fulfiled this role He was
the perfect, unique, once-for-all sacrifice, without any
defect or blemish, so that he 'could pacify His (God's)
wrath', by removing both the penalty and guilt of sin.'02
'For we could not believe with assurance that Christ is our
redemption, ransom, and propitiation unless he had been a
sacrificial victim', said Calvin,' 03
 but 'since he alone is
the Lamb of God, he also is the sole offering for sin, the
sole expiation, the sole satisfaction'. 104 Christ's
sacrifice paid the price of redemption, 105 and reconciled
men with God, 10 having turned away the anger and wrath of
God against sin.'07
It is practically impossible to separate the theme of
Christ as our merit from that of Christ as our substitute.
Willis and Peterson have pointed out that separate
consideration is justified because in debate with Laelius
Socinus 'Calvin was forced to give expanded clarification
to the doctrine of the merit of Christ', and devote to it
an entire chapter in the Institutes.' 08 Socinus thought
that the idea of Christ meriting salvation obscured God's
grace. Calvin replied that these could not be separated,
because salvation through the merit of Christ's obedience
and death was according to the will of God: 'God solely of
His own good pleasure appointed him Mediator to obtain
salvation for us.... Christ's merit depends upon God's grace
alone, which has ordained this manner of salvation for
us' . 109
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What was foundational In, and common to, all these
themes related to the atonement of Christ In Calvin's
thought was that God was acting consistently with what he
had revealed of his will and character as the directive for
man's life. Man having violated the initial arrangement,
God introduced another arrangement in the eternal covenant
of grace, (always prior as far as the eternal counsel of
God was concerned) which was consistent with the
righteousness of God, and satisfying to that righteousness
on behalf of those who stood condemned in unrighteousness
before the law. 'God appoints nothing at random, and
hence it follows that the cause of his death is lawful.. . in
no other way than by his death could the justice of God be
satisfied',' 1 ° said Calvin. What this meant first and
foremost was that Christ's work of redemption, in
constituting a covenant of grace for sinful man, was
essentially a law-work.
From this discussion of the first use of the law by
Calvin, It becomes very evident how disastrously writers
like Kendall have erred in saying that the function of the
law prior to conversion was merely 'an accidental effect of
the law'.' 11	Kendall implied that it was accidental in
the sense of being unnecessary and irrelevant.	 This was
to read more into the use of the word 'accidental' than
Calvin Intended. Certainly, Calvin referred to this use
of the law as 'accidental', but this was only in comparison
with its original function with respect to unfallen man.112
In relation to sinful men, Calvin emphatically insisted
that the law had a primary and essential task In convincing
man of sin specificlally in order to lead them to faith in
Christ. To say that Calvin never does 'hint that this
effect Is necessary before faith', is to misrepresent
Calvin completely.
The enormity of this error Is compounded by Kendall's
accompanying assertion that it was only in Its second use
that Calvin mentioned the law as having the 'effect of
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showing man his need'. 11
	That this was Calvin's express
purpose in teaching the first use of the law has been
demonstrated beyond question. This bending of the
evidence by Kendall was designed to demonstrate that Calvin
could not have entertained any thought remotely similar to
a covenant of works because faith precedes repentance and
that 'faith corresponds to the freely given promise and
repentance refers to our obedience'.' 14
	This was to
separate what Calvin viewed as inseparable. For him true
repentance and faith accompanied each other and were
manifested not only in conversion, but continued seriously
to be exercised throughout the Christian's life when he
knew himself to belong to God.l&	 'Repentance and faithe
are thynges coupled together', he preached. 116
	And he
wrote, 'We recognize more fully from the definition of
repentance and faith how the two ar uniquely conJoint'.1'
It was the continuing nature of repentance that Calvin was
teaching in the Institutes when he said that repentance was
the fruit of faith and 'flows from it.. .as fruit from a
tree'.	 He continued, 'It constantly follows faith, but it
is also born of faith. hle In other words the moment
faith was created by the regenerating work of the Holy
Spirit, repentance was born also, and continued to be an
expression of true faith in the Christian.
Calvin stressed this continuity of repentance
contrary to the Anabaptist and Jesuit teaching, which, he
claimed, limited repentance 'to a paltry few days'.
Repentance, like the faith in which it was begotten
extended throughout the Christian's life.'' 6
 Repentance,
therefore, had Its foundation in the gospel, which was
embraced by faith when the preaching of repentance and the
announcement of the gospel came. To present the
righteousness of the law was an Integral part of such
preaching, for the simple reason that for Calvin the law
was an integral part of the gospel and repentance was f or
the violation of the law.	 For Calvin the clear function
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of the law in this context of conversion was to awaken the
conscience to its guilt, until the sinner 'realizing that
he does not possess the ability to pay the law what he
owes, and despairing in himself, he is moved to seek and
await help from another quarter'. 12° The first use of the
law, therefore, both revealed to man his real need as a
sinner before the law and pointed him to Christ as the one
who has paid on his behalf what he owed to the law.
Unlike this mainly personal dimension in the first
use of the law, Calvin's second use had a more social and
civil function. Here the law acted as a restraint or a
deterrent to the behaviour of those who were not believers,
and whose depravity could otherwise boil over Into all
manner of lawlessness and contempt for God.' 21
 Calvin
further developed this second use of the law in the context
of his discussion of 'Civil Government', where he described
the moral law as the basis for nations framing laws such as
were expedient for them 'providing they be framed according
to the perpetual rule of love, so that although they vary
In form they may have the same principle'.122
The third use of the law (usus tertius Jegis) In
Calvin's thought followed on from what has been already
discussed concerning the relationship of the law and the
gospel. For Calvin, this was the 'principal use, which
pertains more clearly to the proper use of the law, [and]
finds Its place among believers in whose hearts the Spirit
of God already lives and reigns'.' 23
 What Calvin
obviously meant here was that in the believer the law
reverted again to having the function which it originally
had before 'man's declension'. For the believer it could
no longer be a minister of death, or condemnation, or
curse, because all these had been removed in Christ.
Therefore it assumed once more the role it had with Adam,
that of regulating the new life-giving covenantal
relationship established with God.
But the parallel was not exactly the same, however.
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If Adam needed the regulation of divine law In his
relationship with God, the believer needed It more so.
Although the believer had the law engraved in his heart by
the indwelling Spirit, he was not yet free in this life
from all the limitations of depravity, therefore he could
still benefit from the written law In two ways. It could
be a teaching Instrument for believers 'to learn more
thoroughly each day the nature of the Lord's will to which
they aspire, and to confirm them in their understanding of
It'.' 24
 Secondly, it could help them in the struggle
against 'the bitter flesh', by exhorting them In the
pursuit of God's righteousness.
It was failure to appreciate the true nature of the
law as 'one everlasting and unchanging rule to live by',
said Calvin, that caused 'certain ignorant persons not to
recognize this distinction and to separate Moses from
Christ'.' 26
 The condemnation and curse of the law was
abrogated for believers, since Christ had taken that, as
was the use of Old Testament ceremonies, since Christ had
fulfilled these ancient types of his work.' But Christ,
by his teaching and example, upheld the force and
perpetuity of the moral law: 'Therefore through Christ the
teaching of the law remains inviolable' as an instrument to
teach, correct and admonish,' 28
 and to bind the regenerate
closer to Christ, 'For if the law and the prophets be most
thoroughly searched, there is not to be found in them one
word which does not refer and lead to Him'.129
Here, then, was the twofold base for Calvin's usus
tertius leg-Is. First, it was God's law, expressing the
will and character of God, therefore It was unchangeable
and made a total claim upon every area of life. 	 Secondly,
and following from that, Christ was the visible expression
and fulfilment of the law. It was failure to understand
this that has caused Calvin, and his successors, to be
accused of departing from Jesus and returning to a
legalistic code. 120
	For Calvin there was no disharmony
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between. the law and Christ.
	 The perpetuity of the law was
grounded in Christ. 131	 This was the error of the
Pharisees and Iudaizers, who followed their own
interpretation of the law rather than 'Christ, its best
interpreter.... They thought that Christ added to the law
when he only restored it to its integrity'. Christ spelt
out the positive, spiritual, inward meaning which the law
had always had, and which the Pharisees had ignored.132
When Calvin therefore opposed the damnationis
ministeriuin of the law to the gospel, it was not the law or
the Old Testament in their fullness that he was opposing to
the New as 'litera' to 'spiritus' in the way Møller has
implied.' 33 	It was rather a limited view or the 'bare'
nature of the law that was being spoken of. Calvin made
it clear that 'the gospel points out with the finger what
the law foreshadowed under types. . . where the whole law Is
concerned, the gospel differs from It only In clarity of
manifestation'. 134
Calvin's 'sober interpretation of the law',
therefore, Is to be seen not only in terms of words, but in
a practical outworking of the Christian life.' 36
 There
was a remarkable unity or parallel with his teaching on
love of God and neighbour, the sermon on the mount, the
life of Christ, life in the Spirit, and the restoration of
the image of God In man. 136
 There was no conflict between
the law and love, between the decalogue and the sermon on
the mount, between Moses and Christ.
	 There was no
disharmony between the purpose of the law and the operation
of the Spirit and the likeness of God in man. Profitable
as further explication of these points would be, it can
only be noted in passing that their importance lies in that
they were all expressions of the Christian life, which
Calvin with his usual safeguards concerning justification,
invariably introduced in the context of the law: 'Nor can
any man infer. . . that the law is superfluous for
believers.... The whole life of Christians ought to be a
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sort of practice of godliness, for which we have been
called to sanctification. Hence it was the function of
the law, by warning men of their duty, to arouse them to a
zeal for holiness and innocence'.13'
Calvin's third use of the law was unfolded in the
doctrine of the Christian's sanctification, or 'rightly
ordered life', by which God's image was restored.13e As
expressions of the Christian life these figures were all
evidences of true and genuine faith, 139 and were bound up
in the context of the covenant, for 'perfect obedience to
the law. . . is contained in the covenant of grace under which
are contained both forgiveness of sins and the spirit of
sanctification'. 14° Calvin brought these together again
in discussing the fifth and sixth petitions of the Lord's
Prayer: 'The spiritual covenant that God has made for the
salvation of his church rests on these two members', that
is, forgiveness, and the warfare of the Christian life
guided and supported by the law within the heart.141
For Calvin, therefore, the covenant of grace did not
end with the forgiveness of sins and the Justifying of
ungodly sinners through the work of Christ. It also
incorporated the entire Christian life of obedience,
prayer, warfare and good works. This was the message
Calvin not only wrote in the Institutes and Commentaries,
but that which he preached to his congregation in Geneva,
when he told them that the preaching of the Word and the
proper ministering of the sacraments were marks of a
'regular and well-managed church', and 'are the means by
which the children of God may be confirmed in the faith,
and are incited to live and die in the obedience of His
law' • 1 42
All this poses the very important question of the
place of good works in the covenant of salvation, and what
significance Calvin attached to them. Against his Roman
opponents, Calvin maintained the distinctive Reformed
doctrine of Justification by faith alone as the 'one sole
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means of recovering salvation' for men cursed under the
law. 143
 Justification meant gracious acceptance by God
and free forgivenes of sins through the righteousness of
Christ imputed to us. 144
 This, Calvin maintained against
Osiander's doctrine of 'essential righteousness' 1 or the
Scholastics' doctrine of good works as effective for
justification. 145
	it was covenant mercy to which man
contributed nothing. 14
	But for Calvin, justifying faith
was never alone. In the covenant God's people always
'receive a double grace: namely, that being reconciled to
God through Christ's blamelessness, we may have in heaven
instead of a Judge a gracious Father; and secondly, that
sanctified	 by Christ's	 Spirit	 we	 may	 cultivate
blamelessness and purity of life'. 147
	Calvin never
separated justification and sanctification.
	 They were as
indivisible as the light and heat of the sun.' 48 	 These
blessings were In Christ, and 'Christ cannot be torn into
two parts'.' 49
	He 'justifies no-one whom he does not at
the same time sanctify'.15°
The question then arose: Did the Inseparability of
justification and sanctification Imply that the works of
the believer were in some sense meritorious and acceptable
to God in relation to justification? Luther's answer was
a tendency rigidly to separate law and gospel at this point
and consider all works of the believer, no matter how good,
as sinful and totally unacceptable to God, while
maintaining, however, that good works were the fruit of
salvation. 151 But Calvin maintained that the good works
of the believer had their source in God, and therefore must
in some sense be acceptable to him: 'For the Lord cannot
fail to love and embrace the good things that he works in
them through his Spirit'.'52
Calvin, therefore, while considering justification
and sanctification to be inseparable, considered them
distinguishable with respect to justification. There was
a righteousness arising from man's works which was
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acceptable to God, for In 'all covenants of his mercy the
Lord requires of his servants in return uprightness and
sanctity of life'.' But this 'works righteousness',
Calvin said, was 'always in some part faulty because of its
ImperfectIons,154	 and was therefore Inadequate for
Justification,	 which could only come through the
righteousness which Is by faith (ie. the righteousness of
Christ) from which all works were excluded. 155
 Works
righteousness 'should be subordinate to it, so as to leave
the latter In full possession of the salvation of man'.156
How then was this 'works rIghteousness acceptable to
God? Through the covenant, was Calvin's answer. The
believer's good works and observance of the law, Calvin
viewed as the fulfilment of the conditions of the covenant,
and were therefore acceptable to God on the basis of the
covenant only.	 It was at this point that Calvin agreed
with the medieval nominalIsts that good works were
acceptable to God 'by reason of the covenant'. 1
 The
scholastics, however, still taught that merit was obtained
for these works by the covenant, whereas Calvin saw them as
still defiled and full of 'blemishes and spots', and empty
of merit.' They were acceptable only because God
promised In the covenant to accept them as good; and not
only to accept them, but also to reward them.1
It is only by continuing to read the scholastic view
of the covenant Into the Reformed view that modern
misconceptions of the latter as 'oppressive legalism' can
still persist. Møller, for example, speaking of the
reformation doctrine of salvation through faith in the
gospel, said that 'The Idea of the covenant tends to
displace this fundamental insight', and that 'The ultimate
consequence is that we are saved by faith and deeds'.'6°
Karlberg has replied properly to this charge: 'If that were
the case, the difference between the Old and New covenants
would be substantial, not merely accidental'. 16 ' The very
nature of the covenant Itself excluded the possibility of
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Møller's ultimate conclusion.
The question remains, however, how a holy God, even
out of his covenantal goodness, could presume to accept and
reward works which were imperfect and so far short of his
righteousness, and still remain consistent with his
righteous character.	 Calvin's answer to this was ingenius
and complete.	 It was through the justifying grace of the
covenant. Not only were believers with all their
defilment justified by Christ and accepted and adopted by
God for his own as 'pleasing and lovable to him'.
Everything pertaining to the entire life of the believer
was included in that justification. 	 Therefore, the
believer's works, though still defiled, were also
justified by Christ in the covenant of grace and were as
acceptable and pleasing to God as the believer's person.162
Justification by faith was the basis of 'works
righteousness', and it was only in this light that works
could be referred to as the reason for the bestowal of
divine benefits: 163
 'God imputes the works of the
faithful to them for righteousness, not in consequence of
any intrinsic merit which they possess, but of his own free
unmerited grace'. 164
 It was in this way that when 'in all
covenants of his mercy the Lord requires of his servants in
return uprightness and sanctity of life, lest his goodness
be mocked. . . he wills to keep in their duty those admitted
to the fellowship of the covenant'.166
In other words, Calvin was insisting that
	
the
conditions of the covenant, or the obligations of the moral
law, were contained in the covenant itself. The true
believer was enabled to fulfil them acceptably, though
still Imperfectly, through the grace of the covenant and
the power of the Holy Spirit. Furthermore, he was
rewarded for such works not because of any merit attached
to them, but simply out of the sheer goodness of God's
generosity. 166
	In his Sermons on Job, Calvin pointed out
that when the believer engaged in the service of God, God
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was never in debt to the believer for the service to which
he must dedicate himself, nevertheless, he graciously
promised to reward it. ' In the Institutes he gave three
reasons for the rewarding of the believer's works under the
covenant: One was that the believer was reconciled to him
in Christ without the help of works. 	 The second was his
own fatherly generosity and loving-kindness which placed
value on these works without regard to their worth. And
the third was that imperfections and corruptions which
would otherwise identify them as sins and not virtues were
not imputed:	 'Works enjoined by God have their reward
because the Lawgiver himself accepts them as evidence of
obedience.	 Therefore, such works do not derive value from
their own worth or merit but because God highly values our
obedience to him.' 169 Reward, therefore, as much as
'acceptability' was also based in the first member of the
covenant - forgiveness, or justification by faith.'69
If Holmes Roiston at this point was looking to Calvin
to rescue him from the plague of 'oppressive legalism' in
the Calvinists and the Westminster Confession of Faith, he
would find in him little comfort. If he wanted to condemn
the Confession for retaining the law of God as a non-
meritorious 'duty and... obligation' within the framework of
the covenant, he would clearly have needed to condemn
Calvin as well.' 7° The truth is that in neither Calvin or
the Confession was there anything 'legalistic' about the
believer's duty to observe the law of God. All legal
requirements in the sense of penalties or punishment had
been fully met in the justifying grace of the covenant in
Christ.	 Nor was there anything 'oppressive' about it,
since the believer's obedience was entirely within the
framework of the covenant of grace. It arose from, and
was made possible by, the operation of the Spirit of God,
and was accepted and rewarded by God again only through the
justifying grace of Christ.	 Calvin did not make such a
rigid 'definite distinction between law and grace in a
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covenant context' as has been alleged. This allegation
and the conclusion drawn from it that 'Calvin became the
fountain-head of a second stream of thought which
contributed to the development of covenant theology' fails
to stand up in the light of the evidence exam1ned.' 1
 For
Calvin the law did 'constitute an inalienable part' of the
covenant, but it was no 'petty casuistic legalism' which
was mediated through the commandments. It was rather the
will of a gracious God, who having reconciled his
disobedient and ungrateful people to himself, was to be
known in a living personal relationship through obedience
to the demands of his character and will.172
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